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* FROM THE NUMBER ONE CONTROLLER COMPANY

PE & NRl on one standard hex board.
All classic conirol features plus
many new ones.
Integral LED self-test.
Embeds in all
POP-11's..

Here's your pay-off
from our experience with
over 4,000 tape controllers
for POP-11's.lt's the all new.
TC-131. Elegant, simple, mature . . ,.
A new star, it provides everything
you expect ... and a lot more!
"Trade name of Digital Equipment Corporation

SEND FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION

. 14321 Myford Rd., Tustin, CA

~2680

western peripherals
Division of WESPERCORP.
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The Associative
File Processor.
AFP.
A Special

Purpose
Hardware
System for
Retrieving
Textual

Irlformation'. ~ ..IIIIIIIIMllllllllllllllllIIIIIIiIIIIlIIIIIIIIIIIIII_
Full Text Retrieval. Finds relevant information in large free
text files (typically 300 million characters or more) that
match queries,
.
Unrestricted Queries. Unrestricted query voc'abulary
with boolean AND, OR, NOT and proximity key word logic,
Simple Configuration. AFp© runs on a PDP11 host minicomputer and includes all necessary user software;
Real Time Data Input. New data may be input and searched
,as it is received, if necessary.
Special Associative Hardware. The processing power is
made possible by the special AXP© hardware effectively
having the capability of 1200 cpu's.
Mfordable. Now you can afford full text retrieval costing
only afew pennies per search.
.
Available in Three Configurations. The AXPIOO attaches
to an existing PDP11 computer; the AXP200 is self contained
with a communication interface to a network or another host
computer; the AXP300 is a turn key system including CRT
terminals and a line printer.
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Word Processing

Data Processing

Electronic
Message Service

Voice and Data
Communications Management

Now Datapoint combines all four capabilities
into one integrated system using a common
database. And every function is available at
each 3800 workstation.

Watch productivity soar
as four offIce functions are
integrated in one system
This is the only system which
handles all the basic business media - data, words,
messages, and telephone
communications.
By combining all the basic business media, Datapoint's Integrated
Electronic Office gives you increased
productivity, improved cost efficiency,
and tighter management control.
Here are five Ipore benefits.

Pick the size you need.

No matter how large the system, responsive performance is provided at
every Datapoint workstation.
I

2. It gives you word processing with new search power.
Save valuable WP time with
Datapoint's exclusive retrieval system, AIM (Associative Index
Method). It searches for facts and
documents by content. You needn't
enter titles or index' numbers, just
words or phrases from the document
you wish to retrieve.

3-year lease prices shown do not include
printers (many types available), maintenance,
installation or training charges.

3. It cuts long-distance telephone bills up to 40 percent.
Datapoint's Long Distance Control
System reduces long-distance costs by
a combination of least -cost routing for
all calls, queuing, and call buffering. It
even prints out traffic data to give you
greater control of costs. And it works
with existing PBX or CENTREX
exchanges.

1. It's the multifunction system you can't outgrow. You can add
workstations, increase processing
power, expand peripherals, broaden
the common database-virtually without limit. All because of Datapoint's
exclusive ARCTM system architecture.

4. It sends messages in a
flash - essentially for free. Documents can be stored, retrieved, and
transmitted automatically from one
Datapoint processor to anotheracross the hall or across the country.
By using the excess capacity of your
flat-rate voice communications lines

~

'-w-....

1MB +

Single User
$325lmonth

-g"g""g-II
Multi-User
20 M B + $1930lmonth

during nonpeak hours, the Datapoint
Electronic Message System gives
your interoffice correspondence a free
ride. With EMS you can even downline
load file updates and programs· to all
your remote Datapoint processors.
5. It gives you a unified approach to office integration. With
Datapoint's Integrated Electronic
Office, anything goes. Enter data.
Compute and store. Retrieve and incorporate in text. Transmit messages
interleaved with voice. Receive confirmations of messages automatically.
And more.
Let us help you apply the power of
the Integrated Electronic Office to
your organization now. Call (512) 6997151 for the number of the nearest
Datapoint office. Or write: Datapoint,
Corporate Communications, DM-K05,
9725 Datapoint Drive, San Antonio,
TX 78284.
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promacs® lets you show
everyone just how
productive a
programmer can be!

Twenty Years Ago/Ten Years Ago

LOOKING
BACK

PROMACS will change the way you've
thought software development had to be.
For the better. Much better. By enhancing
programmer creativity. Increasing
productivity. Reducing testing costs and
maintenance costs. Trimming software
development time by as much as 75%.
And by improving the software staff's
image among management and users.

SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER 1960

Programmer productivity and more. From
PROMACS - the new free-form, highlevel programming language that's similar
to COBOL, but easier to use to create
COBOL programs, from the simplest to
the most complex. And it does it by the
innovative use of powerful macros that
generate a structured COBOL program
which you complete and execute.
AIIQwing you to create in a few
statements what COBOL requires pages
and pages of coding to accomplish.
PROMACS ... from MACS, the people
who've been delivering software
excellence for over 10 years (in products
such as DATAMACS, the world's bestselling automatic test data generator.

management and computer services. inc.
great valley corporate center valley forg~ pa 19482 215-648-0730
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macs
.~----------------------.great valley corporate center, valley forge, pa. 19482
I WANT TO BE A SOFTWARE HEROl

o Tell

me more about PROMACS and the free
,3D-day trial offer.
o Send more information ...and a SOFTWARE
HERO badge.
o Would you believe I see no need for improved
software productivity, but would like a
SOFTWARE HERO badge.
Name ______________________

~-----

Title _____________________________
Company _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _______________________
City ___________ State _ _ Zip ______
Phone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ CPU/Op.Sys. _______

DM980
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Twenty years ago, the industry heralded the
debut of the starlets of consultancy: "An
interesting development is noted in New
York. The Lone Wolf of Ossining, Daniel
D. McCracken, has incorporated himself.
McCracken is the flrst of a new, revitalized
crop of freewheeling, freelance computer
consultants. These hardy souls have decided that their talents as computer programmers and equipment experts can best
be utilized if they are unhampered by regular paychecks. They usually accept anything from one-shot assignments to longterm contracts and are distinguished by the
fact that they might have several jobs going
at widely scattered points in the U.S.
"For a while, McCracken had the
whole country to himself. Then, about a
year ago, Robert Patrick set up shop in the
Los Angeles area. During 1960, Bob Barton, Jackson Granholm and Gene Amdahl
have also established themselves in L.A.
and Herbert R. J. Grosch has returned to full
time consulting in New York City. It will be
interesting to watch the fortunes (or lack of
same) of these bold, rugged individuals."

SEPTEMBER 1910
The new flrm, Computer General, Inc., a
subsidiary of Marchuk and Metcalf Associates, promised flrst deliveries of a laserbased computer by April of1971. The computer featured a trillion-bit electro-optical
memory, and reportedly had a full access
time of20 nsec. Dr. Frank Marchuk, president, released a few details on the processors, but no information on the buyers.
However, he did say the flrst eight of 40
units ordered by three buyers would be
delivered in April without memory, priced
at $350,000 each. The price for a mainframe with a trillion bits was $500,000, and
for an additional $100,000, the buyer got 10
trillion bits.
Xerox Data Systems had remote
maintenance up its sleeve for 1971. Sigma
Series users would be connected to a diagnostic laboratory at XDS headquarters in El
Segundo, Calif., and maintenance-by-telephone service would be available to these
. users. Data from diagnostic tests on computers and peripherals at a user's site would
be transmitted to El Segundo via telephone,
and analyzed by XDS systems service people

who would then send back step-by-step repair instructions. XDS spokesmen said pilot
tests at 28 installations were 100% successful in flnding the source of malfunctions,
but the average time for locating the prob)em was flve hours. The spokesmen also
stated XDS was trying to cut down on the
amount of time needed for telephone repairs. IBM promised a similar service for
370 users, called RETAIN (Remote Technical Assistance and Information Network)'
for 1971.
The FCC was edging toward opening
new specialized communications systems
to new carriers, especially those planning
data transmission networks. After lengthy
debates, the commission decided to seek
comments on a staff paper that concluded
the market potential was sufflcient to support more than one applicant in an area, and
that users deserved a wider choice. The
paper also found that new entries would disperse risks and initiatives as well as stimulate technical innovation, and it saw no
merit in the claims of existing common
carriers that applicants for new systems
were trying to "skim the cream" off the
most profltable markets. Commissioner
Nicholas ~ Johnson called the action'
"timid, " and said it was "simply a prelude
to interminable delay. "
, Dittberner Associates, a Bethesda,
Md., consulting flrm specializing in telecommunications, was hired by the FCC to
suggest ways of implementing the recommendations made during the summer by a
panel from the National Academy of
Sciences. The panel recommended that a
"terminal standardization certiflcation program controlled by the FCC could provide
adequate technical protection-but almost
in the same breath said the present setup was
feasible. Under the present setup, terminal
interfaces are supplied exclusively by the
carriers. If the FCC agrees with Dittberner,
the telephone terminal market would be
opened to independent suppliers."
Dittberner Associates also stated the
commission should presume that independently made terminals, interfaces, and communication systems posed no threat to the
performance of the telephone network and
these· should be certifled unless the carriers
could prove otherwise.

-Deborah Sojka

PickAn Interface.
Anylnterface.

Another Strong Suit from NECEight Standard Spin writer Interlaces.
When it comes to selecting that perfect printer, an interface
problem is the last thing that should stand between you and a
winning system. That's why NEC offers 8 industry standard
interfaces for its printers.
Why? So you can add Spinwriters to your system right now,
or replace any printer you're now using with anyone of nine
Spinwriter Models. So you can have the industry's finest character printers. Just plug them in.
NEC Spinwriters are designed so that interface firmware
resides on the same board as our microprocessor CPU.
For you, that means a truly simple and clean interconnect: a
sure bet.
Go ahead ... call us. We'll show you our winning hand of
printer interfaces. No matter what you're using now; regardless of your former interface limitations, you can have the best.
Spinwriters, from NEC.
For information, call your nearest NEC sales office.

NEe. Going after the perfect printer.

NEe
NEe Information Systems, Inc.
Home Office: 5 Militia Drive, Lexington, MA 02173, (617) 862-3120
Eastern Office: 36 Washington Street, Wellesley, MA 02181, (617) 431-1140
Central Office: 3400 South Dixie Drive, Dayton, OH 45439, (513) 294-6254
West Coast Office: 8939 S. Sepulveda Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90045 (213) 670-7346
Southern Office: 2945 Flowers Road South, Atlanta, GA 30341 (404) 458-7014
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...,.,uccess
Intel's integrated dictionary unlocks
data management solutions.
Programmer productivity.
Application development. Data
base design. Project management.
Programming standards. Main~
tenance. Data security, accuracy,
integrity.-Optimization of resources.
Controlled growth.
All of these are priority issues
among forward~thinking organiza~
tions today. But these are just a few
of the issues addressed-and solved
-by Intel's Information Resource
Management product family. .
The key is in Intel's Integrated
Data Dictionary, IDD.

functions, this can be handled
on~line or in batch mode.

Implement successful
solutions.

Enforce standards, communicate, and cut redundancy.

Intel's Integrated Data Diction~
ary is an application design aid, a
documentation vehicle, away to
enforce standards and procedures,
a master reference for determining
the impact of change, a tool for
controlling growth today and
tomorrow.
To examine your key to success
with Intel's IDD and other Infor~
mation Resource Management
products, clip the coupon below
or call our Market Informa~
tion Office at 512/258~5171.
We'll respond with descrip~
tive brochures, success stories
about our customers, plus an
itivitation to our complimen~
tary seminars on Information
Resource Management.

Intel's data dictionary quickly
tells you and anyone else involved
in data base and application devel~
opment, what already exists (and

Get the big picture.
The IDD gives you a
detailed, panoramic view of
what's happening in your data
base environment. By continu~
ally monitoring and tracking infor~
mation (ranging from data items all
the way up to entire application
systems with multiple programs),
Intel's dictionary puts reports on
who, what, where, how, and when
at your fingertips. Most importantly,
you won't need a crystal ball
in what form it exists) in your
to forecast the impact of change.
enVI'ronment. Addl'tl'onally, the
dictionary applies editing, error
Impact reports are standard, too.
detection, and correction functions.

Streamline application
development.

Guarantee data
security.

inter delivers
solutions.

Europe: Intel Semiconductor (Nederland) B.V., Commercial
Systems Division, Oranjestraat 1, 3441 Ax Woerden, The
Netherlands, 31/3480-11264, Telex 47970 CSD NL
Canada: Intel Semiconductor of Canada, Ltd., 201
Consumers Rd., Suite 200, Willowdale, Ontario M2J 4G8,
416/494-6831

,------------------------------------------------------------------

i Please forward literature on Intel's Integrated Data
! Dictionary and other IRM products.
i Name:_--'--_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

With a wealth of vital informa~
tion in hand, you can simplify the
Watchdog of your
data is IDD's sophisti~ .: Company __________________
task of building and fine~tuning
new applications. And because the cated security system.
With passwords which
Mailing address - - - - - - - - - - - dictionary works intimately with
protect
data
as
far
down
City,
State, Zip - - - - - ' - - - - - - - - SYSTEM 2000®/80, Intel's power~
as the item level, you
Telephone (
ful data base management system,
designers are given extensive data
can be confident that
Mainframe(s) installed: IBM (compatible)
modeling and application proto~
your data remains
, CDC
, Univac_ _ __
.
typing capabilities. Moreover, data "clean:' You can be confi~: 0
dent that unauthorized ! peratmg system
, ,,
items, records, and definitions are
1
'
1
1
t
.
:
Return
to:
Intel
Commercial
Systems
Dlvlslon
easily added, deleted, or modified
personne WI no, accI~ !
P.O. Box 9968; Austin, Texas 78766
even after a data base is in full
den~a~ly ~lter or v~ew
i
ATTN: Market Information Office
production. And, like all IDD
sens Itlve Informa tlon. 1..----------------------------------------------------------------CIRCLE 11 ON READER CARD

·Introducing
The entire BTl family
of 32-bit multiprocessor systems.

Finally, there's a computer system that lets you
grow by plugging in resources, instead of by
changing models - the BTl 8000.
Our family secret is Variable Resource
Architecture (VRA): a flexible mix of hardware
resources controlled by a single, self-regulating
operating system. The result is mainframe level
performance at substantially lower costs, plus
unequalled flexibility.
You can tailor the BTl 8000 to serve over
200 on-line, interactive users. Or to handle large
batch loads. Or to do some of each. And, you can

vary system performance over a tenfold range
by merely adding or deleting hardware modules.
Additionally, built-in growth potential
allows you to respond to changing requirements
easily and quickly - without modifying either
the operating system or your applications
software.
As for reliability and support, they're
established family traditions, proven by over
2,500 other BTl computers operating in the U.S.,
Canada and Europe. For full details about the
BTl 8000, contact the BTl office nearest you.

-BTl

COMPUTER
SYSTEMS

Corporate Offices: 870 West Maude Avenue, Sunnyvale, CA (408) 733-1122 Regional Offices: Piscataway, NJ (201) 457-0600;
Palatine, IL (312) 397-9190; Dallas, TX (214) 630-2431; Sunnyvale, CA (408) 733-1122.
Sales Offices in major U.S. cities.
In the United Kingdom: Birmingham (021)-477-3846
~RCLE120NREAD~RCARD

LOOK AHEAD
NAsca FINDS
"H" IN HITACHI

New West Coast whispers are that Nasco (National
Advanced Systems Co.) is getting ready to offer a
10 MIPS machine from Hitachi in response to the
expected first quarter "Hit announcement from IBM.

ANAT IN THE
u.s. MARKET

Nixdorf ComputerAG has signed with Israeli
minicomputer company, Elbit, to offer the
Israelis' IBM-compatible ANAT series computers
exclusively in Germany"and nonexclusively
throughout Europe. 'What's more, the ANAT models
will soon be marketed to volume oem buyers in the
U.S~

The Israeli ANAT comes in three models -- the
I, III, and V, roughly comparable to the IBM
370/125-2, 4331, arid 370/148 respectively.'
Nixdorf has already received, the first ANAT/III
deliveries.
In the U.S. market, the'ANAT/III,
433l-compatible with 512 kilobytes of main memory
and integrated internal peripheral controllers,
will be oem priced at $43,000.
The typical 256
kilobyte ANAT/I will sell oem for about $35,000,
and the full-megabyte ANAT/V will be oem priced
at about $63,000.
ROBOTS RUMOR

A new IBM division may soon be unveiled out of
GSD in Boca, Raton. Project White Cloud, IBM's,
internal development group for industrial robots
of the sort used to assemble crts in Raleigh, has
reportedly been reorganized as the General
Robotics Division. Scuttlebutt is the new
division marks a major commitment by IBM in an
emerging marketplace. For now, a small GRD sales
force will sell only internally to IBM.

ROBIN HOOD
IN DISGUISE

Honeywell is apparently transferring veteran
field engineers f~om its large and medium cpu
support staff and retraining them to service the
pop~lar new Level 6 small'computer -- leading
some larg~ users to fear that HIS policy may
a~ainslight its ~irtually captive installed.
base.
"The'older equipment needs TLC," notes one,
indu$try c::=onsU:ltant, "and they are stripping
talent out of the field to assign them to Level 6
customers."

AMD4-\.HL TO
DIVERSIFY

Look for Amdahl Corp.' to di versi fy its product
line. The maker of I~M so£tware-compa~ible
mainframes has finalized its acquisition of Tran
and should be coming up with new communications
products. One area is communications front-ends.
Without any 'fanfare, a deal has been made with

SEPTEMBER 198013

LOOK AHEAD
Fujitsu for, its IBM-compatible 4705 front-end.
The imported communications box has already been
installed at one or two selected customer sites
for evaluation, and other potential users are
being sounded out. 'Although Amdahl itself has
little communications software expertise, Tran
might assist in developing independent software
for the 4705.
And, can disk, drives be far behind? The
company is rumored to have approached the
financial community for the funds necessary to
begin making its own DASDs. ,But David
Morgenthaler says Amdahl's immediate interests
lie less in the drives~ more in storage hierarchy
management or a higher performance version of the
disk controller "because the bigger machines
are bottlenecked by today's controllers."
GTE GROUP GETS
NASTY, EDICT

We hear the brass at ,GTE has told its newly
formed Communications Network Systems Group to
shape up by Octoberc-- or else • . The group,
'for~ed last December following GTE's acquisition
of Telenet Corp. (the packet switc~ing
organization) and Cambridge Telecommunications
Inc. (which makes software and processors for
connecting terminal systems to packet switching
networks), lost $25 million in its last quarter.
Sources who talk of the edict don't know exactly
what "or else" means.

XTEN LOOKING
FOR HELP?

We're told that Xerox may go outside for the
technology needed to put togethe~ its proposed
Xten service.
Siemens is considered by former
insiders as a possible source. The operation,
now housed in Lorig Island, has left only two of
the technical people -- both relati'vely junior -who worked on the ptoject in Woodland Hills,
Calif.
"We all prepared written reports on our
work," says one technical person involved in the
project.
"It's not impossible. for them to proceed on their own; it's just unlikely."

" VU
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About to make the plug-compatible mainframe
plunge a second' time around, Gene Amdahl resigned
his chairman emeritus position in Amdahl Corp.
last month to setup a new company in the PCM
field he helped pioneer.
Dr. Amdahl's would-be
accountants are plugging for the new venture to
be incorporated in BermudFli Amdahl himself says
such details are unimportant.
Instead, he's
pinning his hopes, as well as a considerable
amount of money, on being able to deliver in
three to three and a half years 'a product that
beats IBM on price/performance points. Some
(continued on page 45)

How can a Programming Manager go home at 5 o'clock?
These days it's easy.
There's a new version of MARK·IV, our famous
application development system, designed to get your applications up and running quickly.
You get productivity benefits only a non -procedural
tool like MARK IV can offer. It's like adding programmers
to your staff.
.Sophisticated interfaces for IMS (DL/I) reduce your
need for data base expertise. And a TP report writing
language gets you out from under the backlog of user requests.
MARK IV frees your programmers from routine jobs
to work on critical applications. And best of all, it's priced with
your budget in mind.
If changes in your company are keeping you busy half
the night, take heart.

Complete the coupon, or call and ask about MARK IV.
Once you've tried MARK IV, you'll wonder how you ever
went home without it.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -I
Informatics Inc., 21050 Vanowen Street, Canoga Park, CA 91304
Ron Mullenaux, Product Manager

(213) 887-9121

o Send me complete details on MARK IV
o Have Sales Rep call me.

informatics

Name_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Title. _ _ _ _ _ __
Company--------------------Address_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _State_ _ _ _~Zip------T e l e p h o n e - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -_ _
I Computer .
Operating System _ _ _ _ _ __

~ ~l~r~e.:.sl~g ~~e~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ D~t~B~e_M~a:e~ _M~D:28!L ___

MARK IV® by Informatics®
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The Informatio? Management Company.

-.!

INTRODUCING ECLIPSE® MY/8000, the fast new processor that
gives you high throughput, high performance, and unmatched
reliability, and the most compatible 32-bit computer system in the
industry.
'
You need a 32-bit system that thinks fasLMV/8000's 36.4 MB/sec.
memory bandwidth is two-to four-times faster than its nearest
competitor. And it features a unique three~levell/o system using
independent processors that drive high-speed busses and as many
as 128 terminals.
Need hot architecture? MV/8000 gives you one of the industry's
nost advanced virtual memory management techniques, plus 4 gigabytes of logical address
ipace, 6.6 gigabytes of on-I i ne storage, and user programs as large as 512 megabytes - that's
.
6 times larger than the competition's.·
Your MV/8QOO also has unmatched reliability and maintainability. It comes with its own indeJendent microNovA™-based System Control Processor that continuously monitors a diagiostic bus, and identifies hardware faults right down to the field-replace~ble unit. Plus, you
~et enhanced mai ntai nabi Iity with a totally alterable control store - the fi rst ever on a 32-bit .
nini-mainframe.
How about system security? MV/8000 gives you an 8-ring security system that divides the
Iddress space into eight imbedded protection areas, each with a unique privilege level. That
;ecures system resources and user's privileged routines.
.
You need a 32-bit computer that speaks your language. MV/8000speaks just about all
Jf them, based on its new, ultra-sophisticated AOSNS operating system that's compatible
vVith our time-testedAos (Advanced Operating System). AOSNS has optimized micro-code
for high-level languages like ANSI FORTRAN 77, ANSI BASIC, and ANSI Pl/I. What's more, AOSNS
:an run COBOL, DG/l,[)G/DBMS, TPMS, INFOS II, AZ-TEXTTM word processing, RCX70 (3270) and
RJ[ (2780/3780).
, .
Compatibility? Forget about emulation, mode bits or rewrites. Along with its: new· 32-bit
applications, MV/8000 executes all existing Aos-based ECLIPSE programs. You don't have to
change programs, peripherals, interfacing, documentation, or people.
MV/8000, new from Data General. From now on we hold all the cards in 32-bit
systems. Bet on it. And win.
Data General Corporation, Westboro,
MA 01580, (617) 366-8911. EClI PSE
is a registered trademark and microNOVA
& AZ-TEXTare trademarks of
Data General.© Data General
Corporation, 1980.
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CALENDAR
SEPTEMBER

SICOB '80, September 17-26, and Convention
Informatique, September 15-19, Paris, France.

These back-to-back exhibitions and conferences. cover .personal
computing to office equipment, and constitute theJargest French
international show. Contact Pierre Wagner, Jnterna~ion~l :rqlde
Shows in France, 1350 Sixth Ave., New York, NY 10019, (212)
582-4960.

Federal Computer Conference, .September· 22-24,
Washington.
Cosponsored b}' DATAMATION. Will address the management of
change in the 1980s for federal dp users. Contact Ms. Lynn Green,
P.O. Box 368, Wayland, MA 01778, (617)358-5181.

OCTOBER

IFIP Congress '80, October 6-9, Tokyo, Japan, and
October 14-17, Melbourne, Australia.

Challenges of a computer presence is the theme of the Eighth World
Computer Congress. Contact AAPS, 815 North Lynn Street, Suite
800, Arlington, VA 22209.

INFO '80, October &-9, New York City.
RetulJling to the New York Coliseum is the Information Management Exposition and Conference. Contact Clapp & Poliak, Inc.,
245 Park Ave., New York, NY 10017, (212) 661-8410.

Fourth Annual Conference Seminar of the Data
Processing Librarians and Documentation.
Managers Association, October 15-11, Boston.
The conference theme will be "Managing Computer Based Information, " encompassing documentation, multimedia library, word
processing, etc. Contact Robert Archibald, Commercial Union
Assurance Companies, MIS-33, One Beacon St., Boston, MA.
02108.

DPMA's International Data Processing Conference
and Business Exposition, October 2&-29,
Philadelphia.
The conference takes a close look at the dp and operational management user markets. Contact Conference Coordinator, 505 Busse
Highway, Park Ridge: IL 60068, (312) 825-8124.

Canadian DP Education Conference,Oetober 2128, Toronto, Ontario.
, 'The DP Educator: A Professional" is the tepic. Contact Jim Lowe,
Shell Canada, Ltd., P.O. Box 400, Terminal "A, "Toronto, Ontario, M5w IFJ, (416) 597-7025.

ACM 19SO Annual Conference, October 21-29,
Nashville. .
Dr. Alvin Weinberg will keynote this conference, speaking. on
"The Interaction Between Information and Energy Systems."
More than 45 technical sessions will be featured, with the 11 th ACM
18 DATAMATION

North American Chess Championship and many other special sessions and exhibits. Contact Charles L. Bradshaw, ACM '80 Conference Chairman, Box 1980, Station B, Nashville, TN, 37235, (615)
322-2951.

National Small Computer Show, October 30November 1, New York City.
The fourth annual show features thirty 50-minute lecture presentations, and numerous hardware and software displays. Contact
Ralph Ianuzzi, 110 Charlotte Pl., Englewood CHffs,NJ, (201) 5698542.

NOVEMBER
Federal Office Automation Conference,
November 4-6, Washington, D.C.
This annual conference debuts with a special Office. Automation
Institute on its first day (Nov. 4), and continues with various sessions and workshops to create a well-rounded program for both novices and seasoned veterans. Contact Federal Office Automation
Conference, P.O. Box E, Wayland, MA 01778, (617) 358-5119.

CAM-19th Annual Meeting, November 11-13,
Dallas.
Also called by its theme name, "Man and Computers: Partners in
Manufacturing, " the meeting will feature papers on the "Human
Side of CAD/CAM, "and "Application of CAD/CAM in the Electronics Industry." Contact Rhonda Gerganess, CAM-I, Inc., 611 Ryan
Plaza Dr., Suite 1107, Arlington, TX 76011, (817) 265-5328.

Pacific 'SO Conference on Distributed
Processing, November 11-14, San Francisco.
Cosponsored by the ACM and its chapters of the Pacific region, the
conference will hold tutorials on Nov. 11, with conference meetings on the 12th through the 14th. Contact Robin Williams, IBM,
K55-282, 5600 Cottle Rd., San Jose, CA 95193.

Western Educational Computing Conference,
November 20~21, San Diego.
Conference will feature the use of computing in education for instruction, administration, and research. Luncheon speeches will be
given by Grace Hopper and Bernard Luscombe. Contact Ron Langley, Director, Computer Center, California State University, Long
Beach, 1250 Bellflower Blvd., Long Beach, CA 90840, (213) 4985459.

DECEMBER
Fourth International Online Information Meeting,
December9~11, London, England.
The conference will offer a varied program, addressing current
problems and opportunities that arise when providing information
to business, industry, government, and academic institutions. Contact Organising Secretary, Online Review , Learned Information,
(Europe) Ltd., Besselsleigh Rd., Abingdon, Oxfordox13 6EF, En. gland.
'

A whole world. Because our parent company,
ates repair and refurbishment stations nationwide.
"c. Eetoe") is a multiSo when you deal with us, you can be sure you're
national organization with resources and subsiddoing business with people who are dedicated to
iaries located in every corner of the globe.
the OEM. And a company whose parent organization
As C. Itoh Electronics, Inc., we're fortunate to
has been around since 1858.
Our goal? To become the best OEM peripheral
be part of this international network. It lets us seek
out quality materials and technologies wherever
source in the country. Because with all our interthey can be found. And for a company that specialnational connections, we haven't forgotten what our
izes in computer peripherals for the OEM, that's just
motto promises: One world of quality.
as important as price or the capability to deliver.
For information on our product lines for the OEM
Today, we're offering the latest designs in dot
computer systems manufacturer, contact ·C. Itoh
matrix and daisy wheel printers, card readers, CRT
Electronics, Inc., 5301 Beethoven St., Los Angeles,
monitors, floppy disk drives, and a lot more.
CA 90066, Tel. (213) 390-7778; Midwestern Regional
i:-~""
Office: 240 East Lake St., Suite
We're also seeing to it that our
. •. -=----.:.·?"l ('s:;-;; ;;:;:;;0 ,!':c,~
30l·A, Addison, Illinois 60101,
OEM customers get all the support·.':.~
they need. The engineering support ',,~,,~ . • ' , , I l l I, '·1,.'
,
Tel. (312) 941-1310; Eastern
to solve their system integration
, ~cq"":;jf ,,; r~~;.F""=:1.
Regional Office: 666 Third Ave~roblems. Plus.complete documenta-"
DiS
.'
nue, New York, NY 10017;
hon and a serVIce network that oper- f~"~ «~"t::"-")R",;, j>'"d"!@'l
Tel. (212) 682-0420.
~~~~~
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TANDEM NonStop-PATHWAY

NOWON-LINE'S

AS

TO PROGRAM

On-Line Programming-25 to 50%
cheaper. User' developed on-line applications
packages just got a whole lot easier. And better.
Notto mention 25 to 50% cheaper. We've eliminated all the time~consuming grief of dealing
with terminal handling characteristics for one.
And not incidentally, there's even greater
protection in data base integrity, too.
PATHWAY has all theprograms,
procedures and structures you need to get your
applications up and running, in NonStop TM
operation, in record time. Inexpensively.
Terminal Independent Applications.
By taking the on-line programming task on in
component parts rather than attacking it as an
all-encompassing, monolithic whole, PATHWAY
software makes the transaction processing
system job relatively simple,' and frees the application programmer from concern over terminal
characteristics.
PATHWAY handles
four of the critical operations
in transaction processing
applications as modular, interconnectable elements: Ter- .
minal Interface handles
multi-terminal I/O; Field
Validation performs

data consistency checks; Data Mapping controls
data conversion and formatting; and Transaction
Control covers application and transaction ~ow.
Each resource is partitioned, with well-defined
interfaces between them. This is the secret to
a modular systems' success. It allows optimized
utilization of all the resources and permits additional resources to be dovetailed into the system
as needed - without rewrite, without redesign
and without degrading system performance.
.'
We Speak Your Language. When it's
time for the fifth operation -interaction with the
data base-a Data Base Application Program
can communicate in any of the languages avail~
able on the Tandem NonStop TM System: industry
standard COBOL, FORTRAN, MUMPS, or
our own transaction-oriented language, TAL, all
facilitate,d by Tandem ENSCRIBEto interact
with the Data Base management capabilities.
. The Things You Can Forget. The
PATHWAY Transaction Processing System
"~,.",".,_."_________~_~,,,,._,,._. ,.__, capabilities include an Inter- '
active Screen Builder
l.iV.A~ulVNlIA,\Vj
which builds the
r!rdLnJ'\J\.I"l'
screens interactively
TERMINAL
at a terminal, indeINTERFACE
pendent of the
application
program which serves
it; a Screen COBOL
, Pseudo Code Compiler;
aTerminal Control

I~,'
'!\iif~l YVf,!w.?
...nllLJ..Ar'l

FIELD.
VALIDATION

Program to interpret the
pseudo code library and

ASBATeH.
check the flow and cOl1tent internally; the
Applications Monitor which has power to create,
track and alter the application run time environment; and finally the Application Monitor
Control Language which lets an operator communicate with an active Application Monitor.
It's a powerful system, easy to use and inexpensive. With everything you need to get your
on-line transaction applications up and rimning,
with all the ben~fitsof a NonStop TM System,
in record time.
Dynamic Load Balancing. It comes
from taking logical advantage of the multiprocessor environment. There is no need for the
programmer to consider load balancing with
the PATHWAY Transaction Processing System.
It's handled automatically; with additional copies
of PATHWAY applications started in designated
CPUs as needed. And deleted when no longer
required. Dynamic load balancing - built into the
system's resource management capabilities.
""..__..,"__,_,._~,.,__.___'_.__ ,_~,
'Arid PATHWAY
software also takes full
r;'V, -rfU,lV" Ii,,'!!\.v?
advantage of the unique
Ir'';~ lin 1\ AF":~ (
mUlti-page
storage
DATA
capabilities built into
MAPPING
our new 6520
terminal.
A:'

Y,

Because terminal mapping translates physical
into logical character- '
istics, programm~rs can
forget about code signal
conversions and calion
terminals by name. And
there's one moremajor advantage of the PATHWAY Transaction Proc~ssing System: one

system can be used for convenient development,
testing and production of appliCation packages.
The Tandem NonStopTM System. Even
when it wasn't this easy, it was miles ahead in
theon~line world. With immediately available
alternatives in all hardware and software
elements, the NonStopTM System can go right
around any failed element and never skip a beat. '
Even when a failure occurs in a processor, an
I/O Channel, a disc, or a disc controller.
Remarkable.
This is the one system in the world which
lets you start with only the computing power
you need right now and add as your needs grow,
in low cost modular elements. From an entry
level two processor system, you can go to sixteen
processors with thousands of terririnals and not
lose one cent on your originru investment.
Protection From Loss.' Because of its
unique parallel operation at all critical points, no
transaction in process is ever lost or duplicated.
,
The data base and programs in operation can
RECORD IN
be readily duplicated,
RECORD OUT
hence completely proDATABASE
tected·from damage
SERVICE
or destruction.
For
Complete
Information. Call
or write for a demonstration of our unique
capabilities, and for the
name and address of your
local Tandem sales and service
representatives, domestic and international. ,

TANDEM
Worldwide Headquarters: Tandem Computers, Inc.,
19333 Valleo Parkway, Cupertino, California 95014
TOLL FREE 800-538-3107 or (408) 725-6000 in California.
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It supports industry-standard languages
like FORTRAN, COBOL, RPG II, PLII and
BASIC. And it features a range of remote job
entry software products, and PRIMENETTM
networking software which allows the 250 to
communicate with virtually any computer, no
matter where it's located.
But perhaps the most meaningful feature
of this remarkable computer is its total
compatibility with other Prime 50 Series
computers.
You see, the 250 is just one member of a
very large, very versatile family that uses the
same operating system, the same file system,
and the same communication network. So as
your plans get bigger and your hardware
grows, your application. software will still be
applicable. And that's something Y9u just
won't get from any other computer company.
. If you'd like to know more about the Prime
250, contact any Prime office, or write to our
Advertising Dept., 3 Newton Executive Pk.,
Newton, MA 02162.

Introducing the Prime
250. The computer for
anyone with big plans
and a smaIl budget.
If the kind of performance you're looking for
in a computer doesn't relate to the kind of
money you have in your budget, we have a
solution.
It's called the Prime 250.
And for the first time, you can have
. mainframe capability for just $59,500; not
much more than you'd pay for a mere
low-end minicomputer.
The 250 can support up to sixteen
simultaneous users. It has 32-bit architecture,
up to one million-byte main memory; and
can run programs as large as 32 million bytes.
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LETTERS
THEY SHALL NOT BE MOVED

FUNNY BUSINESS

Re: "Look Ahead" (June, p. 18), please
accept these facts in order to relieve readers
of the speculation contained in this piece.
ICL specifically and categorically
denies that it has .any intention of transferring its Utica manufacturing operation from
.the U. S. Operations continue and we expect
will' grow satisfactorily.
The new "group of execs" as you
call them are senior managers around the
world who have participated in the normal
way in management information flows relative to such a group. This is normal for any'
major company operating worldwide.
ICL'S commitment to the U.S. market is producing steady growth under
planned conditions, and we expect that you
will notice this more and more in the future.
ALAN A. BENJAMIN
Director, Corporate Communications
International Computer Limited
Putney Bridge, London

Re: "Focus" (July, p. 37), several photographs depict some of the "goings on" at
the recent National Computer Conference. I
didn't attend; however, judging from the
pictures presented it must have resembled a
circus more than a business conference. Is
this the way we do business today?
The photographs showed a Trojan
warrior about to impale a smiling attendee
with his sword. Next, two lovely ladies
dressed more for cheerleading on a football
field than any other activity I can think of,
and a mime doing his thing, and, fmally, a
man dressed up for a country hoedown discussing a computer console with an interested party.
I have a question. What has all this
to do with computers and the computing
industry? The article said the conference
was "A gathering place for the movers and
shakers in this industry. " After looking at
the pictures, I am wondering what these
people are trying to move and shake. Could
any of this actually convince anyone to buy
a computer-and if so, why?
WILLIAM A. DELANEY
President
Analysis & Computer Systems, Inc.
Bedford, Massachusetts

We stand by our story-ed.

AS THE WORLD TURNS
Re: "A Hospital's CARES" (June, p. 156),
Mr. Spaziano states " . . . two 516s make
available 48 hours a day batch processing
time." Somehow I don't think the number
of computers one has affects the rotation of
the earth. There are still only 24 hours in a
day.
NEAL FULLER
Management Consulting Services
Ernst & Whinney
Houston, Texas

ANOTHER ENTRY
Re: datacom manufacturers survey (June,
p. 112), I was somewhat disappointed our
company was not mentioned. Our 1979
revenues were almost $2 million; 1980 will
approach $2.5 million; and our line of data
communications test equipment includes
line monitors, tape units, multifunction
error rate testers, hard-copy diagnostic
printer units, and a complete tech control
series.
WILLIAM R. ADAMS

Chairman and Ceo
Epicom, Inc.
Altamonte Springs, Florida

are not a means for the self-serving ego trip
that some computer' 'experts" appear to be
on.
R. D. BARTON
European Advertising Manager
Tektronix
Amsterdam, The Netherlands

SURVEY CENSURE

Re: "Salary Survey" (April, p. 110), the
Office of Personnel Management has received several Congressional inquiries concerning the federal salary figures for
computer occupations. After reviewing the
article, we have concerns with the federal
salaries cited, with the survey methodology, and with the conclusion that federal
salaries seem to be unjustifiably higher than
those in the private sector.
The federal government sets pay
rates on the basis of comparability with jobs
in private industry through an annual review, the National Survey of Professional,
Administrative, and Clerical Pay (PATC survey). Based on PATC results, in 3,000 to
4,000 firms, the Office of Personnel Management, the Office of Management and
Budget, and the Labor Department (who,
acting jointly, comprise the President's pay
agent) formulate a recommendation to the
President on the pay adjustment required to.
achieve comparability with the private secORCHIDS
tor. Since the survey provides actual private
industry pay data on only 22 white-collar
Re: "Letters" (June, p. 31), Mr. Huff
makes two remarks that are so outrageously
occupations, one of which is computer
subjective that I am sure my reply will be . operator, rates for the more than 400 other
only one of hundreds that will,a little less
federal occupations, including other comsubjectively, refute them;'
puter jobs, are derived through a rather
Firstly, DATAMATION is riot declin-"
complicated and lengthy process. Although.
ing in quality anymore than policemen are
we don't currently compare federal/private
getting younger, stairs are getting steeperor . sector rates for a range of computer jobs, we
the daughter's boyfriend is gettingliglier;·· are embarking on a "long-range" effort to
add more computer occupations to the PATC
Times are changing and DATAMA;;;
TION is moving with them, within reaspn. In
survey so that direct pay comparisons can
be made.
the Ught of a changing)Vorld;whys~()~ld
Mr. Huff expect. anything to stay the same
The actual average federal salaries
old way. For -less subjective-Opinio,n on
are significantly lower for some occupawhether the change is for better or worse,
tional categories than thos~ published in
please consult thecirculati()nfigures:
your article. For example, a Gs-4 "trainee"
Secondly,on theoriginrupOiht of -_. computer operator in the federal service has
average salary of$II,106, not $14,500.
his letter, pleasecontinuet?inqbldeW()r~s.
of a satirical orevellfict~onalnatur~;,Th~y I Also,' 'leads," typically at Gs-6, 7, or 8 deshould help remind'alot'ofreacferstfuit pending on the actual federal work situatibn, eam less than $28,411; workers at
computers are part of a very reaI'Y0r~dand
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Gs-8 have an average salaryof$17,564. We
are unable to compare the salary figures for
systems analysts, programmer analysts,
and programmers because the federal computer specialist job group contains all of
these specializations. The mean salary for
all federal employees in this job series,
however, is $26,800, significantly lower
than many of the salary figures cited in the
article.
We appreciate that a comprehensive
survey of a wide range of computer jobs is
quite complicated. However, we feel that
the survey approach and representation may
contribute to the overall impression that
federal salaries are too high.
It would also have been helpful if
the survey had addressed differences in occupational difficulty and the level of responsibility for computer jobs in different
environments. Data processing jobs vary
tremendously by industry, purpose of the
organization, and type of application, either
scientific or commercial. Higher level jobs
are typically the most variable and difficult
to compare in a meaningful way without detailed information on the duties and responsibilities of each job. Comparisons by job
title and short functional statements alone
can result in tenuous conclusions.
For example, some jobs such as data
processing managers or systems analysts
may be very different in scientific, research, and other development settings than
in business and commercial environments.
The federal counterpart to data communicationsltelecommunications manager (job
title 33) probably is in charge of a very
expensive, complex, and large government'
operation in which the work is pushing the
state of the art. Government data processing
work frequently involves scientific applica-

tions, contrasted to business/commercial
applications, and highly qualified, very experienced workers are very often required.
Therefore, comparisons to banks and retail
or other establishments, where the applications are typically simpler, should ideally
reflect and discuss these differences.
JEROME.D. JULIUS
Assistant Director for Pay Programs
U.S. Office of Personnel Management
Washington, D. C.

SURVEY SURVEYED
Re: The Top 100 (July, p. 87), we are
mightily impressed with the survey on the
industry leaders. However, we urgently request a completion of this in-depth effort
with additional "ranking" of these same
"leaders." For example:
1) Ranking as to income per employee.
2) Ranking as to profitability .
3) Ranking as to computer, only.
(We note that some companies included
sales of unlike goods, such as addressing
equipment, or standalone embossers.)
4) Ranking number of systems
(cpus) sold.
These are more significant figures
for the dealer/distributor/user to use in a
total picture of the computer market.
The real survivors in the marketplace Will be the companies who can show
great productivity. Total dollars earned are
not really as important as are the dollars
earned per each employee and versus costs.
Thank you for such a valiant effort.
MARJ NICKUM
Marketing
Total Business Equipment and
Systems Co.
Denver, Colorado

DP + WP = IP
Re: "Editor'S Readout" (June, p. 37) and
Amy Wohl's "Replacing the Pad and Pencil" (June, p. 169), I thought I might share
an idea. It's not very novel, but nobody's
mentioning it.
I suggest that the images of dp and
wp have become stereotyped by IBM'S definitions of a decade ago separating the terms
for marketing convenience. A new term,
"information processing" (IP) , embodies
both disciplines and might unlock some
thought cabinets.
The micro is a key ingredient in IP.
It's a user to the dp mainframe-a front-end
to the executive crt, where the IPer screens
and cues the exec, determines hardcopy or
no (a word processor, of course) and capable of some very defined examination of the
stacks of printout that now arrive on the
exec desk-and finally, it readily interfaces
with existing technology.
If IPers in a large organization form
a "quality circle" in the Japanese management style, dp has the necessary user interaction to deliver what the organization
needS-DBMS access or some helpful software on the micro. Too long have dp folks
felt the exec was the user-with communications problems that are legend. A trained
IPer becomes a valuable resource, now and
for the future.
Considering the simplicity of the
concept, IP is an answer that will work. For
those who think secretaries are not smart
enough, compare their salaries to entrylevel programmers. For those who think
micros are expensive, compare a loaded 16
bit machine with the better dedicated word
processors. For those who doubt the Japanese management style, run a comparison
in consumer products like cars or hi-fis (and
read Peter Drucker). For those who wonder
about software for micros, a visit to the
neighborhood computer store will have you
studying quality, not availability or price.
STEPHEN A. ANDERSON
Merrill MacN amee, Anderson
& Associates Inc.
Chicago, Illinois

DAP DELINEATED

~

Re: "ICL Hopes DAPWill Zap U.S." (May,
p. 104), I would like to comment on certain
statements regarding computer development projects at Goodyear Aerospace.
The term "DAP" is ICL'S name for
its specific parallel processing system. It is
not a generic term, synonymous with all
parallel computer architectures. Therefore,
the statement that the STARAN program
"failed to produce a DAP (or parallel processor)" is very misleading. Goodyear had
been involved in the design and production
of parallel computing architectures of many
types for' over 15 years. Our S"I:ARAN program to develop a production parallel com"Harris, I'm afraid you've missed the brass ring."
puting system was quite successful. STARAN
© DATAMATION -L____________________________________________________________
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Thefu'ure of word processing is in your hands.
At NBI, we've designed a system
that can show you the future.
The future of word processing, information processing and communications.
It's the NBI System 3000, the word
processing system designed to cope with
what the future holds for offices everywhere
-paperwork and declining productivity.
The NBI System 3000 is document
oriented. So when you make one change
the entire document automatically shifts
to print out correctly as altered.
NBI also gives you the most totally

automatic outlining, indexing, footnoting,
sorting and equation typing capabilities
available. Capabilities that save hours of
expensive human effort. Capabilities
that no other system makes so easy.
The NBI System 3000 takes the
common, tedious problems that slow
office workers down and solves them,
cutomatically.
Take the future in your own two hands.
Call NBI.1695 38th St., Boulder, CO
r.:::.:::.J_'''.'.'t
80301, 800/525-0844. In Colorado, call
~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~
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The new HP 2626 display station will give
you a view of your computer system you've never
seen before.
It lets you divide the screen into as many as
four separate "frames:' each attached to a different
workspace in the terminal's memory;You can
check a program listing in one frame and access a
.file in another. Fill out a form in one workspace
while the computer loads the next form into
another. Or do text preparation and editing in
adjacent. frames. Right before your eyes.
That's not all. The HP 2626 has two data
communications ports instead of the usual one, so
you can use the split screen capability to talk to
two computers at the same time. Or log onto the
same· computer twice for simultaneous batch and
interactive Jobs.

More than
meets the eye.

Split decisions..
Hook up the HP 2626 to two computers (or
the same one twice) and it's like getting a multitasking capability right in the terminal. Your systems designer can now compile, execute, monitor
and edit programs as if two stations were available.
While your user is filling out a form, the
terminal can be sending data from the previous
fOrin to a computer. And· down-loading the next
form into an adjacent workspace. By smqothing
out the "type and wait" of data entry, you can take
advantage of less expensive, low-speed transmis-

sion lines without sacrificing the efficiency of your
operator. The result? You'll get more out of the
entire system.
If you'd like to watch a program on the new
HP 2626 display station, or any of our.terminals,
just call your local HP sales office listed in the
White Pages. You can also write for more information to Hewlett-Packard, Attn: Ed Hayes, Dept.
471, 19400 Homestead Road, Cupertino C
94015. Or just return the coupon.

HEWLETT

a!~ PACKARD

42003HPTl8

•

...same tune,
•

A high resolution character cell and a glarereducing screen coating give the HP 2626 the
sharpest, clearest. display of any of our terminals.
.
And that's saying a lot.
What's more, you can set line lengths of up
to 160 characters in any workspace. Then scroll
horizontally to get the entire picture. (The built-in
thermal printer· includes a compressed mode to
print up to 132 characters per line.) Scroll vertically, too, or change the size of the frame at the
touch of a key.
An interactive forms drawing module
makes it easy to· design forms, including drawing

r!J~

horizontal or vertical lines with just a single keystroke. You can even program the terminal for
audio tones to cue yoUr operator to critical or non. critical errors,or other conditions wi~hin
a program.
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Yes! I'd like to find out more about the HP 2626 display
station. Please send me your brochure.
>:~ o I'd like more information on HP's family of data terminals.
I
Please have a representative call me.
I
I Name
1

o

I
I

Title

: Company
: Address

,"J

City/State/Zip

: Phone
I

"J

Mail to: Hewlett-Packard, Attn: Ed Hayes,
Dept. 471, 19400 Homestead Rd., Cupertino, CA 94015.
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LETTERS
tional at five locations throughout the U.S.
Furthermore, as a direct outgrowth of our
STARAN program, Goodyear had recently
been awarded a multimillion dollar contract
from Grumman to develop a miniaturized,
mil-qualified version of the STARAN architecture for use in the U.S. Navy/Grumman
E-2C and Control aircraft.
The statement that Goodyear was
"chosen to develop a DAP for NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center" is equally misleading. We are currently under contract to
NAsA/Goddard' to develop the Massive
Parallel Processor (MPP) , a different parallel
processing architecture than the DAP. Goodyear won the competitive MPP program by
proposing a system based on a NASA-developed design approach but employing a
GAC-proprietary processing element.
The implication that Goodyear's latest designs are based on ICL'S DAP is not
true. Both the airborne processor and the
MPP are based on our earlier STARAN systems. Finally, there is no basis for the statement that ICL'S DAP is the "world's first
processor to be based on a matrix of distributed microprocessors, or processing elements, clustered together in what is known
as an 'array.'" Besides Goodyear's
STARAN (demonstrated in 1972), there are a
number of other systems which predate the

ICL DAP. The SOLOMON computer described
at the 1962 FJCC by Slotnick et al is an example of one such system.
/
SHERWIN RUBEN
Manager, Digital Systems Marketing
Goodyear Aerospace Corporation
Akron, Ohio

PROGRAMMING PERSONALS
Re: "A Modern Aladdin's Lamp" (March,
p. 272), Dorothy A. Walsh seems to be saying that trivial programming isn't what programming is all about. Fine, but there is a
lot of software running on "personals" that
is sufficiently untrivial to have required the
professional programming techniques she
espouses: abstraction, analysis, synthesis,
organization, formal testing, etc. On the
other hand, there is a lot of software running.
on mainframes that's trivial.
As for which machines are best to
use for learning how to program, a dedicated TRS-80 is far from superior to a dumb
terminal hooked up to a mainframe (unless
coping with urinecessarily complex operating systems and waiting in line for cpu time
are considered part of professional programming). The dedicated personal gives
the novice the chance to explore machine
operation at the bit level. . . a hard opportunity to come by with a mainframe, and an

experience invaluable to the professional
programmer who needs to be aware of
potential inefficiencies posed by humanized
machine-human interfaces ....
A bunch of programming novices
presuming to be capable of making important dp management decisions . . . can
hardly be as dangerous as the dp decisionmakers who have never programmed at all
(and there are still plenty of them around).
Even with trivial programming, it doesn't
take the beginner long to experience the
frustrations' resulting from disorganized,
hasty software development, and this person is quickly taught the value of the time
and effort spent up front before charging
into coding and testing.
As to the Piper-jumbo analogy, if
the Piper is instrumented for all-weather
flying, and the private pilot becomes proficient at flying under instrument flight rules,
he ought to be able to make the transition to
jumbo flying quite well.
RICHARD C. V ANDERBURGH
Dayton, Ohio

CORRECTION
In the "DATAMATION 100" ranking (July,
p. 99), the number of Sperry Rand employees should have been listed as 47,000, not
90,000.

*

COMPUTERS-TERMINALS-MODEMS!
.

NEW!

Perkin-Elmer Bantam 550 CRT

From Perkin-Elmer
1250 Super Owl

•
•
•
•
•

$1799
Intelligent CRT
Incredibly powerful and flexible
• 24 fully programmable function keys
• Full screen editing capabilities
• RAM memory for down line loading by
host computer
• B~ilt-in printer port
• F~II polling capabilities
• Detachable keyboard
• Optional light pen
Much more!

Microterm Mime IIA CRT .................. $819
Microterm ACT VA ........................ $779
USR.330 Originate/Auto·An8wer Modem . $339

Write or call for information on our
business and scientific computer
systems.

Transparent mode
Addressable cursor
Editing funct.ions
Upper/lower case
Compact

,

Penril 300/1200 Modem
• 1200 Baud- Bell 212A
.300 Baud
• Originate/Auto answer
• Full duplex
• RS232
• 1 year warranty

$799.."
Direct connection to the phone lines
via RJ1IC standard extension phone jack

Connect any computer or terminal to the phone lines.

Perkin-Elmer 650/655

The Phone-Link Acoustic Modem

CRT Page Printer
•
•
•
•

100 CPS
Quiet
Compact
RS232

• Can be added to
any CRT with our
interface option.

The printer designed to give you rapid, reliable, hard copy of your CRT screen display.

•
•
•
•
•

$179

Sleek. low profile
0·300 Baud
Originate/Answer modes
Half/Full duplex
Self· test

• RS232-Will work with any RS232
computer or terminal
• LED displays of all functions
• 1 year warranty
At your computer store now!

DEC LA34

Teletype
Model 43 KSR

$1049
• 110 or 300 Baud
• RS232C/ASCII
• Pin feed/8WH x 1l"W
paper is perfect for
filing and copying

NEW!

• 132 columns
• Upper/lower/case, true
descenders
• Dot matrix impact
printing

•
•
•
•

Teletype 43 plug compatible
Variable character sizes
Full width paper
Many more features
Write for print sample

$995

•

Avery announces self-adhesive labels now
available for the IBM 3800 printing subsystem.
A major breakthrough in label technology!
Av~ry invented the self-adhesive label in
1935. The data processing label in 1954.
Always first with the solution to your label
problem. Again and Again.
Our commitment to innovation, problem
solving and superior performance has made
Avery the world's largest label producer.
For the distributor in your area contact:
Avery Label, Business Systems Division,
P.O. Box R, Azusa, CA 91702. (213) 357-7031

~
Avery Label
An Avery International Company

There can only be
one leader.
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The productivity advances of IBM's
. new System/38 are being
confirmed in early installations.

IBM has started delivering System/38's
to customers.
And customers have started delivering
comments like these to IBM.
"I created a special equipment report
in 15 minutes flat. Before, it would have
taken a d~ and a half of programming:'
-Chuck Petter, Data Processing Manager, Road Machinery and Supplies
Company, Minneapolis.
"We've developed an online order
en.try system with one-third the effort. . .
and the application is much more polished. We're very pleased!'-Larry
Brenner, Director, Corporate Information
Services,. United Merchants and Manufacturers, New York City.
"The System/38 significantly reduced
the amount of code necessary to write a
program and the time and eff~rt required
to move into new applications. We're
e*emely enthusiastic!'-.Larry Petterson,
DIrector of Data ProcessIng, St. Olaf
College, Northfield, Minnesota.
And we're enthusiastic, too.
Because the IBM
General Systems
Division's versatile
new System/38
is a compact
system with

many large computer features. Such as
distributed online work stations so users
don't have to go to the computer; a central data base that makes information
easier to retrieve, revise and use; the
Control Program Facility, which automatically monitors and manages the flow and
processing of data; online program testing, so programs can nOWi be debugged as
normal prot;;essing continues.
And SystemJ38 has advanced features
rarely found. in any computer, large or
small. Like Single Level Storage, which
treats all storage as a single unit and automatically keeps track of it.
And thanks to System/38's streamlined
architecture, many functions that previously required programmers' time have
been absorbed into the system itself. .
The result of these IBM innovations?
A computer ~hat lets you do much more,
much more snnply., ,
.
We're pleased that System/38 is already
helping business function with greater costefficiency, productivity and profitability.
In short, System/38 delivers. And it
can deliver for you.
For more information call your IBM
General Systems Division representative or
write us at P.O. Box
2068, Atlanta, G A 30301.

------==-=':'=41>
------- ---- - ---

General Systems Division
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announced

3814~)

Only Data/Switch System
1000 has all these features
... Today!
Matrix sizes to 16 x 24 (one
system incorporates the function
of several 3814's)
o State-of-the-art semi-conductor
switching
o Nanosecond switch speeds
o Inter-active remote controls (up to
400')
o Continuous configuration display
o Redundant controls
o On-the-fly / "immediate"
switching
c Channel data display
o Self diagnostics
o Data streaming support
c Redundant power
" 90-day availability
o Price/ performance
o

System 1000 is operating today in computer rooms
around the world in automotive, aerospace, transportation,
banking and government facilities. Write us for more information
and a reference list, and find out about the company we keep.
CIRCLE 23 ON R[;:ADER CARD
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John L. Kirkley, Editor

EDITOR'S
READOUT
STING LIKE
ABEE

It's never easy being second best, especially
when you're accustomed to being first.
There's a certain poignancy, a sense
of irretrievable loss-it's the spectacle of
the aging boxer, the butterfly that has lost its
float, the bee that has lost its sting.
In individuals it's a function of time,
the inevitable wearing away of the mechanism, the slackening of the sinews, the
feeling that compels an author like Annie
Dillard in Pilgrim at Tinker's Creek to write
"I am a frayed and nibbled survivor in a
fallen world, and I am gettirig· along. "
And like people, stars, butterflies,
mountains, and nations all have their life
cycles, each one moving past its prime and
inexorably fading.
press, reveals overseas competitive activity
to~ get tough in the international marketat a fever pitch. Japan, Inc., is moving
place. After all, it is a worldwide market;
But there's something tricky about
strongly to develop very large scale integrarestricting cash flow through economic
this business of doing a slow fade. It's the
isolationism is sheer suicide ..
ability to distinguish between the start of tion, and its mainframers are finally beginthat downhill slide and a serious but transining to make their moves into the U. S. The
Almost every other nation's governFi'ench software industry is in high gear;
ment in the world helps its indigenous
tory dip in the organism's cycle, one that
they are looking at our enormous market
industries through financial backing,
can be corrected by a resurgence of will.
We have to· ask these questions
with greedy Gallic eyes. And the efficient
protect~ve tariffs, two-tier, ptic,ing,. and
Germans, like .everyon~else, are actively
vigorous participation in the rough and tumabout our nation: are we becoming a
second-rate country, are we moving into an
seeking to capitalize on the huge potential
ble of international trade negotiations.
Our government, on the other hand,
inevitable decline after only 200 years of of the small business and office automation
markets.
seems intent on hindering rather than helpvigorous life, are our shortcomings both at
home and abroad a clear sign of fatal frayBut, say some., the U.S. 's ability to
ing our corporations in their quest for overpull through in a crunch, coupled with our
seas markets. That hindrance ranges from
ing? Or are we suffering a serious but
temporary setback? Will happy days be here
technological ingeniousness, will see us
the overt, through absurd antitrust laws preagain?
through. The same. spirit that engendered
venting cooperative ventures, to a not-soWe know that our economic posithe cotton gin is giving us the microprocesbenign neglect that finds us acquiescing to
tion in the world has eroded. We've
sor and the Winchester disk drive. The
the chauvinistic procurement policies of our
watched the television industry being swept
demon of labor intensivity will force us to
chief competitors.
II:
from under us and all the fmger-pointing
produce the technology that will bring us
We don't think this country is
~ about our shortsightedness or Japan's' 'unback to the top of the heap.
second-rate nor is it ready for an early retire~ scrupulous" tactics in the worldwide mar~
Yes, but. And it's a big but. We can
ment. We'll probably make our comeback
~ ketplace won'tbring that back in a hurry.
develop the jazziest technology in the
in spite of our government's mindlessbu15 Detroit is a disaster area. Our antiquated world, but unless we can market our prod- reaucratic roadblocks and ineptness. But it
ill steel mills can no longer compete arid ship- ucts worldwide. on a competitive basis with sure as hell would speed up the process if
z building has long since sailed over the hori- those feisty foreigners, we might as well the government would do a little floating
o zon. Not a very bright picture.
pull up the rocking chair and spend the rest
and a little stinging on behalf of U.S. busi..;
~ .
And what of the computerindustry?
of our downhill days watching the light
ness in the international arena. It's a rough
t5
Even a cursory glance at the pages
fade. It is time for our U .S. industry and our
world out there and we need all the help we
:3 of this magazine, the business or general government to begin working together and can· get.
:ft:
~~------------------------------~--------------------------------~------------------------------~
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And to help you get them, Data General announces
DG/DBMS, a brand new, results-oriented database management system for ECLlPSE® distributed data processing,
systems.
DG/DBMS is a so.phisticated CODASYL-based DBMS~ And
. it's described in detail in a booklet every productivity-'
minded data processing manager ought to read. The title?
Appropriately enough, it's called "Results:'
THE NEXT STEP IN DATABASE
We designed DG/DBMS to let you change as·fast as the
MANAGEMENT IS HERE.
facts ch
e
· an d d·Iversl°fOIcatlon
°
ange. ompany
expansion
( plans, plus frequent changes in accounting regulations, EEO rules, EPA laws,
privacy laws, all dictate the need to respond fast when changes occur.
Our DBMS begins saving you time and money right in the computer roo~.
DG/DBMS is designed for ease-of-use so programmers can be more productive.
One user, in fact, reported productivity gains of twenty-five percent. Beyond the
compu er room, our DG/DBMS interactive query facility provides fast data inquiry
and report generation in user departments. That's why our DBMS is more
cost-effective, reliable, and more manageable than any other. Put it
together with our new XDDIAC™ Network Management System, our
new AZ-TEXTTM word processing, our RCX70 emulation software, and
all our other fully compatible ADs-based ECLIPSE software tools
and processors, and sophisticated languages. You'll have all
the data processing power and growth you'll need to take
care of business through the 1980's and beyond.
Find out about our new DG/DBMS and ECLIPSE
Data Systems. Send for our brochure: RESULTS.
Y

';0!rYJ"0\KWK"!;'ii

i

Data General Corporation, Westboro,

MA 01580 (617) 366-8911
EeL! PSE is a registered trademark
and XODIAC and AZ-TEXT are
trademarks of Data General.
©Data General
Corporation, 1980
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TOFFLER TALKS OF
TOMORROW
This is a story about Alvin Toftler and the future.
Both are complex subjects.

On a sweltering July afternoon, a black
van pulls up to a reclamation project on
the lower West Side of Manhattan.
Among the people who pile out is one
who stands taller than the rest against the
backdrop of New York's World Trade
Towers.
"I must say, this is a new experience for me."
This formidable figure and an entourage of photographers, artists, a~d
editors traipse across ,the het sand to
deselate looking dunes, an unlikely sight
within the bustling city. As the' camera
starts clicking away, .our subject says
with an easy smile, "When this photo is
published, please tell [my wife]Heidi
that I was indeed in New York and not
the Sahara. "
Alvin Toffler thrives on new ex'periences. The sultry trip to the landfill
may not go on record as one of his more
memorable excursions,' but still you could
almost see his mental camera at werk
juxtapesing images of wasteland and metropelis.

Wave civilizatien as the agricultural era,
a period that began almost 10,000 years
ago. Th~n, sometime between 1650 and
1750 a new civilization began te take
hold; the Industrial Revelution swept in
as Second Wave civilizatien; Its reign
was much shorter, of course, lasting no
mere than 300 years.
Today, we are already well into
what Toffler terms the Third Wave, a
strange and cemplex new civilizatien that

"Chrysler is a beautiful case
in point of the collapse of
Second Wave industry."

emerged abeut 1955. That was the year,
he peints .out, when blue cellar workers
were for the first time outnumbered by
white collar and service workers. "This
was the same decade, " he says in his
book, "that saw the widespread introductien of the computer, commercial jet
travel, the birth control pill, and many
ether high-impact innovations."
And if you think for a minute that
those innovations were unrelated, you
"I don't believe in
need only read his book te find the
synergies. For Tomer looks at changes in
technological determinism."
politics, ecenomies, family structures,
I first met Alvin Toffler,in
cultures, and life itself-and discusses
another magnificent city. We talked in
them in what he calls a "wholistic" (as
June in his hotel suite high above the
opposed to "halfistic' ') fashion to detersights .of San Francisco. The auther of
mine just where this new tidal wave is
Future Shock talked at length about his
taking us.
latest best-seller, The Third Wave. And
The follow-up to Future Shock inhe talked of much, much more.
deed holds a few shockers .of its own. In
"Despite the fact that I'm usually
The Third Wave Teffler talks of a new
regarded as a techne-freak, I don't bedo-it-yourself mevement; of new and adlieve that the system is driven by technolvanced manufacturing methods that will
ogy; I don't believe in technelegical
spell the demise of factory autemation
determinism. We have the pewer te
lines; .of the blurring distinction between
shape technology, and technology affords
producers and consumers, leading to
the potential fer different societies te
a new breed of "prosumers"; of the
develop in quite different ways, But ecolmovement .of audio, video, computing
ogy, population, culture, and ether ferces
and communications gear into the home,
have just as much impact on the direcwhere more and more employees will retions of change as the technolegy itself;
main in these "electronic cottages" to de
they are all part .of an interleaved system.
their day's work; of the disintegration of
Yet there is very little effort to synthethe nation state as we now know it; of a
size, to look at the interactions of all
major face-lift fer corporations of the futhese changes simultaneously. That's
ture; of a shift frem a werld of
basically what I try to do."
synchronization, centralization, and mass
production te .one .of individualism and
It. is this synthesis-and one en a
- "de-massification. "
grand scale indeed-that Toffler tackles
The changes are devastating, and
in The Third Wave. First, the futurist
takes us back briefly through past eras in
Toffler eyes them with utter optimism.
human
histery. Toffler identifies First
While. he sees signs of a better werld in
______________________________
________________________________
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the leng run, he admits that the next few
years of transition may be teugh, particularly as people try to hold onto patterns
of the past.
"Chrysler is a beautiful case in
point of the collapse .of Second Wave
industry, " Teffler centends. "There's a
classic case where jobs of hundreds of
thousands of workers are threatened because .of the stupidity and arrogance of
their managers ever the past c.ouple of
decades. The response when a badly
managed industry like that gets in tr.ouble
is to ask Uncle Sam to bail them .out.
That's socialism fer the rich in the name
of preserving jobs for the poor.
"We want a compassienate social
policy, we don't want the brunt of
change to be unfairly borne; and we
don't want ordinary American werking
people to suffer the impact .of this transition. But none of that's possible if we try
to held en to yesterday's industrie~. "
Hew weuld Teffler tackle the
situatien? "I would have said, 'Yes, we
will help Chrysler, but make. that help
contingent upen a transitien out of the
auto industry. 'They could take their
technological resources, their human resources, their skills and plan fora
cenversion te some socially desirable and
intelligent forms of production, Instead,
we say, 'O.K., here's a loan guarantee;
'~I believe. in. convergences.
Novel juxtapositions are the
crux of creativity."

go ahead and make cars forever,' "
He smiles, knowing that his next
cemment will strike responsive cherd in
me. "And some major companies in the
computer business sheuld take a careful
look at Chrysler. Without transition planning, heads will roll there too. "
Toffler says the world's inovement away frem centralizati.on is as true
in computing as it is elsewhere. Fewer
and fewer big number-crunchers will be
bought, and those that are will be for
more and more specific applicatiens.
What's really exciting now, he says, is
the heme computer business-' 'a key
piece of computing that's falling into
place." But more important than mere
computing, he adds, is the cembination
of computing, voice, videe, telec.ommunicatiens, etc. "I believe in cenver- ,
______________________________
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FOCUS
gences. Novel juxtapositions are the crux
of creativity, and that's where the breakthroughs are."
Because the computer played a
major role in bringing about this revolution, Toffler thinks that industry should
also take on much of the responsibility
for easing the transition to the Third
Wave. "Perhaps the computer industry,
the electronics industry, the -information

-"I would also like to see more
black and brown and female
faces when I go to meetings
[in this i~dustry]."
industry in general should begin lobbying
for the electronic cottage," he suggests,
"with a goal for a shift' of 20% of
American jobs into the home by 1990.
"Now that's a technologically
based change that clearly has implications
far beyond technology; it involves energy
savings, changes in family life, a restructuring of the suburbs, and a whole lot of
other things. And it seems not unreasona-

ble to me to ask the computer industry to
put up some dough to study the impact of
work at home. The only group 1 know of
that currently collects information on
work at home is the IRs-and that's
clearly for different purposes."
There are other areas the industry
needs to study, such as employment.
Will computers cause job displacement?
"And in a data drenched society, what
do we do with the computer illiterate?"
Toffler asks. "We desperately need a
breakthrough in natural languages so the
common man can communicate with
computers. The .industry needs to worry
about these problems and not shrug them
off. "
Then, too, Toffler points to considerations about "the rest of the world"
and such concerns as data protectionism
and data barriers. "The global neural network is spreading. There's a gap between
rich and poor nations, and not just an
economic and cultural gap, but a computer gap as well.
"So far, computers have been for
the rich. The computer shouldn't loom

over the world as the rich man's toy and
tool. "
Realizing he's beginning to launch
a tirade on the trade, Toffler settles back
and sums up. "O.K.; here's my editorial:
the computer industry is going to face
continued resistance and even terrorist attacks, as is true in Europe, as long as the
computer is seen as cold, metallic, and
the servant-the tool--of the rich and
powerful. And the smartest thing this
industry could do to reduce social resistance to the spread of the computer is
one, to warm it up and make it more
friendly, and two, to squarely face these
social questions of work at home, unemployment, etc. Whatever positions the
industry takes, it should take some positions, and not just make believe the problems will go away. "
Then, just as he was about to go
on to other topics, Toffler cOUldn't resist
adding one more gripe to a growing list.
"I would also like to see more black and
brown and female faces when 1 go to
meetings [in this industry]. "
Toffler occasionally speaks at IBM
meetings; and-he says he's always
amazed that the audience is still 99%
male-" a sea of white shirts and white
faces." He tells of a discussion he once
had with an organizer of an IBM meeting.

"Now there is a big discussion
of what's being called
'reindustrialization'-a most
unfortunate term."

....
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After surveying the audience and finding
it to be all male, he asked the program
organizer why the company hadn't
invited the wives, at least to attend the
talk. He found the answer amusing:
"Well, you don't understand the troubles
we have. Do we invite just wives? Do
we invite spouses? Do we invite friends,
and what if the friends are of the same
sex? So we made the decision to invite
only employees. "
"The easy way out, " Toffler
chides. And another hanger-on to Second
Wave ideas.
The information industry is hardly
the only group to come under fire from
this social critic. Every major American
institution gets its fair share. And the
U.S. government is certainly no exception.
"A major problem in the United
States is that it has historically been anti- I
(!)
thetic to anything that smacks of
::::>
planning. Our government is not as so«
m
c:
phisticated about certain social and polit- «
cal problems as Japan, Germany, France, I
and other Western countries. There, they
talk -about plans for a transition to the
in
information society; they are conscious of 5
it. Whether their strategy is right or
8
wrong,
at least it is a strategy. "
~
____________________________
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Datac0IP.'s COM

Service is more
[dependable than
any other source.
Even your own.
Experience.
At Datacorp, we've been producing
Computer Output Microfilm for more
than ten years. Today, we're the world's
largest COM Service organiz,ation. Over
the years we've helped thousands of companies make the paper-to-COM transition
with our convenient, cost-effective, dependable service.
Last year alone we produced 12.6 billion
pages of COM for more than 2,000 Datacorp
customers. Customers that range from some
of the largest Fortune 500 companies, to
medium and small companies in all fields.
Our experience has taught us a lot about
producing COM, and about providing the ontime delivery companies like yours demand.

Track Record.
We've established a near-perfect record for
meeting our delivery commitments. A record of
{.iii;.7iiii("iiiiiii.;;;----;:=::I, dependable, on-time delivery that's better than
other service organizations' and even better
than many in-house
COM operations.
How First, our large volume allows us to use
the most advanced, most reliable production
equipment available. Second, the Datacorp people
who operate our centers possess more experience
and expertise than any group of COM specialists

anywhere. Expertise that ca,n only come from producing nearly 35 million frames of COM every day.

Systems, Equipment, Supplies and more.
Datacorp is the only single source for allyour
COM needs. Besides service, we offer the full
range of major brand COM Equipment and
Supplies, from viewers to film and chemistry. And,
we're the only service company that offers
U-COM - a convenierit turn-key path to your
own in-house COM center.

Local Service Across the 0.5.

We reduce the distance f:l!\.;:::,.;\-"~~~~~
your data must travel with .'
full service and production
capability in each of our 40
centers. This enables us to
provide faster turnaround and
the responsive, dependable service you demand.
To learn more about Datacorp COM Service,
in-house COM systems, or COM equipment and
supplies, give us a call. The Datacorp Service center in your area is in the yellow pages under Microfilm. Or, for a listing of all Datacorp locations and
complete information on your most dependable
COM source, use the reader service card or write:

A DSI Corp Subsidiary

5075 s.w. Griffith Drive, P.O. Box 2000,
Beaverton, Oregon 97075, (503) 641-7400
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FOCUS
Toffler says that until very recently he knew of no one in Washington who
was even thinking about a transition
strategy. "But now there is a big discussion of what's being called

"I'd rather go through life as a
writer than as a tourist."
'reindustrialization '-a most unfortunate
term. Reindustrialization implies going
back rather than breaking ground. Now
that may be a comfortable way to deal
with things, but in many ways it's

wrongheaded and deceptive.
"I think there is the beginning of
a consciousness in Washington. But as
yet there is no coherent overall understanding that what's involved is more
than technology, more than competing
with Japan or Germany, more than jobs
or international competition. We tend to
frame things in a very conventional and
'non-wholistic' fashion. And it won't get
us very far that way. "
But how does a product of Second
Wave society talk in Third Wave terms, 1
ask Toffler. His answer comes quickly.

"Let's take a practical application," he begins. "For example! what is
Third Wave architecture? When we talk
about 'advanced contemporary architecture' what we really come up with is
Bauhaus modified with a little imagination, a little surrealism, a little of this,
and a little of that. It is very hard, given
certain structural constraints, the nature
of materials, the previous training of
architects, etc., etc., to conceptualize
something other than' Second Wave architecture.
"I don't think anyone is truly a
Third Wave thinker. 1 don't think anyone
could be. All one can hope to do is
glimpse the edges, perhaps mistake them,
probably package them in Second Wave
ways. But at least we're branching out."
Alvin Toffler is never at a loss for
words. No question stumps him; no question gives him cause to pause. It isn't as
if he doesn't think about the answers. It's
as if he's already thought about them.
"I have done a bit of thinking
about thinking," Toffler says. "No matter how strongly 1 can commit myself to
a point of view, 1'm forced to recognize
that there are totally other ways of look-

"I don't think anyone is truly a
Third Wave thinker. I don't
think anyone could be."

Emerson ends the computer power struggle
Introducing Emerson's 50 KVA 60 Hz
Answer For Computer Power Supplying
clean, trouble-free power to your computer
operations can be a struggle. The problems
associated with 60 Hz utility supplied power
are legendary. Not only are blackouts and
brownouts commonplace, but there are a
continuing series of utility voltage fluctuations
occurring during the day.
You can end the struggle for clean power
because Emerson is now supplying a 50 KVA
version of its world renowned 60 Hz uninterruptible power system (UPS). With more than
200,000 KVA installed worldwide, Emerson
has been the leader in UPS for large-scale
computer systems. Now, this same tradition of
quality and reliability is available in a 50 KVA
version to handle Virtually any size computer
operation.
An Emerson UPS system gives you reliable,

trouble-free power. Your computer operation
. never sees the "hits" and "glitches" that are
a daily partof utility supplied power. And,
in the event of a blackout or other serious
power disruption, Emerson's battery backup
gives you ample time to switch over to an
emergency power supply or provide for an
orderly shutdown.
If you want to end the computer power
struggle, call or write Emerson today.
The Power Behind Every Great Computer

Ii
15MI5RSDN

Emerson Electric Co.
Industrial Controls Division
3300 South Standard Street
Santa Ana, California 92702
(714) 545-5581 Telex 67-8460

Emerson Electric Industrial Controls, Ltd.
Elgin Drive
Swindon, SN2 6DX, Wilts, England
079324121 Telex 449101

ing at the same phenomenon. Different
modes of apprehending reality are useful
for different purposes. Some are good for
making a buck, some are good for engineering, some are good for social relationships, some are good for other
purposes.· 1 guess what 1 believe is that
we need to go from what 1 would call
single metaphor thinking to multiple
metaphor thinking. .
"It is no accident that my book is
called The Third Wave. If 1 look back at
Future Shock, that book is divided into
three basic divisions. I didn't set out with
that in mind, but then I have to ask myself, 'Why does my thinking naturally
fall into threesies when other people
work in twosies?' To most people the
world is black and white; 1 just see
another dimension. "
He has a good laugh at himself
and at his thoughts on thinking.
A couple of years ago, in an autobiographical sketch, Toffler had this to
say: "It sounds presumptuous, but 1 want
to change the world, and, despite the
difficulties in that, it's why 1 write ...
I'd rather go through life as a writer than
as a tourist. ' ,
Who knows? Someday his writings m'ay mention that trip to the desolate
dunes in the midst of Manhattan. For
Alvin Toffler, nothing is an accident,'
only insight.
\

-Becky Barna
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Most installations have a 2-3 year
backlog of unimplemented applications

Turns backlogs into applications
RAMIS" is a complete information
management system. It integrates an
English-like nonprocedural language with
a flexible DBMS. The DBMS permits the
easy integration of data from a variety of
sources, while the nonprocedural
language lets you tell the computer what
you want done without having to say
how to do it:
Users report that RAMIS " systems can
be implemel)ted in 1/5 the time it takes
using procedural languages such as
Cobol or PLl1. This translates into
a productivity gain of 400% !
Because RAMIS " systems are simple to
set up and modify, there is no need to
develop elaborate specifications in
advance. In fact, users report that basic
requirements can be agreed upon and a
prototype implemented in 1/3 the time it
normally takes just to develop the specs.
The data structures and reports may then
be modified and enhanced in an

evolutionary manner until the system is
fully operational.
Eliminating programming also eliminates .
the need to talk about programming.
This frees the user and dp staff to
concentrate on the problem rather than
the code-which results in both better
communications and a better'system.
In business, to stand still is to fall behind.
More cost effective hardware, an
increasing demand for computerized
applications, and the decreasing
availability of applications programmers
means even bigger backlogs unless more
powerful, more productive software is used.

For more information call or write
today· for a free RAMIS " factbook.
Name
Title
Company

Address
City
State

Zip

Phone
,Mail to: Mathematica Products Group
P.O. Box 2392, Princeton, NJ 08540

o

SOFTWARE THAT UNLOCKS THE POWER OF YOUR HARDWARE

MATHEMATI CA
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14 Washington Road. Princeton, NJ 08540 • (609) 799-2600
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or in ormation
management.
From discoveries as fundamental as floating point arithmetic
and the use of subroutines to the latest advances in bubble memory and
laser technologies, Bell is an experienced innovator.
<:::)

By applying the same innovative thinking to your business
needs, we 'design l)ew configurations to manage information more
productively.
We offer the latest advances in data transmission. Our
Dataphone® digital service is the nation's most extensive end. .to. . end digital
network. Our Dataphone II service transmits over dedicated telephone
lines at 2400, 4800 or 9600 bps, and has three levels of self. .diagnostic
capability. Our Dataspeed® 4540 communications terminals complement
either service, and have 3270. .compatibility. And our 43 teleprinter'is
compatible with virtually all time. .sharing networks.
Applying our knowledge to your information management
needs is a process that begins with one call to your Bell Account
Executive. c:::J

<>

The knowledge business
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D.P.Documents ...
o.rgal1izeandcoo·.trolthem in. anyeovironmeot
wifhtheDOCU-MATE®riling system.
A single tiling method for all
documentation, records and reports.

Combine DOCU-MATE with
contemporary office furniture.

that precisely. meet the needs of the people
involved.

Think about the time and expense involved in
the creation of data processing documentation,
records and reports and you'll see the impor~
tance of organizing these vital information
assets so they are
under the control
of management
Until recently,
this problem of
organization was
compounded by
. I
the many sizes .
. . . ......
'and shapes of documents which created an
airpost itripossibl~filing, ,retrieval and referencing problem.Now, the DOCU-MA1'E filing
syst~m solves the problem by providing a
single filing method for aU documents regardless oftheir size~ shape orlocation within the
information network.

DOCU-MATE
work station
filing equipment including:
cabinet~, documentation
organizers and
mixed media
open shelf files
coordinate beautifully with furniture from
leading manufacturers. You can plan work
stations that provide both a modern crisp
appearance and the functional efficiency of
organi~ed filing and referencing.

Coordinate work station and
library filing.

,I'

Combine DOCU-MATE tiling With
open office plan.
If your existing or plarin<!d office is designed
with panel supported work surfaces, a wide
range of DOCU-MATE filing components
designed to coordinate with most popular
panel systems is,available. ¥oucan get the
advantages of functional organization with
filing capability that enhances the aesthetics
"of your design.

Build total DOCU-MATE tiling
environments. ,.....;----~~~---..;.
While you can
integrate,
DOCU-MATE
filing into your
. existing office
plan; you can
also create total
DOCU-MATE
filing environments. A full
line of specialized filiIig work stations, chairs,
documentation organizers, cabinets and open
mixed media files lets you plan environments,

With the DOCU -MATE center hook filing and
drop filing principle, you can builda total .
filing network involving group libraries and
files andcentrallibraries .. Every imaginable
type and size of document can be filed interchangeably at every location. You can eVen
intermix sizes and shapes in the same filing
equipment. And, since DOCU-MATE
filing is designed for both high density, high
security filing and high reference filing you
can plan filing areas to meet the needs of the
people who must work with them.

Send for our free
20 page brochure.
Circle the readers'
service number '
or write direct.
Wright Line Inc.,
160 Gold Star Blvd .•
Worcester, MA 01606

LOOK AHEAD
skeptical industry
, Amdahl can come up

Ther~ are some things in life

you canalvvays rely on.
The sun will set. The moon will rise. You can take
them for granted. They're dependable. They're
consistent. They work. Just like the 1270Terminal
Control Unit from Memorex. There are literally
thousands of 1270s functioning worldwide, some
for up to seven years without a single service call.
If you think only I BM can make a reliable
controller, you haven't heard everything about the
Memorex 1270 Model 8. Whether you're starting
a system or adding to one already up and running,
the Memorex 1270 Model 8 offers you a total
control sol ution:
It attache's directly to your System/360, System/
370, 303X, 43XX or compatible byte multiplexer
channel.
It's the functional replacement for your 270X
transmission control units, your 3704 or 3705 communications controllers in the 270X emulation
mode and integrated communications adapters.
It's a hardwired control unit that gives you
unparalleled simplicity and flexibility.
It's field upgradable to the .next larger model,
so it grows as your system grows.
But there's more to the Memorex 1270 Model 8
Terminal Control Unit than reliability, ffexibility,
availability and cost effectiveness~ The specifications tell the whole story. For complete information
about the Model 8, other 1270s and the entire
Merhor·ex family of display terminals and printers,
contact Nancy DeKraker at (408) 996-9000 or
write to Memorex Communications, 18922 Forge
Drive, Cupertino, CA 95014.

MEMOREX

Communications Excellence

*The 1270 Model 8 is available in the Continental U.S. only. © 1980 Memorex Corporation. Memorex is a registered trademark of Memorex Corporation.
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ALOOK AT

VENTURE
CAPITAL

Something ventured, something
gained-that's the goal of the
venture capitalist.
Often when a new company appears on the
dp or data communications scene, the
phrase "venture startup' , is used to describe
how the new firm obtained its financial
backing.
The phrase refers-, of course, to venture capital, that seemingly special type of
money put up by that new breed, the venture
capitalist. To many, this form of financing
brings to mind a small group of shrewd
money managers that knows more than any~
one else about new technology, neW markets, and most of all-new opportunities.
Venture capitalists don't talk much
for the public record. They usually stay be-

Most investors look at a company from the outside; venture
capitalists look from the inside.
hind the scenes of companies in which they
have an interest. Perhaps that is why the
venture capitalist is regarded by many as a
somewhat mysterious figure.
One of the more successful venture
investors is Neill H. Brownstein. Currently
a partner in Bse Private Investment Partners, Brownstein is also affiliated wIth
several other venture firms, having entered
the investment business in the late 1960s.
Providing a rare insight into the philosophy behind venture capitalism, Brownstein drew some analogies in a recent interview.
"Most investors, people who are
managing investment funds, are looking at
whether to buy stocks or bonds and when to
sell them. They look at a company from the .
outside. But a venture capitalist is primarily
oriented towards how a company runs, how
it solves the problems of growth, how it
solves the problems of competition, how it
solves . the problems of technological
change. So a venture capitalist looks at a
business from the inside.
"If you're an investor, you're looking at a company's five-year or lO-year
track record and what the ratios are. That's
looking from the outside. When you're
looking from the inside, you're asking
NEILL H. BROWNSTEIN: "Most ol'tl1e
questions about market demand factors,
cost factors, volume relationships, com- . people in the [venture capitar] business':
have gotten their expertise through the
petitive positioning, and what financial resources are required to become a market . experience of being. a generalist.'l
SEPTEMBER 198047
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on the people and their ability to get over
those hurdles. If they've done it before-either in a big company or a small companyyou have a tendency to believe they '11 do it
again. If their background is marginal, you
tend to think it's riot worth the risk. "
And just how well has all this theory
been applied to "venture plays, " as Brownstein calls them? In 1971 he began his involvement with computer/comniunicationsrelated firms. "We had an investment for
25% of Interdata which had about a third of
its business in communications," he explained.

Brownstein likes to go· with experienced managers who "have
done it before."
In 1973, Brownstein and his associates became interested in packet-switching
and the following year became a major
investor with Bolt Beraneck & Newman in
Telenet. But the communications orientation really started back in 1971-72, when he
backed Four Phase Systems. '
Since then Brownstein has been involved in an impressive list of startups.
They include International Communication
Sciences (digital voice), Electronic Communication Systems (voice mail), Ungerman Bass (local networks), Microform
Data Systems (intelligent controllers for airlines), and Printer Terminal Communications (local area data distribution). Even so,
his venture partnership only considers about
20% of its invql vement to be related to communications. Recently the company took a
position with a firm that makes hi-fi speakers because "we believe that with the emergence of digital sound there's going to be an
increasing demand for high quality speakers," he said.
And of course there are financial
goals. "The name of the game in venturing
is to geta'substantial return on investment.
We are completely open-minded on how to
achieve those returns. Sometimes it means
staying independent and becoming a billion
dollar company, as Four Phase has targeted
for the. inid-1980s. Other times the return
from a merger is a more attractive route. "
Brownstein says a company must
reach more than $25 million in revenue on
its own before the venture capital investors
would agree to an acquisition or merger. If
the company plays its cards right, it should
take three to six years to reach that level, he
said.
With such a positive track record,
has Brownstein ever guessed wrong? ' 'Yes,
in 1968 we had a communications-related
project called Solardyne International. We
dumped that one for about.20 cents on the
dollar," he revealed.
It was in that same year that Brownstein, with a fresh MBA from Northwestern,
joined the venture capital group at Allstate
Insurance. The group was run by Ned Heiz48 DATAMATION

er, whom Brownstein described as having
produced the best venture capital track
record of the 1960s. With an undergraduate
degree in economics and sociology, Brownstein felt lucky to be able to work with Heizer, a "superb venture capitalist."
In 1970, Brownstein left Allstate to
join Bessemer Securities Corp., the personal holding company of the Phipps family.
Henry Phipps was Andrew Carnegie's partner in Carnegie Steel. And when U.S. Steel
was founded in the early 1900s, Phipps set
up the predecessor organization of Bessemer Securities.
In 1976 he formed Neill H. Brownstein Corp., which is a venture management
conSUlting firm whose principal client is
Bessemer Securities Corp. In 1979, he
helped form a new effort called BSC Private
Investment Partners together with three
others: William T. Burgin, RichardJ. Dunler, and Robert H. Buescher. "We invest in
a broad range of companies and I have had
some inclination to communications," he
'
confided modestly.
The 1970s were golden days for
venture capital deals. Because the returns
were "far greater than comparable market
averages," the venture business was able to
attract $600 million to $1 billion. This was
due to the success of companies like Four
Phase, Telenet, Amdahl, Datapoint, and
American Telecommunications.
The sources of capital for those venture deals were insurance companies .. trust
departments at banks, wealthy individuals,
and large corporations. And because of recent success stories, the high rate of venture
deals will continue.
Is there a place for small investors in
the venture game? "No, because of the liquidity aspect," Brownstein answered.
"When you make a venture investment,
you lock up your money for a dozen years.
Once you've made your investment, you

But in the case of BSC, all the backing comes
from the Phipps family.
Neill Brownstein may not be a hame
up front. But he is very much into management, helping to .make key decisions in the
startup situations that he and his partners
support. Venture capitalists never talk
about how much they make from their investments. But judging from his track
record, Brownstein has done alright for
himself and for the Phipps family.
-Ronald A. Frank

COMPANIES

NEW NAME,
NEW GAME
Cambridge Memories has
changed its name to Cambex
and its emphasis to small
mainframe computers.

Cambridge Memories, Inc., a somewhat
battered but experienced survivor from the
plug-compatible memory business, recently changed its name to Cambex, Inc. in order to reflect the shift in the company's
business, with increasing emphasis on
manufacturing and selling small mainframe
computers.
Last May, Cambridge sold its 40%
equity in IPL Systems Inc. back to IPL in return for $4. 1 million and free rights to the
architecture and technology of IPL'S PCM
computer line-marketed overseas by Olivetti and in this country by Control Data
Corp. as the Omega. IPL was started in 1973
by former Cambridge employees, and the
memory firm provided financing and technical support in return for equity and royal-

The 1970s were golden days for
venture capital deals.
can't get out; you can't askJor your money
back; you can't sell your investment easily.
It's not the place for anyone without substantial institutional or personal money. "
Coming up for the 1980s, Brownstein sees opportunities in the local loop
area which he described as a high cost function today. Any technologies or systems
that can bring down the cost of local communications "will be significant opportunities," he predicted. Brownstein also sees
the character of communications systems
changing as intelligence becomes more
powerful. This will create a higher demand
for intelligent terminals that have simpler
user interfaces.
Today, Brownstein said, there are
about 50 venture partnerships that have anywhere from $10 million to $50 million to invest. Some have up to 30 or 40 investors.

JOSEPH KRUY: "We think that
networks will be a large part of our
business in the future."

To transform an alphanumerics display terrrrinal into a
full-featured graphics display terrrrinal while saving the
user about half the price in the process.
Digital Engineering had the idea. And the imagination to make it a reality. A reality called
Retro-Graphics.™
Retro-Graphics works like this. A printed circuit card designed by Digital .
Engineering plugs into Lear Siegler's ADM-3A or ADM~3A+ Dumb Terminal.®
Installation takes minutes. There is no soldering. No special tools. No ,service brigade.
Once in, what was before an alphanumerics workhorse is transformed into a versatile
graphics powerhouse.
How versatile? Very. You get full vector drawing and point plotting capabilities. Bar .
charts. Pie diagrams. Histograms. Function plots. You get high light output, selective
erase, a 512 x 250 "flicker free" plotting grid and, most important, complete compatibility
with Tektronix®Plot 10 ™software.·
Retro-Graphics is a powerful idea. And half of
its power is in its price. Because our RG-512 card
. and the Dumb Terminal, together, are about half the
price, around $2000, of a comparably-equipped
terminal from someone else. The RG-512 card,
separately, is just $1150 .
.Skeptical? That's perfectly understandable.
Frankly, skepticism is exactly how most good
ideas are discovered, anyway. So call us at (916)
920-5600 and discover one for yourself.
Retro-Graphics.

DIGITAL
ENGINEERING
630 Bercut Drive
Sacramento, CA 95814
TWX: 910-367-2009

.

Dumb Terminal~ is a registered trademark of Lear Siegler. Inc.
Tektronix~ and Plot 10" are trademarks of Tektronix. Inc.
Retro-Graphics •• is a trademark of Digital Engineering. Inc.
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Another Able First
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Now you can add twice as many
DZ lines to your PDP-II in half the
space and at a lower cost than
ever before. Our new DZ/I6 is a
microproces~or-based controller which fits 16 asynchronous communications channels into a single
board but sells for much less than the two-board
DZII-E it replaces. There's no waiting either.
You'll probably have your card plugged in and running less than 30 days after we get your order.
The unique multiplexer installs in any standard
hex-width slot and presents only one load to the
Unibus. It supports all DZll baud rates, provides
modem control on all lines and is compatible with
DEC diagnostic and operating system software.
The data format is program-selectable for
each channel.

This isn't the first time we've
been first. It won't be the last.
The a.dvantages we've sent your
way again and again will keep
coming. Get the most out of your VAX or PDP-II.
Write today for details on our remarkable line of
memory, communications and general-purpose
cards for use in the PDP-II family.

Able, the computer experts
ABLE COMPUTER, 1751 Langley Avenue, Irvine,
California 92714. (714) 979-7030. TWX 910-595-1729.
ABLE COMPUTER-EUROPE, 74/76 Northbrook Street,
Newbury, Berkshire, England RG13 1AE. (0635) 32125.
TELEX 848507 HJULPHG.
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The Kodak IMT microimage terminal.
It's the brains behind
Electronic Filing from Kodak.
Your office already has electronic typing.
You probably have
electronic data processing, too.
Then isn't it about time
you looked into Electronic
Filing from Kodak?
The Kodak IMT microimage terminal, for example, is
so intelligent it practically
thinks for itself. Thanks to its
own built-in microcomputer, an
IMT terminal can perform online information lookups in
seconds. At the touch of a
button. Without tying up your
mainframe.
An IMT terminal pinpoints images so precisely, in
fact, that it practically eliminates lookup errors, which
increases office productivity.
In the meantime, your computer
is left free to process datanot search for it.
Find out how many other
intelligent things an IMT
microimage terminal can do.
Send in the coupon for more
information. Or contact your
Kodak representative for a
demonstration of the Kodak
IMT microimage terminal.
Either way, the move
you make will be a smart one.

1880

(41 1980

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY • Business Systems Markets Division
Dept. DP061O,Rochester, NY 14650

o Please send me more information about
©Eastman Kodak Company, 1980

the Kodak IMT microimage terminal.

NAME

o

Please have a Kodak representative
contact me.

TITLE

COMPANY

ADDRESS

STATE

CITY

ZIP

PHONE
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ties on IPL computer sales.
Last month, Cambex announced
three new processors, versions of the IPU
Omega products.
The, Cambex 1636 processor is a
modified version of the Omega Model 1
which will compete directly against the IBM
4331 group 2 processor. Cambex said the
modifications on the IPL design upgraded
system performance by about 10% and doubled the memory to four megabytes. Cambex claims that the 1636 will now offer 15%
more performance than the 4331 group 2
and will cost $125,000, about $25,000 less
than the new, 4331.
Cambridge Memories had previously offered a plug-compatible processor, the
1638, a smaller 370/138-type system which
used IPL technology under license. But the

Last month, Cambex announced
three new processors, versions
of the IPL/Omega products.
1638 was a victim of IBM's 1979 introduction of the 4300 series and its aggressive
pricing. Cambex describes the new 1636 as
an upgrade from the 1638.
The second new processor from
Cambex is called the 1641, a repackaged
version of the Omega Model 2 with a slightly improved performance and an 8-megabyte memory. Cambex claims the 1641
processor, priced at $190,000, offers
"about the same performance" as IBM'S
4341, priced at $265,000.
Cambex also announced that another processor, the 1651, a redesigned Omega
Model 3, will be available in the second half
of 1981 as a field upgrade on installed'1641
and 1636 processors. With the 1641 upgrade (priced at $92,500), or the 1636 upgrade (at $160,000), the resulting 1651
machine would reportedly have 50% more
performance than the iBM 4341 .
According to Cambex president Joseph Kruy, the company will continue to
offer its plug-compatible memory system,
the sToRl3000 add-in memory boards
which plug directly into the IBM storage
backplane, using IBM circuitry, power, and
the Cambex 64K-chip boards to install up to
256 kilobytes of memory in the original IBM
cabinet. With 10 installations, averaging
$100,000 to $120,000 4-megabyte sales,
Kruy said the product has had good early acceptance and he looks to the maturing 3000
line systems for new orders.
The Cambex-IPL agreement gave
Cambex rights to the first two models of the
IPL/Omega series (neither of which is still
made by IPL) but restricted general-purpose
sales of the IPL Model 3, explained Kruy.
Cambex received the right to manufacture
its own upgrade version of the IPL design,
which it will do, but only ifthe machine is to
be sold as a special-purpose or dedicated
processor. For upgrade of its installed 1641
machines, the Model 2 version, to the 1651,
52 DATAMATION

or Model 3, Cambex will be able to sell IPL
upgrade kits next year-after IPL and its
marketing associates move on to Model 4.
"IPL just wanted to make sure that
we didn't market the Models 3 and 4 as
general-purpose machines directly against
CDC and Olivetti, " explained Kruy, "and
quite understandably. But now it's also
obvious that we are going to provide an upgrade path for our users-although we plan
to stay within the 4300 market, while IPL
may grow beyond it. "
At any rate, Cambex would rather
avoid the general-purpose PCM market, he
explained. The IPL design uses a very soft
architecture-only the essentials are in
hardware-and the range of its microcode
gives it great adaptability. Cambex, he explained, hopes to use that flexibility to target a specialized niche of the 4300-scale
marketplace.
Cambex will offer a mechanically
integrated peripheral controller, a channelto-channel adaptor, and a data communications adaptor as options on the 1600 proce'ssors. "We think that networks will be a
iarge part of our business in the future,"
said Kruy, "and we intend to be part of that
business. "
The 1600 could very easily have its
microcode modified to optimize its operation in some applications, and, in the long
term, Cambex may offer the 1600 with
Cambex software. For the near future, Kruy
conceded, the company is already in negotiations with several potential system houses
and oein buyers.

-Vin McLellan

UPHILL

FIGHT FOR

SANDERS

Even in the face of Chapter XI,
Royden Sanders says his
company will prove itself in
the marketplace.
A "help wanted" ad appeared recently in
several southern New Hampshire newspapers asking for applicants to fill a position
of electronic technician. While such ads are
not unusual for the labor-scarce area, the
company name at the bottom of the ad
raised some eyebrows.
R.C. Sanders Technology Systems
Inc. was hiring new employees even though
it had recently filed for protection under
Chapter XI of the federal bankrupt,cy laws.
To Royden C. Sanders Jr., the veil
of Chapter XI appears to be just another
management problem that will be overcome. On May 5, 1980, the company filed
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Mal COMPUTER PRODUCTS
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You probably know the DECwriter N
for its flexibility in handling paper.
Well, now you can have that same
flexibility in handling forms.
The new DECwriter N Model AA
with its snap-in tractor feed option can
automatically handle both standard and
custom forms. Forms as wide as 140/8".
And as narrow as 3". In up to four parts.
And you can control this new terminal either directly from its keyboard or
from a computer.
With the DECwriter N Model AA
you can condense characters down to
161/2 per inch. Or expand them up to 5 per
inch. On a field of 132 horizontal and
84 vertical tabs. And a simple setting also
lets you super-condense lines down to
12 per inch. So you get more information
per line, per form.
You can also be sure of synchronized
printing from one form to the next, no
matter what form you're using. Because
with the DECwriter N Model AA you program "top of form." And parity is easily
selected at the keyboard, simplifying
communication with other computers.
Simply remove the tractor feed
option and the DECwriter accepts all
your roll feed or sheet paper up to a
width of 140/8".
Of course the new DECwriter N
giyes you switch-selectable 110 and 300
baud rates. And a 45
CPS catch up rate so
you get the true 30
CPS throughput
found on our
original DECwriter
N Model DA. You
also get the extra
attention to features you expect
from Digital. Like
foreign character
printing, super/
sub-script capabilities, keyboard-selectable local echo, and
a print head that moves aside when
desired so you can see the last character
printed.

Best of all, Digital has put all this
capability into a terminal that fits right
into a wide range of environmentseither on its custom stand or on a
desktop. And the DECwriter N's solid.state components and microprocessor
controls continue to build on the reliability standards set by the DECwriter ll. All
at a surprisingly low price.
The DECwriter N Model AA. For
real forms-handling capability, it's your
only choice.
, To order your DECwriter N Model
AA, or the original DECwriter N Model
DA, call your terminals supplier or write
Digital Equipment Corporation, Terminals
Product Group, MR2~27M67, One Iron
Way, Marlboro, MA 01752. In Europe:
12 avo des Morgines, 1213 Petit-Laney/
Geneva. In Canada: Digital Equipment
Corporation of Canada, Ltd.
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Just
Married
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for protection after a creditor had attached
the ftrm's payroll account. Relating what
happened in a matter-of-fact tone, Sanders
says a metal supplier, a vendor that wanted
to collect its outstanding bill, caused the
company to seek help from the court in the
form of Chapter XI.
"We had hoped to work our way out
of it. We were behind in our bills and one of
the creditors found out we were raising
additional ftnancing. So he attached the
payroll account and the payroll checks
bounced .. This caused such consternation
among the other creditors that we had to
file," Sanders explains.
One of the major causes of Sanders
Technology's problems was the renegotiation of the contract with the ftrm 's major
customer, Fleischhauer Datentraeger GmbH
of West Germany. The German ftrm had
earlier made a commitment to take up to
50% of Sanders Technology printer output
and had indicated it would put up $500,000
to become the exclusive sales agent and distributor for the Sanders Media 1217 printer
in Europe.
The contract with the German ftrm
was ftnalized in March of this year and, because it left Sanders Technology without an
expected source of income, the company
looked elsewhere for money. After the contract with the Germans, two venture capitalists', Henry Burkhardt and Frederick Adler,
invested $800,000 in the printer manufacturer and promised to get additional ftnanc-.
ing, according to Sanders.
As a result of the new investment,
Burkhardt and Adler, both investors in Data
General Corp., became directors of Sanders
Technology. Further, Burkhardt became
chief operating offtcer, Sanders related.

Believing things at his company
were well in hand, Sanders went on vacation for three of the last four weeks that
Burkhardt was on the scene. Together, both
Burkhardt and Adler were associated with
Sanders Technology for six weeks until the
Chapter XI fIling, when both resigned.
"We had this situation when I got
back from vacation, so I really am not clear
on everything because I wasn't here,"
Sanders relates. "We weren't expecting
that kind of situation or I obviously
wouldn't have gone on vacation."
,
After the bankruptcy ftling, the
number on the company payroll dropped
from 135 to its current stafftng of about 55.
Production on the Media 1217 printer is
about 60 units per month now and this is expected to increased to "over 200' , by October. All of the current output is going to
U.S. customers and, by next year, the German company may begin producing printers
under license in Germany',' Sanders said.
Because of the Chapter XI requirements, all businessis being done on a cash
basis, andthe company must have a ftnancial plan to be approved by creditors and the
court early in October. In the meantime,
Sanders says that some research is going on
into new products, though he would give no
details. He also notes that one solution for
the company might be acquisition by another fmri. Although some preliminary talks
have taken place in this regard, nothing is
ftrm.
And if these weren't enough. problems, Sanders Technology is also facing a
$3 million class action suit brought by
stockholders who claim that their interests
were not properly protected.
Despite the adversity, Sanders

WITH

PDCI-3
That's right - Pascal and the
Q-Bus· are finally together! The
PDQ-3™ is here!
The PDQ-3 is a fully interrupt
driven, 16 Bit stack computer
with up to 256 KB of memory. The
system features direct UCSD
Pascal P-code execution with the
UCSD certified operating system.
Two floppy disks come as
standard. The Q-Bus· allows a
wide range of peripherals to be
connected to the computer.
For more information call or
write:
ADVANCED---

DIGITAL
- - - PRODUCTS
7584 Trade St.
San Diego. CA 92121

[714] 578-9595
'Trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation
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ROYDEN C. SANDERS JR. is banking on quality printers to pull the company
through.
.

"Building, a computer
" facility is nota
dp-it-yourself project.
It's too,jmp~rtant. And you hailetoo ','Aru",~.'to do to coordinate the efforts of:

H~C

.

prOject managers
contractors and suppliers
architects and
installation and space planners subcontractors
power supply
design engineers teams
security specialists vendors

Bilt we db-it all the time. And in the
last,12 years,'we've planned or built
facilities'for more than 400 customers.
Facilities for all sorts of computers.
We know computers. We know,
construction. We know how to create
an environment for- the efficient
operation of a computer center. And
we,offer a full range of services, from
consultation to the entire job.
We're international, too.' With 12 offices
in the United States and 14 in other

~

purchasing agents
and decorators

countries, we're ready to serve
customers around the world.
We'd like to show you what we can do
for you. For more information on our
full range of services, contact your
nearest Control Data office or write to:
Darryl E. Olson
Marketing Manager
Facility Planning and Construction,
Control Data Corporation,
HQN111, P.O. Box 0,
Minneapolis, MN, 55440.

,E::\ CONTROL DATA

\::I r:::!I CORPO~TION

Addressing societys major unmet needs
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says , "Our primary situation is to make a
going business so we can make suitable arrangements on the outstanding debts. That
is the purpose of Chapter XI. "
To achieve this goal, Sanders has
hired a consulting firm that specializes in
salvaging companies that are in bankruptcy.
This firm, Wheeler & Currey, is taking an
active part in the day-to-day operations.
All in all, Sanders prefers not to
look back. He hesitates to give an opinion
on what went wrong during the short time
that Burkhardt and Adler were associated
with his company. But he still believes that
Sanders Technology has a superior printer.
that will prove itself in the marketplace.
Sanders predicts that with additional
financing his company will be able to satisfy creditors and work its way out of Chapter
XI by the end of October. Though he prefers
not to analyze what went wrong, he agrees
that next time he will be more careful about
when he goes on vacation.

-Ronald A. Frank
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New Eurodata survey says the
datacom growth rate in Europe
over the next seven years will
surpass that in the U.S.
Data communications in Europe is set to
grow 26% per year in volume over the next
seven years, says the latest Eurodata survey, due for release early this month. Sponsored by 18 European PIts and carried out
by Logica, the London-based consultants,
with the cooperation of the PITs, the survey
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forecasts that there will be close to 4 million
data communications terminals in operation
in Europe by 1987. This compares with a
mere 625,000 as of Jan. 1, 1979.
This bonanza both for terminal vendors and for the PITS, which are reaping
higher and higher profits from datacom, is
significantly bigger than forecast in the last
such study, Eurodata '72. The report notes
that the installed base is around twice as
high as was initially forecast in the earlier
study, and 1987 figures are four times bigger than Eurodata '72 suggested.
While the European market will stay
significantly smaller than that in the U.S.,
the growth rate should be several points
higher. European estimates say that the current U.S. terminal populat'l)n is a~out four
times that in Europe. Bu \e 26% growth
rate forecast for Europe lrpasses recent
estimates of 20% for the U. S.
The survey spells out coming boom
conditions for visual display units as well as
for a number of categories of application-

COMMUNICATIONS
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Drafting-like plot quality-that's the whole idea
behind the new CPS-14 and 15 digital -plotting
systems. Make us prove it. Just take a look at the
output from the CPS-14 and lS ... you'll see plot
quality comparable to or exceeding that of competitive plotters costing twice as much.
Four pens at speeds of 15 IPS and a dual
microprocessor controller with superior firmware
functions combine to make this the ideal plotter for
drafting, civil engineering, numerical control,
mapping ... any application where plot quality is
vital. Scaling on both axes.
Prices for the 22" wide CPS-14 start at only
$9,950 . Prices for the 34" CPS-1S start at $12,950 .
Let us send you a free sample plot. See for
yourself the superior plot quality provided by these
newest members of the CPS family.

Call or write Houston Instrument, One Houston Square,
Austin, Texas 78753 (512) 837-2820. Outside Texas call
. operator #5 toll free 1-800-531-5205. In Europe contact
Houston Instrument, Rochesterlaan 6,8240 Gistel, Belgium.
Telephone 059/277445.

GRAPHICS DIVISION OF

BAUSCH & LOMB

©

Visit us at WESCON, booths 2330,2332 & 2336

Circle number 36 for literature
Circle number 37 to have a representative call

U.S. Domestoc Pr,ce Only

~Reglstered Trademark- 01 Houston Instrument
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oriented temiinals. Vous should total 2.34
million by 1987-up about 2 million. This
contrasts with typewriter keyboard devices
which will sell a net 416,000 to reach
545,670 in the same year.
The fastest growth will come in the
more speci~ized terminals, not surprising
in view of their relatively low current penetration in Europe. Overall, this sector' is
slated to grow almost twelvefold between
1979 ~md 1987 to a total of just under half a
million. Fastest !Il0vers are automated
banking tellers, expected to multiply more
than 53 times. These are closely followed

by digital facsimile devices, destined to
climb 2,900%. Audio response units, surprisingly, are in for a 25% drop, says the
Logica survey.
Fastest growing applications sectors
are information retrieval-in which videotex or Viewdata developments will play a
significant part-and person-to-person
communications. The former will increase
by a factor of 17 to reach 190,400 units by
'87, while person-to-person terminals will
increase just over tenfold to 773,530. The
latter includes digital facsimile units, set to
increase 32.4 times in this application sec-

This announcement is neither all offer to sell nor a solicitation of all offer to buy any of these Securities.
The offer is made only by the Prospectus.

tor, according to the survey. But recent
administration-sponsored plans like electronic telephone d!rectories and point-ofsale terminals in France and super-telex in
Germany may result in some of these figures being revised as part of an ongoing update process.
It is not only the vendors but also the
PITS who are expected to do well during the
datacom boom. The report estimates that
the PITs currently earn around $2 billion, or
5% of annual revenues, from data communications. By 1987, this total will have
risen to $8 billion. What especially pleases
the PITs about datacom is the high proportion of intercity communication compared
with conventional telephony. International .
calls also form a high percentage of data

July 25,1980

The fastest growing
applications sectors for
terminals are information
retrieval. and person-to-person
communications.

825,000 Shares

--.--4
,r:

Advanced Systems, Incorporated
Common Stock

Price $12.75 Per Share
Copies of the Prospectus may be obtained in any State from only such of the
underSigned as may legally offer these Securities in compliance with
, the securities laws of such State.
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traffic, particularly from the smaller European countries.
Another phenomenon spotlighted
by the study is the increasing use of public
data networks. By 1987, the survey predicts, 30% of network termination points
will be connected to public data networks
rather than to leased lines or the switched
network. The Europeans are introducing
datacom nets, both packet switched and circuit switched, almost as fast as users want
them. RETD in Spain, Datex-L in Germany,
and Transpac in France are all now fully
operational, and Germany's Datex-P packet
net andpss in the U.K. will follow shortly.
National developments in datacom
growth are expected to follow similar patterns. Currently the lead in numbers of
terminals in use is clearly held by the U.K.,
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Total Number of PTT-Connected
Terminals
COUNTRY
Austria
Belgium
Denmark
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Ireland
Italy
Luxembourg
Netherlands
Norway
Portugal
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
United Kingdom
Western Europe

1979
1987
6,880
64,800
22,200 180,000
21,100 133,000
9,040
62,600
80,700 570,000
96,900 570,000
790
15,100
1,000
12,500
61,600 439,000
1,490
10,600
25,200 188,000
8,770
59,800
750
12,100
33,900 244,000
46,600 319,000
22,800 162,000
185,000 914,000
625,000 3,960,000

Wang's 2200 Series
Small Business Computers deliver custom
solutions to specific
business problems.
Too often, buying a
small business computer
means settling for a
·general-purpose answer.
But not with Wang. Because in addition to high
performance, low cost
and ease of use, our 2200
Series interactive computers offer something

very rare: customizing.
From our entry-level
PSC II to our multi-job,
mUlti-user 2200MVp, our
2200 computers are
designed to be specially
tailored - in both hardware and software - to do
exactly what you need
done. Payroll. Accounts
receivable. Inventory.
And plenty more.
Also, they let you
expand into new applications easily-without giv-

ing up the investment
you've already made. And
our direct hardware and
software support means
you'll get all the help
you need in planning and
developing your system.
So instead of buying a
computer that's just right
for everybody, call Wang.
And get a computer that's
just right for you.
Wang Laboratories,
Lowell, MA 01851,
(617) 459-5000.

~I·I'm interested i~fittin-;'- -ll
Tell me more.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I ·~~~~t~~boratories (W·ANG) II
I
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Title

Organization

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City

State

Zip

Tel.#

Lowell. MA 01851

459-5000
L(617)
_.___________

\Va· .computers:
Firm- ittipg. . .

Making the world more productive.
©1979 Wang Laboratories, Inc .• Lowell, MA 01851
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The 7 most common mistakes
made in designing computer
room environment.
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~~~m.~~~~~~~}

Using energy-wasting compressors
for winter cooling.
.
It's a costly error to run compressors in the winter when using a
standard or partial savings system
(Diagrams 1 and 2). In the temperate zone, temperatures fall below
50°F for at least half the year. The
elimination of all compressor operation during this period can save
thousands of dollars each year.
,However" in a computer room,
using outside air for cooling destroys critical humidity control.
Closed-circuit glycol systems with
an auxiliary coil avoid this problem.
But, some of them are poorly designed (Diagram 2 shows restricted air flow and an undersized
coil). These systems make partial
compressor operation necessary.

oversized (14 fins per inch, 6 rows
deep, full face area) and made sure
the airflow is unrestricted.
In fact, the "ECX" is so efficient
that it provides 100% of the sensible
capacity with glycol temperatures
of 52°F or below.
And to make sure there is no
sacrifice of reliability,·automatic
controls return the system to compressor operation whenever the
room temperature doesn't hold.
For a brochure detailing the
solutions to all seven "mistakes,"
contact your local
EDPAC representative or write to
the address below.

The EDPAC Solution
The EDPAC IIECX" System
(Diagram 3) avoids these costly
mistakes and offers maximum savings. "ECX" can reduce energy use
by as much as 60%. It is available
.either as a standard option on new

EDPAC equipment or as a retrofit
to existing systems. In ten years
it can save $100,000 in a typical
3,000 sq. ft. computer room.*

To make this kJnd of savings
possible we've made the "ECX" coil

[)!2i~!~

Cooling for Computers
*8ased on cities in most populated temperate zones with a projected average rate of
.08¢/kWh over ten years.

EDPAC is a product of AC Manufacturing Company, Cherry Hill, New Jersey 08034, Telephone (609) 428-9800

EDPAC also offers products for mini-computer rooms and water-cooled computers.
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That's how much one Fortune 500 company slashed the man-hours required for
their field transactions. 80%.
The reason? Productivity through Portable
Processing. With the Miniterm® 1206, a
lightweight, briefcase-size portable computer, people take data processing power
directly to the work being performed.
Wherever it is.
That way, essential decision-making information that
can determine success or failure in the field is available on the spot, at the point of transaction. Important
sales orders can be processed immediately with greater
accuracy, and confirmed without delay. Transactions
that took weeks by mail now take only minutes. And,
human resources are used far more productively.
Just as important, this same information is available
immediately to management via telephone when it's .
most timely and valuable, so that business trends can
be spotted ... and planned for.
Today, more ancj more companies in such diverse
industries as pharmaceuticals, apparel, finance, agriculture, manufacturing, insurance, and others are
integrating portable Miniterms into their field operations
to extend the economy and efficiency of computers
right to the source of the work.

The potential applications of portable
computer systems are just beginning
to be realized. If you'd like to explore
Miniterm's potential for your
company, fill in the coupon. Or
call Computer Devices, Inc.
toll-free: 800-225-1230.
In Massachusetts call
(617) 273:.1550.
Europe: Computer Devices, Inc.
108 Place Des Miroirs. 91000 Evry, France.
(6) 0790077. Telex 692'671.

We travel in the best companies.
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with Gennany and France some way behind.
The Eurodata survey says the U. K.
will stay the biggest market and even extend
its lead. Users in the U.K. will acquire a net
729,000tenninals between 1979 and 1987,
compared with France's 489,300 and
Gennany's 473,100. Here again, new go vernmentprograms could put totals significantly highe~. Italy, also a booming market,
should install some 377,400 devices during
the same period. These four countries will
account for 64% of the market by 1987,
compared with 71 % in '79.

One trend identified by the
survey is th~ tendency to
cluster· inore terminals
together at network
terinination points.
One trend identified by the survey is
the tendency to cluster more tenninals together at networktennination points (twice
as many in the U.K. as elsewhere). Though
this varies by appiication, the average number of tenninals per tennination point would
increase from 1.59 today to 2.44 in 1987.
There is also a trend to higher speeds, higher numbers of messages per transaction, and
more bits per message. Though facilities are
limited. in some countries, there is an .i~-

creasing tendency to go for 9600 bits per
second lines. Traffic volume in bits per day
will rise about eight times by 1987 to 9,820
billion. Call duration will drop by almost
50% to just under eight minutes, while messages per transaction will rise marginally
from 3.04 to 3.23.
One of the strong points behind the
survey is that the PTTS, nominally at least,
gave their cooperation to the finn carrying
out the survey. Some 2,800 interviews involving a 92-page questionnaire were completed. This input generated 3,000 pages of
printout, 800,000 items of data, and
covered 80,000 different products.
.' Not surprisingly the complete
study, entitled "The Eurodata Reports,"
will have cost $4 million to complete. It is a
three-part survey-one for PTTS, one for
tenninal manufacturers, and one for data
communications equipment makers. It will
be available later this year from Logica. The
heavyweights in the business are expected
to pay around $70 million for the complete
set. The PTT volume will cost around $42
million on its own. Pricing for the other
volumes or for parts of the survey has not
yet been finalized.
The accuracy of the forecast will depend very much on the conduct of the PTTS,
as Eurodata chainnan Marino Benedetti observed at the recent Rome meeting of the
Intergovernmental Bureau for Infonnatics.'

There the Italian previewed many of the
Eurodata conclusions to an international
audience. "Where users have technically
feasible alternatives, the major role in
deciding the distribution of the market between them is played by tariffs," he declared in an implicit reference to a problem
that worries many vendors, European and
non-European. PTTs would indeed be able
to direct users towards different types of
eq uipment, using their tariffs as a lever-an
obvious opportunity, claim many observers, to favor national suppliers.
Another trend identified by Benedetti will bring both good and bad to
vendors. "Until now, most governments
. . . have paid relatively little attention to
the importance of data communications in
their plans for the management and development of the economies which concern
them. The situation . . . will change with
increasing rapidity during the 1980s as governments accept the need to take account of
data communications from many points of
view. "

-Andrew Lloyd

STRATEGIES

IBM HOLD

IN EUROPE
SLIPPING

The Japanese are multiplying
European bridgeheads in a bid
for the IBM market.

And MTI will interface your Receive-Only printer With your computer or CRT. Or with your phone system by the proper modem.
We are the one source for all the terminals, peripherals, applications expertise and service you'll ever need. Call MTI today at:
516/482-3500, 212/895-7177, outside N.Y.S.: 800/645-8016,
-----. and in Ohio: 216/ 464-6688.
.

•

Applications Specialists & Distributors, Great Neck, N.Y. and Cleveland.
DEC, Hazeltine, Lear Siegler, Dataproducts, Texas Instruments, Teletype, Diablo,
Techtran,MFE, Omnitec, Anderson Jacobson, General DataComm, Intel, Cipher,
Priam, SMS, Western Peripherals, Able Computer, Elgar and Franklin Electric.

Japan is rolling in the big guns to win a share
of the IBM mainframe market in Europe.
New Hitachi deals with Olivetti and BASF,
following the increasingly successfulSiemens/Fujitsu tie-up, will hit IBM's market
harder than any efforts by Europe's government - supported heavyweights - ICL,
Cii-HoneywellBull, Siemens, or Olivetti,
say industry analysts.
, 'The Euro-J apanese thrust is bound
to take some share from IBM," claims Aharon Orlansky, research vice president· of
New York analysts Dean Witter Reynolds.
In the five' years from 1982, the IBM environment-which includes PCM equipment
-will outpace the overall non-IBM-compatible mainframe market. But IBM's own
European growth will fall about a percentage point below the 16% to 17% slated for
IBM and its compatible suppliers, predicts
Orlansky.
The new Hitachi push gives both
$15 billion a year chemical finn BASF and
the $2.25 billion a year Olivetti the right to
sell Hitachi machines all over Europe. The
deal also includes Latin America and, for
Olivetti, South Africa as well. Hitachi
\
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TAKETHISTEST

BEFOREYOU

..... SHIP YOUR -.
NEXTPAC
'E.
Does your carrier offer overnight
delivery on shipments up to
500· miles?
.
GREYHOUND~0~'f~Lk~,- - - - - - YOUR CARRIER ~a..---,-,_ _ __
How about same-day service
between many major metropolitan
cities?
.
GREYHOUND_'~~~f~Lk~,_._____
YOUR CARRIER -=-()_ _ _ _ __
, Is your carrier abouthalfthe cost of
many air express services?
GREYHOUND~0~f~Lk~'_ _ __
YOUR CARRIER -=-d _ _ _ __
, Does your carrier accept lot ,
shipments to the same recipient (up
tothree packages) on one waybill?

If your, carrier falls short on any
of these questions, you should be
using Greyhound Package Express.
Because, we do all of the above, plus
Greyhound Package Express can
now provide pickup and delivery in
over 50 metropolitan areas, with
more cities being added every day.
And we give you five ways to pay:
prepaid"collect, C.O.D., Master Card/
Visa"an,d handy charge accounts.
For speed, economy and
conVenience, the answer to your
shipping questions is Greyhound
Package Express.

To find out where Greyhound
Package Express" can help you the
most, take adime and center it over
your city. Then draw a circle around
the dime'. That circle represents a
500-mile radius, and inside it,
GreyhoundPackCige Express is
tough to beat.
'
Next shipment, give Greyhound
Package E~press;,a call. We're listed
in the telephone directory.

GREYHOUND_'~0~f_LV~-----

YOUR C~RRIER

a..

'

Is your carrier open 7 days a week
in most locations?
GREYHO.UNO ---'-",(4:14-<-~"'----YOUR CARRIER .><.,()___
-.----Does your carrier offer service to
over 15,000 places across America?

GREYHOUND~0~f~Lk~----YOUR CARRIER "",-a.._'_'_ _ __

Or doesyour carrier serve all
48 cOntiguous United States?
GREYHOUND~~~~f~Lk~_______
YOUR CARRIER .><..tJ_----'-_ __
Does your carrier accept packages
up to 100 Ibs.?
GREYHOUND ---'-"(4:14-,fLl/-"'----YOUR CARRIER .><.,()_'_ _ _ _ _ __
Or 141 inches total including
60 inches for the longest dimension?
GREYHOUND ----t,..ti4~e.-6.'~""-/- - YOUR CARRIER ""'-11_-:....,_ __

GREYHOUND
® PACKAGE EXPRESS
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liVE YOIR DITI PRESEITITIOIS
FROIT ROI CEITRE IIPACT.

The Electrohome EDP 56 data projector
gives everyone in the room a front row
centre view of your. presentation. You're
in complete control of group sessions,
because the EDP 56 projects computer
generated images onto a large screen.
Designed especially for large,
high resolution data/graphic display,
the EDP 56 will be a dynamic addition to
all presentations-from the boardroom to
sales clinics. We wouldn'rbegin to tell
you how to use it-'-you're limited only by
your imagination.
Complete adaptability means the
EDP 56 readily interfaces with most CRT
computer terminals. Its rugged, yet light-

weight construction makes the EDP 56
completely versatile. It can be hung from
the ceiling, mounted on a stand, or used
from any convenient desk top. In addition,
the EDP 56 is easy and fast to set up for
either standard or rear screen projection,
even for non-technical personnel.
For considerably less than what you
might expect to pay, the EDP56 can be
yours. And, it comes complete with the
quality engineered features and group
impact potential you want and need.
So seat everyone front row centre
at your next presentation. Start by
contacting Electrohome Electronics, a
leader invideo displays.

I8LECTROHOME
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809 Wellington St. N., Kitchener, Ontario, Canada N2G 4J6 Telephone (519) 744-7111 Telex 069-55449
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sources say these may not be the only deals
the Japanese firm will make in Europe. A
European manufacturing site is reported to
be part of its plans. But BASF and Olivetti
say that nothing in this line is planned for
the near future. Olivetti is already selling
Hitachi systems in Italy. In August, it
shipped the firstM200H (5.4 MIPs) system in
Europe to the Piedmont local government
administration in Turin. BASF has also installed one system in. Germany.
Siemens' tie-up with Fujitsu, now
two years old, is beginning to payoff; as recent results show. Orlansky estimates that .

Siemens is now,picking up 15% to 20% of costs as well as the worldwide 1979 switch
orders for 3033/168 class systems in the . from purchase to rental. Netincome took a
German Federal Republic ..
25.4% drop in local currency in Germany,'
.
Early users of Fujitsu machines
with a similar fall in Switzerlaild,anp heavy
seem to be satisfied. Large service bureau
falls in France and Belgium as well. Net inDatev, about to upgrade its Siemens/Fujitsu
come rises in Italy and the Netherlands were
about half the local inflation rates.
7870 to a 788~laimed to outpace an IBM
3033-reports a side benefit from having
Corporate .headquarters,. viewing
the Fujitsu machine: IBM is offering much
the results in dollars, should find the numbetter service on Datev's remaining twin
bers a little less discouraging. But the sight
3033s.
of-slower revenue growth than local EuroThe Japanese offensive comes at a
pean competition is causing at least some
time when IBM's European margins are
soul-searching. Country sales managers,
under heavy pressure from rising personnel
who had set modest 1980 quotas, have been
told to crack the whip and get more purchases. Results overall have not been spectacular so far, but there is some evidence
that the Germans at least are reversing the
purchase-to-rental trend.
But apart from short term profit
growth, industry watchers ate also keeping
a close eye on IBM'S market share in EuroPe. In all the major European countries,
local manufacturers outperformed IBM in
growth from the home market last year.
Owing to the depreciation of the U. S. dollar, figures look more spectacular in dollar
terms.

THE COMPLETE
PRINTER. LINE:

800 243-9054-1t

The Japanese offensive comes
ata time when IBM's European
margins are under· heavy
pressure.

Digital Associates offers the widest selection of lineprinter
systems plug~compatible with virtually any minicomputer
manufactured. For drum, chaintrain, band, belt or matrix
technologies, just call our toll-free number and our experts
will help you pick the printer that meets your exact requirements. Digital Associates has 27· different models to choose
from so you don't have to settle for second best.
With prices of up to 40% off the minicomputer manufacturer's list, delivery in 30 to 40 days, installation by factory~
trained technicians and a nationwide service network, it's
easy to see why Digital Associates is the largest independent
supplier of minicomputer printer systems.

DIGITAL ASSOCIATES CORPORATION
1039 E. Main Street, Stamford, CT 06902 TWX 710-474-4583
*In Connecticut call (203) 327-9210 .
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In Europe's largest market, GermanY1 Siemens' home revenues rose an estimated 32% to $760 million for 1979's
September year-end. IBM Deutschland
managed a mere 10.2% climb to the still
staggering sum of $2.404 billion. In
France, the next biggest market, CiiHoneywell Bull's home turnover was up
26.4% to $644 inillion, compared with the
IBM France mini-surge of7.4% to $1.53 billion. Across the English Channel, ICL
recorded an impressive 31.4% rise in its
year ending last September. The U.K.
company' had $705 million in home revenues, compared to IBM U.K. 's 16.8% upswing to $951' millIon. In Italy, IBM Italia
again just outperformed its U.K. rivals with
a 20.6% rise to top $1 billion. Olivetti, on
. the other hand, was up approximately
30.4%, reachIng $373 million.
What the Japanese and the others
will have to contend with is what looks like
a massive increase in IBM shipments last
year. No official figures are available, but
because the output of IBM 's European factories is sent almost exclusively to other European countries, IBM national subsidiary
export figures are a good guide to shipment
levels.
These figures are available from IBM
as part of its disclosure practices. Most export totals show huge increases: IBM Italyup 65% in dollars; U.K.-up 43%; France
-up 36%; and Germany, despite stagnating home sales-up 23.5%. From other
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Success IsA Matter Of Performallce
In today's computer environment,
systems are so complete . . . and so
dynamic . . . that attempts to maintain
in-house development of systems software are becoming counter-productive.
The fundamental fact, that has been accepted by successful data processing
center operations, is that not every center has the capacity to produce each and
every software tool that the present
expanding hardware utilization allows.
The "communication age of the '80's"
establishes a data processing society,
that calls for a formal, yet workable,
mode of operation.

Hardware capability has given way to
software performance as the criteria for
successful data processing operation.
At Software Module Marketing, performance is Where Service and
Software Come Together . .. More
than a slogan, SMM believes service is
a commitment to provide our customer
with marketing and technical support
that will continue to advance their leadership standards.
. . . When you have a product from
SMM, you can count on three thingsProductivity, Service and Performance.

CROCKER BANK BUILDING/PENTHOUSE
1007 SEVENTH STREET SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA 95814
(916) 441-7234 TELEX: 377314
SCANDINAVIA. BENELUX. FRANCE. U.K.• GERMANY • ITALY • AUSTRALIA. JAPAN

SMM products support OS/VSl,
MVS, MVS/SE, MVS/SP operating
systems on IBM and compatible mainframes.
DMS/OS - The disk management
system that optimizes the use of
DASD resources.
ACEP - The Conversational OnLine Time Sharing System.
STAM/SDSI - Integrity systems
supporting the multiple CPU
shared tape/ disk environment.
Software products serviced and
marketedbySMM. Call, telex, or write
today for a free thirty:day evaluation,
.or additional information.

SOnwARE ~

A MODULE
MARKETING

t

Where Service and Software Come Together
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Meet the Weber Legitronic II,
the newest member of the Weber
family of electronic printing
systems. The computerized label
printing system that does something remarkable. It remembers.

Remember the name
The Weber Legitronic II. From
the people you've trusted for
quality and innovation in label
printing systems for nearly
fifty years.

The floppy disk remembers
Floppy disk memory. That's the
heart of the Legitronic II. It lets
you create and store a multitude
of label formats and data to use
whenever you want. And you only
store the data once. It's simple
and efficient. No more labeling
delays. No more needless waste
of labor and money. That's good
to remember.

Remember the place
For a hands· on demonstration of
the Legitronic II, stop by the
Weber Exhibit, Booth 1420 at
the Packaging Show, October
·27-31, McCormick Place, Chicago.
Don't forget, we wrote the
program
That means you don't have to. Its
question/answer prompting and
proportional label format make
operator training easy. If they can
read and type, they can operate
the Legitronic II.

Weber Marking Systems
711 W. Algonquin Road
Arlington Heights, IL 60005

Telex: 910-222-1602

You can forget your labeling problems.

The Labeling Specialists
Call 800/325-6000
Ext. 2353
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data, independent observers calculate a
35% rise in 1979 IBM shipments based on
dollar rental values. "No othe~ mainframe
company in Europe experienced more than
30% growth in shipments last year," said
one observer.
Despite these impressive indicators,
IBM is still expected to lag behind industry
revenue growth during 1980. Orlanskyestimates only a 5% to 10% rise in mainframes.
But 1981 could see the company picking up
speed to around a 15% increase and it could
tum in some really impressive figures the
following year.

It is around this time that the companies selling Hitachi equipment are also expected to have gotten their acts together.
Elsewhere on the PCM scene, aggressive
Nixdorf Computer should be well down the
IBM-compatible road by then with its 4300
look-alike project announced in May.
The main word of caution about the
new deals is that despite the financial
weight and technical expertise of BASF and
Olivetti, it will take a lot of time for the two
Europeans to set up a viable marketing network. Olivetti Computers, an offshoot
group formed especially to sell mainframes

Turnkey computer-aided
drafting systems suited to
your needs starting at under
$50,000 - complete!
While it is true that Summagraphics is the world's largest manufacturer of digitizers, our interest in computer-aided drafting systems does not stop there.
Our Datagrid II system comes in configurations of hardware and software
that give you the capabilities you need without forcing you to pay for frills
you'll never use.
Datagrid II is available for remote job entry situations where all that is required is preprocessing graphic inputs for communication or recording. It is
also available in totally stand-alone configurations complete with plotter or for
use with your existing plotter.
Systems are already at work in such varied applications as PCB and
IC layout, mechanical drafting, mapping, schematic diagrams and a host
of others.
Before you invest in any CAD/CAM system, you should investigate the
real values offered by Datagrid II. Tell us what your needs are, and we'll send
you complete information - free.

®~R~~~7Jn(Jm~lcJor~poE4ra~ti~onf
•

®

35 Brentwood Avenue' P.O. Box 781' Fairfield, Connecticut 06430
(203) 384-.1344' Telex: 96-4348
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(where Olivetti will use both IPL and Hitachi
manufactured products), has already started
selling systems in Italy and Spain. Managing director Renzo Bosio, formerly with
Univac, says the company should be operational in the U.K. by late fall.
Olivetti is also planning to start up a
sales operation in France, and, apart from
the Italian company's forthcoming fight
with BASF, observers are curious as to how
the various parties involved will resolve the
conflicts which could arise because of
another recent series of tie-ups-those between St Gobain and Olivetti, St Gobain
and Cii-Honeywell Bull, and St Gobain and
National Semiconductor.
Rumors in early August suggested
that St Gobain, a $9 billion a year French
glass and construction conglomerate, was
itself close to a distribution deal with Hitachi. This was categorically denied by a
spokesman for the French companythough the source admitted that such a deal
would not be illogical. Olivetti was also
mystified, and said that Hitachi would surely have told them if it were negotiating with
St Gobain.
Hitachi does not discount the granting of further distributorships in Europe.
But if talks with St Gobain have taken
place, they did not happen through Hitachi's European organization. Despite St
Gobain's denial, there is other evidence that
the company is interested in the. PCM market, although French political pressure may
keep the firm out of this fast-growing area.

Independent observers
calculate a 35% rise in 1979
IBM shipments in Europe based
on dollar rental values.
Olivetti is now very much in the
orbit of St Gobain, which has taken a 20%
holding in the Italian company. So too is
cii-HB, which St Gobain effectively controls. National Semi has a joint venture in
integrated circuits with St Gobain, which
has said in the past that it may sell National
Semi's data processing products. If St Gobain took a Hitachi dealership, this could
jeopardize the friendly paternalism towards
its new affiliates.
For from internecine feuding, Olivetti sees its projected French Hitachi sales
venture as hardly impinging on the affairs of
the French national computer company, ciiHB. The latter markets mainly Honeywelltype systems, while Olivetti will be going
for the upper end of the IBM-compatible
market. Nasco (National Semi's new systems company) systems are lower down the
range, though they could overlap with IPL
systems. Sole bone of contention is an
unconfirmed cii-HB project to build a large
processor to compete with big IBM systems.
But this may only be offered as a growth
path for Honeywell architecture users.
Europe appears big enough for both

FROM STATISTICAL MULTIPLEXORS
TO COMPLETE DATACOMM NETWORKS,
EVERY DCA COMPONENT IS

ENGINEERED
TO EXPAND

DCA protects your initial investment in statistical multiplexors with the lowest-cost
network growth in the industry. So you can start with a small datacomm network today, and expand or modify
it to meet your needs tomorrow.
HOST
Our System 115 statistical multiCPU
plexor can be used in point-to- '
point networks to support from 2
to 32 asynchronous terminals at a
supports from 2 to 8 ports.
remote site. DCA's statistical multiplexing assures excellent response time,
character transparency and error-free transmission.
DCA's multipoint multiplexing configuration serves a number of
remote terminal locations with just a single telephone line, for
substantial savings in phone-line and hardware costs. DCA users
have benefitted from multipoint
multiplexing since January 1979.
DCA's System 205 is a statistical
DEC
multiplexor designed for DEC
HOST
UNIBUS *-based computers. The
DCA's multipoint multiplexing permits several
205 requires only one UNIBUS
remote locations to share a single phone line.
slot to emulate up to 16 DEC
DZll modules and a 128-port stat mux. This
greatly lowers hardware costs and improves response time as well.
Because of DCA's unique modular design, all of the above networks
could easily expand into larger, more
powerful networks. As the master
HOST
network processor, System 355
CPU
gives terminal users access to any
dcCl
host computer anywhere in the
355
network. In addition, the 355 supports up to 126 ports, 62
Complete system compatibility allows DCA
networks to grow without growing obsolete.
of which can be highspeed synchronous trunk
c:!c::cI
DEC
links. Several 355's can
HOST
205
be combined to greatly
expand this support. Features include port contention, switching, unlimited routing, X.25 support and a wide array of network
management tools.
Total system access and unlimited network growth at very low cost - that's the
DCA advantage. For complete information, call or write for our 16-page brochure.

Digital Communications Associates, Inc. Dept. DA1,135 Technology Park/Atlanta, Norcross, GA 30092 404/448-1400
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900 Series
MICRO-DISCS
Finest minidisc recorders.
Technically superior,
yet low priced.
• Desktop & rackmount models
• Uses 51/<1" minidiskettes
• Double density 200,000
characters per disc side-first
in the industry
• Automatic "next location"
recording
• File directory recorded on each
disc
• Disc Editor-character
insertion/deletion, data expansion,
file update/delete/append, GO
TO commands
• Character string search
• FilejBatch/Binary modes
• High speed random access-all
modes
• Multiple rates-I 10 to 9600
Baud
• Dual RS232 interfacesterminaVmodem
• 8085 microprocessor controlled
-powerful

Send for full details:

jECHTRAN
INDU§TRIE§, INC

200 Commerce Drive
Rochester, New York 14623
Tel: 716-334-9640
TWX: 510-253-3246
Calif: 213-391-0507
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BASF and Olivetti for the near future .. Olivetti's Bosio says the company has no imminent intentions of going outside the old
continent, despite the group's relative
strength in South America. Brazil, the biggest market, is "difficult" and getting more
so, he says.
BASF is also strong in South America
and has the advantage of several years' experience in selling IBM-compatible tape and
disk units. These, provided by courtesy of
Storage Technology and Fujitsu, have provided a relatively natural development path
for the chemicals firm also involved in magnetic tape technology. BASF, now selling
Hitachi in the U.K., also has plans to move
all over Europe. But a company source
stressed that much time would be needed to
get he sales support network under way.
The reason for the upsurge of Japanese and European interest in PCM systems
seems to boil down to the larger size of the
PCM market, compared with non-IBM architecture systems. Coupled with this is the
forecast that users will be locked into one
architecture or another before very long,
and it will be just too expensive to try to win
competitive accounts. "The Japanese were
scared they'd be too late if they went into
their own architecture," said one European
vendor source. "By 1982 the market will be
fixed. " Another reason is that a stake in the
PCM market will provide a better outlet for
the heavily government-backed Japanese
software industry.
According to Dean Witter Reynolds,
vendors that do not offer compatible systems
will grow more slowlythanthosethatdo. ciiHB, Univac and NCR could achieve a 13% to
15% growth in Europe, while Burroughs
faces a depressing 11 % to 13%.

-Andrew Lloyd

JAPAN'S
AMICABLE
ALLIANCE

Australia has proven profitable
and portentous to a country
courting the world.
A champagne and oyster cruise of Sydney's
luxuriant harbor marked the recent ceremonial unveiling of the first Mitsubishi
Series 400 business computer in the Australian market. On hand for the kickoff festivities was Mitsubishi Precision Co. president
Etsuo Aoyama.
Such opulent displays are not
characteristic of every product launching,
but over the past five years Japanese manufacturers have demonstrated in many significant ways their enthusiasm and interest

in the Australian market-a market barely
one-tenth the size of their own domestic
market.
Australia has indeed been a good
target for Japanese products. The country,
with a sparse popUlation of 14 million, has
accepted technology more readily than
some larger and more advanced nations.
The Japanese, too, have learned, through
keeping in close touch with this market, that
the Australian arena is a comprehensive microcosm of outside world reqUirements'.

The· Japanese appreciate and
work well with Australian
inventiveness, particularly in
software.
The full story on how and why the
Australian axis is enabling Japanese makers
to pry their electronic consumer goods out
of their own cloistered region to compete in
foreign-dominated territories may never be
told. The Japanese themselves tend to be inscrutable and coy on the subject, never revealing why Australia has consistently been
one ofthe first countries to receive their new
products.
One Australian distributor, Gary
Blom, is more forthcoming. His Sydney
firm, The Computer Company (TCC), handles Mitsubishi wares throughout Australia,
and over the past two years has built a
creditable track record with National Panasonic microcomputers.
Blom says this about the Japanese
junction: "In effect what the Japanese do is
develop a machine for their own markets,
and then we modify it for an individual or
possibly an international requirement. The
Japanese respond quickly in giving us anything we want, whether it is in operating
systems or in some structural detail, such as
larger keyboards."
Blom's company has already sold
nine applications programs in financial
areas to Panasonic. Called Compac V, the
programs are available with Panasonic units
in the U.S., Chile, South Africa, Italy,
Denmark, Germany, and the U.K.
TCC technical specialist Graham
Matts, who joined the company this yeru;
after a five-year stint in Europe, comments
that Australia's 11,000 computer installations of all types represent a comprehensive
cross-section of the world's current models
from leading suppliers.
"There are many more [types of
computers] than the Japanese can see at
home, " Matts says. "They may send technicians out here to study them, or we can
take machines like Digital Equipment or
Data General to pieces and ask them to build
revisions into their operating systems."
They can then, he points out, "come back
very quickly with these revisions to make
their products more powerful and competitive. "
The brash and entrepreneurial ap-

COBOL
Exclusive "Minicomputer" Version of ANSI '74
Multi-Keyed ISAM· Full Level-2 1/0 Commands
Interactive DEBUG with Address Stop, Single Step and
Variable Display
Single-Pass Compiler
CRT Control with Extended ACCEPT/DISPLAY Commands
Includes Editor, Compiler, Run-Time and Print Packages
• $299* cat. no. 26-4703
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Extended ANSI '66
Complete Error Documentation in Compiler
Hex and Octal Addresses Can Be Spedfied for Compiler listing
Includes Editor, Compiler, linking Loader and Subroutine library
• $299* cat. no. 26-4701

Uses Either 8080 or 2-80 Mnemonics
Constants Can Be Spedfied in Octal, Hex Dedmal and Even
Includes Editor, Assembler, linking Loader, Cross Reference
FORTRAN Subroutine library • $199* cat. no. 26-4702

IVIODEL II

B1-~SIC

Disk-Based 17K BASIC Interpreter
Supports Advanced String Handling
Complete EDITING Command Structure and Renumbering
Hex and Octal Conversion • Error Trapping
Multi-Dimensional Arrays
No Extra Cost-BASIC and DOS Included
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2-80A Microprocessor at 4 MHz'
32K or 64K RAM
Two RS-232C 1/0 Ports and One Parallel Port
24 lines of 80 or 40 (Wide) Characters
Built-In 8" Dual-Density Floppy Disk (486K)
Expandable for a System Capadty of 2M

The biggest name in Uttle computers@
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A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION· FORT WORTH, TEXAS 76102

TRS-80 Model II hasn't become the success it is today by resting
on its specs. Behind our TRS-80 line is a supporting network of
over 6000 domestic Radio Shack Computer Centers, Stores
and Dealers offering:
• Low Prices-the 64K Model II (required of effective use
with these languages) costs just $3899*
• Leasing-to make a complete system affordable right
now
• Service Agreements-from limited carry-in to unlimited
on-site in many metropolitan areas
·Prices may vary at individual stores and dealers.
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OUR Tr-IS-DO
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rJlQRE?

CO~.11PUTER C,~TALOG

IS 'founs FOR THE J(\StClNG!

YES!

Please send me the
TRS-SO Computer Catalog

Radio Shack Dept. CMA-81-A-3
1300 One Tandy Center
Ft. Wprth, TX 76102

Name _________________________________________
Title ________________________________________
Firm __________________________ Dept. ___________
Street _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip _ _ _ _ __
Phone No. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Are-run botl!hed sl!hedule
is no way to start yollrday.
.

.

Now you can start your day
. knowing,exactly' how things' stand
.•. ' and what to do about them.
TheUCC-l1 Automated Re-run
an.qThlcking . System. gives you
on~lin~inquiry' capability for,
inimediate ansWers' about current
producti9~,status .. · .
,
..' UCC~ 11' also. automates . the .
re-run process itself. It entirely.
, . elimi~~t~ the. expensive an~ .
sometimes mistake~ridden. manual
approa,ch to this task. This means
there'll be far fewer re-run .'
. probleInS to· deal 'with in the
first, place.
,And'ihis new softWare' pa~kage
giv~ you concise batch reports· on
all re-rutlsiny()ufshop. So you
won't have to worry and wonder
about where those costly re~runs
,

"~"

'

are coming from and what's
causing them. You'll know ... and
. you'll know what to do about it.
Today,. start your day by doing
something 3:bout re-runs. Call us
toll-free at 1(800)527-5012 (in
Texas, call 214-353-7312) or circle
52
.'''And, while you're at it, ask
us about: .
ATape Management System
that protects ,data from loss or
. destruction (UCC-i). Circle 5 3
A·DOS Under OS System that
lets you execute DOS programs
without conversion (UCC-2).
Circle· 54
ADisk Management System
that can save the cost of new disk
drives (UCC-3). Circle 55

. APDS Space Management
System that eliminates PDS
compression (UCC-6). Circle
56
AProduction Control System
that makes scheduling systems·
obsolete (UCC-7). Circle' 5 T
A.Data DictionaryiManagement
that really getsIMS under control
(UCC-I0). Circle 5'8
AHardware Vendor
Accountability package" that.· gives
you the facts on reliability (UeC
Reliability Plus). Circle 5 9
General Accounting software
packages. Circle 6 0
Application software for the
Banking and Thrift industries.
Circle 6 1

UCC
SOFTWARE AND COMPUTING SERVICES
UNIVERSITY COMPUTING COMPANY ~ DALLAS • LONDON .. TORONTO· ZURICH
.
. UCC is a subsidiary of Wyly Corporation (NYSE)
For information and an Annual Report write 1000 UCC Tower, Exchange Park, Dallas, Texas 75235
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for On-Line Systems.
Leading database consultants have stated that it is an
absolute must that any organization considering on-line
systems use a database management system. However,
on-line systems demand a particular type of database
management system, one that is capable of providing
, unusually high performance plus elegant backup and
recovery facilities. However, users are also very interested
in tools for fast application development and easy access to
data by end users in an on-line environment. IDMS provides
these f~cilities.

'i1

Vendor Record: Cullinane
Corporation has an unparalleled
record for vendor'support.
(Number One every year in Datapro
ratings.) And with an unequaled record
in system enhancement and new
product development.
Cullinane Corporation is also the
most financially successful database
software company with the best
growth record and highest earning
rate of all software companies. As a
- result, in 1978, Cullinane corporation~
was the first computer software
company in ten years to have
a public offering, thus providing sUbstantial fi,
nancial resources for
product enhancement, new product
development, and company operations.
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Control Via an Integrated
Dictionary: The Integrated
Data Dictionary serves as
the control facility for all information
about the database and data
communications environment. In
addition, it integrates all' components of IDMS
facilitating easy
application development, end user
access to data, .
and efficient processing in an on-line environment.

&0
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Facilities for Fast Application Development:
IDMS is the most powerful
DBMS inthe world. It allows applications deSigners to truly mirror a
company's operations within the limits
of the company's computer processing
capabilities. However, users also want
to develop applications faster with less
skilled people. Simply stateej, IDMS has
easy-to-use tools for input proceSSing,
data management, and output pro·cessing. Traditional programming is
'greatly reduced via the Application

~o

As a result, IDMS has proven an indispensable tool in .
supporting on-line systems with an extensive number of the .
most sensitive and important applications for business,
industry, and government. From this unique experience has
emerged new versions of IDMS and related facilities to
support on-line systems meeting the diverse needs of
application developers, end users, and processing departments.IDMS, supported. by Cullinane Corporation, has been
particularly successful because it meets the six key factors
for success in database software: They are:

Development System, On-Line Query,
CULPRIT Report Generator, and the INTERACT
on-line program development and word processing facility.

~

. Easy Access to Data by End
Users: In .addition to the
user facilities described above
IDMS has On-Line English, the only true
English language query facility for top
management a(ld other users. Management needs to tap the application's
data flow easily; but
more importantly, it
needs the fnforma'
'USER
tion immediately.
,FA I
On-Line English '
makes this a reality. Also, the user will
not need to know anything about the
organization of the database.

~
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Computer Processing
Efficiency: While users of
on-line systems like ease of
use, they demand. high performance
and sophisticated backup and recovery
facilities. IDMS was designed to meet
these requirements through its architecture which fully integrates the
database and data communications
facilities.,IDMS DBIDC is fully multithreaded providing for efficient processing in both the update and retrieval
modes. Also, an application developed
under IDMS DBIDC using the Universal
Communications Facility will run under
any other TP monitor
without modification. In addition,
IDMS includes a
PROCESSING .
Shared Database
"FACILITIES
System which supports multiple CPU's
sharing databases, eliminating problems associated with shared DASD.
'With the introduction of the IBM
4300, users want a system capable of
supporting distributed database networks.IDMS is the only database

~o

J

system architecturally designed to
support not only distributed access to
a database but distributed databases, '
and combinations thereof.,
A facility important to the IMS/DL1
user is ESCAPE which allows use of·
IDMS with IMS/DL1 applications without
modifying the application programs.

'6 . two
Protection: DBMS users want
types of protection-

\Q)o

protection that their investment
in dat,abase applications willbe protected from any changes in IBM.
hardware or software.IDMS is written
in such a way as to make it virtually
impossible for IBM to make any
practical move that would make
IDMS-based applications obsolete. In
addition, Cullinane Corporation contracts state that it has th,e obligation .
to keep each user current with any new
IBM developments.
.
DBMS users also want protection
that their IDMS applications can be
audited by themselves or their respective audit firms. Cullinane Corporation
is the world's leader in EDP audit
technology and offers user-oriented
audit software including a library of
audit routines especially tailored to the"
IDMS on-line environment. Thus, IDMS
provides the user with complete protection, the only DBMS to do so.

,Attend a free
seminar in your
area on the DBMS
for On~Line'Systems.
Cullinane Corporation ,
20 William Street
Wellesley, MA 02181
Phone (617) 237-6600

·Database: CtdJinane
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NEWS IN PERSPECTIVE
proach of medium-sized companies such as
Tee has benefited Japanese suppliers of
small- to medium-size business equipment.
But in the past, there were too many uncomfortable failures of individual operators and
small systems houses who exploited the
market and could not support the hardware
or software they sold.
Today the ground rules are tougher;
The Japanese appreciate and work well with
Australian inventiveness, particularly in
software.
The Australian supplier, however,
has to play with a full hand, which may include such things as paying in advance for
goods or showing proof of a substantial customer support service.
Tee's Blom reports that Mitsubishi
will give the company a chance at the more
lucrative $65,000 to $100,000 market with
its 16-bit processors. The lower end of
small systems and' intelligent terminals is
cluttered with price cutting and lack of support for machines which run around $5,000.
Another major Japanese manufac.
turer that's made the Australian plunge is
Fujitsu. Its V830, released on the Austra-

Fujitsu's shrewd assessments
and predictions of the
Australian market have made it
the bane of IBM Australia.
lian and Asian-Pacific markets, is being
made by Secoinsa in Spain for Europe. It is
also rumored to be part of a prospective
joint venture deal between Fujitsu and TRW
in California. Since shortly before midyear;
the system has been sold in Australia
through Fujitsu's subsidiary, Facom Australia Ltd.
. The V series is Fujitsu's latest expression of confidence in the reliability of
its mainframes. At its launch, Facom national sales manager John Linton virtually
guaranteed customers five years of
maintenance-free performance. The machine, depending on configuratio~, has a
starting price of around $65,000, which at
the high end escalates to $250,000. It's
manufactured on seven boards, and uses the
channel architecture of the M series.
But in an unusual marketing move,
purchasers, other than current M series
owners, will buy from third party sys~ems
houses. These firms will write tailored
applications software programs, after
which Facom will handle support and maintenance.
Fujitsu's shrewd assessments and
predictions of the Australian market have
made it the bane of IBM Australia. The
clever company has fIlched about a dozen
installation sites away from the mighty
mainframer, and continues to be a strong
challenger.
Fujitsu's Facom operation is expecting substantially stepped.up turnoyer com-

Attend a free
seminar ill y,0ur
area this fall.
Tailored to management, these seminars introduce the complete family of
integrated software systems from Cullinane. Particular emphasis will be placed
on the six key factors to success in database systems and on IDMS, the DBMS
for On-Line Systems.

Dates and Cities
14 Moncton, NB
13 New Orleans, LA
14 Nashville, TN
13 Saddlebrook, NJ
14 Oklahoma City, OK
13 Tampa, FL
14 Piscataway, NJ·
13 Winnipeg, MAN
15 Cincinnati, OH
18 Pittsburgn, PA
16 Providence, RI
18 Roanoke/VA
19 Akron,OH
16 White Plains, NY
28 Baltimore, MD
19 SanJuan,PR
20 Washington, DC
28 Cleveland, OH
28 Columbus,OH
25 Sioux Falls, SO
28 Grand Rapids, MI
26 Toronto, ONT
28 Newport Beach, CA . DECEMBER
2 Calgary, ABT
28 Syracuse, NY
29 .Montreal, QUE
2 Chicago,lL
2 Memphis, TN
NOVEMBER
4 Charlotte, NC
4 Saskatoon, SASK
9 Buffalo, NY
5 Albany, NY
9 Cleveland, OH
5 Southfield, MI
9 Harrisburg, PA
6 Green. Bay, WI
6 Salt Lake City, UT
9 Louisville, KY
9 Minneapolis, MN
6 Springfield, MA
9 San Francisco, CA
6 Westbury, NY
12 Des Moines, 10
10 Quebec City, QUE
12 Ft. Wayne,. IN
10 St. Louis, MO
12 Poughkeepsip, NY
11 New York, NY
11 Richmond, VA
12 Seattle, WA
16 Boston, MA
12 Tulsa, OK
16 Dptroit, MI
13 Charleston, WV

SEPTEMBER
23 Omaha, NB
23 San Diego, CA
. 24 Greenville, SC
24, Newark, NJ
24 St. Louis, MO
24 Toronto,ONT
25 Houston, TX
25 Manchester, NH
25 Rochester, NY
30 Denver, CO
30 Indianapolis, IN
30 Jacksonville, FL
OCTOBER
2 Edmonton, ALT
2 Ft. Lauderdale, FL
2 Toledo,OH
7 Allentown, PA
7 Columbia, SC
7 Phoenix, AZ
7 Portland, OR
7 Vancouver, Be
9 Albuquerque, NM
9 Darien,CT
9 Jackson, MS .
9 Madison, WI
·9 Milwaukee, WI
14 Austin, TX

-.----- ---------------

I'd like to attend your seminar on ________---:::--:-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.
Date
in _______________---=~------~---------City
My computer is _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Name/Title _ _ _- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Name/Title _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~_~_
Company/Department
Address
City
State
Phone (_ _ )

Zip _ _ _ _ _ __

Mail to: Rosalie Cope, Cullinane Corporation
20 William ~treet, Wellesley, MA 02181/Phone (617) 237-6600
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Meet the branch office YOII didn't know you had.
You can be a victim of computer fraud without even knowing it. There's a whole
new breed of industrial thief just waiting for ~n opportunity to electronically
"rip-off" your company. Chances are, you won't even know it happened.
The computer thief simply taps into your phone or data lines with readily
available electronic equipment. By emulating an authorized terminal, he can
access your computer system, tap sensitive financial data, marketing statistics
and other confidentia,1 information without ever entering your office.
The Solution- Data Encryption Racal-Milgo, world leader in data
communications offers a solution to the problem of the electronic thief.
The Datacryptor, a highly sophisticated electronic encryption system, can
enhance the security and integrity of your data communications network.

This (:nc:~y'ption ,3vsterT1. '.vrllch utiilzes the National Bureau ot Stand2i'clS Datc-i
EncrvDtioil SJ:2r:cl2["d \ ES) (}iocmtt"lim, dvnarnicallv aiters your tranE;iTlltleCi data
and renders q useies~~ to ali [Jut your aulflOrizee] locations.

Data Security
r~dca!"~Jiilgi) will a.s~)ist you in deV2Iopi!l~;J 8,·
protection plan 1(:;1' /;JL1I' c:onipany, This inclucJes compreriensiv8
information on Ci812 COITHrluniCarions secl...!rIty, privacy legislation
encrvption. and ynlj( ()rS~lanizati()n':~ vulnerahilit'yi to electror'lir: nv:"~ft
,·;,"':'1
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NEWS IN PERSPECTIVE
pared to last year's $49 million. The
company's permanent resident director in
Sydney is Yoshi Ichinose, who coordinates
operations between the Australian managing director, Michael Rydon, and the
Japanese, board in Tokyo.
During his five years.in Australia,
Ichinose has traveled back to Fujitsu up to
eight times a year, relaying information that
keeps the company in close touch with the
local scene. While Ichinose insists Australia
is not a testing ground for Fujitsu, he admits
there are basic similarities in the computer
compositions of the two countries.

INTERACT~VE
SYSTEMS CORPORATION

"The population ratio to the number technology, so that the local company reof installations in AustraIia, " he says, "is tains its high degree of autonomy and indeveiyclose to Japan, which is now the sec- pendence towards users. Support services
ond largest computer-using country next to
are backed up by MART (Maintenance Asthe U.S. The Australian market," he also
sistance by Remote Telecommunications).
notes, "is very deep and computerization is
Throughout the industry there is litvery advanced in terms of user levels." tle doubt, that, especially in the formative
Ichinose further concedes that the compa- . years, the close working partnership beny's experience in Australia came in very tween Australian entrepreneurial marketers
handy when it was branching out into such and the patient and skillful Japanese adaptacountries as Brazil, Spain, Canada, and the tion of technology contributed significantly
U~S~ ,
to the incursion of Japan's electronics goods
Facom sends about 20 engineers into expanding world markets. While today
each year to Fujitsu for training in advanced Japan clearly does not depend on the support of any particular country, its computer
milkers may still pay homage to the adage
that it pays to have a little bit of help from
friends.
-Norman Kemp

REPORTS:

Why UNIX*? Why INTERACTIVE Systems?
Anyone owning, .or .contemplating
owning" a PDP 11 or VAX computer
should seriously consider using the
UNIX Time Sharing .Operating ,System., Its hierarchical file system and
simple file design give both power and
flexibility without much overhead.
The user can redirect I/O streams
through simple commands. UNIX is
relatively small and modular, and is
programmed in a high-level language,
C .. As a program development system, it features powerful interactive
source code control and system generation facilities, along with remote
job entry· to laM's HASP and several
other host computer systems.
INTERACTIVE SystemlOne (IS/I)
is based on UNIX. You might ask why
you should obtain UNIX features from
INTERACTIVE. We think there are a
number of good reasons. Such as: .
1S/1 is fully supported. . You can
obtain a complete system, including
the DEC mainframe and al\ necessary
hardware and software from one supplier: INTERACTIVE. We provide
thorough training courses for all· our
systems. We have sales and technical
support offices on both the East and
West coasts. New software releases
are distributed periodically, at no
expense to customers during their
first year. Customer service representatives are available .to respond
promptly to queries - either by telephone or by network message; ,And,
of course, manuals and documentation are provided for both users and
on-site systems personnel.
INTERACTIVE has made the original
UNIX more robust and commercially
viable. ISII supports most standard
DEC peripherals, including RK06,
RK07, RM03, RXII ; most new pro·UNIX is a Trademark of Bell Laboratories.
VAX and VMS are Registered Trademarks of Digital
Equipment Corporation.

ducts will be supported as they
become available. We have significantly better system management
facilities for disk checking, dumping
and restoring. files, easy, addition of
user accounts to the system, etc. ISII
pro~ides a tailorable accounting system. It can handle bad blocks on
disks. Improved terrriinal handling
provides flow control.
IS/1 is tailored to a full set of application programs. You can choose from
such lSI I-compatible application programs as:
INed
powerful CRT text editor
INmail
electronic message system
INword
word processing software
INfort
Fortran 77
INremote HASP RJE software
Z80 C cross-compiler (just announced
and available immediately)
... as well as Workbench enhancements to the operating system in support of program development activities. (Users operating a VAX/VMS
system can obtain INed, IN mail, a
VAX C compiler with run-time subroutine pa,ckage, all running in native
mode under VMS, as well asa complete IS/1 Workbench system for
VAX/VMS.)
We started with UNIX~ but over ten
man-years of development effort by
our staff has created a., superior system. Our systems are now running at
more than 35 client sites in four countries, including .many "Fortune 500"
corporations. Take advantage of our
developmentetforts and field-tested
systems. Call us.
INTERACTIVE Systems Corporation
1212 Seventh Street
Santa Monica, CA 90401,213/450-8363
1015 Fifteenth Street, NW, Suite 907
Washington, DC 20005,2021789-1155
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COMPUTER CRIME

MOTIVES
FOR THEFT
Computer crime specialist
identifies 25 reasons
employees steal.

Jack Bologna has been collecting data on
the motivations behind white collar crime,
particularly computer-related crime, for a
number of years.
What he wants is more research. He
believes data available today "won't do any
of us much good. And wh<:tt the popular
media report about white collar crime
causations is almost a crime in itself. "
His goal: "a better understanding of
the people who work with computers, and
their jobs, values, and satisfactions sq that
we can· create employment environments
where people won't be tempted tosteill, or

Survey responses showed that
dpprofessionals concur that
~'beating the company" is a
chaUenge and not an economic
thing alone.
sabotage the systems, or even goldbrick,
which is now the most accepted way to
steal, as witnessed by the large recent drop
in labor productivity. "
Bologna is president of George
Odiorne Associates, Inc., a Plymouth,
Mich., based consulting firm specializing
in strategic planning, motivational management systems, and industrial security. He'
holds both accounting and law degrees and
has worked in 'law enforcement.· He has
conducted computer security surveys for a
number of large' companies, but his latest
survey was mainly for his own edification
and to encourage further research.
. "I discovered several things in the

DaTE!C··2121modem
now runs faster!
You can upgrade without
making your 300 BAU
system obsolete.
• ·300.. 1"200 bps

. synchronous
• 1200 bps

.asynchronous
• Automatic answer
with auto .. speed selector
• Bell Compatible
• RS~232~C Interface
·2~Wire Switched Network
• .7 Diagnostic Tests
• Burned~in' Reliability
• FCC Approved
• Single Unit Price $795

D,aTec)TM
Modem Specialists'
300 East Main Street
Carrboro, N.C. 27514
(919) 929~2135
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BOLOG~A'S COMPUTER CRIME MOTivATIONS LIST
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

20.

21 ..
22.
23.

24.
25.

They feel they can get away with. it and not be caught.
They' think they desperately need or want the money or articles stolen.
They feel frustrated or dissatisfied,about some aspect of their job.
They feel frustrated or dissatisfied about some aspect of their personal life
that isnot job-related.
' ,
,
.
They feel abused by their employers and want to get even.
They fail to consider the consequences of being caught.
They think, "Everybody else is stealing, so why not me?"
They think "Stealing a little from a big company" won't hurt it.
They don't know how to manage their own money, so they are always broke
.
and ready to steal.
They feel that "beating" the company is a challenge and not a matter of economic gain alone.
. ,
.
They were economically, socially,or culturally deprived during childhood.
They are compensating for a personal void they feel in their own lives, e.g.,
lack of love, affection, friendship.
They have no self-control. They steal out of compulsion:
They feel a friend at work has been subjected to humiliation or abuse or has
been treated unfairly.
They are just plain lazy and won't work hard to earn enough to buy what they
want, need, or desire.
The company's internal controls are so lax that everyone is tempted to steal.
No orie has ever been prosecuted for. stealing company property.
Most employee thieves are caught by accident rather than by audit or design. Therefore, fear of being caught is not a deterrent to ,theft.. ,
Employees aren't encouraged to discuss personal or financial problems at
work or to seek management's advice and counsel on such matters. Besides, it might be embarrassing, an invasion of employee privacy, or could
even jeopardize one's career to talk about such things at work.
Each theft has its own preceding conditions and each thief has his own motives, so thereis no general rule as to why employees steaL Itis a situational
phenomenon. Therefore, there are many factors which lead an employee to
steal, not just a single factor.
They steal for any reason the mind and imagination can conjure up.
Employees never go to jailor get a harsh sentence for stealing, defrauding,
or embezzling from their employers.
Man is weak and prone to sin, particularly the sins of pride, lust, envy,
anger, covetousness, gluttony, and sloth, all of which may lead to or become motives for theft.
Employees today are morally, ethically, and spiritually bankrupt.
Employees tend to imitatetheir bosses. If their bosses steal or cheat, then
'
they are likely to do so also.

course of my research," he said. "There
were indeed many reasons advanced by the
authorities as being causative of white collar crime, and their rationales were often in
conflict with one another. "
He said one school of thought holds
to the traditional notion of original sin as a
condition that predisposes man to crime.
This school holds that man can overcome
this predisposition by the exercise of free
will.
A modem school of sociology,
Bologna noted, "held that man is a product
of his heredity and environment and that
given certaill socioeconomic conditions of
birth and personal development, certain
men might well be disposed to the commission of crime, which it viewed mainly as a
lower-class phenomenon. "
He said' the early psychiatrists had
an array of rationales for criminal behavior
ranging from repression through regression, denial, overcompensation, displacement, and fantasy, to say nothing of
compulsion, obsession, frustration, anxi84 DATAMATION

ety, and depression.
"Some of the . avant-garde
schools," he said, "even suggested that
stealing was a vindication for past neglect,
personal slight, or deprivation suffered at
the hands of others with authority over the
culprit; ,or a rebellion. against society. as a
whole or against specific institutions which

Dp professionals also, approve
of the notion that employees
may steal, for non-jab-related
personal frustrations.
had grown stale, cold, and heartless toward
the needs of their client populations. "
Bologna attempted to separate out
from each school of thought a statement or
two which would synthesize its position on
crime motives or crime causes as applied to
white collar thievery.
He culled out the repeated items, the
theories of causation which lacked a substantial support base, and narrowed the list
to 25 items.

SURVEY R,ANKINGS
Statements which drew the most
support from accountants and
data processing professionals
responding to Bologna's survey:

Motivation
No.
1
8
20
18
21
6
3
5
7
10
25
4

By ,

By

Accountants'

DPers

(1) 90%
(2) 87
(3) 84
(4) 70
(5) 68
(6) 65
(7) 63
(7) 63
(8) .61
(9) 57
(9) 57
*

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(10)
(11)
(5)
(8)

90%
81
79
78
72
60
75
66
'.j(

(6) 70
(9) 65
(7) 68

'Not among the top 10,

He used these items to collect data
from two seemingly disparate groups-a
group of accountants in public practice, in
industry, and in government positions, and
a group of data processing professionals of
middle to higher management rank.
Members of .each group were asked
to give weights to the 25 items based on
whether they strongly agreed with them,
tended to agree, tended to disagree, or
strongly disagreed.
There were similarities and differences in the responses. For both groups, the
top four. items were the same. They agreed
that employees steal or embezzle from their
employers because:
1. They feel they can get away with
it and not be caught.
2. They think' 'stealing a little from
a big company ~' won't hurt it.
3. Each theft has its own preceding
conditions and each thief has his own motives, so there is no general rule.
4. Most employee thieves are
caught by accident rather than by audit or
design. Therefore, fear of being caught is
not a deterrent to crime.
The survey results showed there' was
a subst~mtially higher level of concurrence
among the data processing professionals
that "beating the coinpany" is a challenge
and not an economic thing alone, which
Bologria believes "could support the old
saw.in the data processing field that dpers
rise mainly to challenge." But, he adds,
"that old saw may also be part of edp folklore. Because it has been repeated so often,
it may have become an accepted, if not
proven, article of faith. "
, The data . processing respondents
also scored substantially more approval of
the notion that employees may steal for nonjob related personal frustrations. The. vote
was 48% agreement on this by the accountants and 68% agreement by the dpers.

Datacommunications networks keep business
data flowing to keep the business world alive.
General DataComm designs, assembles, installs
and services datacommunications networks.
GOG Modems help
reliably transmit
information from remote
locations to computer
facilities.

We are the largest independent supplier of data
transmission equipment. We sell and lease a complete
line of modems, multiplexers, and diagnostic equipment.
Our low speed and medium speed modems have captured a
large portion of the market. Our high speed modems will do
even better.
Our reputation is built on the broadest line of
reliable, proven products, and the ability to
design and engineer datacomm systems on a
cost-effective basis.
It's a reputation we've earned in the world's
money markets, transportation industry, in
emergency situations and on the frontiers of
energy exploration.
Wherever datacomm networks must keep
working, General DataComm is on the
job. To keep business communications up-to-date and flowing.
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The GOG NETGON-5
diagnostic systems
reduce network down
time to keep time-sensitive
information flowing to
financial networks.

To learn more about our
product line and our service or leasing programs,
write or call today:
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~
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General DataComm
Industries, Inc.
One Kennedy Ave., Danbury, GT 06810
(203) 797-0711

NETWORKING
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GOG Time Division
Multiplexers allow cost
effective use of
transmission lines linking
emergency networks to
medical centers, hospitals
and laboratories.

GOG equipment helps
keep networks networking
all over the world:

See us at:
Tele-Communications
Conference
San Diego, Booth 112

Projed planning, scheduling & cost control
••• our projed management systems
put you in control!
In today's dynamic world of spiraling costs, material shortages and
labor problems, up-to-the-minute information and visibility are
critical in helping keep your projects on-schedule and within budget.
At Systonetics, Inc. we've pioneered the automation of project
management techniques ... our EZPERT and VIS1 ON systems
put information at your fingertips and visibility in your hands ...
quickly, accurately and easily.

\

E·Z·PERT!. the automated project graphics system.
For more than 10 years our EZPERT systems have been
helping hundreds of aerospace and
industrial companies, engineering/
construction contractors and
government agencies turn
unwieldly tabular reports into
easy-to-use graphics ...
automatically. It's still the most
advanced, easily the most
proven and reliable system of its
kind. EZPERT is ideal for
companies already using large
mainframe computers with their
own network analysis programs
automated management
(PMS, MSCS, PROJACS, etc.).
systems VIS10N is designed
With EZPERT the same computer
to be operated by the project
output that's used to print your tabular
management staff.
Utilizing VIS10N's CRT terminal,
guided by preformatted displays
in plain English, you're in,
complete command. You can:
• Develop project plans and
schedules .• Monitor and control
updates. • Do cost analysis
and resource allocation.·
Perform "what if" simureports is also used to plot EZPERT
lations .• Produce EZPERT
graphics ... time scaled networks,
graphics (networks, barbarcharts and cost/manpower graphs.
charts and X-Y graphs).
And with each project update, EZPERT
• And much more. VIS10N
can quickly revise all your project
asks the questions, you fill in .
graphics ... automatically. EZPERT
the blanks. Then VIS10N
gives you the timely and error-free
gives you visibility three
visibility you need to make effective
ways:
Printed tabular reports,
management decisions.

..

VI51 ON - the complete,
on-line, standalone,
interactive project
information system.
Now there's VIS1 ON for
those who can't wait for
turnaround on alarge
computer. With VIS10N
information and
visibility are yours
instantly, anywhere ... in
ail office downtown or
at a remote project site
miles from nowhere.
And unlike other

Screen displays
and Plotted
graphics. There is
also a Report
Writer and Query
module available for free format
reports and displays ..

A system to meet
your needs.
Whether your projects are large or
small, long or short, managed from
home base or in the field ... whether
you're a manufacturing or petroleum
company, engineering/construction
contractor, utility or government
agency ... whether or not you're
a computer or PERT/CPM expert
... we have a
system to meet
your special
requirements. But
it doesn't end
there. We have
service, consulting
and training
programs to back
up all our
products ... Systonetics
is totally dedicated
to project management.
Find out how
automated project
management techniques
can help you keep your
projects on-schedule and within
budget. .. callor write for more
information today.

- _ . Putting project management
into perspective.

®

SYSTONETICS. INC.
600 N. Euclid St., Anaheim, CA 92801
(714) 778-1600· Telex 692-327
Sales & Customer Support Offices: Anaheim, CA;
Englewood, CO; Houston, TX; Southfield, MI;
Wakefield, MA; King of Prussia, PA; McLean, VA;
Atlanta, GA. *EZPERT and VIS10N are trademarks
of Systonetlcs, Inc.
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BCZBNCB/BCDPB
Engineers using an innovative computer graphics system now can validate the de~
sign of new software systems without having to write a single line of computer
pro~ramming.
the approach marks an important advance in design verification,
for it makes computer programming less of an art and more of a discipline. It
helps an engineer develop and chart his design while simultaneously telling him
how effective his solution is. The system also pinpoints deficiencies in original specifications, helps standardize existing software; and quickly studies
design tradeoffs. Hughes, under a U.S. Air Force contract, is adapting its
Design Analysis System to suit a wide range of electronics and aerospace uses.
Expanding the use of laser surgery in dentistry, neurosurgery, opthamology, and
urology may be one benefit of a new Hughes optical fiber. The fiber is made of
thallium bromo-iodide, a polycrystalline substance. Unlike an ordinary glass
fiber, it can transmit several watts of infrared laser power. Because doctors
could use the fiber to direct a laser beam even inside the body, it may one day
replace the cumbersome mechanical mirror arrangement now used in infrared laser
surgery. Other potential uses are for laser cutting and drilling, as passive
detectors in military infrared systems, and, in the future, for transmitting
data and voices across thousands of miles without the need for repeaters.
Data rates of 4 billion bits per second -- a speed at which the Encyclopaedia
Britannica could be transmitted in just two seconds --'have been demonstrated by
an experimental modulator. The modulator, an important step toward ultra highspeed satellite communications, is a quadriphase shift-keyed arrangement of two
field-effect transistor biphase modulators. Use of microwave FETs in the
modulator driver circuit resulted in the very "low power consumption of tens to
hundreds of milliwatts of direct current~ In addition to the modulator, Hughes
engineers have built a demodulator that functions at 2 gigabits per second.
Hughes has career opportunities for engineers, scientists, and programmers to
work on the design and manufacturing of complex airborne and spaceborne radar
electronics systems, including data links, electronic warfare systems, and display systems. These projects use advanced technologies like microelectronics,
microprocessors, and s61id-state microwave devices. We need systems analysts,
CAD/CAM specialists, circuit designers, and product design engineers. Rush your
resume to Engineering Employment, Hughes Radar Systems Group, Dept. SE, P.O. '
Box 92426, Los Angeles, CA 90009. Equal opportunity employer.
Sophisticated simulators will help U.S. Army personnel learn to operate the new
AN/TPQ-36 and "TPQ-37 Firefinder radars without the need to fire a single mortar
or artillery round. Each trainer -- designed for up to eight students -- uses a
computer to emulate the way a Firefinder locates the source of enemy weapons
fire by tracking shells in flight and backplotting their paths. Besides saving
munitions costs, simulators are more efficient for training than real radars
be6ause they require fewer instructors, are cheaper to maintain t and cost less
to build. Hughes builds the trainers as well as the actual Firefinder radars.

Creating a new world with electronics

r------------------,
: HUGHES:
I

I

IL __________________ ~I

HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY
CULVER CITY,CALIFORNIA 90230

NEWS IN PERSPECTIVE
the time allotted. "
He said there was nothing particularly scientific about the way he constructed
the tool. "I based the eight categories on my
30 years of experience in the fields of law
enforcement, security administration, and
management consulting. I had a prototype
in mind for each category, based on my
many encounters with white collar criminals and honest, hard working, non-criminal types. " '
He said four of the eight categories
are non-thief types and represent at least
80% of the mass population. "The other
four categories are the types who might,
under the right circumstances, steaL"
Bologna would like to see his
Bologna said he would "like to see
the tool used as a research aid in the field of
Theft Motivation Orientation
white collar theft and particularly
Tool used for research in the
computer-aided
theft," but he added a cafield of computer-aided theft.
veat: "The tool is designed to be a self-in"The Theft Motivation Orientation, structional learning aid which is selfTool was originally designed as a teaching
scored. The results are the personal properaid for a course I was doing in white collar
ty ofthe test taker, not his employer or anycrime," said Bologna. "I had nothing of one else. Its use in any other context at this
major significance in mind when I depoint is unwarranted and discouraged by
veloped it. My intention was to create a litme. "Furthermore, the tool is not based on
tle exercise to begin the course and generate
empirical data, but on my own personal
some interest in the topic. But participants
observations, experiences, and biases.
became so engrossed in doing the exercise,
While it is effective as a teaching aid, I do
determining where they fell among the eight
not recommend it for profiling new hires or
categories and then comparing notes with
anyone else at this point. "
others, that I couldn't finish the program in
-Edith Myers

The data processing professionals
also tended to feel more strongly that jobrelated frustrations can be a cause for theft.
In this survey, respondents were
making judgments on "they. " Bologna has
developed another study, a self-scored,
self-instructional tool which newly hired
white collar employees can use to profile
themselves against becoming on-the-job
thieves. Here the judgments are based on
"I. " Test takers are asked to choose among
five answers-I definitely would not steal, I
doubt that I would steal, I might possibly
steal, I probably would steal, or I definitely
would steal-for 25 "if" statements.

88 DATAMATION
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IBM AND

SOFTWARE
Some say IBM isn't in the
software business; Phoenix
Computer says that's for the
birds.

Did IBM go into the software business with
its 4300 series announcement? Some people
think so. One of them is Fred Hoschett, a
founder of Phoenix Computer Corp., Culver City, Calif. He contends that IBM's Extended Control Program Support (ECPS),
which effectively removes the operating
systems from the public domain, coupled
with the Installation Productivity Option!
Extended (Iro/E) and the Remote Support
Facility (RSF) make it difficult for the independent software companies to interface.
Many observers feel that IBM, with
the 4300 announcement, effectively laid
claim to system control software, support
and data management software, and
productivity software, leaving only end
user applications to the independents.
Hoschett believes IBM, with the
4300 series, attacked the software industry
in the same way it attacked the plug-compatible peripheral manufacturers and later
the plug-compatible mainframe companies.
He also believes, along with others,
that many turnkey vendors of software are
in trouble; that IBM has openly announced it
will compete with them, using its own
equipment and operating systems.
Part of the reason for much of this
thinking is the IBM introduction in its 4331
sales brochure of a new concept called
"applications machines," which offers
hardware and software configurations that
are "simple to install and provide a cost
justified single application as a base from
which to grow."
Hoschett thinks he .can interface his
company's software more easily than most
vendors to the new IBM structures because
he developed the software from scratch and
is the one who makes the adaptations. He
feels many vendors, are too far removed
from the actual developers of the software
they are peddling to IBM users.
Phoenix Computer is a relatively
new firm, formed in November 1978 by
Hoschett and Phoenix president James W.
Miles. Both had been with Informatics;lnc.
in that firm's Teleprocessing Monitoring effort.
"We learned there," said Miles,
, 'that many people were buying TP monitors
just to do on-line programming."

The

Information
Controller

Controlling The Flow Of Vital Dataa key ingredient in an effective information management program. MDS
SERIES 21 Distributed Data Processing
Systems- with their exceptional communications capabilities-provide the
means of controlling this vital flow.
With SERIES 21 Systemsbranch, production facilities, warehouses and field sites can have
today's information today-as a matter
of fact, they can have it in minutes ...
and process it where it's received.

Efficient communication is only one
of the advantages offered by MDS
SERIES 21 Systems. But, to companies
like the CONTROL PRODUCTS DIVISION of AMERACE CORPORATION,
it's a very important one.
MDS SERIES 21 Distributed Data
Processing' System

Utilizing these systems, they have
reduced order processing time at the

central office from days to hours. Production efficiency has improved by
allowing plant managers to analyze
machine operations on a daily basis,
and tighten controls on raw material
ordering and product shipping.
In short, MDS SERIES 21 Distributed
Data Processing Systems have substantially helped improve this
company's overall information management-as they have in many
industries-worldwide.

Communications capabilities,
the flexibility to do multiple jobs concurrently, local programming capability and expandable modular
design are just some of the advantages MDS SERIES 21 Systems
offer ... there are many more. Let
MDS show you.
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® Agastat is a registered trademark of the Amerace

Corporation.
SERIES 21 Reg. U.S. Pat. & Tm. Off.
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SWINGLINE'S DECOLLATOR
SEPARATES FORMS FAST,
EASY, CLEAN.
Why mess with taking apart forms?
Our table-top Decollator separates carbon and
carbon less continuous forms quickly and
easily. Stacks 'em up nice and neat with no
carbon mess. It's easy to load, no special
set up or operating
skills needed. '
There's even a
variable speed
control. Made
,in U.S.A.
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Quality, Service and AvailabUity
You can count on all three from Wabash Tape
Corporation. Our toll·free number will put you instantly in
touch with your local Wabash Distributor ... and the
finest diskette,s money can buy!

~
Wabash Tape Corporation 2700 Des Plaines Rd., Des Plaines, IL 60018 • 312-298-8585
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What they set out to do was to develop an on-line programming product independent of TP monitors. And what they
came up with was Condor, a product that
can run under a number OfTP monitors or as
a standalone product.
Miles and Hoschett first showed
their fetish for birds when they picked the
name Phoenix for the company. Webster
defines Phoenix as: "a legendary bird
which, according to one account, lived 500
years, burned itself to ashes on a pyre, and
rose youthfully alive from the ashes to live
another period. "
Miles said they didn't exactly have
that definition in mind. "We picked it because we arose from nothing, "meaning not
as a spin-off from another company, but as
something brand-new.
And for their first product they
chose the name Condor. Of Condor, Webster says: "a very large American vulture of.
the high Andes . . . . "
Phoenix Computer's first brochure
says its Condor is "a uniquely comprehensive on-line system designed to provide a

Some speculate that with the
4300 series IBM aHacked the
software industry in the same
way it aHacked the plugcompatible peripheral and
mainframe companies.
complete range of program development
capabilities to the application and system
programmer in a DOS/VS, VSE, DOS, DOS/
MVT, DOS/RS and EDOS environment. "
And while Miles and Hoschett probably didn't take the vulture part of the dictionary definition of Condor into account
when they selected the name, the system,
with 81 installations in by this month and '
three more in the works, already has replaced such systems as the Librarian,
Panvalet, Owl, Scepter, and IBM's own
ICCF.
The Phoenix brochure says Condor
can run as a standalone system and as an application task under CICS DOS/VS, CICS DOS,
SHADOW II, DATACOMM, TASKMASTER,
BETACOMM, MINICOMM, SWIFT, and WESTI.
The system is designed for use with 3270
Models 2 and 3 display stations and supports powERlVS, DOS/MVT SAGE and nonspooled systems through direct interfaces.
The company said Condor allows virtmilly
unrestricted library maintenance, asynchronous handling of multiterminal requests,
optimizes system resource utilization, and
provides total system restart capabilities so
that programs can never be lost.
Full library and member security is
provided, the co'mpany claims, and up to 16
levels of security can be defined.
James Kock of American Nurses
Assn., Kansas City, Mo., hopes all this is
true. Kock is currently evaluating Condor.
He's disenchanted with IBM'S ICCF, which

Many printers can give you good
print quality on a first copy. The real
challenge is to give you that same
qualitY, copy after copy, on multipart forms.
Obviously, most printers can't. The
further they get from the first copy,
the more their quality fades. But,
as you can see here, the quality of
Printronix' sixth copy continues sharp
and clear.
This superior quality is achieved
through a simple printing
mechanism quite unlike any
other. It forms characters by
printing one dot row at a time,
overlapping rows vertically and
horizontally, while maintaining
uniform hammer impact energy.
The result is unequalled print quality
and characters that appear SOlid.
This same design approach also

requires fewer moving parts,
eliminates most bearing surfaces,
and employs simple hammer drive
circuits. All of which means there's
less to go wrong. And that's why
Printronix can give you a full one-year
warrantY, not the 90-day warranty
typical of most other printers.
For more information on the
complete line of Printronix printers,
call: (714) 549-7700. Or write:
Printronix Inc.,
17421 Derian Ave.,
P.O. Box 19559,
Irvine, CA 92713.

PRIN-fRONIX

It's simple, to be reliable.

REGIONAL SALES OFFICES: WESTERN; 17421 Derian, P.O. Box 19559, INine, CA 92713. CENTRAL; 414 Plaza Drive, Suite 106,
Westmont, IL 60559. SOUTHERN; 2220 Parklake Drive, Suite 180, Atlanta, GA 30345. EASTERN; 771 Harris Road, Nashua, NH 03060.
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This is 3M's DC-600 HC Data Cartridge for
disk back-up. It'sjust 4" x 6" x 1/2': Yet it holds a full
67 megabytes of formatted user information (144
megabytes unformatted). And most surprisingly, it
only costs about thirty dollars.
The marvel that makes it work is our
HCD-75 Data Cartridge Drive. At 4.6" x 7" x 8.6"
(19" deep with controller Iformatter module) it's
the smallest full-capability back-up system
available today. And its storaGe capacity
makes it the most economicaL too.
You see, the HCD-75 drive unit
eliminates the need for costly multitrack heads. Instead, it uses a new
tape head which features automatic
positioning to any of the tape's sixteen
tracks. The result is a storage capacity
much larger than ever before possible
",ith
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suitable for other mass storage applications.

Extensive use of microprocessors in the
HCD-75 make it the world's first truly intelligent
cartridge drive system. Other than initial
commands, all tape drive functions are controlled
locally. So the host computer system can remain
free for other functions. What's more, the HCD-75
features sophisticated error detection and
correction capabilities. And to insure system
performance, self-test diagnostic
routines run continuouslY. Even when
the system is not in use~
Will wonders never cease?
For more information,
check the listing on the next page
for the representative nearest you.
Orwrite: Data Products Division/3M,
Bldg. 223-5E/3M Center, st. Paul,
MN 55144.
THE DISK MCl\-UP SYSTEM
THAlS SUDDENLY my OUT FRONT.

NEWS IN PERSPECTIVE.

3M M'D\ PRODUcrs
REPRESENTATIVES
Data Products/3M
3M center, 223-5E
St.Paul, MN 55144
612/733-8892

WEST'
Hefte Industries, Inc.
Los Gatos, CA
408/264-8319
.
.
.
CTI Data Systems, Inc.
Long Beach, CA
213/426-7375
P.A. R. Associates
Denver, ·CO
303/355-2363
PSI.Systems, Inc.
Albuquerque, NM
505/881-5000

MIDWEST
OASIS Sal~s Corporation
Elk Grove Village, IL
312/640-1850
carter, McConnic &. Pierce, Inc.
Fannington, .MI
313/477-7700
The Cunningham Co.
Houston, TX
713/461-4197

EAST
J.J. Wild of New England, Inc.
Needham, MA
617/444-2366
Wild &. Rutkowski, Inc.
Jericho, Long Island, NY
516/935-6600
COL-INS-CO., Inc.
Orlando, FL
305/423-7615
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3M

he says "doesn't protect library members
properly. "
He explained that updates go to
,buffer points in memory and "if there's a
crash, then those disk allocations do not
necessarily come backup again. "There is a
recovery facility, he said, which only can be
run when ICCF is down for over an hour,
"and that is not tolerable." He is hopeful
Condor will. live up to its producers'
promises of "maintaining library integrity. "
, A user with more experience, Bob
Dyson, .National Jewish Hospital and Research Center, Denver, Colo., is enthusiastic. "It's a full function system," he said.
"It has good security features." Heheard
of Condor from Cullinane Corp., Boston,
whose products they were using and who
had' 'something similar to offer for os users
but nothing for DOS." Dyson· had been
using Owl, which he said is "good too, but
uses too much core. "
Ironically, Dyson fears that an os
version of Condor' 'could be its downfall. It
would get into too many user problems."
Within Phoenix Computer there is a difference of opinion as to whether or not this

Phoenix named its first product
Condor, which Webster defines
as "vulture"; Condor has
already replaced such systems
as the Librarian, Panvalet, Owl,
Scepter, and IBM's own ICCF.
offering will happen. Miles seems to feel
the ftrm is committed to Condor version
for the os mruket. Hoschett isn't so sure.
Hoschett, not yet 30, came from an
os environment. "My ftrst computer, in
college, was'a 155. Then I got out into the
real world and found out that most production was DOS. "
Hoschett has been working on Condor's development for more than 2~ years.
Even while still at Informatics he wanted to
form his own company. "I didn't like the
way people are treated in big companes,"
meaning, he explained, his kind of people,
the innovative technical ones. ''There's too
much bureaucracy [in big companies]. We
can see what should be done but we can't
get it done."
As for Miles, his decision to leave
Informatics was made because that company was showing signs of "losing interest in
the TP monitor market. "
Miles was, in a sense; acquired by
Informatics when that' ftrm acquired Programming Methods, Inc. froin GTE'S Information Services, Inc. in September 1975.
He has a high opinion of Informatics and
probably, he says, wouldn't have left if the
ftrm's interest in TP monitors, on which he
had worked ftrst with PMI, had continued.
Informatics may not be into TP
monitors or on-line programming systems

a

WALTER BAUER says Informatics'
new line will "complement" IBM's own
software, not compete directly with it.

like Condor, but it is very much into the IBM
software products market in the one area
many see as the only one IBM is leaving to
independents-applications.
Informatics president VIalter Bauer
said his company has an IBM-centered
strategy for applications software products
that has been in the works since 1978. He
said the new line of products will "complement" IBM'S own software, not compete directly with it:
All products in the new line will
operate on IBM data base management sys~
terns. Bauer told Los Angeles security analysts his company introduced three of these
new products last year-Inquiry IV, Trans
IV and Answer12. All run on IBM'S IMS and

Informatic.s has an IBMcentered strategy for
applications software products
that will "complement" IBM's
own software.
CICS data base structures. A more recently
announced product, an on-line reporting
system named Answer/DB, uses IBM'S IMS
data base system.
As for Phoenix Computer, it's sticking with the birds. An upcoming product,
Raven, is expected to be available by the
end of this year. It's an on-line word processing and text editing system that uses the
same front -end as does Condor and can
share this with the on-line program development system.
And what does Webster say about
Raven? "A glossy black corvine bird of
Northern Europe, Asia, and America.
Compare--crow. "
What that mayor may not portend
for Phoenix remains to be seen.

-Edith Myers
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If you've been waiting around for 3278's to be
delivered, relief is in sight. It's the In Courier
C278 display terminal. Completely plug-compatible. More functional. Lower priced. And ready
right now for fast delivery.
The C278 is designed to maximize operator
productivity. With exclusive features and functions like our non-glare, non-smear screen that's
brighter, clearer and easier to read.
Time-saving reveal mode that
displays format attributes on command for faster trouble-shooting.
High-speed cursor that's twice
as fast as IBM's. And variable field

underline that increases input accuracy.
Another exclusive is our financial flexibility.
Terms, leases and some very attractive installment
purchase programs.
So for local or remote operation, let our plugcompatible C278 be the bright spot in a dark
delivery picture. Call your In Courier branch
office for our latest technical bulletins. Or contact
us at In Courier Terminal
Systems, Inc., 1515 W. 14th Street,
Tempe, AZ 85281.

IITTI

HEADQUARTERS In Courier Terminal Systems, Inc. (800) 528-1400,
Attention: Skid Pirtle.
Atlanta, GA
(404) 329-9472
Boston, MA
(617) 890-9595
Charlotte, NC
(704) 523 -2401
Chlcago,lL
(312) 920-2770
Cincinnati, OH
(513) 563-8050

Cleveland, OH
(216) 447-0455
Columbus, OH
(614) 866-9358
Dallas, TX
(214) 233-9002
Davenport, IA
(319) 386-8620

Denver, CO
(303) 433-8607
Detroit, MI
(313) 358-3090
Hartford, CT
(203) 633-6724
Houston, TX
(713) 780-0309
Indianapolis, IN
(317) 783-2974

Kansas City, MO
(816) 483 -6530
Los Angeles, CA
North
(213) 879-1631
Los Angeles, CA
South
(213) 594-6581
Miami, FL
(305) 442-2645

Milwaukee, WI
(414) 782-0776
Minneapolis, MN
(612) 937-2067
Montreal, Canada
(514) 337-4841
New Orleans, LA
(504) 838-8021
New York, NY
(212) 751-0500

N. New Jersey
(201) 225-3232
Okla. City, OK
(405) 949-0077
Ottawa, Canada
(613) 236-5526
Philadelphia, PA
(215) 265-7620

Phoenix, AZ
(602) 267-9191
Pittsburgh, PA
(412) 923-2446
Rochester, NY
(716) 461-5700
San FranciSCO, CA
(415) 451-9411
Seattle, WA
(206) 382-9187

St. Louis, MO
(314) 434-3199
Toronto, Canada
(416) 676-9930
Vancouver, Canada
(604) 682-2751
Washington, D.C.
(301) 459-3000
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You Ought To
Be In Pictures
Computer Graphics Beats Searching
Stacks of Printouts.
ISSCO graphics software speeds decision making. Instantly, obscure data
comes into sharp focus. Complex relationships are suddenly simple. You
get the total picture, not just a bunch
of numbers. DISSPLA® graphics
software is easy to use. The typical
plot requires less than 10 instructions.
Programs never terminate because of
error. Instead, you get correction messages in, plain English. DISSPLA
'
works on most large scale computers
and a selected number of superminis.
It drives any plotting device that can
draw a strai,ght lineandtake,s,advan-

, tage of the'advanced features of today's graphics devices. Built-in flexibility lets you experiment with graphic
formats from simple to complex. You
get quality graphs and charts for
presentations, management reports,
internal documents ... even slides.
Quickl~ Accurately. Easily. DISSPLA
features include: automatic scaling
and legend, various axes systems, extensive business features, shading
patterns, fifty-seven alphabets, plus
'many more graphic enhancements.
Now for non-programmers there's
for virtual IBM and
DEC systems. The secret? Plain
English commands to easily generate
bar, column, line, surface and pie
charts' without the frustration of
explaining your needs to a programmer or art department.

Integrated Software Systems
COJ,1)oration
4186 Sorrento Valley,Blvd.
San Diego, CA92121 , (714) 452-0170

ISSCO Deutschland, GmbH
Oietzstrasse 16
0-5400 Koblenz, West Germany
49261407989 Telex: 862891

TELL-A~GRAF®

LEADING TI-lEWORLD
IN MACHINE AND

tD

DEVICE INDEPENDENT .

.

GRAPHICS SOFTWARE
FOR OVER A DECADE.
'1970:1980
,
!.,

Tell me more about D DISSPLA® D TELL-A-GRAF®

________ St~____ Zip:....-_ _

Operating System _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

-------------~----------~
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What you've waited for?
,

•

f.

PROGRAMMING

INTERNAL CONSULTING
AND MANAGEMENT

Enjoy "A Job Without Walls" [nAn
Exceptionally Desirable
Organization.al SeUinfl
The responsibilities of this assignment do
not fall easily into any' slot-,which may
make it exactly what you have been hopirig ,
to find, someday. To begin with, it is with
ETS, long a leader in the specialized, grow~
ing, and important field of testing, advisory,
and research activities for education, government and business. A private, nonprofit,
prestigious organization, ETS has superb,facilities on'a large, wooded tra:ct near Princeton, New Jersey.
Your duties will be many and varied, as
you consult with many users, analyze,needs,
and apply diverse programming concepts
and design systems for complex projects. You
may be called 'on to manage, or to plan and
organize, to act as Chief Programmer for a
team, to help develop proPQsals, to· review
information processing methods and equipment in use and evaluate or suggest improvements. In short, your skills will be
utilized to the full in a succession of efforts,
growing and maturing with this kind of ex,
perience and exposure.
We presently have two inviting "hands
on" opportunities for senior staff members
working with

MVS/SE, R2, ACFINCP,
JES 2, CICS; TOTAL,
TSO and VTAM 3705
with TWIN 4-MEG 3031'8
Requires an in-depth knowledge of system
internals, maintenance, generation and
debugging of operating systems, or analytical ability in computer measurement and
evaluation.
BASIC REQUIREMENTS The requirements are implicit, but as minimums include
at least 5 years applicable experience, bachelor's degree or equivalent, 'and extensive CS
coursework in combination with Gonsulting,
management, or similar functions. .You
should have a good grasp ofiarge scale hardware (preferably IBM), structured systems,
data base, and the personality and depth to
be effective in leadership, interfacing with
.'.,
users, and training."
Salaries are competitive, particularly in
relation to living costs in a beautiful area
convenient to both Philadelphia 'and 'New
York. Benefits are distinctly exceptional and
difficult to equal in total coverage and value.
Vacation, for one example" begins at 4
weeks. Relocation will be assisted where required. On all counts, you may find ETS can
offer an extraordinarily 'desirable .career
prospect. Please send resume, providing ade~
quate information, in confidence to:., Stan
Davis, Sr. Placement Specialist. : ;.'

~

W

EDUCATIONAL'
TESTING SERVICE

Rosedale Road, Princeton,' NJ '08541

An Equal Opportunity

Empl~yer

M/F
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POWER
IN,A,····
PINCH· .'

,With a s'imple console
comm'and,.a Chi~ago' company
'c~"n up the speed of its ,Amdahl
410V/5when time is of the
essence.

Each night, a, Chicago manufacturing
company with several plants around the
,country runs a very large MRP (materials requirement planning) system. The job must
be completed by 7 a.m. each day in order to
have the new infonnation up on an on-line
inquiry network. And when interruptions
during the night make it clear the job cannot
be done by early morning, a simple console
command ca~ses the Amdahl 4 70V15 mainframe to run faster.
"We pulled 'that job out of the fire
several ,times by being able to tum' on the
Accelerator, " says a' spokesman for the
finn, which asks that it not be named. The
so-called Accelerator feature, available on
the V/5 and V17 processors 'only, provides
from 20% to 50% added speed, depending
,on the processor.

There are a number of
sections in the, machine,
particularly the instruction and
execution unit, where
hardware ov~rlap is built in.
"'It's a little bit like the pricing philosophy of a Xerox [copier]," says David
Morgenthaler II, Amdahl Corp. vice president. It is, indeed, a move toward transactim} pricing. "One way to think about it, "
he adds, "is that you sell the guy the base
machine and the next larger machine. "
, There's a $1,500 charge for <l fie I,d ,
'installation of an Accelerator, $1,000 when
; done at'the factory.' There's an additional
fee of $90 an hour when the Accelerator' is
running, a reasonable price when the incre'mental speed gained' could e'xceed the
power of a 370/158. When usage ofthe'feature reaches between 50 and 100 hours' a
month, it becomes economical to get th((
nextlarger'machine."
,
This optional feature, available only
since late last year" is being very well ac_
cepte'd, acc<;>rding to people at the yendor
finn. Users are beginning to see what it can
do for therri. -But sensing that it all'sounds
too good and too easy, customers also want
, to know: "~'What's the hooker?"
,There's no catch to it. Quips an ~m:'
l

dahl spokesman, "We change the pulleys." Actually, .there are I a number of
sections in the machine, particularly the instruction and execution unit, where there is
, hardware overlap built in-not to be confused with software-controlled overlaps
with, for example, buffering. And the absence or presence of this parallelism determines whether the machine will run faster
or slower .. When Amdahl decided to build a
V/5, it took a V/6, the finn's first product,
and removed some of the overlap, thus
producing a slower machine.
The Accelerator was born of necessity, not originally intended to be a marketable product. Back when Amdahl could sell
and install every machine it made, it became necessary to have both a V/5 and a V/6
processor at the plant for customer benchmark testing. It seemed a shame to have
something installed in-house that could better be shipped and producing revenues instead. But because the V/5 is a V/6
processor without the overlap, someone
thought to produce a mUltipurpose V/6 that
could be switched to perfonn either as a 6 or'
'a 5. That made it possible to get by with
only the one processor for,customer use at
the plant.
This can be done with the 5 and 6,
for they're of the same family. It can al~o be
done with the V17B, which can be accelerated to perfonn like a 7 A, and the 7 A can be
turboch~rg~d to run like a V!7. But they
. cannot accelerate a.7 to run like a V/8, for
they're 'fron:td,iff~rent famiiies. For the
same reason, says product marketer Wayne
McIntyre, "It is just genetically impossible
to tum a 6 into a 7." But the 7Band 7A are
do~nward derivatives of the 7.
If one were to follow standard oper:'
ating procedures, the Accelerator is enabled
through a console ,command. At the Am-"
dahl console, by pressing one button you
can talk directly to the hardwa~e; push
another button and ,you're talking. to the
operating system: For the Accelerator, the
command must be to the console processor.
. But the Chicago company,. not content with this, put a systems program~er to
the task of providing software <;ontrol ofthe

. ONLY 'A'OIRCUIT CARD AWAY
Field upgrading of mainframes, while
not yet a commo'n occurrence, is beginning to catch on. But the concept is not
new. DATAMATION editorial advisor
Bob Patrick tells of a cl,ient many years
ago who had a Burroughs computer that
was running out of capacity. They called
Burroughs and inquired abo~t the next
larger, machine .. A technician. showed
up, lie recalls,ch~mged·merely one circuit' card to impleI11ent the upgrade, and
increased' the billing, rate accordingly.
Who knows? Perhaps the longawaited. highly touted IBM H Series is
but one circuit card away:'

What do you do

.··whenyour· .
large-scale IBM
is all batched up?
Call the second center
facility you probably
didn't know you had. The
Sungard Center.

We're glad to report
that the response to this
service has been over-

There are a number of
different ways your largescale IBM can be nonplussed by overload.

rSu~;o;-~i;'s~i;;-c~~;;----~7a;1
Sungard Services
656 E. Swedesford Road
Wayne, PA 19087 (215) 972-4776.

Which could result in
the delay or deferment of
a number of pressing
projects. From new program development to
critical application backup. And cause costly
overtime in batch or
interactive processing,
software conversions or
systems development ..

o

o
o
o
o

System~ development and testing.
Software conversions.
Remote batch or interactive processing.
Timesharing. 0 Other _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Please send me more information.

Name

Title

Company

Phone

! Su·. n· ;~~6;:;;:~:
I
I

City

.

.

.

State

Whatever the need,
remember, you now
have another large-scale
computer to count on.

Zip

SERVICES
COMPANY·

As a result, you have a
second center capability
at your disposal. .

We offer this spare
time at extremely attractive rates. Because it's
pre-emptible. In case the
center is ever needed for
disaster recovery.
.

0 Please call.

Address

I

So now we find our
3033 has a lot of spare
time on its hands. As
will our shortly-to-beinstalled 3031.

Able to take a big load
off your mind. Or act as
an interim facility until
IBM introduces its new
package.

I feel a batch-up coming on. Tell me more about:

The Sungard Center
can remedy this rapidly.
Sungard was established as a highly
advanced disaster/
recovery center. Utilizing
IBM's largest computers.

whelming. We're also
glad to report that no one
has yet had a disaster.,

I
I

~----------~-------~~
Copyright
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NEWS IN PERSPECTIVE
feature. With one instruction, the program
is able to tum the Accelerator on; it also
checks at regular intervals to see whether it
is still on, and, after some increment of
time, it essentially times out unless the
operator specifically calls forit to stay on. It
is important, of course, that the data center
have some mechanism to avoid leaving the
Accelerator running all weekend; unless so
intended.
At the end of the month, the user
must read a hardware meter that measures
cpu time spent in the Accelerator mode,
record the time on a form, and mail this to
the vendor for billing.
The feature is described variously as
being "like having a computer around
that's bigger than you need, " as "throwing
more hardware at the problem," and as
"temporary horsepower that you can buy
incrementally. " But this capability of
providing extra power for users with weekly
or monthly crunches, for those who need
the spare power in case a processor in the
same network should go down, is placed in
the best perspective by Amdahl's Morgenthaler.
"In the 100ig run," he says, "what
would be best for everybody would be to put
some sort of transaction pricing in place.
But none of us [in the mainframe business]
can figure out what a transaction is."

-Edward K. Yasaki

PERIPHERALS

BIG DRIVE

FOR

BACKUp· . ·

A big part of ,today's market for
tape 'drives is In backup for
Winchester disks.

"Its record is impressive for a dead technology."
Larry Hemmerich, vice president of
marketing for Cipher Data Products, San
Diego, was talking about the market for
tape drives. And a big part of this market
today is in backup for Winchester disks.
Gary Robinson, chairman of an
American National Standards Institute
committee, studying an industry standard
interface for the 8-inch Winchester fixed
drive, once said, ''The Winchester drive is
a great idea but without a tape backup, it's
not that useful. "
A lot of companies are counting on
this fact, one being IBM. A favorite backup
for disks today is the streaming tape drive, '
for which the concept was introduced by

with its 8809. This type drive eliminates stops and starts and associated costs,
and offers increasedspeed. ,
Among the independents,Cipher
was the first to introduce an oem streaming
drive. It debuted at the '79 National ComputerConference and was billed as "the
Low Profile Streaming Tape Drive, the first
half-inch tape moving device configured
specifically for disk backup in small busi,,
"
ness systems."
It is designed to take "data on-thefly" in large blocks (up to a full disk) at 100
inches per second, automatically inserting
industry standard interrecord gaps. It requires no vacuum columns or conventional
tension arms to provide tape, buffering;
therefore, t~e drive can accommodate tape
reels f~r up to, 10lh inches of vertical rack
space.
Cipher' is one of two independent
tape manufacturers still truly independent.
The other is Datum, Inc., Anaheim, Calif.
At" that company's annual 'meeting hist
spring, president Louis B. Horwitz noted,
"With ourselves there are five independents and the three, biggest have absentee
owners. Pertec h<l;s joinedWangco and
Kennedy. " He was - referring' to Pertec
Computer CQrp. 's acquisition by Triumph
Werke Nurberg ,AG of West Germany
(March, p. 70),Wangco's acquisition by'
Perkin-Elme'r Corp., and the acquisition of,
IBM

Wherever static is. more
than just a nuisallce~
Eliminate static problems
... permanently
COMPU-CARPETTM is a uniq~e, high performance
anti-static carpeting developed specifically for use in
computer rooms, terminal areas and other staticsensitive environments. Attractive and durable,
Compu-Carpet has superior electrostatic properties even
whe~ compared with tile.
COMPU-MATTM is produced from the same proprietary
anti-static materials as Compu-Carpet. It is best suited
for solving localized static problems at terminals and
isolated mini and micro
Mfd. b~'
processors. Send for
" ' , '
,
complete information.
Dept. E/D

IA'·
.~'PAUHITlD

TECHIIICAI. .
PRODUC/lJ,IH&.

THE STATIC CONTROL PEOPLE

32 Southwes~ Industrial Park. Westwood. MA 02090. (617) 326-7611
US Pat No,4.153.749
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James L. Casey,
Corporate Credit Manager,
The Southland Corporation,
Dallas, Texas

"Our Pitney Bowes
Computer Output
Mailing System
can do the work of 28 people at
a savings of $301,000 a year. •.
but thats just the start!"
"Every day our 4,000 company-owned
7-Eleven stores accept personal checks
and, needless to say, we pick up quite
a few 'hot' ones.
"It used to be a costly hassle to
have our local store managers get
local collection agencies to follow up
on these small checks. But by adding
a Pitney Bowes Computer Output
Mailing System we've been able to
totally automate and centralize our 'hot
check' collection system. In the process
we've freed up our local store managers,
significantly reduced our collection
costs, speeded up our cash flow and
turned our credit department into a
profit center. Yes, a profit center!
"The beauty of the Pitney Bowes
system is that it does the work of so
many people and saves so much
money in the process. Right now, we
have five divisions on line, processing
6,000 letters a day. One man handles
the entire job. The same man will be
able to handle the output from 16 divisions-36,000 letters a day!
"This fantastic machine does all the
work. Our man simply loads the computer-generated letters into one end,
pushes a button and wal~s to the other
end. In seconds, completely bursted,
trimmed, folded, inserted, sealed, metered and presorted letters ·come out
ready for bagging and mailing.

"The automatic presort feature is a
money-maker. It lets us take easy
advantage of Uncle Sam's 2<1: presort
first-class discount. Last month it saved
us over $1,000. At peak volume we'll
save over $131,000 a year with the
presort alone- more than enough to
pay for the system.
"And, in the first four months we've
never had a service call. That fact alone
speaks well of Pitney Bowes' commitment to quality. But what really helped
sell us on this machine over the competition were the people-the sales
and service staff at Pitney Bowes. These
people know the mailing business like
no one else."
.
For complete details return coupon
to Pitney Bowes, 2177 Pacific Street,
Stamford, CT 06926. Or call toll free

anytime (except Alaska and Hawaii)
800-621-5199 (in Illinois 800-972-5855).
Over 600 sales and service points
throughout the United States and Canada. Postage Meters, Mailing Systems,
Copiers, Dictating, Labeling and Price
Marking Systems.
Name _______________________
Title _______________________
Company ____________________
Address __________________
CitY,State, Zip _ _ _ _ _ _ _~_ _

~I~'

.

~ rF Pitney Bowes

* Visit our booth at the

Direct Mail Marketers
Assoc., Hyatt Regency,
Chicago, October 26-29, 1980
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Kennedy Co. by Allegheny Ludlum Industries.
The two independent independents
apparently are doing welL Datum in July reported growth in both sales and earnings.
Revenues for its second quarter reached
$4,057,000, compared with $3,703,000 for
the equivalent period in 1979. Earnings of
$102,000 improved from 1979's like quarter, which had earnings of $69,000.
For the first six months of 1980,
the firm reported that revenues. reached .
$7,863,000, up from $7,353,000 in the
first half of 1979. Earnings increased to
$231,000 from $115,000.
Horwitz said a review of the
company's balance sheet shows that
"notes-payable-to-bank, which stood at
$1,425,000 12 months earlier, has now'
been eliminated. " He attributed the ability
to eliminate the company's short-term debt
to "aggressive reduction of <j.ccounts
receivable, lowering of inventory, and the
creation of deferred income tax. "He said
the company's current ratio stands at 3.0,
indicating it has sufficient capital and borrowing capacity to withstandwhatever economic uncertainties the current economy
may produce.
As for Cipher, the company earlier
this year said it had arranged a larger line of
credit, $4.5 million, with the Bank of
America, which president and chief execu-

FRANK C. BUMB says Kennedy has
. experienced a 50% compound'
growth rate over the last six years.

tive officer Don Muller said "will help support Cipher.'s rapids~les growth, while the
new long-term credit clearly is indicative of
Cipher's strong financial condition."
Cipher was once acquired but has

been back on its own since 1976. Fouildeo
in 1968, the company was acquired in'1972
by Computer Machinery Corp. Founder
William Otterson and private investors
bought the company back when CMC was
acquired by Pertec in '76.
Datuin isn't into streaming drives
yet, but Horwitz said at the annual meeting,
"We must give our attention to the streaming concept. The race is on. We are studying it and we plan to be in it. "
. Kennedy Co. of Monrovia, Calif.,
most definitely is. Kennedy, which its
president Frank C. Bumb says is ."in the
number cine spot among independ(!nt suppliers," has a Model 6809 Data Streamer
that it describes as "ideal for Winchester
disk drive backup where fast starting and
stopping is not required. "
The 6809 was designed to emulate
the IBM 8809. Features include built-In
industry standard formatter; only four mov,;
ing parts, assuring a higher MTBF (mean
time between failure) than most tape drives;
and streams at 100 inches per second or, in
start/stop mode, at 12.5 ips. It can be
mounted vertically in rack, horizontally in
drawer, or horizontally in a lowboy console.
Bumb joined Kennedy as president
in early June, succeeding founder Charles J.
Kennedy, who remains chairman of the
board. Bumb had been president of the Data

FOCUS: The English.-language information c.o.ntr~l system.
FOCUS is a

high~level, English~langu~ge software

system for on~line report writing, applications
development and data base management.
FOCUS can develop complete applications faster
than any other system available. Non~program:mers
using FOCUS can learn to make basic queries within
hours and write ad hoc or formatted reports in a.day.
Systems designers can write complex self~documenting
applications in up to one~tenth the time required by
procedural languages. Either way, FOCUS elimimites
data production bottlenecks.
Using relational file structUres to link individual data
fields in separate files" FOCUS reduces data redundancy
and data file dependence. Whether you use FOCUS
data bases or your own existing files-such as IMS,
IDMS, VSAM, and ISAM-the same
English~language report writer is available. FOCUS
operates in aninteractiveenvironm~nt (CMS/TSO)
on IBM 370, 4300, or equivalent mainframes.
Over 400 major companies, institutions and
government facilities are using FOCUS to prepare
reports, financial models, statistical analyses, and
graphs to process information rapidly and make
informed decisions. Among them are: J. C. Penney,
IT'f,Continental Baking, Merrill Lynch, RCA, Yale

'

,

""

, " ,

, ' .. '., .

.'

University, and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.
Typical applications are in: personnel, finance,
general administration, marketing, sales, research,
results tracking, manufacturing, and customer service.
FOCUS can save you time, effort, and money. For
more information, call or write for our brochure.

~FCC:US
Information Builders, Inc., 1250 Broadway,
New York, N. Y. 10001 (212) 736~4433
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How doYOU avoid downtime?
This way?

Or this

~ay?

The choice is yours . .Some IBM*

computer installations can lose up to
$5,000 per minute when the computer system fails. But that's only one reason
why the T-Bar 3900 Series of Computer Peripheral Switches can save you
money. If your system demands continuous on-line operation, call or write
T-Bar today. Let us show you how other companies have used T~Bar alternatives to minimize downtime.
*or IBM compatible, such as Amdahl, Hel and CDC.

r-----------------------------------------------------------------,
Show me how T-Bar can help to minimize
downtime.
Name ________________ ________
~

141 Danbury Rd.
Wilton, CT 06897
203 762-8351

Company _____________________
Address ______________________

L__________ __ ___________________________________________________
~

~
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Want 800-1600 KBytes? Choose our
SA801/851 series. With the SA801 8-inch
floppy, you have a choice of 400 or 800 KBytes
in single or double density, on the same drive
for the same price. Well over half a million of
these standard-setting drives have been
specified by OEM's around the world. They
know that they can count on Shugart's
proprietary read/write head technology to
deliver media life of over 3.5 million passes per
track, and head life of more than 15,000 hours.
That's Headstrong performance: And the double-sided
SA851 drive gives you even more capacity. It stores 800 to
1600 KBytes using single or double density recording. The
SA851 's proprietary Fasflex™ band actuator improves track-totrack access time to a fast 3 ms. There's also a programmable
door lock and write protect. The Headstrong SA801 /851. Solid
performers from the leader in disk drive technology.

Moving up to 5-58 MBytes? Check Shugart's SA1 000 and SA4000/41 00
series fixed disk drives with the lowest cost per MByte fn their capacity range. The 8-inch
SA1000 breaks the $1,000 price barrier and is
available in 5.3 and 10.7 MByte versions. Its
dimensions and mounting holes are exactly the
same as our floppy drives, and it's more compatible
electrically than competitive drives. The SA4000/
-~:::.. 4100 series offers 14.5,29 and 58 (SA41 00) MByte
capacities with an optional 144 KBytes of headper-track storage. Compact and lightweight, it
uses only 5.25 inches of panel space
and weighs less than '40 pounds. All
Shugart fixed disk drives use proven
Winchester head and media
technology to ensure better data
integrity and longer life. And system
integration is easy because both the
SA1000 and SA4000/41 00 can
share a power supply with your
floppy drives. Shugart fixed disk
drives. The head of the famjly in
capacity and cost/performance.
'MTrademark of Shugart Associates

Need 220-440 KBytes? The famous MinifloppyTM is the right
choice. Choose the original SA400 Minifloppy or the double-sided
SA450. You can store up to 218.8 KBytes single-sided and up to
437.5 KBytes double-sided (unformatted, double density). Both are
the same compact size and weigh only three pounds. Both are I/O
compatible, and use Shugart's own glass bonded ferrite/ceramic
read/write heads. The double-sided SA450 uses our new
Bi-Compliant ™ head assembly for superior compliance and data
reliability. Both drives allow you to read and write data on any single or
double-sided minidiskette, so you can continue to use your existing disk library.
Low heat dissipation, DC drive motor, write protect, positive media insertion and activity
light are all standard. Since we invented the Minifloppy, over half a million have been installed in systems
like yours-proof that this is the 51f4-inch floppy with the right capacity and the right price/performance.
Choose the original. Minifloppy.

Choose the Headstrong Shugart disk drives. No matter which disk drive you select from our family, you
get the competitive edge when you go with Shugart. We are Headstrong about helping to keep you
competitive too, with high volume deliveries of drives that offer superior reliability, quality, and value. 'This
Shugart commitment is also backed by all the support you need including helpful technical services,
in-depth documentation, and design assistance. And when your product line grows, we'll be there with a
complete family of floppy, Minifloppy, and fixed disk drives in a full range of capacities. Reliable products,
volume delivery, superior quality, and value. That's what we're Headstrong about at Shugart.D

Shugart Associates: 475 Oakmead
Parkway, Sunnyvale, CA (408) 733-0100
Sales & Service: Sunnyvale, CA; Costa
Mesa, CA; Minneapolis, MN; Richardson,
TX; Framingham, MA; Landing, NJ;
Atlanta, GA; Toronto, Ontario; Paris,
France; Munich, Germany. 0 Shugart
products are also available off the
shelf from local Hamilton/Avnet
outlets.

JJ®Shugart
The Headstrong Family
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Dataware's conversion approach
provides the major solution to
management's conversion
problems and facilitates .the
recovery of the initial capital Investment In systems development.

RPG/RPG II to COBOL
Converts RPG and RPG II programs to
the industry standard ANS COBOL. The
translator achieves an extremely high
percentage of automatic conver~ion
(approaching 100%) of the source code.
Circle 250 on Reader Card

PL/1 to COBOL
Automatically converts from IBM PLl1
to ANS COBOL. The Translator is
capable of handling IBM as or 00$ (48
or 60 character set) source programs as
input.
Circle 251 on Reader Card

RPG/RPG II to PL/1
Converts RPG and RPG II programs to an
optimized PL/1. The translator achieves
an extremely! high percentage of
automatic conversion (approaching
100%) of the source code.
Circle 252 on Reader Card

AUTOCODERISPS to COBOL
Automatically converts a high percentage of SPS/1400 Autocoder source
code to ANS COBOL.
The Translator converts from:
} ~an b~ mixed
IB M 1401
•
In a single
• IBM 1401 SPS
source program
• IBM 1440
• IBM 1410
• IBM 1460
• IBM 7010
Circle 253 on Reader Card

(Any) COBOL to (Any) COBOL
Circle 254 on Reader Card

EASYCODER/TRAN to COBOL
Circle 255 on Reader Card

BALI ALC to COBOL
Circle 256 on Reader Card

FORTRAN to FORTRAN
Circle 257 on Reader C.a~d
Software firms interested in being an age~t for
our products, please write or telex today.

cat:aware.1

j

2565 Elmwood Avenue
Buffalo, New York 14217;
(716) 876-8722 • TELEX~91519

Tape Div. of Bell & Howell Co. in Pasadena, Calif.
Since its acquisition by Allegheny
Ludlum in early 1979, Kennedy has been
part of that firm's Magnetics and Electronics, Inc. subsidiary.
The company was founded by
Kennedy in 1963 as a manufacturer of
incremental recorders. It now supplies digital tape transports, cartridge recorders,
backup tape transports, and 8-inch and 14inch Winchester disk drives. The company
today has 1,000 employees.
Bumb said Kennedy has experienced a 50% compound growth rate over
the last six years. Allegheny Ludlum
doesn't break out subsidiary financials, but
it is estimated that Kennedy. currently is
doing approximately $50 million a year in
business. Backlog at the end of June was
$23,000, up from $17,699 in June 1979, a
30% increase.

Problems in the quarter-inch
drive market probably have
-been offset by the slow takeoff
of the a-inch disk market,
which has given the drive
manufacturers breathing room.
v. Steven Arnaudoff, director of
international operations, said the company
exports 22% of its products and he feels
that, through incorporation of its products
into systems of other firms, s~me 40% of its
products find their way into international
markets. Kennedy sells 85% to oems and
15% to end users, but the firm would like to
increase the end user percentage.
Kennedy entered the more crowded
market for quarter-inch backup tape drives
early this year, and experienced problems
getting heads, as did many startup firms in
the market. But the company says it has
now solved that problem by developing a
number of sources.
The quarter-inch backup drive market is expected by Freeman Associates, a
Santa Barbara, Calif., research firm, to
grow to $60 million, populated by as many
as 15 companies.
.
Problems in the quarter-inch drive
market probably have been offset by the
slow takeoff of the 8-inch-disk market,
which ha~ given the drive manufacturers
breathing room.
The potential is there. "Backup is
the prime issue among oem buyers today, "
said Bob Oakley, director of product mar- '
keting, Century Data Systems, at a recent·
Southern California invitational computer
conference. Century manufactures
Winchester drives.
Cipher's Hemmerich said at the
same conference that "maybe there isn't a
solution to disk backup. Maybe we need
multiple solutions. And maybe you don't
need as much backup as the size of a disk. "

DO YOU INTEND TO SOLVE
YOUR APPLICATIONS BY A
MINICOMPUTER? IF SO, WE
GIVE YOU THE IDEAL
SOLUTION: MAKE USE OF
OUR INDEPENDENT-100
CORAL 1001/4011 AND M-18
MINICOMPUTERS!

Due to their diversified applications software and peripheral equipments, these
new low-cost minicomputers having core
and RAM memory (1-100) as well as
RAM, PROM and REPROM memory
(M-18), can be successfully used in various application fields such as: process
control, scientific research, engineering
and scientific computation, business data
processing, data communication, data
teleprocessing on-line or off-line connected to FELIX C-256/512 systems, communication line concentrators, computerassisted education, etc.
For further information and detailed documentation do not hesitate to contact the
exporting company

~

ELECT~0N~M
BUCHA~NIA

ELECTRONUM
Export-Import
Specialized Foreign Trade Company
70317 Bucharest - ROMANIA
11-15 Olari Street
P.O.B. 34-36
Telex: 11547, 11584

-Edith Myers
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EDUCATION

INSTITUTE
BORN OF
GRATITUDE

Dr. An Wang says he's
benefited from the computer
industry. Now he wants to "put
,something back in."

At Wang Laboratories' new corporate headquarters in Lowell, Mass., the telephone
operators call it "the university. "
In the presence of Dr. An Wang, the
60 year old, Shanghai-born, Harvard-educated scientist and businessman who has
made Wang Labs one of the most successful
family-dominated corporations in high-tech
America, everyone refers more modestly to
"the institute. "
Dr. Wang is opening a private
school, the Wang Institute of Graduate
Studies, an independent, nonprofit educational institution in Tyngsboro, Mass. The
institute, which will initially offer a master's degree in software engineering, has
been funded with about $3 million from the
Wang family, explained Dr. Wang, but the
institute itself is and will be totally separate
from Wang Labs, the corporation. This is
something other than business, said Wang,
something more than another sally in the
personnel wars that have Wang and its competitors constantly raiding back and forth.
Wang Laboratories goes along from
one fiscal year to the next--quite successfully, mind you-but the Wang Institute,
declared Dr. Wang, "is a hundred-year
project. "
In the halting, awkward English
with which he has so deftly directed the
growth of his $500 million company, Dr.
Wang explained his new venture. Why the
institute? Gratitude, he said. "You come
here. You get benefit from the universities.

Ugo Gagliardi has taken a
leave from Harvard to become
the institute's first dean.
You get benefit from the computer industry.
And you want to put something back in.
You make some money and you want to put
something back in. The idea is to make
some contribution to the community. "
Las't year, Dr. Wang-"The Doctor," in the parlance of Wang employeesdecided he wanted to open a graduate
school. With money, prestige, and his own
considerable charm, Wang soon had a charter, IRS approval, a committee of five local
university presidents as advisors, and
106 DATAMATION

WANG, WARDLE, AND GAGLIARDI all emphasize their commitment to
develop a program that will produce technically qualified managers for
software development.
another committee of a dozen top academics and leading industry executives shaping
a curriculum for the institute's first program, the School of Information Technology. Carpenters were transforming a
beautiful old monastic seminary into an
academic dp center even as somewhat
breathless academics were offered faculty
and administrative positions. The school,
said Wang, couldn't be ready for a September opening-students will be recruited and
accepted right into the early fall-but a
class of about 30 will begin the program in
January.
"It would have taken a university
five years of study before they dared to do
anything," dryly noted Ugo Gagliardi, a
Gordon McKay professor of the Practice of
Computer Engineering and senior industry
consultant who has taken a leave from Harvard to become the institute's first dean. Dr.
Caroline Wardle, the former chairman of
the computer sciences department in the
evening college at Boston University, will
be associate dean. Wardle said both she and
Dr. Gagliardi will teach, and there will be
two other full-time faculty members, with
others recruited as needed.
Wang, Wardle, and Gagliardi all
emphasize that the potential of Wang Institute rests largely upon their commitment to .
develop an academic program that will produce superior technically qualified managers for the computer industry's software
development. If the Wang Institute can succeed, said Gagliardi, it will hopefully challenge other institutions to better prepare
"technical managers" to fill key personnel
slots like first-line supervisors of software
development projects, software architects
who can take the lead in conceptualizing a

project, team members who can work well
within a development group.
"In concrete terms, we hope to
develop a program that-with a,couple of
years of education--can shortcut a process
of managerial development that normally
takes about five years, .. explained Gagliardi. A key resource-' 'the bottleneck resource' '-in any organization is the project
leader; in the software end of the computer
industry, such types are the middle-management personnel who can take a team of
analysts and programmers and organize
them to get a job done.

Each student entering the
program must have both a
strong technical background
and several years of work
experience in the industry.
"The way a company gets people
for that role today is happenstance, " Gagliardi said. "You get people from computer
science training \and you put them in an
industrial environment and some of thema very small percent-grow into project
leader types. Most of them don't. "
The academic advisory board for the
institute-academicians from Harvard,
Princeton, and Colorado, and executives.
from Xerox, DEC, Prime, and others-all
agree that it is probably possible to develop
a formal process, a study program, to speed
and improve this "manager development"
cycle. They also agree, for a variety of reasons, that it is a difficult problem for the
universities to address directly.
If a program like the institute's can
effectively train people for these key indus-
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WhenWis(()nsin Life
added a Level 6 computer
. their custotners
were the real beneficiaries.

.,Not

all insurance
companies are'slow-moving
behemoths. Wisconsin Life just
installed one of our Level 6
computers and is now processing most claims within 72 hours.
Respons.e time has been cut
by a full 80% .. '

Busin:essware~
, Wisconsin Life is benefitting.fromso~ething we call
Busiriessware. A well-balanced
combination of the right hardware, the right software, and
H()ne~ell's yast business
experIence.
Everything our salespeople
have learned in 25years of
working with businesses has
been put into Businessware.
TPS-6 is part of Businessware. Thanks to this built-in
transaction processing system,

Wisconsin Life's new computer
Finally~ tne'Level.6 runs a
is helping in three key areas.
very efficient data entry facility. Once CRTs are installed,
First, linked to a network of
60 terminals, it's making clerical clerks will be able to correct
errors immediately, substan~
functions easier to perform.
Clerks now use terminals to
tially reducing overall system
check the nuts and bolts of indi- maintenance costs. '
vidual claims: Is this policy
Services Innproved.
valid? Has this claim been paid
Wisconsin Life's new
before?
Honeywell is doing precisely
in all, there are more than
what we kriew it would. It's
30 screen formats. '
giving them greater control of
Once a claim has been
their operations; And in so
approved, a check is Written
doing, it's increasing the
that night. Since the Level 6
quality of service Wisconsin
arrived,many claims have
Life offers their customers.
been paid in a single day.
On Wisconsin!
The Level 6 has also been
For
a more detailed look at
helping Wisconsin Life develop
the
Level
6,write Honeywell,
new applications for their
200
Smith
Street (MS 487),
transaction processing c~pabil
Waltham,
MA
02154.
ity. For instance, there's a program in the works :po.w that will
enable them to process all new
business on-line.
One advantage is that
the computer can be used to
~alculate premiums, thus.
~liminating a great deal of
work currently done by hand.

Honeywell
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(Wang Lab's competitors), who Gagliardi
try po,sitions, however, "we. can h~ve a
and Dr. Wang expect w~ll provide most of
tremendous impact on industrial productivithe students for the first years of the, proty, " said Dean Gagliardi. "Because if we
gram. Local mini manufacturers are already
can, show that there is a process that can
double or triple the production of these peo- , openly supportive.
ple, it would <?bviously help address the
Computer systems now being installed at the institute's 200_-acre campus inindustry's software bottleneck~
, '''And software today is the bottleclude a DEC VAX, I 1/780, a Prime 750, and a
Wang VS, but there will also be remote acneck for the entire computer industry, " he
cess to an .IBM 3033. This is not a training
added.
program for Wang Labs, insisted Dr.
For the software engineering' proWang. This is the Wang family'S attempt to
gram, the institute is essentially selling an
advanced, education in technical manage- , offer something to the very industry that has
ment skills primarily to computer vendors . made the company so prosperous.

Unless yo~ have·
an unlimited budget . . .
an enormous staff ...
and a. hundred years.
to finish your project . . •

You need,.
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'Nichols and Company.
Project Management Systems
5839 Green Valley Circle, Culver City, CA 90230
(213) 670-6400
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Each, student entering the, program
will'be required to have .both a strong technical background and several years of actual
work experience in the industry. Tuition,
about $7,000, is perhaps one-third of the
actual cost of running the program, said Associate Dean Wardle .. Although the threesemester ,master's, program can be ,completed, with a year of full-time work, Dr.
Wardle'said she expected many students to
enroll in either the ~w<?~ or'three-year parttime program in order to continue working
for one of the numerous co~puter companies .in ,Massachusetts or nearby New
Hampshire.,
"Dr. Bruce Arden" head of the computer scierices department at Princet~m
University and a member' of the institute's
academic advisory group, noted ruefully
the '.'general perception of agap"'between
the coverage of applied computer science
programs at the u'niversities and the needs of
the industry. That gap, somewhat notorious
since, the publication ;of' the' National
Science 'Foundation's Feldman Report, has
some obvious roots in the rigidity of the academic environment ,and its isolation from
the industrial arena, where technology is
centered.
'
, Lacking the professional status of a
law school or medical school,computer

"We ,are trying to replicate in
the software 'engineering, area
the same kind of expe~ience
the' other gre.at professions
have had."
science. professors. arepai,d salaries on a
~cale that is th,e college compromise between the academics who, could command a
high, market value' off campus and those
who could not. Noted Gagliai'di,'.'The result is a salary that makes ,it difficult to attract people who can also practice. " There
are other problems with academic traditions
-tenure on one hand, arid tb,edifficulty of
evaluating esoteric work on the other-not
, to sPeak of the financial bind: the, high cost
of computer equipment and technical support.
Reflecting on these, issues, Prof.
Arden at Princeton suggested the institute
may have "great potential ~, in part because
it isbeing developed .from the beginning
with the intimate involvement of industryof "the professionals ' '-which could guarantee industrial standards, quality equipment, even competitive salaries.
Dr. Wang said he chose to launch a
new school rather than fund an institute at
his alma mater, Harvard, or some other
school, because he wanted to have more
influence over its structure-if not personally, at least through the' sort of industry~
based academic advisory committee he set
up for the information sciences program.
"You could give money to Harvard,"

BOEING .COMPUTER SERVICES'
GTSTRUDL PRODUCED
24.COMPLETE ANALYSES
FOR NEW RIGID FRAME
HIGH-RISE

Limiting deflection for drift control is a common structural engineering
problem especially when the rigid frame structure is to be 24 stories tall.
Engineers for a new octagonal building chose a productive solution.
Using Boeing Computer Services' GTSTRUDL (Georgia Institute of Technology
Structural Design Language) they were able to produce 24 complete analyses ...
fast. In addition to automatic generation of the structure, GTSTRUDL produced
specifications for wide flange shapes from tables stored in the system.
With this many alternative analyses to work with, the engineers were able
to use their experience and understanding' to be the decision makers.
GTSTRUDL offers the structural design engineer an extremely cost effective
environment. It offers a service that is a highly productive engineering tool.
Boeing Computer Services offers engineers rapid access to multiple CDC
CYBER and IBM computer systems via one of the world's largest privately
managed communications networks. In addition to GTSTRUDL, BCS
provides erigineers a comprehensive line of analysis tools and support products
including graphics for a number of engineering applications covering a range of
engineering disciplines.
. Th learn more about these cost savings opportunities, write or call:
William O. Sparks, Boeing Computer Services Company, 177 Madison Avenue
Morristown, NJ 07960 (201) 540-7786 .

• :!~... .,.. . ~" . ~«,,-., I

BOEING COMPUTER SERYICES
A Division of The Boeing Company
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o Please send me literature

on BCS Engineering Computer
Services.

o Have your representative
call and schedule a brief
but productive meeting.

Name
TItle
OrganizatIon
Address
City

State
Telephone

900

ZIP
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smiled Wang. "Only thing is, at Harvard
Accountancy. Medicine." What separates
these from the other industrial professions?
they have their way of operating and they
., 'When you go to a doctor, your life is at
might not even approach your idea of proper
stake. When you go to a lawyer, your freeeducational requirements. "
.
dom and your property may be at stake.
The idea of professionalism, an elit.
When you go to an accountant, your money
ism beyond buzzwords for the trained softis at stake. These are important responsibilware engineer, seems an awkward concept
ities. "
in an industry so dominated by marketing
"Our point," said. Gagliardi, "is
types. But it echges from Wang to Gagliardi
. that work in information proc~ssing is now
and through the advisory committee!.
built around responsibilities of this scale.
"We are . trying to replicate in the
this is work which can impact an organizasoftware engineering area the same kind of
experience the other great profes~ions have. tion in a very profoundway-,-the·fate of an
had, ", explained Dean G~~liardi.. "Law .. organization can quite literaliy be at stake."

It has become orie of the great industrial
professions,"' he .added. And, like law and
accounting', .it must begin to develop. its
standards of professionalism.
The School oflnformation Technology is only the fIrst program to be offered at
the Wang Institute, and while Dr. Wang
said he expects more and broader offerings
in the future; he refused to get specifIc .
"You know, justJike Harvard College was frrst.a college and then becomes a
university," smiled the doctor. "We have
to start at' a small scale to get things started
and keep~ a standard . . . . "
"I don't want to say what could be
in a hundred years."
A-nd yes; my dear Watson, there
was a Doctor Har-vai'd-1607-1638, another immigrant Yarikee.
~Vin McLellan

LEGISLATION'
,
.

R&D BILLS

ON FRONT

BURNER

Three proposed pieces of 'R&D
legislation have drawn 'the
aHention of the computer and
electronics industries.

~~~------~~
~
Stat-Zap mats dndmatting effective~rn \.AJLl!JJU

Iy sidetrack static electricity . . •
prevent it from reaching and disrupting equipment functions.
,
, I
Constructed of anti-static conductive
~ ~
100% nylon yarn,. they instantly
~ C!.lJLlQJ
dissipate electrostatic energy
..
." (]
generated by walking across carpet
..
or tile. Special back keeps mats in
place. There are no ground wires to
connect, so there are no wires to
break. Just place mat on the floor.
Stat-Zap mats are soil, stain and skid-resistant and retain their anti-shock
feature even after repeated washings. The mats carry our 5-yearwearsurface
warranty and 'are available in five decorator colors.
Ideal for use in Computer Centers. Data Processing Centers • Elevators
• X~ray Equipment Areas • Offices
Patent Pending
See your soft goods supplier or write Ann Banks, Marketing Services, Dept.
CR-33, Crown Industries for more information.
. '.
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~
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CPOIUOIndullli~/ell
2100 Commerce Drive - Industrial Park
Fremont, Ohio 43420
Ph: (419) 332-5531 • TWX - 810-247-2910
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The b~stthings in life may be free,'but few
came along without R&D .
. Believe it or not, the latest in hardware. and software didn't suddenly. spring
forth in the offIce, ready to do as the user
commands, without a bit of trial and errorand some bucks behind it.· .
.
If, however, there is to be more
w here that came from, and if U. S. industry
is to close what many observers. acknowle9ge to be a serious gap in innovation and
productivity vis-a-vis Europe and Japan,
more money will have· to be funneled into
research and development.
. In a Congress replete with members
falling over each other to see who can pass
the largest tax cuts (this is, after all, an election year), three proposed pieces pf legislation have drawn the attention of the
computer a~d electronics industries. Few
are as. yet willing to stake their futures on
passage of the bills, but some '~e ready to
cash in their chips if necessary. .
The Research Revitalization Act of
1980 (S. 2355 and H.R; 6632), sponsored
by Sen. Paul Tsongas (D-Mas.s.) and Rep.
Charles Yanik (D-Ohio), would amend the
Internal Revenue Code to provide a. tax
credit of25% of the amount contributed to a
research reserve, the payments from which
must be used for research and experimentation by institutions of higher education.

NEWS IN PERSPECTIVE
Funds placed in corporate reserves for this
purpose would have to be spent within four
years or be subject to a 300% tax, possibly a
severe enough penalty to thwart even the
most artful tax dodgers.
A somewhat similar measure is the
Research & Development Act of 1980 (S.
2906), sponsored by Sens. Bill Bradley (0N.J.) and John Danforth (R-Mo.). The bill

The Danforth-B,radley bill is
clearly the industry's
preference ..
would allow a 25% tax credit for corporate
increases in new R&D that exceed a company's average annual· R&D outiays for the
previous three years.
The proposals are part of their respective, houses' overall tax reform package. Should one survive-and the
Danforth-Bradley bill is clearly the industry's preference-the effect on vendors and
users would be profound.
, 'Anything you do to reduce costs
will benefit users by reducing their costs, "
said Paul Leebrick, vice president of government operations for Burroughs, one big
backer of the bills. "We anticipate that it
will provide more incentives and a higher
return on our investment.
"The Vanik bill doesn't really do
much for us. It's too narrow and impacts

largely on funds given to universities.
That's a relatively small part of our R&D.
But Danforth-Bradley would be a significant advantage for us. It would help us with
overseas competition and allow us to develop more' advanced technology from hardware and software and more advanced
architecture. It would make for a better
man-machine interface. As a high technology company, the only way we can keep up
is with some credits for' R&D. " .
The idea is not new, particularly
overseas. According to an analysis by the
American EleCtronics Assn." Japan allows
subsidies and accelerated. depreciation for
R&D as well as a 20% tax credit for R&D increases. Germany grants low-interest 19ans,
tax-free cash grants, and special depreciationforR&D activities. The U.S. has none of
the above.
The result of this nonpolicy is that
American industry. has been running full .
speed and going backwards. Total R&D
spending as a percent of GNP fell from 3% in
1964 to 2.2% in 1979, while Japan's rose
from 1.5% to 1.9% and Germany's from
1.6% ·to 2.3%. Ten years ago, if one approached vendor with a' promising R&D
project, they'd at least hear you out; today
they can't afford to listen ..
"We have each year a request for
funds that I can only honor two-thirds of; "
John Nesheim, treasurer of National Semi-

a

conductor, told the Senate Finance Committee recently. "In the most recent year I
had a request for $300 million worth of new
investments, and I could not honor more
than $220 million given the financial crite, ria that my creditors arid investors have
cited for me. If I could invest in those, I
could get a good return, a good chance of a
return in a real business risk environment. ".
"The problem," explained Vico
Henriques, president of the Computer and
Business Equipment Manufacturers Assn,
(CBEMA), "is that you evaluate projects on
the basis of risk. Now projects are not being
done which would bring new products into
the market because of the cost of capital. If

Total U~S. R&D spending as a
percent of GNP fell from 3% in
1964 to 2.2% in 1979.
the industry can get relief from that, it will
be willing to risk more. Then, if you have a
winner, that's great. If it doesn't work, then
at, least part of the risk is covered and you
won't be so reluctant to try again. "
Many of the issues addressed by the
bills were incorporated' in the President's
Industrial Innovation Initiatives released
last October. President Carter, however,
noticeably shied away from any tax cuts in
that package. The current bills have been
developed strictly in Congress, which, .said

Generate Greater OutpiJt with Wil~y's Computer Texts
APL IN PRACTICE

PERSONAL COMPUTING

What You Need To Know To Install And Use Successful
APL Systems And Major Applications
Edited by Allen J. Rose and Barbara A. Schick
Here's a compelling book that reports the state of APL-one of
the most powerful methods of interactive computing. Serves
as both an overview of APLS diverse applications to such
business functions as financial planning, marketing management, general ledger, budgeting, manufacturing and
electronic mail, as well asa handbook for systems management programmers on formatting and reporting, writing
maintainable programs, and managing outside computer
1980
. 374 'pp.
$25.00
services. (1-08275-9)

Home, Professional, and Small Business Applications
Daniel R. McGlynn
This nontechriical exposition surveys the entire field, covering
the features, capabilities, and limitations of hardware and
software commercially available today. Shows how to establish.criteria to select and to buy a system and explains various
programming languages, from BASIC to PASCAL and APL.
Other attractive .features include numerous photographs,
tables, and charts that list and compare eqUipment, and a
1979
263 pp.
$9.95
detailed glossary. (1-05380-5)

ASPECTS OF DISTRIBUTED COMPUTER
SYSTEMS
Harold Lorin
A comprehensive, cross-disciplinary, and balanced investigation of distributed processing, which is viewed not as a
"thing," but as a set of concepts that stem from the relaxation
of a number of technological constraints in the way information systems may be structured. Demonstrates the possibilities, explores the problems, and places the phenomenon of
distribution withina broad framework that permits products to
be understood, their strengths recognized, and their
suitability for specific uses analyzed.
(1-08114-0)
Sept. 1980
approx. 432. pp.
$28.00 (tent.)
Order through your bookstore or write to John Storojev, Dept.
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MICROCOMPUTERS
A Technology Forecast and Assessment to the Year
2000
Kensall D. Wise; Kan Chen; and Ronald E. Yokely
.
A momentous exposition providing informed judgements
about future microcomputer technology, including microprocessors, memory, peripherals, and software, and its impacts on
society, based 01"1 physical and engineering principles, pertinent literature reviews, and interviews with knowledgeable
persons at the forefront of microcomputer development and
applications. Forecasts of microcomputer cost, speed, size,
weight, and power to the year 2000 are included.
(1-04780-5)
1980
251 pp.
$15.95

ADVANCED ANS COBOL
With Structured Programming
Gary D. Brown
.
An in-depth and simplified examination of the complex statements that have evolved in COBOL programming. Brown
makes expertise in COBOL easier to achieve by describing
the details of such advanced features as table handline,
character-string manipulation, report writer, sort-merge, direct
and indexed files, communications facility, and more.
(1-10642-9)
,1977
497 pp.
$24.95
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Banking
Credit card systems
Teller. systems
Funds transfer
Check prOCeSSing~

Retail & Distribution
Point of sale systems
Credit card validation
Inventory forecasting
Shipping

/'

Education System
Registration system
Student information - - - Library circulation
Class scheduling

Utilities
/
Project Management
Work order scheduling
Energy Management
Asset Management
Cu'stomer information

OMEGAMON/CICS

Manufacturing
Order Entry
MRP
Bill of materials
Inventory
Sales forecasting

Government
Motor Vehicle systems
-Budget systems
Police
Justice data base

CICS

Online Systems

"

All Businesses
'Payroll
'personnel Information
Accounts receivable
Accounts payable
General ledger
Customer information

Improve
System availability
Response time
System performance
Reduce
Vulnerability to system problems
User complaints and frustration

The most advanced CICS
diagnostic facility in
the world.

Ease Future Growth
Additional terminals
Additional locations (branches, offices)
Additional' application systems

Automatic Warnings-because of the critical nature of online systems,
OMEGAMON/CICS has been engineered with an advanced diagnostic
capability that will actually warn key personnel of syste~ problems.
Response Time Analysis (RTA)-This optional feature enables management
and data processing personnel to observe response time both by transaction
and by application system.

••...••........................................
Please Send Information on OMEGAMON/CICS
Our online systems are:
o Important 0 Critical
to the operation of our business
Name _______________________
Title . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-'--_____
Company _______________________

For more information please call or write Mr. Jack Forbes, Dept. A-41 ,
Candle Corporation, 4676 Admiralty Way, Suite 624, Marina del Rey, CA
90291 (213) 821-2902.

Address _ _ _ _ _--'-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Fall Seminars - Candle will be holding a series of fall seminars in major U.S. cities.
Topics include tuning MVS and C/CS. Please call (213) 823-9224 to find out more

State _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip, ____

information. Limited space is available, so call now.

City·'______________________

Phone _____________________
Major Applications ______________
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Get rid

of your

4-drawer
files.'
And save floor
space. With Acme
Rotomatic~

Every Rotomatic unit contains not
one but two complete sections of
revolving shelves. Which means you
can double filing capacity using the
same floor space.
Growing office? No problem. With
Rotomatic, you can add extra units as
your record volume grows.
For more information, return the
coupon below.

one source, "for once may have been ahead for the ' 'fairness" of the presentation.
of the Administration on this one. " Apre- Graphics, and even more color graphics,
decessor to Tsongas' bill was introduced could enormously complicate those responlast August by Sen. Adlai Stevenson (D- sibilities, warned Jarett.
Ill.). It proposed the creation of "Centers
"The potential for misleading illufor Industrial Technology," which would sions is expanded way beyond anything we
have been federally funded for joint could manage with cold numbers and our
industry-university research.
illegible footnotes. "
With color graphics so readily availOther organizations are less concerned than the likes of Burroughs, Nationable, and likely to be far more common in
al Semi or CBEMA. IBM, the industry guru,
financial statements, annual reports, and
has yet to take a position. The Information
With color graphics so readily
Industry Assn., perhaps recuperating from
the struggle over the communications bill,
available, the accounting
has also yet to take a stand. And the Comprofession has some new
puter & Communications Industry Assn.
problems, JareD claims.
thinks there are too many other battles to
fight to worry about this one now.
business presentations, the accounting
profession has some new problems. In the
"I don't see that much being enactback of any annual report, noted Jarett, a
ed," said Jack Biddle, CCIA president.
"I think [the bills] are intended to CPA firm certifies that the "accompanying
get votes. The industry is certainly R&D financial statement fairly presents the finandriven, and any increase will accelerate cial position of Company X. What is the responsibility for the CPA reviewing financial
development of new products. The problem
is that France and Germany and Japan all graphics-especially color graphics?
give R&D credits, while our government
There is a whole range of subtlety
makes it as tough as possible to survive. I that just hasn't been thought of out there
think it's a much bigger threat to have to
when it comes to bringing the implications
deal with AT&T's billions. When this issue . and perhaps even the psychological strokgets serious, we'll get into it. "
ings of color schemes and patterns to bear
It's already serious for some.
on something like financial statements, said
"When you tax something, you get Jarett, "what we habitually think of as the
less of it, in our opinion, " Nesheim told the essence of cold, rational, objectified data.
"There is an unbelievably large
Finance Committee. "If you reduce the tax
on research, you are going to get more of body of literature about how accountants
are supposed to operate, what they're supit. "
-Willie Shatz posed to worry about, transferring information to and from financial statements," he
COMPUTER GRAPHICS
noted. But there is a great lack of guidelines
on how to handle financial information in
graphic form.
Graphics get complex enough with
black and white-even a footnote could be
changed with the appropriate use of graphics-but add to that the complexity of color
and there is some cause for serious concern,
Jarett said. Although the subject is just
beginning to be discussed within the accounting profession, there is considerable
interest in research that could outline some
"The potential for misleading
of the implications.
illusions" is great with
"It's possible today to use some
computer graphics, CPA says.
types of graphics, and maybe some types of
Irwin Jarett, a Springfield, IlL, CPA and a color schemes, to distort a presentation, "
said Jarett. And in some financial presentamedical school professor with a PhD in actions, "the people who are now charged
counting, introduced an unexpectedly discordant note in the midst of the casual
with validating the fairness of the presentaacademic commercialism of Harvard tion simply haven't been aware of this
University's Computer Graphics Week, a whole realm of expression that they're now
being asked to validate. "
series of seminars held last month in Cambridge.
There is a great need for research to
"I view all this new computer
support a serious discussion of these congraphics capabilities as the equivalent of cerns, he argued. There is very little objective work that reviews the impact of color in
handing kids on the street dynamite caps
graphics, or even of graphics versus tabular
and a hammer and saying, 'O.K. kids, go
data, he said. While it is clear that graphics
have fun!' " said Jarett.
add to the visual impact, it is not clear what
CPAS and accountants often take on
the implications are.
responsibility not only for the numerical
integrity of a financial statement, but also
. "The Department of Transporta-
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ONDP
GRAPHICS
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Canadian Sales: Acme Seely limited, Hwy. 17,
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Share your next
one with us.
Computer Crunch comes in many varieties.
Peak workload. Major project. Conversion. Even
plain attrition. And it always seems to show up
when you don't have the staff to handle it. Or the
know-how.
Our suggestion: share your next Computer
Crunch with DASD. Fully staffed in major cities
across the US, we can go where the crunch is,
fast, and make short work of it. Our people are the
best you can find. They're skilled, experienced,
always in training to stay up on technology.
We'll furnish people to work side-by-side with
yours on your project. Or we'll take full project
responsibility, manage it all the way, and assure
you on-time completion at the price we quote. If
software or systems consulting is what you need,
we'll furnish that too.
We've grown strong - and fast - by tailoring
our services to the needs of clients from coast to
coast. Our track record and our satisfied clients
are our best credentials.

We thrive on Computer Crunches. Share your
next one with us and watch it disappear. Fast.
PEOPLE/PRODUCTS/RESULTS
• Atlanta • Baltimore/Washington D.C. • Chicago
• Dallas • Denver • Des Moines • Detroit • Florida
• Hartford • Houston • Indianapolis • Kansas City
• Los Angeles • Milwaukee • Minneapolis • New Jersey
• Philadelphia. Pittsburgh. Portland. San Francisco
•. Seattle • Sl Louis DASD Corporation

Corporate Services Center
9045 North Deerwood Drive

Dept. 224
Milwaukee. WI 53223
414-355-3405
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tion, the Army, and the CIA have done some
research," he noted. "The CIA has even
done some research on numerical data
presentation, but I'm having difficulty getting that material.
"Now, I'm not worried about the
manipulators too much. If we're dealing
with graphics in financial statements, if we
do enough work, we'll identify the consistent patterns. You know, if these guys are
always putting their bad numbers in a certain color to fade them out . . . or hiding
things over here in the corner of the chart
. . . or always using half-charts with the

wavy lines in the middle that distort the perspective completely-we can probably handle those people once we begin thinking
about this.
"What I'm more worried about,"
he said, "are the people who do not know
what they're doing. These people who have
the available computer graphics will say,
five minutes before the presentation to the
chairman of the board, 'Let's make that
graph fuchsia.' They'll push a button, and
there it is. I'm worried from the accountant's perspective, not only the CPA'S. People who vouch for the integrity of data haV'e

Tomorrow-minded

UNIVAC APPLICATION
ANALYSTS

Martin Marietta Aerospace, NASA's Contractor on the Space Shuttle
External Tank, has immediate openings for Univac Application Analysts.

something here to be concerned about."
Jarett believes that the probable influx of color graphics in financial presentations may reverse the historical retreat of the
CPA from influence over things like the
annual report of a corporation.
Until a decade ago, he explained,
accountants would not permit any statement
in an annual report to go past them without a
tick over every word. The printers' proofs
became part of the audit working papers.
Every figure, every financial statement,
was checked against the audit work papers.
The auditors validated that there was nothing in there, in the words, that was a misinterpretation of those figures.
Over the last decade, this has
changed as management demanded more
freedom in presenting its point of view to
stockholders. "Accountants reluctantly had

"I'm not worried about the .
manipulators too much; I'm more
worried about the people who
don't know whafthey're doing."
to agree that these were and always had
been the financial statements of the corporation, " said J arett. "They were not, nor had
they ever been, the accountant's financial
statements." There was a brief contest between management's ownership and the
CPA'S stewardship, and the stewards withdrew. This was fine until the material which
CPAS were asked to review began to change;
fine "as long as there were no serious questions of interpretation."
In the future, argued Jarett, with the
increased use of financial graphics and their
potential for confusion, the CPA might have
to reassert himself.

-Vin McLellan

MEETINGS
Position requires designing and programming a variety of engineering
and specific programs utilizing ANS/COBOL for application on Univac
11XX equipment.

Qualified individuals should possess a BS in Mathematics, Computer
SCience, or related discipline, and have a minimum of 3 years scientific
and/or business programming utilizing data base methodology.
We offer competitive starting salaries and fully paid company benefits.
These opportunities exist at the Michoud Assembly Facility located in
Suburban East New Orleans. Qualified candidates Interested in learning
more about these opportunities at Martin Marietta ... the tomorrow-minded
aerospace people, should forward resumes including salary history to:
Ms. Dottie McCann, Martin Marietta Aerospace, P.O. Box 29304, New
Orleans, Louisiana 70189. We are an equal opportunity employer, m/f/h.
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IT'S A

SMALL
WORLD

More than 100 computer
services executives from 32
nations gathered for the World
Computing Services Industry
Congress to compare notes.

"Japanese industry will .b~ neither laborintensive nor capital-intensive, but brainintensive, " claims a high-ranking officer at
Japan's largest computer company. "Our
primary goal must be to make Japan into a
technology-based society, far more so than
it is today."
Those words came from Shoichi

'1 hink system.
Grow systematically.
HP-85.
A COMPLETE
COMPUTING SYSTEM

Encapsulated in a mere 20 lb. package, is
a complete computing system. Keyboard,
tape unit, CRT with alphanumerics and
integrated graphics, printer and read/write
memory-all ready for instant use. Just
turn it on. That's all. Its language is powerful HP BASIC. The HP-85 is simple
to use. Extremely effective. Highly productive. In brief, very professional.

"INSTANT INTERFACE"
FOR EASY GROWTH
Now the HP-85 can be configured even
further to accommodate your increasing demands. Instantly. Just plug in the
HP interface bus and handle up to 14
peripherals or instruments. There's no
need to write special operating programs.
HP's peripheral ROM's do it for you.
Options available now include flexible disc
drives, additional read/write memory,
graphics plotter, full-width printer, many
software Application Pacs. More
options are under development. Indeed,
Hewlett.:Packard is committed to providing
solutions that meet your varied and
changing needs.

ONLY FROM
HEWLETT-PACKARD
There is no comparable computing
system in the marketplace that offers you
this combination of power, sophisticated growth potential, software, lightweight portability, convenience and
ease-of-use. In addition, HP maintains
service facilities throughout the world.
On-site service, if you wish. For details and
address of nearest dealer, CALL TOLLFREE 800-547-3400, Department 275D;
except Hawaii/Alaska. In Oregon, call
758-1010. Or write Hewlett-Packard,
1000 N.E. Circle Blvd., Corvallis, OR
97330, Dept. 275D.
610/16
The Personal Computer For Professionals: HP-85 specifications: Memory-16K RAM expands to
32K, 32K ROM expands to 80K; CRT-32 chars./line, 16 lines; graphics-256 X 192 dots; thermal
printer-2 lines/sec.; magnetic cartridge capacity -200K; I/O-HP-IB (IEEE 488), RS-232, 16-bit
GP-IO, BCD; Application Pacs include Statistics & Regression Analysis, Finance, Math, Linear Programming, Text Editing, Waveform Analysis, Circuit Analysis, BASIC Training, & Games.

HEWLETT
PACKARD
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Akazawa, executive vice president of Fujitsu Ltd. in Tokyo, in a keynote address at the
recent World Computing Services Industry
Congress in San Francisco. Japan's success
in the computer industry was hardly an accident, Akazawa stressed, pointing to four
factors he considers key to the country's
accomplishments in computers.
First, all Japanese computer manufacturers got their start in telecommunications design, with extensive experience in
switching equipment, carrier technology,
and radio communications. Second, that

"Today, not one Japanese
computer manufacturer relies
on foreign technology."
history in telecommunications proved a big
boon when on-line systems came into high
demand. Third, the Japanese labor movement did not eye the computer as a threat,
Akazawa said, "and was therefore not nearly as hostile to it as labor in the Western
world." And fourth, Japanese industry
"emphasizes quality and reliability. "
For the benefit of his international
audience, Akazawa briefly recounted the
steps Japan has taken to build a strong computer industry from the days of devastated
cities and factories in the '50s. Basic industries-steel, chemicals, shipbuilding, electrical equipment, and others-were created
in the '60s, and during the '70s the country
began to channel efforts into "knowledge
intensive industry. "
These postwar policies led Japan to
the highest growth rate of any industrial nation, Akazawa said. He pointed to a 1978
per capita national income of 90% of that of
the U.S. and 115% of the average of the
nine countries that comprise the European
Economic Community. "With 3% of the
world's population crowded together upon
three-tenths of 1% of the world's land,
Japan today accounts for 10% of the world's
GNP, " he added.
Meanwhile,
productivity rose
dramatically as well. Using the year 1967 as
the base of 100, Akazawa explained, the
index of productivity shows that in 10
years' time Japan had reached a . level of
207, compared with 172 for France, 170 for
West Germany, 162 for Italy, 143 for Canada, and 127 for the U.S. and Britain. He attributed part of that improvement to the
greater number of installed computers. In
1970 three were only 6,700 computers installed; last year, there were 59,000.
Looking into this decade, however,
not everything· appears rosy, Akazawa
admitted. A shortage of resources is one
major hindrance. For example, he noted
that Japan receives 89% of its energy and
55% of its food from abroad. Another problem is the difficulty the country has been
having lately in matters of trade with other
countries. And finally, Akazawa lamented
what he called the "advanced nation dis122 DATAMATION

ease, " an illness characterized by a loss of
vitality in people, a drop in human energy
and drive to get things done.
Despite the difficulties that lie
ahead, Akazawa expressed confidence that
Japan will meet with new successes in this
decade. And he's quick to point to the computer industry as proof. "Today~ not one
Japanese computer manufacturer relies on
foreign technology, "he boasted. And two
philosophies unique to Japan, he added,
will help ensure continued high quality and
reliability: one, "management by consensus, " or the two-way corporate communications process ("In Japan, opinions,
suggestions and ideas come from the bottom up as well as from the top down; in the
U.S., management makes all the decisions
and everyone else is required to carry them
out"); and two, the technological training
of large numbers of young people. Again,
Akazawa made a comparison with the U.S.:
between 1970 and 1979, the number of students specializing in dp technology in Japanese schools increased four times; the
number of college graduates who majored
in electronics in the U. S. is now about the
same as it was in 1971.
One way to further enhance the
Japanese vision of a sophisticated technological society is to increase appropriations
for R&D, Akazawa mentioned, noting that
the ratio of R&D to GNP in the U.S. is 2.4%
and in Germany is 2%, while in Japan it's
but 1.7%.
Similarly, he expressed hope that
the Japanese government will increase its
contribution to R&D. He would like to see
that percentage climb from its present rate
of less than 30% to a new high of 40%"close to the level of the U.S. and other
Western nations. "

SHOICHI AKAZAWA: "Yes, our
industry is subsidized-and so is
yours,"

The point of government is obviously a sensitive one for. the Fujitsu executive.
"Our detractors in the. U.S. are constantly
pointing to Japanese subsidies of the electronics industry, including computers, as
unfair. Yes, our industry is subsidizedand so is yours. "
Akazawa continued his argument by
reminding conferees that the U.S. semiconductor industry is still by far the world's
strongest, constituting two-thirds of the
world's IC market. "It gained this preeminence through Defense Department subsidies," he argued. The one area where Japan
has the higher share is in 16K RAMS, he said.
"But trat is largely because the American
semiconductor industry failed to anticipate
the demand for this product and therefore
was unable to meet that demand when it
came. Japan cannot be blamed for this miscalculation. " He added that Japan has a
mere 5% share of the IC market in the U.S.
Akazawa's speech was well attended and well received, attracting a standing

"In the years ahead, we will
be watching Fujitsu as closely
as many now watch IBM."
ovation at its close. Barney Gibbens, deputy chairman of the CAP-CPP Group Ltd. in
London, told attendees at the conclusion of
that general session, "Speaking for Europe,
in the years ahead. we will be watching
Fujitsu as closely as many now watch IBM. "
The Fujitsu executive was one of
several big-name keynoters at the four-day
international confab. Others included former U. S . President Gerald Ford, author
Alvin To ffler , columnist Art Buchwald,
Control Data Corp. president William C.
Norris, and marketing specialist and Harvard professor Theodore Levitt.
The list of attendees were impressive as well, with more than 700 people
representing 32 nations. There were more
than 250 attendees from Europe, 70 from
Japan, as well as representation from such
countries as Canada, South Africa, Australia, South America, and New Zealand.
"I'm impressed by the high caliber
of attendees at the show, " commented confereeJohn Jenkins, with Pactel in London.
"I can't say I'm as pleased with the [technical and management] sessions, but then
there's a lot more to this conference than sitting in sessions. "
Despite the fact that concurrent sessions held few surprises, as several
attendees commented, they did serve to
allow spokesmen from computer services
companies around the world to share their
experiences in areas ranging from government competition to managing for growth.
In a session on future technology,
Tymshare vice president Laszlo Rakoczi
painted a generally rosy outlook for the services industry. He expressed concern over
the security issue, calling it a "major chal-

computer terminals.

Worldwide commu"nications.

Carterfone is a leading supplier of top quality
computerterminals. A wide range of versatile
products, competitive pricing and a network of 45
sales and service outlets across the nation ensure
that Carterfone terminals meetthe demands of
business and industry.

Carterfone, Incatel and TOX Systems, being part of
the worldwide Cable & Wireless Telecom munications
Group, are the tip of an international iceberg. And,
like an iceberg, the invisible resources are massive.
Cable &Wireless is one of the world's largest
international communications groups, and its
expertise spans the entire globe. In over 70
countries, Cable & Wireless has provided all types
of specialist communications systems, including
the operation of national telephone systems in 13
countries and the public networks in 31 countries.
The Cable &Wireless connection.
What does this meanforyou?
Quite simply, it means that when you deal with
Carterfone, Incotel and TOX Systems you're not
just dealing with specialists in the American
telecommunications market.
You're dealing with companies with a whole
world of experience behind them.

Message switching.
Incotel designs and installs standard and customized
message switching systems. These are supplied to
international and domestic carriers and large
business corporations. And to meet increasing
market needs, a new range of smaller switches is
also available.

Telecommunications management.

TOX Systems specialises in telephone management
and control servicesforsmall and medium sized businesses. Savings of up to 25% on monthly telephone
bills have been achieved for customers using the TOX
Systems computer based tele-management systems.
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the Worldwide Connection

Carterfone communications corporation, 1111 West Mockingbird Lane, Suite 1400, Dallas, Texas 75247. Telephone: 214-630-9700.
C &W Incotel, Ltd., One Penn Plaza, 48th Floor, New York, New York 10001. Telephone: 212-594-8340. lOX systems,lnc.,1920 Aline Avenue,
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lenge " in the 1980s and noting that if one
major calamity were to occur over a breach
in security, the entire industry would suffer..
But Rakoczi also showed some
statistics that indicated the impact computers would continue to have on labor in the
'80s. By the end ofthe decade, his numbers
indicated, a fourth of all jobs will be dependent on some knowledge of computers arid
half of them will be dependent on computergenerated information. He said percentages
in both categories presently stand at 10%.
He also projected a steady rise in
spending on computing, expressed as a percentage of gross national product. From 5%
of GNP in 1980, he saw an increase to 8% in
. '85 and to 12.5% in 1990.
Futurist Earl Joseph of Sperry Univac, in the same session, made clear what
technologists mean when they refer to very
large-scale integrated circuits. He pointed
out that in the past designers worked with
logic and memory components integrated
on a semiconductor chip, then, a microprocessor on a chip. The progression now is

By the end of the '80s, a fourth
of all jobs will be dependent
on some knowledge of
computers.
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to an entire computer on a chip, conSisting
not only of a processor but also its memory
and I/o circuitry. In the 1983-85 period, Joseph foresees even more functions being
integrated on the chip-memory systems, a
minicomputer on a chip, even a mediumscale processor.
In today's technology, Ie chips are
broken apart from the wafers on which they
are manufactured, each chip then being
mounted on a chip carrier. But Joseph explained that for technical reasons designers
in the future will want to integrate a greater
variety of circuit types on a wafer and
mount that wafer, not a chip, on a carrier. In
the late '80s, then, we will see multi-microcomputers on a wafer, even mass memory
on a wafer. The trend, he said, is toward
putting entire systems on a wafer.
For the edification of his audience,
Joseph held up a wafer, then quipped,
"Hardware is really glass with a little metal
on it."
A session called Application Machines drew a crowd of people, many of
whom were curious to know what the title
meant. Session chairman Werner Frank of
Informatics allowed as how it could be
many things. Among them, he asserted,
was the IBM 4331 with the appropriate IPO/
ES and cross-industry functions. Speaker
Horst Gortz of Rhein-Main Rechenzentrum
in West Germany defined an application
machine as a turnkey package of hardware
and software. He then proceeded to describe such a system developed by his
company at a total cost of $35 ,000 and selling without customization for $19,000. The
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Now ev~n ·someone with no computer proBoth the UNIX System, Seventh Edition, and
gramming background can be quickly trained to use
the UNIX/32V System can support up to 40 users
a powerfti1.6per~ting system. The ,UNIXTM Sy"stem.
with FORTRAN 77 and high-level "C" languages~
" UNIXSystemsaretime-sharingoperatingsystems
£.mgrammer's Workbench. For large software
that.are easy to program and maintain. So easy, in
design projects, thePWB/UNIX System (Pro.
grammer's Workbench) allows upto 48 programmers
fact, thatm,Qr~ than 800 systems' are already in, use
outside the Bell System.
" " .' ' . '
to simultaneously create and maintain software for
UNIX Systems give fast,effi~ierit data processing. many' computer applications. The PWB/UNIX SysThey feat~r~ more than 100 User utilities. The result
tern features a unique, fl~xible set of tools, including
is a computer that's easy to operate. Mor:e accessible.
a Source Code Control System and aremote job entry
UNIX S:y:stem, Severith;Edition, and UNIX/
capability for the System/370.
32V Sy':stem. The new UNIX System, Seventh
Developed for our own use, UNIX Systems are
Edition, offers greatly enhanced capabilities, includavailable under license froin Western Electric and
ing a l~rgetfile system aridinter-imichine communi-'
come "as is': With no maintenance agreements, no
'technical support.
cations. 'The Seventh Edition,i&.designed for PDP-II
minicomputers. For those needjrlg it~ capabilities on
For more information about UNIX Systems or
.
.
. other Bell Systerri
a larger machine, the UNIX i~'aTrademark of Bell Laboratories.
. UNIX/32V System
. . - ~ ~- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . , software, complete
I the coupon and mail to
is presently available I To: Deli System Software
~h!~~~~fh¥~It~g~,s I
- P.O; Box 25000, Greensboro, N.C .. 27420
I ~gl System Software,
Pleas~ se,nd me more information about Bell System software packages. I
.. Box 25000,
improved portability I
Greensboro, N.C.
features allow users
I 0 UNIX Systems. 0 Other Bell System software p~ckages. I 27420. Or call
I 919-697-6530.
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NEWS IN PERSPECTIVE,
was that it could distort economic development in countries where the corporation
operated. The FrencQ struck a sympathetic
chord among many of the developing nations present at the 70-delegation conference with this sentiment.
Such government scrutiny has
obvious implications for those who operate
international networks for corporate data
transmission. Countries are beginning to
view this type o(operation asa threat to national independence in much the same light
, as they might cOIisider monopolistic practices. Regulation, though not a foregone
-Becky Barna. and conclusion, looms large ori the horizon.
Edward K. Yasaki And the' prospect is not being viewed with
'
,
equanimity. by many users.
Any change in the regulatory environment for international data transmission
s:ould have serious repercussions, said Digital Equipment Corp. 's European head,
Jean-Claude Peterschmitt, a~ew days, prior
to the conference, where he had.two DEC observers enrolled. One important use of
DEC'S data network is control of product
pricing, says Peterschmitt. But other users
have equally important functions at stake.
International banking operations' fre'quently
At least much of the rhetoric
send daily consolidated positions back to
was gone froin the latest
headquarters,. Many, including IBM ~md
Hewlett-Packard, have internal electronic
transborder dataflow confab
'.
mail systems.
in Rome.
Apart from DEC, other big' users of
Users, not vendors, of dp products and serinternational datacom in Rome included
vices will be the ones hardest hit by internaIBM, American Express~ Bank of America,
tional regulation of data flo'w.
Monsarito, Clark Equipment, Eli Lilly',
This verdict was supported by, a
Unilever;Hoechst,Dow Chemicals,
number of observers at the recent Rome
Mobil, Chase Manhattan, ~eaders Digest.
conference on Trimsborder Data Flows
Even the Vatican and the Morinon Church
(TDF), organized by the Intergovernmental
bles_sed the meeting with delegates conBureau for Informatics (IBI). "The new
cerned about international· data 'flow.
note here came up in ,Peter Robinson's
speech, ", said Hugh Donaghue of Control
''The big question coming up,"
Data Corp, singling out Canadian Robinsays one U.S. consultant, "is whether
son's assertion that 90% of Canada's data
[multinationals] will be able to transmit
exports were corporate, information going
logistical data across a country's boundaries. "
back to corporate headquarters in the United
States.
Though the fundamental impact of
any. such decision (it will take at least 10
Robinson, from the Canadian Deyears of debate, say the French) will be on
partment of Communications , said he felt
his government's concern over data flow
corporate structures, any regulation will affect product procurement strategy. "Costs
stemmed more from this outflow than from
of compliance will be the big problem,"
the 10% resulting from foreign processing
by,service companies .. "The country where
said a spokesman for a U.S. firm. "If the
the data are processed and stored tends to be
rules change am~ we have to change our system, it could mean a highly unprofitable inthe location where the decisions are made. "
vestment in equipment,1' said another.
he said.
The French delegation explained,
Products may be one area where
this concern, declaring transborder data
data flow or storage regulatioI) may impact
flow to be ,:'bo~h,an index to and a cause of
vendors, just as it will affect user procurethe loss of power of States vis-a-vis multiment patterns. Obse,rversreason, for examnational companies." During the five day
ple, that IBM'S currerit product strategy
Rome meeting, the French several times
assumes data management takes place back
called for an investigation of not only what
in corPorate headquarters. Distribut~d prodata was being transmitted across national
cessing offerings,. like the Development
frontiers and where it was going, but also
Management System on the 8100 and 4300,
where it was being stored.
allow local programming, using'headquarThe "danger of localization of data
ters data. If the regulatory or political enviin corporate headquarters," said one of
ronment means that more data will have to
France's top TDF thinkers, Alain Madec,
be kept locally, this strategy may have to

ratio between development cost and selling
price left more than :a few in the audience
puzzled and increduious.
,
Alex D'Agapayeff of 'the U.K. 's
CAP-:-CPP Group defined an application machine as one that operates where no dp
professional exists. To. that extent, he too
says'Ws a turnkey system. The software, he
added, must be "intelligible" to the user,
and "an application' machine has to be
understandable to the user. " It is important,
he said, ,that the software be kept simple,
adding' that he knows how difficult a task
' .
that is.

PROGRESS
ONTHE
TDFFRONT
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change, says one observer who expects IBM
to come up with synchronizing software for
distributed data bases during the coming decade. "But this won't change the masterslave relationship inherent in distributed
data base control," he says.
Apart from having to be one jump
ahead of regulation, vendors "will still
come out winning, " he predicts. If vendors
are ,sitting pretty" providers of network servic,es seem marginally happier about regu'
latory prospects.
>

,

Regulation, though not a
foregone conclusion, looms
large on the horizon.'
If the heat is really off the services
companies, it may be due to ,studies carried
out by the Canadian's and the French, which
show that the volume of data exported via
service company networks is minimal. In
Canada it's around 10% of total exports,
estimates Robinson, who adds: "It is perhaps questionable whether the heavy artil-:
lery of government needs to ,be brought to
bear on such a small target. ~' The French,
hitherto anxious about time-sharing networks, too may feel ~hat they wishto point
their guns eisewhere, especially as they are
also bent on selling network services to
other countries.
The real hard line at the conference
came from Brazil~ which talked of establishing "customs 'houses for the flow of
information." But,despite evidence of government interference in Brazil, and in
France and Germany to a lesser extent,
there is still a lot of talk and only promises
of action. A considerable body of experts,
including' ex-Inielsat exec Matt Nilsson,
questioned the possibility of policing TDF,
given the increasingly high speeds ~ith
which data are transmitted.
The conference' showed that the
privacy issue tha,t forces compliance with
local data protection rules.is now almost a
dead issue~with inost parties acknowledging the need for indivi~ual data protection.
Still hoUssues are protection for legal entities (somewhat submerged in general economic data questions at the conference) and
the increasingly vociferous demands from
Third World countries' for national data'
protection. Here countries would have a
right to access data concerning them wherever they are held. Economic or agricultudil
data held in service company or corporate
data bases would come into this category.
Though there was a certain amount
of declamatory speech and point makingUnilever's Raymond Austin said' 'there' is
too milch talking at, people and not en<?ugh
talking with people "-the IBI conference
took a significant tum by establishing at
least the rudiments of a dialogue which
could produce international rather than national protectionist solutions to TDF issues.
J

-Andrew Lloyd
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, Anderson.'s statement refers to last year's
BENCHMARKS
1-------------------; shortage of chips, which hurt the compaDEREGULATE: The FCC has come up ny's third-quarter earnings for that year.
with a plan to reduce regulation of communications common carriers. The FCC'S
Common Carrier Bureau has been instiucted to prepare changes in the FCC'S policies
that would loosen the reins for smaller carri..:
ers. These changes are to, be submitted as
proposals to the commission this month,
and offered to the public for comment before the FCC takes any action. One change
would sort carriers into "dominant" and
, 'nondominant" categories, while reducing
regulations on the .latter. Included in the
nondominant category' would be such
companies as MCI Communications Corp.
and Southern Pacific Co. Carriers will have
to prove to the FCC that they deserve to fall
into the nondominant category before they
can qualify for reduced regulation. Under
the rule changes; anqndominant carrier will
be able to change its rates and systems without supplying the commission' with all the
data previously required on the company's
financial status. The nondominantcarriers
wouldn't have to notify the FCC of their
. planned actions until two weeks prior to' the
action. Formerly, 70 to 90 days prior notice
.
was required.

HOME TIME-SHARING:

Consumers
are flocking to sign up for home time-sharing services" anQ possibly as many as
100,000 will subscribe these s~rvices by
the end of 1981. According to a report from
International Resource Developmerit Inc .. ,
there are currently two consumer time-sharing services (The Source and CompuServe), with a combined total of about
8,000 users. Entry into the market by several other "major" companies is predicted
during the next three years. Revenues from
these. services could exceed $1 billion per
year before the end of this decade. The IRD
report sees several years elapsing before the
inarket for consumer time-sharing services
opens up to include more than its current
user base of "computer hobbyists and affluent gadget-lovers." As Charles W. N~w
ton, project manager .for the IRD study
pointed out, "Of the expected 1 miliion
home computer users, 10%, or, only
100,000 users, will be accessing the timesharing services from the home in 1981.'" ,

to

NCR TO MAKE MORE CHIPS: A fouryear facilities expansion plan is in the works
at NCR, and it's going to cost the company
$155 million. NCR is looking to broaden its
capacity to develop and manufacture semiconductor parts used in its comp1Jter systems and terminals. And, a.s stated by
chairman William S. Anderson" "A strong
in-house semiconductor capability enables
a systems manufacturer to respond, more
quickly to changing market requirements
and to protect its supply of components in
times of shortages." The latter part of
128 OATAMATION

The expansion work is scheduled for NCR'S
microelectronics plants at Miamisburg,
ohio, and Fort Collins, Colo., and a new
plant will be built in Colorado Springs,
Colo. '.

OVER A BILLION A YEAR: The U.S.
telephone interconnect equipment industry
has become a "billion-dollar-a~year" business, according to a report from Arthur D.
Little, Decision Resources. The report predicts this industry will account for over 25%
of the cumulative installed base ofPABXS by
1985', more than doubling the present 12%
figure. Also forecast by ADL is a threefold
increase in the interconnect industry's total
installe,d PABX lines over the next five years,
to 7'.3 million from 2.4 million. Installed
PABX lines for the Bell System and 1,500 In- '
dependent telephone companies will grow
to18 ..1 IIlillion from approximately 16.7 ,
million and to four million from 2.6 million; respectively. The total installed standalone 'key telephone systems (KTSS) now
number' about 3 million and will increase to
almost 4 million by 1985.
MILLIONS FOR INMOS: The British
government's National Enterprise Board
(NEB)has decided to double its investment
(origi~ally $30 million) in INMOS, the international semiconductor· malmfacturer. Fol-

SUMMER SPREE:

lowing an in-depth review of INMOS'
progress by an independent team of electronic specialists commissioned by the NEB,
the investment announcement was made in
the House of Commons by Prime Minister
Thatcher. The team's findings were that
INMOS had made "excellent progress and
was on schedule, both in the development
of its products and in the construction of its
facilities. " It was also disclosed that INMOS
will site its first U .K. production unit in the
government-assisted area of South Wales.
This will enable the company to receive
additional financing in the form of grants
and other aid.

COM BILL STANDS STILL': Even
though the HotiseCommerce Committee
passed its version 6f the revised Communications Act, the' Senate Commerce Com'mittee decided to hold more hearings on its
companion bill. -Progress halted as Senate
members and AT&T debated the role the FCC
would play in the proposed 1O-year deregulation of the Bell System. Much time is
needed in Senate hearings before an agreement can be reached, and too few working
sessions are left before'the election recess.
The Senate and House bills both provide for
a gradual shift of AT&T's competitive voice
and data efforts irito an unregulated, sepa~
rate subsidiary. However, -the, House bill
prohibits any FCC "modification of Congressional guidelines" for the restructuring
of AT&T.
#

A specialist in the application of computers to medical problems, Dr. Rolando E. Peinado of the University of Puerto Rico in Mayaguez spent
nine weeks at the Summer Institute Program for minority science instructors at the
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory in California. He used a microscope-computer
combination developed at the lab to analyze the shape of abnormal sperm. Scientists hope the shapes will tell them what genetic damage is caused by occupational
, exposure to chemicals.

A Timeplex Report on Statistical Multiplexing
A SUPERVISORY PORT IS A POWERFUL
NETWORK MANAGEMENT TOOL
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.
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American companies
seHing up worldwide
sites face a multitude of
political and cultural
roadblocks.

GOING
.GLOBAL
Managing worldwide corporate infonnation
systems activities requires the wisdom of
Solomon, the patience of Job, and the worldliness of Andre Malraux.
It is no trivial feat to appreciate the
differences in culture, language, and national
law, to say nothing of problems with technological facilities, personnel availability, and
attitudes toward labor.
Discussing "getting rid of" or even
relocating people 'because of dp reorganization invites action by both workers and government. A wp center in France? Putting
office workers full-time on crt tenninals in
Gennany? Crt glare and centers that imply
staff reduction raise sensitive issues of job security and workplace safety.
Europeans don't understand that
American companies willingly build plants in
low labor cost areas such as Ireland, Korea,
and Southeast Asia. The European priority is
different: keep the employment up at home.
Thus, ICL has yet to build a plant outside the
U.K., and the one it inherited from Singer (in
Utica, N. Y.) has bt;en on the verge of closing
for years, even though its unit costs are low.
European trade unions are much
tougher than American unions, and it isn't
merely a matter of corporate democracy. The
real problem is thatthe trade unions get deeply involved in the way a company is run. The
unions control work hours, manning levels,
hiring rates, the employment impact of new
projects, and the current evolution of corporate social consciences. American unions are
pushovers by comparison; all they care about
is keeping the membership rolls full and
ensuring acceptable pay and benefit increases.
In the U.S., white collar unions are
rare. Industrywide unions exist only in steel,
rubber, glass, and wet milling. In the U.K. or
Scandinavian countries, a single trade union
leader can call out his troops and tie up the
whole country. Datasaab was not at the center
of the major Swedish strike last year, andeven though the issues had little to do with it
-the company was not in a position to resolve them.
SEPTEMBER 1980131
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WHAT TO EXPECT IN THE THIRD WORLD

Local employment rules differ from
country to country. In most of Europe, however, just because an employee is incompetent is no reason to fire him. A Swede might
say that the employee's inability to cope is the
company's fault because the person hasn't
been properly trained. Like programmers
anywhere, they do quit to take more interestingjobs, but the fact remains that it is virtually impossible to fire an employee in Sweden.
In Belgium and Germany, the penalties for
wrongful dismissal are severe. The employee
who has been on board for little more than six
months may be entitled to as much as three
years' salary upon termination. A partial
solution is more intense employee screening.
Another is use of personnel representatives
who are paid on commission and act as
agents.
The hard-driving American business- ,
man steals a week with his family in late August and another week at Christmas. During
the rest of the year, it's 14 hours a day, Saturday for the family and Sunday to travel to the
next week's work. Drop that executive into
Paris in August or Stockholm in July and witness a case of culture shock. Nobody makes a
Swede give up his six weeks of vacation and
sailing trips on the weekend. The Frenchman
goes to the sea for four weeks every year and
has been doing so for 400 years. Most Danes
head for the sun for two weeks at least once
every winter when the grey Northern skies
become oppressive. The Norwegian engineers run out of the plant at 3 p.m. in winter to
catch a couple of hours of cross-country
skiing.
,
As for the work day, while it's only a
bit shorter, the hours may be very different.
Rome in midsummer is too hot for afternoon
work. Spain has always been famed for its
late closings that balance the afternoon siesta.
The British come to work at a leisurely time
and stay late, but don't forget teatime. The
Frenchman ducks out for coffee and calvados
in the cold chill of a winter's day in Paris. The
Dane may start his working day with a Gammel Dansk, a bitter that c~m unsettle an
American's whole day.

STRIKE
ACTIONS
VARY

Strikes and walkouts (the
polite term is "industrial
action") are frequent challenges for the Italian, British, and Belgian manager. The German,
Dutch, or Spanish executive really hasn't
learned what they mean. In Scandinavia,
things are usually settled by negotiation. In
other countries, the police may become involved rather rapidly. Japanese unions snakedance through the major cities as contract
time approaches.
General strikes, almost unknown in
the U.S., effectively stop a company even if
its employees appear by accident. Issues that
132 DATAMATION

"Twice in the last 14 days I was forced to
send a corporate representative to Cairo for
reasons unique to that part of the world. It
was costly, of course, but it was our only viable alternative to ensure that the backup
paperwork for new telecommunications
lines would cross the right desks in the right
order and therby permit our new facility to
meet its opening schedule." The preceding
lament was recently made by Bill Burgess,
Bank of America telecommunications
director for Europe, the Middle East, and
Africa. Delay, inconvenience and other attending difficulties are to be expected in
most developing countries since the bureaucracy, by more efficient American
standards, moves inordinately slowly.
However, direct outburst of frustration and other actions which overtly display
displeasure would doom a corporation's
cause perhaps forever. The only responsible
way. to speed things up. as Burgess and
others have found, is to assign a "Mr.
Fixit" to groups offive to six countries.
Additionally, these' 'special services" people require support from local· representatives in each country.
The expectation of big differences
from home country operating procedures is
a cardinal rule for dp and telecommunications managers setting up·. facilities in the
Third World. The catalog of embargoes,
customs duties, red tape, long 'power and
telecommunications outages, and favors
and bribes seems endless. "Babysitting
projects in Africa can be daunting, " the dp
manager of a U.S. chemical firm complains. He requested we not state his name
or mention the company's name directly for
fear of possible reprisal.
In Pakistan, where importing an
item as common as a teleprinter may be a
hassle, protecting local manufacturing puts
a ban on most imports--even ifthe importer
offers to give the equipment to the PIT.
When such an arrangement is allowed, it
may cost between. 100% and 200% of the
equipment cost to get.it shipped, duties
paid, unloaded, and installed.
Brazil continues to be a nightmare
for foreign-based dp exporters. Reasons run
the gamut from foreign currency controls to
boosting local industries. In the mid-1970s
a commission, called CAPRE,was set up to
coordinate the use of computers in government, universities, and new applications in
business involving imports. Its policies
made it difficult to get permits for foreignmade products. Then followed· a· CAPRE
decision on registration of all international
data links (anything faster than Telex) de~
signed to discourage foreign time~sharing
and home office processing services~ The
present Brazilian policy· is explicit: "The
Brazilian· government does not allow the
use of computers placed abroad, which
through tele-informatics, accomplishes
tasks whose solutions can be obtained within Brazil. "
The duties started by CAPRE are now

placed in a special secretariat by Informatics that. is part of the National Security
Counsel. Joubert de Olivera Briziba, its
executive secretary, recently announced
preliminary plans to channel international
data traffic. "Brazil has almost decided on
directing data traffic through gateways.
This is a solution 'which already means the
systemization of the traffic and implementation of tariff policies for information services. Later on, these access gates can
constitute effective customs houses for flow
of information if pending technical and political problems, such as the establishment
of specialized levels of protocols, are
solved," he said. These Brazilian policies
are stringent and particularly advanced
compared with policies in most developing
countries. However, Brazil is often a
precursor in the developing world and its
actions are indicative of the regulatory
mindset of many Third World countries.
Old-fashioned "considerations," a
sensitive subject to American business,
have to be faced when importing equipment
for a new installation, getting approval for
hookup of new services, or just getting local
cooperation on the basics. Few executives
will talk much about how to get around U.S.
laws barring bribes and favors, but some of
the middlemen and other takers are not so
shy. "American firms pay us larger fees
than others and we get the job done," one
Asian fixer remarked, "Plus they no longer
want to know what is included in the fee."
In its infinite wisdom, the U.S. Congress
has decreed almost any payoff a violation of
the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act. Americans aren't supposed to tip a customs officer, pay an agent for sales services or put a
foreign government employee (or hisrelatives) on the payroll. While in abstract
theory this sounds fine, it handicaps Ameri~
can companies faced with European competitors. After all, if you want to get your

BabysiHing projects in Africa
can be daunting.
computers. off the dock in Lagos or out of
the airport in Jakarta, an overworked and
underpaid customs officer isn't going to
snap to attention for the nonpaying American. When you are talking a$2billion deal
for a total national telecommunications systern,. giving the minister's brother~in-Iaw
. 1% for arranging a. meeting is fairly
inconsequential. .But it is prohibited· and
viewed as a mortal sin. by the eagle-eyed
investigators. Is it any wonder competitors
in Europe think Americans are terribly
naive?
Crucial to successful startup in a
developing country is availability and stao:dardization of equipment .. The oil industry
has long experience with this in the Middle
East, and, as one ARAMCO official noted,
"We really have touse the 'KISS' rulekeep it simple, etc. Without a wide range of
choices we depend on telecommunications

the level of technological design and capabilities of equipment multinationals bring in
to serve a country's needs. The recurring
questions are whether the proposed equipment will fit local dp's state-of-the-art considerations; whether maintenance will be
locally available or several hours' jet flight
away; and whether personnel needs will be
met by locally trained people or by imported
personnel.
Behind these questions are fears that
incompatible equipment and procedures
will be introduced, local human resources
will be underutilized, and stoppages from
dependence on foreign facilities, spares,
and repairs will cause delays because of
slow. deliveries.
Countries moving closer to industrial service economies such as Brazil,
Greece, Korea, Mexico, Portugal, and Taiwan are taking up new issues which will
complicate the life of dp and telecommunications· managers. These include barring
imports of software for production and
management systems, forcing delays in

Since· using middlemen is often
a must, they simply add local
payoffs to. their fees.

o gear that is often Swedish, German, or
Dutch made. Such widely installed older
g technology may be the only safe route and
~ the only one that ensures availability of
~ spares." This advice often runs counter to
IE branch staff ideas which tend to opt for the
~ latest vendor offerings. Experience has
(J) shown people like Burgess are not to be
6 lured by the "state-of-the-art disease. " It is
~ prestigious to the technicians operating it
t; but only for as long as it works.
=>
Approaching 120 Southern· Hemi~ sphere countries with the same perspective

5

presents obstacles. "It is wrong to think of
developing countries as being alike, " says
F. A. Bernasconi, director general of the
Rome-based Intergovernment Bureau for
Informatics (IBI). "The differences are fast
depending on whether a country has an open
or protected market. " Despite the need to
look at developing countries separately,
Bernasconi points to the tendency for those
new nations to develop concerted policies,
especHllly on a regional basis.
; ISS'S clients, consisting of 100 or so
developing countries, often complain about

introducing "exotic technologies" such as
on-line terminals because they don't fit
development plans; requiring a number of
different foreign suppliers rather than just
one or two main vendors; demanding local
manufactured products be used, or insisting
on plain text messages instead of encryption; and calling for significant local backup
capabilities if foreign processing or storage
is used. These concerns are motivated by
fears of technological dependence and vulnerability to'· foreign suppliers.
"The need to move data across borders is the Achilles' heel of multinational
corporations, " Hugh Donaghue of Control
Data told a conference recently. Since telecommunications managers are on the cutting edge of rapid, economic, and secure
data transmission, their challenge is at the
forefront.· Talk of monitoring volumes of
traffic, placing values on internal company
transfers for tax purposes, 'or requiring inspection of data to be stored in foreign locations, is getting beyond the platform
speeches and into the planning stages.
"The Canadians. spoke almost as
Third Worlders," reported other· participants at the Second World ComputingServices Congress in San Francisco.
There are already stirrings from
Mexico, and the Cubans have staked out
their position. At the ISI Data Flow Conference the Cuban delegation asserted: "Cuba
is opposed to the free flow of information
because this is a ruse to allow continued exploitation by multinational corporations. "
These sentiments as well as the cry for a
more open marketplace will be doing battle
as the Third World seeks a "new international information order. ' ,
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The employee who has been on board for IiHle more
than six months may be entitled to as much as three
years' salary upon termination.
seem trivial become magnified a thousand- not likely to reach the ranks of the exalted unfold as union leaders use them as an excuse to less all other cultural requirements are fuldemonstrate their power. The American man- filled. An Oxbridge degree is a better asset in
ager feels powerless, threatened by his loss of the V. K. than a track record.
Europeans simply do not strive to incontrol over the work force. The veteran Italian manager merely shrugs, knowing that it crease market share: they still don't really
understand retired IBM board chairman 'T.
has always happened and will happen again.
In other words, don't make a small incident Vincent Learson's immortal comment "I
into a nation-paralyzing strike by overreact- want it all. "Europeans are happy to settle for
50% of a tidy, controlled, high profit market.
ing. Your hosts will not thank you.
What sort of issues cause major walk- They are even happier if they can make what
outs? Raising the price of beefsteak in the the Scandinavians call an "arrangement" to
give them control of one market while a
employees' canteen from 50 cents to $1
incensed workers in an Australian oil refin- nominal competitor controls another market.
ery. Laying off 13 keypunch operators The cartel mentality, still alive in Europe,
stopped most of ICL. ,New wp equipment continues to frustrate Americans.
twice nearly caused a total municipal government shutdown in Bradford, England. Many
Americans regard governFEDS
Australian newspapers closed when journalment as an interfering and
ARE
ists were asked to write stories on crts rather
troublesome group ofbuFRIENDS
than on traditional typewriters: the demand
reaucrats who fight busiwas for an extra $50 a week for added skills!
ness at every step. By contrast, the European
Not even a government is immune to businessman knows the government is his
strikes. British tax collection was at a stand- valued and trusted friend. The government'
still last year as computer operators took a ' establishes rules for national buying prefer, 'vacation" in midyear.
ence, raises the import duty barriers to foreign competition, finances major overseas
American businessmen are deals atJow interest rates, and offers assorted
BUSINESS
regarded as strange in Eu- tax abatements for work that seems to be in
ATTITUDES rope,
and the reverse is the national interest.
DIFFER
equally true. Two thouIBM is still fighting for French governsand years of cultural gap cannot be cemented ment business but more and more is going to
overnight. Europeans, for example, don't Cii-HB. Despite a major commitment in the
really understand that many American dp ex- V .K., Honeywell nevertheless runs head-on
perts literally came up from the machine
into the sole-source ICL procurement policy.
room floor or the coding pad. In Europe,
The Japanese government talks about extendmanagers are born and educated to the trade
ing reciprocal trade agreements but Nippon
----.,not developed on the run. Fundamental Telephone and Telegraph has a strict "buy
class distinctions are deeply ingrained. Hence Japanese" policy. (NT&T buys only paper
the primacy of accent in the V.K. and the
towels and uniforms outside Jap~n.) The
emphasis on elite school background in
French government made an open power play
France. Americans are unimpressed by mere
to squeeze lTI and Eriksson out of the French
college degrees, while Europeans conspicutelecommunications market by making a
ously place their honors on their business
"take it or'leave it" offer for the plants. The
cards. In Germany, to be addressed properly
German government pays Nixdorf to train
as "Herr Doktor Piofessor" is a signal honor,
workers in modern electronic technology,
while in the V.S., the same person might be
which has, an amazing effect on Nixdorf's
called "Pete." Fortunately, the Europeans
balance sheet. All of these "arrangements"
have not adopted the Indian practice of noting
strike the American businessman accustomed
"Failed MS" on their cards.
to "fair play" and free trade as gross violaAmerican companies change organtions of the rules of the game.
izational structure on a regular basis. One
Advertising, too, is different, and
year it's grid management; the next year,
even seems primitive by American standards.
management by objectives. Europeans are
The V.K. doesn't go in for the sort of glossy
much more conservative about such tinkering
"image" ads that fill the pages of American
and have long since outgrown the American
business magazines. Instead, messages are
practice of looking for a panacea in purely
geared toward detailing specific products or
structural matters. Much simpler is just apservices. Every time two American compapointing somebody who owes the manager a
nies in the same industry sit down together,
debt (personal, political, or relational) or letthe Department of Justice is sitting under the
ting a friend run the operation.
table keeping a weather eye out for conspiraIn the V. S., we reward good performcies. By contrast, European parties are likely
ers. In Europe, a super performer still must
to form a cooperative deal for running a single
overcome his culture's rigid constraints. The
joint computing center and sharing the costs,
marketing genius or engineering superstar is
all with government approval.
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Perhaps the most striking difference is
the basic objective of a European-based corporation. While the American company
strives to get all the business it can and to
amass as much capital as possible, the European company has been tempered by the real;.
ization that national goals often take priority.
Full employment is a fairly standard European objective. This creates a variety of results. No layoffs and maximum employment
mean building for inventory' during ,hard
times. It also means product costs are probably out of'line by American standards.
Therefore, you need governmental protections against undercutting by 'foreign competitors. So, up go tariff barriers.

PROFIT?
NOT
ALWAYS

Profit is the key to
American corporate
growth and expansion, and
the American tax system
encourages use of reserve funds for building
new plants and buying machine tools. By
contrast, European tax,'systems discourage
capital building by taxing profit almost totally
out of sight, and forcing borrowing at extremely' high interest. The predictable result
is a more costly product.
Of all companies based in the V.S.
and doing business overseas, IBM has come
closest to acquiring the protective coloration
of a European-based multinational. While
many of the key decisions involving products
are still made in Armonk, the daily management of an IBM overseas affiliate is very much
in the hands oflocal nationals. Locals control
marketing practices, operating accounting,
advertising and even provision of some products not found in other countries . Yet somehow, IBM is still able to retain and nurture a
corporate spirit that can overcome 2,000
years of national differences. While a Frenchman is still a Frenchman, he won't leave the
table in the canteen at La Gaude if a German
engineer coworker sits down. Few other
companies have been able to walk this fine
line. When ICL'S national directors have a
meeting, everyone has a British passport.
A 3033 or a PDP-11170 runs pretty
much the same in Paris or Peoria, Sydney or
San Francisco. But almost everything else is
different, including the price. Operators in
Norway won't work at night. Programmers in
France demand COBOL manuals written in
French. A whole shop in the V.K. will walk
out because a single data entry operator has
been laid off.
European equipment prices seem artificially high to Americans. The standard algorithm in the V. K. is to scratch off the dollar
sign and replace it with a pound sign. It still is
a puzzle just why the prices are so stiff. Vendors talk about extra costs of training and
preparing manuals in a variety of languages,
of stocking spares in many countries" of
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Strikes and walkouts frequently challenge Italian,
British, and Belgian managers.

excessive overhead in redundant organizations because of nationalism, and of tariff
charges. But these arguments are lame when
it is discovered that the machine is built just
down the road.
. High equipment prices and low labor
costs were a European tradition for 25 years.
Recently, however, the curves reversed
themselves as European labor rates began to
soar and are now higher than in the U. S. This
is going to change the traditional European
company practiCe of buying smaller machines than do their American counterparts.
The British have always looked down their
noses at American dp experts who, it is alleged, buy their way out of sticky comers
with excessive iron, whereas (we British)
produce elegant programs to solve the problem. That may not be viable in the new economics of the '80s.
Most of the clever financial trickstrading off rentals, leasing on several different terms, purchasing used machines, and the
like-have never had a firm toehold in Eu-

rope. The problem has been the high cost of
money. Without access to vast quantities of
low interest funds, the leasing companies
never had a chance. In several European
countries, there was a faint but real cultural
distaste for leasing except from the manufacturer. Since the Europeans do not consider it
their basic objective to squeeze every bit of
profit, there was no trouble allowing a IBM or
a Burroughs to make an extra few dollars.

STANDARD
MACHINES
RARE

And there, of course, international electrical standards differ. It is bad
enough that the main connections differ physically from country to
country, but what makes it harder is that most
but not all of Europe is on nominal 220 V, 50
MHz. power whereas the U.S. is 110 V, 60
MHz. That's no real problem for a computer
designer if the matter is considered during the
design phase, but if confronted afterwards, it
can be a mess. ICL continued to try to ship 220
V machines to the U.S. even after the prob-

"Mr. Gilmore, I'm going to give you a placebo. Don't
tell anyone I told you."
©
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lem had repeatedly been brought to their
attention. It's rare to find a machine like the
IBM Series/l that can go either way with the
change of a couple of wires. The reason? It
was designed by an Englishman working in
Florida.
Americans working abroad have long
since come to terms with the cultural differences. If not, they haven't lasted long. But
the American company that is new to the
overseas marketplace has a great deal to
learn. Scandinavia is not one place, but a
series of different countries. A purely British
management organization does not work on
the continent. In Japan, it is hopeless without
an affiliation with one of the major trading
companies. In Mexico, a major requirement
is a Mexican partner who has operating control (51 %) of the venture. In Brazil, nothing
can be done without government approval
and without demonstrable export possibilities, the chances of getting approvals are
slim. A machine can be made French and
thereby legal for government purchases by
signing up a French distributor who will
change all the nameplates, but a wholly
owned subsidiary of a U.S. company has a
big problem in the same market.
American companies going to Europe
for the first time inevitably settle in either the
U.K. or Switzerland. In the U.K., there is no
apparent language barrier. Switzerland has a
long history of understanding international
operations. But both locations have serious
drawbacks. The U.K. has little understanding
of how to do business on the Continent and
until recently, imposed severe currency restrictions. Switzerland is getting difficult
about work permits for foreigners and the
high cost of living is a strain on most temporary residents. The best spots are probably
Amsterdam, Brussels, or Frankfurt, but very
few American firms apparently believe it.
The international manager, once enlightened, must learn to adapt this knowledge
to corporate structure and goals. This structure varies, of course, from corporation to
corporation, as does the organization of dp facilities worldwide.
The dp organization ranges from total
decentralization where there are no communications links among centers in different
countries, to the corporate centralized utility,
with its hierarchy of terminals and small systems around the world. To centralize or
decentralize is a critical question requiring
organizational, national, and technical considerations.
For example, the Warner-Lambert
Co., a $3.2 billion health care, consumer,
and optical. products firm, has 35 centers
abroad that handle most dp needs of the country "affiliates." These national companies
are quite vertically integrated because of national tastes, i.e., when it comes to products
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The European businessman knows the government is
his valued and trusted friend.

like gum and candies, and the regulations affecting the drugs they produce.
General Foods Corp. has examined
every kind of configuration, but it is currently
maintaining decentralized facilities with
some intracountry links. Fred Lambrou,
director of information services, international, notes that the IBM 4300 "has put a whole
new dimension on such organizational decisions" because of its price/performance
breakthrough. "There is no point now to paying the added computational and communications costs of a centralized 3033. " (The 4300
and Systeml38 are now the standard systems
for OF internationally.)
Xerox Corp. has several "levels" of
centers throughout its organization, ranging
.from large IBM and plug-compatible mainframes to centers with mini-based distributed
data processing or remote job entry terminals.
It also has centralized corporate-wide services on time-sharing facilities in Rochester,
N . Y. , such as business and financial planning
and engineering services.
"We are not driving toward centralization for economies of scale," says James
Sutter, director of corporate information
management, "merely looking for a balanced
strategy. We have centralized where it makes
sense. We won't save a nickel by centralizing
abroad. It wouldn't tear me apart to have
more distribution of function and processing. "
Both Lambrou and Sutter point to the
very high cost of maintaining telecommunications services abroad-a deterrent to centralization. Further, the telecommunications
authorities (PITs) are rapidly installing new
public switched networks and trying to phase
out or discourage private leased lines.
Of all the technical aspects in setting
up international dp installations, the biggest
differences in operations are in the area of
telecommunications. The European PITS run
tight ships with little flexibility. They have almost no response to user demand, offering
minimal, expensive, and slowly changing
networks. Return on investment is their guiding principle. The Bundespost is still in love
with telex networks. The Italians are striving
to wipe out private lines by making them so
expensive no corporation can pay the bill.
The American notion of slamming in a portable, terminal with an acoustic coupler and
using the public dial-up network is a sin in
Europe. It drives multinationals wild to discover that what is legal in France may be illegal in Belgium and, while not .banned ,
unavailable in The Netherlands.
On the eastern side of the
"pond, " telecommunications services are, without
exception, provided by a
monopoly regime. Ah, you might say,

CONFUSION
OF
RULES
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The extreme variation occurs because of
sounds just like AT&T. The de facto monopoly
another anachronism, "If you pay in London
of· the Bell System is markedly differentit is cheaper than paying in Switzerland!"
especially since the FCC gave the go-ahead to
value-added networks. By way of contrast,
telecommunications services are provided
The unevenness of these
USING
exclusively by government departments detariffs can drive users to
ABSURD
scribed generically as PITS (European Post
absurd remedies. The folREMEDIES
Offices), administrations owned by publicly
lowing story has been repeated so many times that it is doomed to be
held corporations, such as the U.K. Post Ofdismissed as apocryphal. It concerns a Dutch
fice. The nature and expense of these mocompany that also traded in adjacent Belnopolies is severe at best. On the periphery, a
confusion of rules applies to the attachment of gium. The company in question wanted to
transmit data from a location near Ansford to
modems, acoustic couplers, multiplexors and
front-ends.· In some countries modems can
its computer center in Rotterdam, a distance
only be obtained from PITS. In others, the PIT of about 140 kilometers.
is not interested (except for technical approvIt was quoted a price of nearly
al). Some countries have even banned the use
$18,000 a year for a simple point-to-point
of acoustic couplers, a device not even directleased line. This was a sum it could well afly connected to the telephone circuit. A midford but it was hardly justified by the applicadle road is represented by the U.K., where the
tion, and even less so by plain common sense.
philosophy until now has been' 'You can do it After due consideration, the company simply
refused to pay the money and looked for an
yourself if we cannot do it. "
alternative solution. The answer turned out to
The West German Bundespost reprebe somewhat theatrical.. It leased intranationsents one of the most extreme stances. The
al circuits to one of the many small towns on
Bundespost is fundamentally opposed to the
the border. On one side the lines terminated at
whole concept of the "leased circuit,"
the house of a retired employee, and at the
preferring to attract as many customers as
other side, at the house of a local accountant.
possible to public switch services. Once you
have a leased line, it is similarly unenthusias- . Twice a day the old-timer would receive a
reel of tape , dismount it from the terminal and
tic about techniques such as multiplexing and
take the dog for a walk across the border
alternate voice/data workings. The Bunde(which is much more open than between, say,
spost, along with Italy, is the strongest propoBuffalQ and Toronto). On the other side, he
nent of volume-related charging for leased
would deliver the tape to the accountant's oflines. (It is an old but true story that the West
fice where the data would be transmitted onGerman Bundespost is the only body to surward to the computer center.
vive unchanged since the 1930s, when it was
Not surprisingly, this gave rise to all
the Vicepost.)
kinds of ideas improving the efficiency of the
The French PIT is rightly viewed as
one of the most radical in Europe in terms of operation-such as providing the courier
with a bike. Soon after, a user in Denmark
its plans to introduce new technology and serwas supposed to do the same thing to reduce
vices. It is possibly the only authority in the
his communications costs with West Germaworld to have advanced plans to replace teleny, but the distance involved was so short
phone directories with a small display termi(some 40 kilometers) that the Danish PIT was
nal in each home and office connected to
shamed into offering him a more reasonable
regional computers. Unfortunately , this technological aggressiveness is somewhat spoiled rate.
A particular problem encountered by
by the attitude of the French government
both suppliers and users is "type approval. "
which may be sUmnlarized as anti-multinaThis is a procedure adopted by the PIT to entional in general and anti-U.S. multinational
sure any equipment connected to telephone
in particular. Its ideas concerning the taxation
lines (e.g., modems, terminals, front-ends)
of transborder data flow are particularly
conforms to certain minimum requirements
worrisome. The costs of telecommunications
concerning a) safety, and b) the range ·of sigservices in Europe are a good deal higher than
in North America. At their cheapest (in the . nals placed on the circuit.
U.K.) they are 50% to 100% higher and they
Safety obviously comes first and the
can be as much as 500% more than in West
major concern is protecting PIT engineering
Germany.
staff and plant. Clearly, care has to be taken
All this applies to lines terminating in
to avoid the attachment of junk to the public
one country. Do not forget that in Europe if telephone network. Often the problem does
not lie solely in the approval procedure itself
you want to go any distance you have to cross
but in the variation of these procedures from
borders. Like the air travel industry, the PITS
country to country. At the present time, for
decided this makes things more expensive,
and rates go up alarmingly. For example, a example, it takes fewer volts to kill a Frenchcommission circuit from London to Zurich man than it does an Englishman. . . now the
~osts between $24,000 and $38,000 a year.
British have known all along that there really
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~mericansstrive

for profit; Europeans realize
national :goals often· take priority.

has been no excuse for the PIT's failure to
agree to some common certification arrangement. As it stands, it can often take up to six
months to obtain full approval in each country
concerned. The message is: check that terminals have already been approved; that should
be the responsibility of the terminal supplier.
The above comments apply to anything that
may be directly or indirectly connected to a
telephone line, whether leased or switched,
including terminals, front-ends, processors if
not front-ended, multiplexors, and modems.
However, in some countries the telecommunications authority may well extend its
monopoly to cover the supply of modems and
multiplexors. Therefore, it may not be possible to obtain type approval at all.
A free choice in deciding where to center your networking operations is perhaps the
most important first step in planning for Europe. The telecommunications authorities are
in a turmoil; they are in the midst of confused
crosscurrents. Some PITS seem determined to
make their monopolies even more rigid and
extreme; others are adopting a more liberal approach. In the latter category are Holland, Belgium, and the U.K., all traditionally strong as
international trading nations.

AFFINITY

A good case in point is the
problem of "affinity
GROUP
groups" such as SITA and
PROBLEM
SWIFf and the way these
shared networks should be handled by the
PITs. In order to avoid another SWIFf case
(where the PITs arbitrarily increased agreed
tariffs after the banks had been given the goahead) ccnT developed the D Series of
recommendations. Under these rules it is
possible to establish an affinity group network using leased circuits at the standard rate
but subject to a surcharge of about 4¢per
~ilobit transmitted. Yesterday it was forbidden in principle; today it is permitted on
financial grounds. But rather than simplify
. matters the new rules have spurred more freewheeling PITS to "compete" for international business. What is an affinity group to a
German may be a source of revenue to a Belgian (or a Dutchman or an Englishman). This
situation will not be eased by the U.K. government's recent (July i 980) decision to
modify considerably the Post 'Office Act. The
effect of this will be to split the Post Office
corporation into two separate entities, one for
postal services and one for telecommunications. The latter has already adopted the name
"British TelecoIl1." But even more important is the extent to which the monopoly domain is to be "pushed back. " Over a threeyear period the U.K. will see the introduction
of a completely free market fortelephone attachments (including modems and PBXS). For
the first time in Europe private companies
will be allowed to offer value-added services
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based upon circuits provided by British Telecom. Those changes will further enhance the
appeal of the U.K. to American corporations
looking for a friendly European base. But
meanwhile, the message for the dp manager
is to plan well ahead and get local advice.'
~

FEARS
OF DATA
LAWS

The centralization/decentralization question is dependent on many factors.
National data laws now
being passed or implemented may be very
strong incentives for local data processing. At
hearings of aU. S. Congressional subcommittee held in March, a very large dp centralized
organization made known its fears about
these laws.
Continental Illinois National Bank,
explained its vice president, Robert Walker;
services its·branches and subsidiaries around
the world through a mammoth data processing center in Chicago. At the end of each day,
all transactions in Europe are transmitted for
processing in Chicago and returned the next
day for reports and statements. With this system, said Walker, "we can have available to
our account officers on a worldwide basis all
the banking activities transacted with the customer. " On this ability depends "the proper
management of our bank's assets and liabilities.' ,
Walker emphasized that data laws,
which seek to control and restrict the processing and transfer of personal and other data,
pose a real threat to Continental's method of

operation. He claimt:d that in one country
"the government has already ·begun limiting
the ability of banks to transmit and process
operational data outside their country. "
While the full impact of these laws is
not yet known, the multinationals with centralized operations have that bit of fear that
someone is indeed after them.
Regardless of the organization of the
dp facilities, the control of international MIS
or information services is often vested in a
small group of managers and technical specialists at U.S. corporate offices who usually
report to top management.
Xerox and General Foods, for example, handle international business withcorporate information systems departments, while
Warner-Lambert has a separate international
MIS group. In varying manner, systems managers in foreign subsidiaries report both to
these core groups and to the companies (or regions) for which they work.
The core groupmissions are generally
designed to ."define strategy for computers,
communications, and office systems," as
Xerox's James Sutter put it. While one would
expect office systems at such a high level at
Xerox, lately it is becoming the charter of
information systems departments in other
corporations, for example, in both General
Foods and Warner-Lambert. Under the MIS
mission are included procurement control,
guidelines and standards development and
control, special projects, and special support
and handholding for people in the field.
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IBM nurtures a corporate spirit that overcomes 2,000
years of national differences.
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Generally, these central MIS staffs are
not very big: 21 professionals at WarnerLambert, 24 at Xerox. They include communications specialists, hardware and software analysts, consultants on applications
needs, human resources specialists, special
project leaders, standards specialists, regional managers. International managers indicated it takes a long time to evolve an efficient,
well-oiled organization. The keys for success
seem to be four Cs--control, communications, cooperation" and commonality.
Fred Lambrou, who has been in international management for 20 years, explained
why he was pleased with the evolution at
General Foods. "First, there is top management involvement at every level-international, and by area, subsidiary, and function~
The information systems function is considered an integral part of each subsidiary's business, and the subsidiary's management looks
at me as the key person to ensure the quality
of his system management. "
According to Lambrou, each subsidiary must go through strategic planning for
systems every year. This requires the input of
marketing, sales, personnel, and so forth, and
the general manager has to sign the plan, indicating top level commitment. Although Lambrou's group must critique and approve the
plan, the problems have been reduced significantly since this method of management involvement has been instituted.
Lambrou also emphasizes the
involvement and corporate support of systems managers. They participate in deliberations on hardware and software standards
(operating systems, utilities, and some applications packages) and major systems developments. Annual systems conferences, visits
by Lambrou and his staff (' 'we spend 50% of
our time traveling to subsidiaries' '), and
visits between managers in different' countries are all used to keep the overseas people
involved in the mainstream of the business
and in communication with people "at their
level." ("They are pretty lonely," says Lambrou, "not having too many people to talk to
at their level at their own offices. They have
to be able to come to you for help, advice ...
without it being viewed as a weakness.")
William Kluckas, director of management information systems for Warner-Lambert's international group, also puts prime
emphasis on communications: upward to top
international and corporate management and
to corporate MIS, laterally with the three other
MIS groups in the company, and across the
oceans to almost 500 MIS people in 35 countries.
Conferences and workshops are a
major part of that communication. According
to Kluckas, the following were held in the last
year: quarterly meetings of the planning and
coordinating committee of Warner-Lam-

bert's four MIS groups, a conference for MIS
and financial management, workshops for'
MIS managers of affiliates on common systems, and workshops for large MIS centers on
planned' 4300 migration.
"Because we're often good at telling
what we cost, but not at telling what we contribute to the company," says Kluckas, his
staff has instituted an annual survey of
accomplishments and plans of the international MIS operations. The first one has already been distributed to. corporate and
international management. A quarterly newsletter, which is distributed to 300, including
the president, is another vehicle used for
keeping staff informed of what is going on in
their corporate world-projects, new policies, technical tips.
This kind of communication has
created the right environment for a very difficult project begun four years ago. As noted,
the core MIS groups standardize on languages,
operating systems, and to some extent, applications packages. The latter is difficult to
achieve because of national differences in law
and procedure and, of course, because of NIH
complexes that exist everywhere.
Warner-Lambert decided to tackle the
common system anyway. In 1976, interna-

tional MIS was reorganized, putting stronger
control into the hands of the core MIS group,
located in Morris Plains, N.J. (Most control
had resided locally or regionally before that.)
Although IBM systems were used, the models
varied, especially the small systems, which
included 360s, S/32s, and System 3s. The
applications developments had mostly been
done locally.
"It was all bits and pieces," recalls
Brian Wratten, manager of operations review/affiliate systems development. And it
promised to get worse, since many affiliates
without systems were about to buy them.

ACOMMON
SYSTEM
APPROACH

"A common system .approach was decided upon
because it had to be a better
way to go, " says Wratten.
The targets were the affiliates with small systems, since the larger affiliates were well
along into advanced applications on larger
IBM systems-not an easy conversion.
Wratten's group was put in charge of
small systems affiliates. It picked the System!
32 on which to standardize (the 34 was used
soon after) and looked for an applications set
that was' 'flexible, comprehensible to non-dp
personnel, modular in design, well docu-

"Sure, you could make a good living in private industry, but believe me,
you wouldn't be running any kingdoms."
©DATAMATION
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The American notion of slamming in a portable
terminal with acoustic coupler and using the public
dial-up network is a sin in Europe.
mented, and outstanding in its reliability. "
Going into affiliates without prior dp
experience, and, it was hoped, into current
operations as well, required that the system
be installable and able to run without failure
and with maximum ease. Auditability also
was vital, especially since the U.S. Foreign
Corrupt Practices Act has put responsibility
for the actions of foreign operations squarely
on the shoulders of the U.S. parent company.

A package was found and modified. It
contained order entry and billing, inventory
control, accounts receivable, sales analysis,
general ledger, and accounts payable. In
1977, four MIS staff spent three months installing the common system in two new dp installations in the Far East. Data, master files,
forms, and procedures were prepared. When
they left, the systems were flying, and, according toWratten, they have not had a prob-

HALF OF ALL COMPUTER SALES MADE
BY U.S. COMPANIES ARE OVERSEAS.
The U.S. computer industry relies
heavily on the 40 billion dollar overseas market. .. nearly 50% of their total revenues. And the overseas market is growing even faster than the
U.S. market ... an average 23% annually. Overseas as in the U.S. its the
EDP professional who makes the
buying decision.
.

Today DATAMATION magazine
serves 143,500 EDP professionals in
100 countries every month - still
the one international EDP publication.

Technical pubhshlng
a company of
Dun & Bradstreet Corporation
DB The

lem since.
"We had to do a good job, establish
credentials, or we never would have lived to
fight another day. " The rest of the affiliates
were oblivious to this development until it
was up and running; there was no chance to
. fear and resist a "concept."
As the success became known, the
modules began to be accepted. Wratten says,
"We never held a pistol to their heads and
said 'take it, it's good for you.' "
Wratten believes. that the common
system approach has to evolve, because in the
installation already using its own applications, there are obvious technical barriers t('
putting the modules in. Some applications are
linked to others, so putting one module in
without the other is difficult. Users of the
incompatible System/3 have to either convert
the system or forget it.
To date, according to Wratten, 21
users have adopted 113 modules. Because of
this acceptance and .the exchange of ideas
now possible among the users, others are anxious to join the parade. Local staffs have not
proliferated because no local software development is needed; this is particularly critical
in nations where the shortage of qualified
people is severe. Kluckas notes that the documentation is done centrally and is of extremely high quality and up-to-date.
Warner-Lambert's five large
affiliates-Canada, Mexico, the U.K.,
France, and Germany-cannot go this
common-system route totally, but Michael
Paul, manager of systems and development
for this group, says that they are being encouraged to develop some commonality in
concept, design, and specifications.
The spirit of cooperation and sharing
is growing among these managers. They are
working together on multinational projects,
and by way of MIS policy, individual MIS
groups are taking different projects that will
be shared with the rest. For example, one affiliate is experimenting with direct sales entry
through a portable handheld terminal. Another is acting as the shakedown site for OOS/VSE
2 on the new 4341s coming in.
Control, cooperation, communications, commonality. The international managers we talked to succeeded in conveying the
importance of these elements. Interestingly,
as they discussed problems, the national differences that are stereotypes never crept in,
"because they disappear when you know
people, that's all, '.' said one manager. Of
course, his wise and worldly advice for
would-be international managers was "Don't
come on like an American."
#
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Canada is taking a firm stand on its communications
and information problems with the U.S.

by Oswald H. Ganley

LOOSENING·
THE TELECOM LINK

Canada is probably exceptional in the world
community in being the first country to recognize the full range of connections among the
various communications and information resqurc~s across a spectrum which runs from
the prlht media to films and advertising, to
broadcasting, to computers and computer
communications, to the telephone and telecommunications _~ystems, to communications satellites, to remote sensing, and to
portions of industrial know-how and research
and development.
Canada has been first to see and to
extensively study the importance of these
phenomena to its political processes, its economic policies, and its cultural and legal
thinking. It has been first to use the newest of
these resources to establish strong communications to remote areas, and to stay in the
forefront of new technology developments.
And, more than any other country, Canada is
now moving increasingly towards· a comprehensive communications and information resources policy to guide its domestic and
international affairs. Canada's approach to
these problems therefore presents a case
study of various communications and information questions which we can expect to see
cropping up around the world.
A basic attitudinal difference between
the U.S. and Canada-indeed between the
U.S .. and the rest of the industrialized world
-has come to light during these investigations which is qualitative in nature. The
Canadian government, Western European
nations, and Japan, as well as many other
developing countries, view the swift changes·
taking place in the communications and information field as primarily political events. The
U.S., on the other hand, has tended to see
them largely as technical and commercial
problems, which it has plenty of technicians,
engineers, businessmen, and capital to solve.
And, when the U.S. has seen them as political problems, it has viewed them in isolation
rather than as part of a whole. This is, of
course, an enormous simplification of both
viewpoints, but the basic divergence exists,
nevertheless.

Among the most significant commercial and political· stakes for the U. S. in the
communications and information resources
area are those involved in the maintenance of
free trans border data flow. The efficiency of
U.S. export markets is involved here, as is the
principle of free flow of information. Present
monetary considerations aside, any unfavorable precedent set with a friendly country like
Canada could have worldwide implications.
A problem for both sides is uncertainty over what the future will bring. Businesses
are reluctant to make investments when they
suspect political or legal roadblocks may be
erected. This is especially pertinent in the
area of transborder data flow, where Canada,
as well as other members of the industrialized
world, are threatening to "do something."
American businesses, especially the smaller
ones, are edgy about getting in over their
heads. Canadian businesses are likewise nervous over restrictions that may hamper their
trade.
Restrictive trade practices, in any
form, are a big U.S. concern in Canada as
elsewhere. The American Embassy in Ottawa, commenting on the latest Canadian communications and information study, the socalled Clyne Report l has said:
"We believe Canadian detemlination
to secure a share of the production and employment to be generated by the information
revolution will lead to increasing bilateral
confrontation over restrictive trade practices
in this area in future years. "2

POSSIBLE
TRADE
BARRIERS

Restrictive practices could
take several forms in Canada. Pressure could simply
be put on U.S. companies
(already happening) to do what Canada wants
them to do. Other routes could be through
several types of restrictive trade legislation,
oi' nontariff barriers, or invisible restrictions
of various kinds. One restrictive device the
Canadians are discussing is "buy Canada"
1. Canada, Consultative Committee on the Implications of
Telecommunications for Canadian Sovereignty. Telecommunications and Canada (Clyne Report), Ottawa, March 1979.
2. American Embassy, Ottawa. "Clyne Report of Telecommunications," Airgram, A-81, April 25, 1979.

rules that could be employed in government
procurement, giving advantages to Canadian
companies not available to Canadian-based
branches of U.S. companies. Another possible restriction mentioned in the Clyne Report
is the development of "design standards that
will facilitate adoption of Canadian technology" to limit outside technology use. This is
the real stuff o(riontariff barriers. The same
sort of wording is used in the French Nora
report,3 where standardization is discussed as
a means for "getting at IBM." Dangers to
U.S. business are potentially great, both in
Canada and around the world.
Furthermore, U.S. business has, in
many instances, a stake in maintaining the
bulk of its research and development for its
Canadian-based branches in centralized U.S.
corporate headquarters. The lack of R&D investment in all areas of Canada is one of the
country's severest problems. This, the Canadians say, is due in part to a high level of foreign (mainly American) ownership. Pressure
is being applied, or b.eing threatened, by
Canadians to make U. S. companies do more
research and development in Canada. In
many cases, U. S. business feels it can accomplish its R&D much more economically or
more efficiently at home. The Americans
think that if the Canadian government wants
R&D performed in Canada, it should give
incentive to .both domestic and foreignowned companies to make it financially feasible or attractive. The most important point
here is that the U. S. government does not
wish to involve itself, even with· a friendly
country, in the game that it owes other sovereign nations a share of U.S. R&D.
Canada is afraid that unless it can
maintain and improve its position in computer communications, in telecommunications,
in space technology, and in the general electronics field, it will fall backwards under the.
onslaught of new discoveries and innovations
worldwide. It is not in the U.S.' interest, either globally or bilaterally, to see this happen.
The stronger Canada's industrial position is,
the more helpful, on balance, it will be to the

3. Nora, Simon and Mine, Alain. Report on the Computerizeltion
of Society, French Government Printing Office, Paris, 1978.
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Pressure is being' put on U.S. companies to do what
. Canada wants them to.

U. S. in international terms. And, bilaterally,
Canadian industrial strength promotes a better trading partnership. This is especially true
in the communications and information technology area, where much of the U.S. trade future lies.
The major points at issue in the
communications and information resources
area between the U.S. and Canada lie in computer communications and the problem of
transborder data flow, in the publishing
industry, in broadcasting, especially by tv but
also radio broadcasting by land mobile units,
in satellite communications, and in the general area of economic problems, especially
those related to industrial research and development.

COUNTING
UP THE
COST

TABLE I

PROJECTIONS OF LOSSES
$155M
30%
4,400

7,500

6%

1980 .

1985

$560M

$1.58

41%
11,000

52%
23,000

14%

4. Adaption from Canada,Computer/Communications Secretariat; The GrowthofCo'mputer/Communications in Cana·
da (Revised draft). Ottawa. March 1978. These figures include purchased computing service (15%). in·house personnel
(45%). in·house clc equipment (21.5%). other costs (14.5%). and data transmission (4%). The percentages ardor 1975;

Canada is among the few
to distributed networks, might be able to amecountries to have attempted to calculate the cost in liorate a great deal of its economic concerns.
In an effort to retain the processing of
terms of balance of payments losses, loss of jobs, and loss of mandata within Canada, two pieces of legislation
agerial opportunities of having data processed
were introduced by the Canadian Parliament
in another country. The Canadians have estiin 1978. The first was a proposed amendment
mated that imported (primarily from the U.S.)
to the Bank Act, which would have prevented
computer communications services costs to
banks from processing, storing, or maintainCanada will rise to about $1.5 billion annually
ing data regarding corporate and clients'
by 1985, up from about $155 million in 1975.
records outside Canada. The other was an
They say that about 23,000 directly related
amendment to the Combines Investigation
jobs will have been lost to the Canadian econoAct, devised to enable Canadian government
my in the process, simultaneously decreasing· auditors to put their hands on business records
the need for Canadian middle and upper regardless of where they are processed or
managerial positions (see Table I).
stored. Under this amendment, no data on
These figures can be misleading if
any business carried out in Canada could have
interpreted to mean that 23,000 jobs will sudbeen transmitted, processed, or stored outdenly spring up outside Canada. Because the
side Canada without keeping complete descriptions of the data itself, of the forms in
U.S. may be able to do the job more efficientwhich it could be retrieved, and of the access
ly, fewer people overall may be needed to
accomplish the same work.
codes in Canada.
Two Canadian parliamentary commiThere is a good reason why American
businesses want to keep their computer comtee reports reacted quite negatively to the proposed Bank Act amendment. The House of
munications services headquarters at home,
Commons Committee recommended that
and why Canadian businesses often want to
banks be allowed to process and store data
buy theirs abroad: Canadian tariffs and a 12%
outside Canada provided the inspector generfederal sales tax on equipment, plus higher
al of banks be given details of and guaranteed
Canadian than U. S. salaries, make computer
access to the data, and the Senate Committee
services 20% to 25% more expensive in
Canada than in the U. S. The economies of recommended that the pertinent section either
be deleted entirely, or replaced by a narrower
scale within the U.S. also operate to make
provision.
these services less expensive. Canadian busiDespite these two negative reports,
nesses have shown that, as in other communithe Clyne Committee went beyond the procations and information areas, they will go
posed Bank Act Amendment to recommend
where they find the best prices.
that the government consider the feasibility of
One U. S. official, looking at these
extending its coverage to the insurance and
data, wondered whether, with versatile comloan industry. The committee reiterated all
munications services coming at much lower
the fears which have been the subject of
cost, data processing might become a small
numerous official reports, including several
fraction of system use, with a growing cost
segment in the programming-the laborthat examined social, unity, and cultural;
identity problems. It also made a number of
intensive-part ofthe system. This same offirecommendations for dealing with these percial suggests that Canada, by building up a
ceived dangers.
,
highly skilled cadre of computer programWhile various' Canadian government
mers and by giving incentives to Canadian
industries to reconfigure information systems
officials have been contemplating restrictive
150 DATAMATION

1978

1975
Cost of imported
services
Proportion of
outside services
required'
Estimatedjobs lost
Percentage of
Canadian data
processing jobs
represented in
losses (approximations)

measures to protect Canada, the Canadian
computer services industry feels itself capable of competing if left alone, or given a few
breaks. Two or three of the largest Canadian
companies export from 10% to 20% of their
services to the United States, and almost $10
million worth of processing of American data
is done annually in Canada. The Canadian
computer services industry altogether does
about $600 million in business a year.
Canadian industry would like to see
the business climate in Canada made less
expensive and therefore more competitive. It
would like to see the tariffs on computer imports removed, making it cheaper for Canadians to buy U.S. or other foreign-made
equipment. Some Canadian industry spokesmen decry the government's omnibus approach to restricting transborder data flow,
and think the government should concentrate
on correcting abuses rather than seeking universal prohibition.
Actual legislation by Canada is not
the only threat to unrestricted transborder
data flow. Pressure is already being put on
several U. S. companies by the Canadian government, using unofficial aim-twisting methods, to establish their data processing
facilities in Canada rather than leave them
centralized in the U.S. Similar pressures are
also being put on companies to maintain
existing processing facilities in Canada, even
when centralization of operations in the U.S.
would be more to those companies' liking.
For the U. S., the precedential aspects of this question
are crucial, since Canada is
so far the only country to
discuss the possibility of restrictive measures
which it openly admits are economic in nature. Elsewhere such threats have been carefully veiled under the general heading of
privacy. This is not to say privacy is not a legitimate concern in itself. It is simply not the
,only or the most important one in the interna-

SETTING
PRECEDENTS

A Data Mover Product from. DCC
I

I

Our STAT MUX can reduce
by
combining multiple costly circuits into one circuit, and
tmprove reliability with error-

~our communications costs

The CM-9100 Statistical
Multiplexer offers:
• 4 to 32 subscriber lines
• Synchronous or Asynchronous input protocol
• X.25 Level 2 support
• Built-in diagnostics
• Optional High Speed
backup lines

• No impact to existing
terminals, computers, or
software
• Many other standard and
optional features

IImmedftate llJ)ellftveIrY~
For further information
contact the Data Communications Marketing Department.

(~J
Digital Communications
Corporation

I

A~Company
11717 Exploration Lane
Germantown, Maryland 20767
(301) 428-5600 TWX 710 828-0541

free transmission. DCC' s
Data Movers c~rrent1y
service major operating U.S.
Networks.

--------11717 Exploration Lane Germantown, Maryland 20767

Atten: Data Com Marketing .
Please send me more information on
DCC's Data Movers.
Name ______________________________
Address ____________________________
City __________ State _____ Zip ______

L _______________________ I
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The Canadian computer services industry feels itself
capable of- competing if left alone.

tional context, even where it is being touted
as being so.
Rapid changes in technology may
bring this problem to a head in the early '80s,
in Canada as elsewhere, if SBS and other V. S.
industry predictions of a domestic V.S. business communications market to exceed $100
billion by 1985 hold. This would have international implications.
Canada has a sound technological
background for approaching these fast moving events. But both its government and
industry are deeply, and probably rightly,
concerned that this potential economic and
technological revolution will sweep over the
country, with innovations introduced by foreign branches, or through imports, thereby
deepening its dependence on foreign sources,
most especially the V.S.
The computer communications area
in Canada is a classic instance in which an
insufficiently large market, too Iowan investment in R&D, and prohibitive tariffs and other
domestic limitations prevent business from
being entirely competitive under free market
conditions. Not that the Canadian infrastructure in the computer communications area is
not strong. It is. It is just not quite strong
enough. And unless it can shore up its position; it could indeed fall backwards rapidly at
a time when V.S. and other nations' industries are predicting large gains ..

Open, friendly discussions are being becoming more and more difficult to separate
held on this subject between the V. S. and out single issues as their contexts become inCanadian governments, and privately. V.S. creasingly complicated. Canada certainly
and Canadian officials have worked closely looks at these issues in an integrated fashion,
in the OECD, where draft guidelines on the and other nations are following this trend
transborder transmission of personal data more and more .
have. been drawn up.
An interesting point for the V.S. in
Might it not, then, be in the
V.S.' interest to recognize
the consideration of future policy is that the
sentiments voiced by Canadian forces are not
the broader political probconfined to Canada. The polite complaints by
lems which have been
Canada regarding cultural content, transbor- raised and which threaten to be raised by
der data flow, broadcasting, space allocation, progress in the area of communications and
branch economy problems, and so on, are in- information resources? Might it not be in the
creasingly being voiced in shriller terms by V.S.' interest to openly acknowledge the permore and more nations around the world. ceived threats felt by other countries of detriThis is easily witnessed in the context of the mental V. S. dominance in these areas and to
set about seeing what to do about them?
UNESCO Mass Media Resolution, in the deSuch a recognition within the V.S.-·
bates of the New International Information
Order, on direct broadcasting tv and other Canadian relationship could present an
opportunity to test the waters with a major
issues.
Because of its unique relationship friendly power on how these issues can best
with Canada, the V.S. has the option of con- . be handled. It could give the V.S. the chance
tinuing to look at such problems on a piece- to devise a workable international informameal basis, and this has certain advantages. tion policy before this strategic situation is
Individual problems can be kept at a low preempted. For, as President Carter's nationlevel, and respectability need not be given to al security advisor, Zbigniew Brzezinski, has
what many Americans perceive to be restric- said in a recent statement: " . . . The world is
becoming even more closely linked by intertive trade questions.
But whether the V.S. retains the op- national communications. We must devote
tion to continue to do this on a worldwide greater attention to opportunities, strainsbasis is less than clear. Technically, it is and even conflicts-which inevitably would
arise in the information aspect of our relations.
"Clearly, too, they assume a political
dimension. In short, we must elevate the
importance of our foreign policy agendas; we
must recognize that like trade, agriculture,
energy, and other major international issues,
information should be recognized as a paramount component of national and interna~
tional ties."

FACE
FOREIGN
CONCERN

OSWALD H. GANLEY
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Dr. Ganley is the
executive director
of International
and Allied Arenasat the program for
Information .
Resources Policy
with Harvard
University. As a
former career foreign service officer,
he was Deputy Assistant Secretary
of State for Science and
Technology, Director of the State
Department's Office of Soviet and
Eastern European Science and
Technology Affairs, and Diplomatic
Consultant to the President's
Science Advisor.
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it Reduction
Centers.
Authorized
Distributors of
TI Data Terminals
are ready to deliver.
For years, TI's Silent 700 * and
OMNI 800* Data Terminal
Families have been the industry's
choice for reducing costs and improving productivity. Now, you
can rely on a nationwide network
of Authorized Distributors for
immediate off-the-shelf delivery
of the TI data terminals you need.
Every model offers costsaving features and TI's factory
warranty to protect your investment after the purchase. And
like the TI products they sell, you
can depend on the Authorized
Distributors for fast, professional response to your data
terminal needs.
The Silent 700 Family models work quietly and quickly,
featuring TI's virtually silent
thermal printing at either 30 or
. 120 -characters-per-second.
Whether you need a Keyboard

Send-Receive, Memory SendReceive, Receive-Only or Portable model, each of these data
terminals offers high-quality,
low-cost data communication features for both on-line and remote
location applications.
The OMNI 800 Family of
KSR or RO models is known
worldwide for quality performance. Featuring optimized
bidirectional printing speeds of
either 75 or 150 cps, these fieldproven impact data terminals can
handle a variety of high-volume
printing applications.

TI is dedicated to
producing quality, innovative products like the
Silent 700 and OMNI 800
Data Terminal Families. And,
TI's hundreds of thousands
of data terminals shipped
worldwide are backed by
the technology and reliability that come from 50 years
of experience.
For more information,
contact the Authorized
Distributor nearest you, or
write Texas Instruments
Incorporated, P. O. Box 1444,
MIS 7784, Houston, Texas
77001, or phone
Fifty Years
(713) 937-2016.
of
Innovation
In Europe, write
Texas Instruments,
MIS 74, B.P. 5,
Villeneuve-Loubet,
06270, France.

~

AUTHORIZED DISTRIBUTORS - US • AZ: MicroAge • CA: Computerland Corp., Consolidated Data Terminals, Data Rentals/Sales, Inc.,
Data Systems Marketing, Dayton-Forester Associates, Inc., The Systems Store • CO: Lewan and Associates • FL: Computer and Terminal
Exchange· GA: Equipment Resources, Inc.• HI: Industry Data Services • IA: Deeco, Inc. • KS: North Supply Company ·MD: Federal Data
Corporation· MA: Computrend, Inc. • MN: Loonam Assodates, Inc., Tele-Terminals, Inc. • NE: Centel Communications Company • NJ: Data
Access Systems, Inc., Leasametric, Transnet Corporation, Westwood Associates, Inc.• NY: Arrow Electronics, Inc., MTI Sales Corp., Western
New York Computing Systems, Inc .• OH: ComtelInstruments Co., Data-Tron, Inc., ESCO Incorporated, Pioneer Standard Electronics
• PA: C G Distributors • TN: NLT Computer Services Corporation • TX: Data Applications Corporation, Hall-Mark Electronics CQrp., Responsive
Terminal Systems, Inc., Tel-tex, Inc., Texas Instruments Supply Company· UT: Type-A-Line Business Machine Co. • VA: Terminals Unlimited.
CANADA • New Brunswick: Datamaster Corporation, Limited· Ontario: Data Terminal Mart, Hamilton Rentals, Leasametric,
Inc.• Quebec: Cesco Electronics, Limited.
*Trademarks of Texas Instruments

Copyright ,1J 1980, Texas Instruments Incorporated

TEXAS
INsrRUMEN1S
We put computing
everyone's reach.
~ithin
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With its COCT 3 series BARCO
introduces a range of color data displays offering visual quality
unequalled up to now.
In order to satisfy the variety of
applications the COCT 3 series .
allows you to choose your color data
display exactly to your specific

wishes regarding screen size, CRT
type and resolution.
Screen sizes are 37 cm(COCT
3/37) and 51 cm (COCT 3/51), both
featuring a delta gun shadow mask
CRrof the negative black matrix
type for optimal contrast.

The COCT 3/37 model is available
with a high resolution tube, while for
the COCT 3/51 a standard (pitCh
0.61 mm) or high resolution tube
(pitch 0.31 mm) can be. chosen.
All models are available In·
·625 lines/50 Hz, 525 IInes/60 Hz,
875 Jines/50. Hz and 729 Iines/60 Hz.
3 range featuThe BARCO
reshigh precision corner conver~
gence, back porch· and sync tip
clamping and dynamic horizontal
focus. Aspect· ratio is. adjustable
to 4/3 or 1/1.
Long. persistence phosphors (i n- .
cluding LP blue), a hard copy output
and a filter enhancing contrast and
. reducing mirrOfreflection without
loss of resolution are optional.
Full modular circuitry and a convenient .frontal pull-out drawer allow
easy access for setup and service in
the field.

cocr

For.further details on the BARCO
COCT 3 range of color data displays
and other BARCO products call or
write today.
In the US: E&O Systems Ltd.,
2998 Scott Blvd., Santa Clara;
CA 95050· Tel.: (408) 727-:1506.
In Canada:
Electro & Optical System~ Ltd.,
31 Progress Court, Scarborough,
Ontario-M1G 3V5
Tel.: (416) 439-333.

BARCO ele-ctronic n.v.
Video Systems Department
Noordlaan 5 - B·8720 Kuurne Belgium
Phone 56 35 14 11 . Telex 85 305 barco b
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An active European market in 1919 provided excellent
revenues and profits for most of the participating companies
--except IBM.

CURRENT TRENDS IN

THE EUROPEAN

COMPUTER MARKET
by Frank Halpern
The computer industry experienced rapid
growth in Europe in 1979 as demand for
mainframes, minis, and small business computers was stimulated by new product introductions and pricing changes by most market
participants.
The year started out with a bang when
IBM announced the 4331 and 4341 onJan. 30,
1979. This was quickly followed by two
models from Burroughs' new 900 Series, the
introduction by NCR of four new models in its
v-8500 line, and the Jaunching by Siemens of
its 7.500 Series. cii Honeywell Bull responded at the end of March with a new line of
medium-scale computer systems called 641
DPS and a new entry-level unit for the 66/DPs
line. In June, Sperry Univac introduced the
impressive new 1100/60 system which features a multi-microprocessor architecture.
Most minicomputer manufacturers
responded to the 4300 announcement by
reducing their add-on memory prices, bringing them closer to those offered by IBM. Some
processor lines were also enhanced, but relatively few major changes were made as most
products were already competitively priced ..
As may be seen from the data in Table
I, most companies active in the European
market had excellent revenue and profit gains
in 1979 except for IBM. Nationalistic tendencies and the threat of Japanese penetration
have provided a unique and dynamically
competitive environment. And while European manufacturers are having a greater
impact in selected areas, American multinationals still dominate the market.
There was a shift to more leasing in
Europe, just as in the United States, because
IBM's customers expected cuts in purchase
prices of the 3000 Series to bring the cost per
MIPS of these larger machines closer to that of
the 4300 models. Prices were reduced last
November, which led to increased purchasing and conversions in the month of December. However, these were not sufficient to
prevent a decline in profits for the year.

The introduction of the 4331 and 4341
had an even greater impact on IBM'S orders
than the 3000 Series did when it was announced three years ago, because small- and
medium-scale machines account for a larger
percentage of IBM'S installed base in Europe
than in the United States. As a result, bookings of data processing equipment in 1979
were significantly ahead of 1978 and so were
shipments.
In 1980, it appears likely that IBM Europe will have higher profits. Shipments
should rise in view of the large order backlog. '
Rental pricesof most products have been increased, but purchase prices have been raised
more selectively. This should make purchasing more attractive and may lead to more balanced growth between rental and purchased
equipment. On the other hand, rising interest
rates and persistent rumors about the H Series
could have a moderating influence on purchase activity.
Among the array of new products announced in 1979 was the 1750 branch
exchange system, a smaller and less costly
version of 3750 PBX which has been marketed
in Europe since 1972. The 1750 has met with
very good demand and there is speculation
that IBM may introduce it in the United States
this year.

Cii-HB

Cii-HB made significant
progress in 1979. Revenues in French francs increased 15% and
when translated into dollars they rose 23%.
Net income after taxes moved up 10% last
year. The more modest increase in earnings is
primarily the result of a.decline in the subsidy
from the French government from 212.5 million francs in 1978 to 110.4 million francs in
1979. The subsidy will drop again this year to
only 20 million francs.
Orders jumped 32% in 1979. Demand
was strong throughout the product range,
with the 64/DPs systems, Level 6 minicomputers and terminals doing exceptionally
well. Computer shipments rose about 20%
during the year and the increase could have

been greater were it not for the limited availability of certain components.
Shortages of components continue to
be a problem this year and are causing computer delivery times to be extended. This will
probably hold back the growth of shipments
and revenues in 1980. Additionally, rising
interest rates may lead to more leasing on the
part of customers. Product prices have been
increased recently by about 6% in France and
by varying amounts in other countries to offset inflationary pressures.
It is estimated that cii-HB has about
25% to 30% ofthe installed value of generalpurpose computers in France and a 10% to
12% share of the European market. While
French government business is important to
Cii-HB, its significance should not be
exaggerated. Revenue derived from all Western European government agencies accounted for 16% of total 1979 revenues. Ifbusiness
done with government-controlled companies
was included, the combined volume might
amount to 25% of revenues. Consolidated
revenue from customers outside France
represented 47% of total turnover in 1979.

ICL

ICL recorded a 29% increase in fiscal 1979 earnings on a 23% gain in worldwide turnover.
The U.K., which accounted for 53% OfICL'S
total volume, was the highest growth area
with revenues 31 % ahead of 1978. The rest of
Europe was not far behind with a 28% increase in billings, which represented 27% of
the company's revenues. Growth in other
geographic regions was slower in local currency terms and essentially flat when translated into sterling because of the appreciation of
the pound.
New product introductions included
several additional models in the 2900 Series.
The most notable was the 2982, which offers
twice the price performance of previous large
systems from ICL. In March 1980, the company l~unched the ME 29 as a replacement for its
popular 2903 and 2904 systems. Offering an
average price-performance improvement of
SEPTEMBER 1980157

Nationalistic tendencies and the threat of Japanese
penetration have provided a dynamically competitive environment.

67% over comparable 2903 and 2904 computers and featuring ease of use, the ME 29
should have considerable appeal as an upgrade for the more than three thousand 2903/
2904 systems presently in use.
Despite prospects of slowing econo~ies in most countries served by ICL, orders
in the initial months of 1980 have remained .
bouyant and the lease-purchase ratio on shipments has been fairly stable. This would suggest that ICL'S financial performance in 1980
should be good.

SIEMENS

Siemens' computer group
had highly. favorable results last year. Revenues increased 22% to
1.6 billion marks and orders rose 25% to 2
billion marks. The group also moved further
into the black in 1979 after achieving profitability for the first time in 1978.
Demand for the new 7.500 Series has
been good, with some 500 systems ordered
during the most recent fisc,al year. The agreement to market Fujitsu's IBM-compatible M180 and M-200 was finalized last year, but
only a couple of systems were installed under
the Siemens label. Nevertheless, management is optimistic about the prospects for
these two large-scale computers.
Siemens' nonimpact laser printer has
been quite successful. Some 260 of these
printers were shipped last year, including
units sold to Univac and Fujitsu on an oem
basis.
Siemens' share of the West German
data processing market has been growing
steadily in recent years. Presently it accounts
for about 21 % of the domestic general-purpose computer market and it has an estimated
9% share of the Western European generalpurpose market.
Business continued to be strong in the
first three months of the fiscal year. Significant growth is occurring in the small business
computer market, but this is from a much
lower revenue base than Siemens' general
data processing product line and the small
computer division is still operating at a loss.

(a) IBM revenues include Europe, Middle East and Africa. Profits are after interest and taxes.
(b) About 4% of Cii-HB turnover is outside Europe. Profits are after interest and taxes.
(c) ICl revenues are for Europe only. Profits include other regiorisand areafter interest and taxes.
(d), les~ than 5% of Siemens turnover is outside Europe.
(e) NCH fig'ures are for Europe only. Profits are before taxes, non~allocable interestand general corporat~ expenses:
(f). Univac revenues include Europe, Middle East, Africa and Australia (except for Japan).
.
(g) Burroughs revenues include Europe, Middle East and Africa. Profits are before taxes, interest and general corporate expenses.
(h) Control Data revenues are for Europe only. Profits are before taxes and interest.
0) Digital Equipment revenues include Europe, Middle East. Africa; Profits are before taxes, interest income and inter- '
est expenses.
(j) Amdahl's European profits are before taxes and interest.
(.) Not available.

TABLE II

SPERRY UNIVACINSTALLED,BASE,
REVENUES, AND PROFITS

Years Ended
March 31
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979

($ Millions)
International Division
Univac Worldwide
(1)
Installed
.Pretax
Installed
Base
Revenues
Base
Profit (2)
$1,198
$315
$ 5,510
'$ 99.8
1A30
405
6,370
102.3
1,772
480
7.390.
132.0
2.028
500
8.080
; 135.3
2,347
540
9,129
170.1
2,782
710
.10,293
199.0.

Compound Growth Rate
'1974..79

18.4%

NCR

Revenues from NCR's
European operations increased 20% last year and accounted for 28%
of total turnover. Operating profits of NCR
Europe rose 15.5%. Good growth was experienced in point of sales systems, financial
terminals and data processing systems. The
new 8500 models have been well received
and the 8200 family of small business computers continues to be in strong demand.
During the past four years NCR has
named new country managers in 12 of 13
countries in the European region. The new
leadership seems to have revitalized the
company's marketing and support organization in Europe. As a result of these measures,
158 DATAMATION

TABLE III

AMDAHL INSTALLED COMPUTER 'BASE
(Units)

Date
12/31/75
12/31/76
12/31/77
12/31/78
12/31/79

Europe

o
1
3

20
45

OUR AUJOMAnC SAVINGS PLAN.
Plugging in our line of interface-compatible
terminals can automatically reduce your
terminal budget-by as much as 50%.
And nowadays, that's like money in
the bank.
General Terminal Corporation offers
models that are teletype-compatible
as well as terminals that are interfacecompatible with DEC, Burroughs and
NCR computers. And GTC offers models
that emulate other maior terminals, too.
All for less.
And because GTC is the only maior
terminal manufacturer with production facilities on both U.S. coasts, we can

deliver what you want, where you want,
when you want.
More for less, automatically.
That's what happens when you push the
right button.
For more information on GTC products and
services, call toll-free today. In California:
800-432-7006. Anywhere else in the United
States: 800-854:-6781. Ask for Georgia Sand.
Or write Georgia Sand at General Terminal
Corporation, 14831 Franklin Avenue, Tustin,
CA 92680. Telex: 910-595-2428. We have
offices throughout the world. In Canada,
contact Lanpar Ltd., 85 Torbay Road, Markham,
Ontario L3R. Phone: 416-495-9123.
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The right button to push:

M

General Terminal Corporation

Western Europe continues to be a dynamic, rapidly
growing market ·for dp equipment, software, and services.

as well as an attractive product line, the region has achieved above-average growth between 1977 and 1979.
Last July, NCR also restructured its
European operations to increase the resources
available to smaller countries and established
four subregions: Benelux (headquartered in
Holland and including Belgium and Luxembourg); Iberia (headquartered in Spain and including Portugal); Scandinavia (headquartered in Denmark and including Finland,
Norway and Sweden); and Southern Europe
(headquartered in Switzerland and including
Austria and Italy). Under this reorganization,
the headquarters country manager assumes
the additional responsibilities of regional
manager. Organizations in other countries
were not affected by the change.

SPERRY

Univac's International
Division is responsible for
UNIVAC
marketing the company's
computer products in all geographic regions
except North and South America and Japan.
The division accounted for about 35% of Univac's worldwide revenues and for approximately 77% of its foreign revenues in fiscal
1979. Growth has been quite rapid during the
past five years as may be seen from the data
included in Table II.
During the past five years, the International Division's installed base has at least
doubled in all areas except for Germany and
France. Not coincidentally, the governments
of both countries have given preferential
treatment and financial support to indigenous
computer suppliers. On the other hand, Univac 's joint venture with Saab in Scandinavian
countries has boosted Univac's image as a
local supplier, resulting in considerable government business at the expense of IBM. Saab
Scania owns 51 % of Saab Univac AB, with
Sperry owning the remaining 49%. Spain has
been a particularly lucrative market for Univac, with large contracts from Iberia Airlines
and key banks contributing to the growth of
the business. Above average installed-base
gains have also occurred in Switzerland, The
Netherlands, Australia, Belgium, SouthAfrica, southeast Asia, and the Middle East.
The 1100 Series of large systems has
been the driving force behind Univac's
growth in Europe and it is estimated that
around 350 systems were in use as of March
31, 1979. The smaller Series 900s/3 systems
(90/25,90/30 and 90/40) have also proven to
be quite successful, with over 1,000 units installed by the International Division. On the
other hand, the Series 90 vs/9 base (90/60,
90/70, 90/80) is relatively small in Europe.
The International Division's business
in the first nine months of the current fiscal
year has been very good, with bookings up
approximately 25% and revenues about 20%
ahead of last year. Orders for Univac's new160 DATAMATION

est system, the 1100/60, are above plan, and a
good number are new name accounts.

AMDAHL

Amdahl's computer population in Europe was approximately 45 machines at the end of 1979,
up from about 20 computers installed at the
end of 1978. Half of these units are located in
Region I, which consists of the United Kingdom, Ireland, the Benelux, and Scandinavian
countries. The U.K., with 15 systems installed, has the largest number of Amdahl
machines in Europe, closely followed by
Germany.
A comparison of Amdahl's European
base with that in North America is shown in
Table III.
Amdahl's success in penetrating the
IBM market can be traced to a 25% to 35%
price-performance advantage, compatibility
with IBM'S operating systems, a quick delivery capability and the use of air cooling as opposed to the liquid cooling employed in IBM'S
large systems.
Amdahl has been able to temporarily
leapfrog IBM by using advanced components
and circuit designs. However, technological
advantages usually do not last very long in the
computer industry. It is generally expected
that IBM will be introducing its new generation of large systems in 1981. Amdahl is also
working to improve its product line, but even
if its technological advantage can be retained,
it will probably be considerably smaller then
the present one.

TANDEM
COMPUT-

The European market has
been important to Tandem
from its inception. In the
ERS
fiscal year ended Sept. 30,
1979, the German subsidiary contributed $10
million to Tandem's total revenues of $55
million. This market is more manufacturing
than financially oriented, and 45 systems,
composed of 120 processors, have been installed to a base of 28 customers within the
country.
Tandem's United Kingdom subsidiary was established in 1978 and revenues in
its first year of operation totalled $3 million.
Nine systems have been installed with six
customers, including the British government.
Tandem is the only manufacturer to
offer a "fail-safe" computer at the price-performance level of a single processor system.
Nonetheless, the vastly improved reliability
of traditional computer hardware provides
stiff competition for Tandem.
From a customer standpoint, banks
and other financial institutions represent the
single largest category for Tandem, followed
by manufacturers and service bureaus. The
communication sector is also important. Tandem 's revenues and profits are expected to increase significantly in 1980, with Europe

again making an important contribution.
Among the other computer manufacturers, Burroughs,-Control Data, and Digital
Equipment all experienced substantial
growth in Europe last year. Burroughs benefited from a high level of shipments and the
strength of the European currencies relative
to the dollar. Similar factors also favorably
affected the financial results of Digital Equipment and Control Data.
Digital's product mix in the international marketplace is more heavily oriented to
the oem sector, which has been very strong.
Moreover, end-user sales have also been rising rapidly. The best markets have been
Germany, Great Britain, France and the
Benelux countries.
Western Europe continues to represent a dynamic and rapidly growing market
for data processing equipment, software, and
services. Competition is keen. Besides the
traditional American manufacturers of minicomputers, systems and peripherals, CiiHoneywell Bull, ICL, Siemens, and Nixdorf
are major factors in their local markets, where
they get considerable support and preferences
from their respective governments. The Japanese have also entered the fray. Fujitsu is now
supplying Siemens' large computer equipment needs, and Hitachi has recently reached
a marketing agreement with Olivetti to supply
the Italian company with some of their computers.
While the long-term outlook for the
data processing industry appears favorable,
near-term prospects are clouded by slower
economic growth in Europe, rising interest
rates, and high inflation. Nevertheless, significant pressures to increase productivity of
businesses by better control of major operating elements tends to reinforce the basic demand for computers. In the early months of
1980, this underlying force sustained a high
level of orders and shipments.
~

FRANK HALPERN
Mr. Halpern'is a
vice president of
Martin Simpson &
Company Inc.,
and has covered
the computer
industry as a
financial analyst
for more than 15
years. Prior to joining Martin
Simpson & Co. in 1974, he had
been associated with First
Manhattan Co., Lazard Freres & Co.
and Schroder Naess & Thomas. He
received his SA in accounting and
his MA in economics from the
University of Michigan.

STC's Disk.Subsystern~ . .

turn . capacityproblern~.jQto
,.

When you choose STChigh-p~rform
ance .disk subsystems, you get all the
increased capacity you need, without
the prob lems you don'tneed.Many of
today's high-performance disk sub~
systems can provide you with greatly.
increased capacity. But, if this data
cannot be accessed when required by
your CPU, overall system performance
suffers.STC eliminates these problems by offering disk. drives which
not only deliver.high·capacity,.they
incorporate architectural features designedtoprovide you with enhanced
system.' performance~
Consider the 8650 highcapacitydisk
drive.where,foreven moreresponsive~
.ness to your configuration. and uptime needs, we offer three powerful
enhancements .. One provides you with
choice of mappi~g options forgreater
flexibility indataset placement and
subsystemtuning.Another, STC's
optional' Media .1 nterchange. SWitch,
reduces the period of time data is
inaccessible·during hardware outages.
Then there is STC's Dual Port feature,
whicn substantially increases both per-

formance and. data availability.
, Or take STC's 8360 Hign Performance Disk· Drive which combines l8ms
access speed with Dual Port to make
your subsystem the fastest'available
today.
Mapping your way to higher
performance~
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... ' STC's optional volume-int.erleave
mapping. places the .logical cylinders of
primary and. secondary volumes onto
alternating physical cylinders. This .
approach greatly simplifies migra~ion;
tuning and management. since the
high. activity data s~ts of each volume
win fall on adjacent tracks-'-'.minimizing
:intervoillme. seek contention.
Thanks tothe high-speed servo, seek
times will be better than those offered .
by single density spindles;
Given" these attributes, volume~
interleaved 8650 spindles are ideally
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sUited . for.thernajorityof user.··OASO
storage s~chastape fileautomati.on,
mass .storageapplications. on~line"
systerT1s.and •. low~to:-moderate
activity data. i .
STC'sl:>ack-to-backmappin'g~on-

.. . solidate~the .1(Jgicalv()l~mes Intwo.
separate· regions. This . approach .takes
maximum adyantage of tt1 edense
tr~ckspadngand.high-sp~ed·servo
to sl~Sh • 'intravolum~ seeK t()am~re

18·msec ••ayerage. , . . . .•. . .•. . . .•. . . .•. .•.•. ',.
With these characteristics; .back~to:

•.. ba~~. mappedB9~ospiridles.are b~st

Jerformanceopportunities.
for special applications which can be
closely scheduled and managed. For example •. use. the. primary. volume for
TSO cata,logs and TCAM queues with
high prime-shift activity; while allocating
the secondary volume to batch' data
sets run second or third shift.

The Media Interchange Switch:
PortableflXed
media.
.'

Industry~wide.statisticsshow·that

most problems occur ifl.the drive elec~
tronics. not.inthe HDA. STC's new
MediajnterchangeSwitch(MICS) . . . . .•.

III#II/~/Ifr#llf#t-~ilcllits~

r;}%-::f;t:!f!!~#'~

reduces the impact of electronicsrelated problems by cross-connecting
the HDA of spindle A with the. electronics
of spindle B (or vice versa).! This means
that if one spindle goes down. you
can access. your . data through· the. companion spindle's. electroniC?
Oryoucanreserveone or rnore of
your secondary logical volumes as
a low:cost subsystem spare.' and let
MICSgiveyou data portability that
approaches that of the old disk pack
in convenience.

"Morepat~~for your data,.
•. STC's Qual port option. pr,ovidespath
redundancy and improves accessibility. '.
It permits your CPU to access data
from any two.spindlessimultaneously.

regardless of their location. This produces a data availability factor of .
940f0andvirtuallyeliminates.disk
subsystem single pOif}tf4i1ures~

Technology ~ And the skill to apply it.
Backingupyour STC disk sybsystem
performance are the uncompromising
STC Systems Engineers. Using software
tools; they'll examine-your SMFdata
and assist you in placing· cj~ta across
channels, strings and volumes for"
maximum results on your job mix. ()nce
yoursubsysterrLis up"and running.
they'll contintJe to provid~ongoi~g
.•• consultation to ensure your longterm satisfaction:
C

". Tum problems into~pp()rturiities.
STC's 8650 and 8360.· are available
for immediate delivery.F9r more. .
information,. inclucjing our Mapping
andM ICSData. Sheets,contact your
local STC sales office~ Or write: Storage
TechnologyCorporation, 2270 S.
.' 88th' Street, LouisviJIe,'CO 80027.
Phone (303) .673-5151.
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The Content Addressable File Store uses parallel
processing techniques so multiple search jobs can
be performed concurrently at very high rates.

RETRIEVING·
INFORMATION
by V. A. J. Maller

The use of functionally specialized hardware
to augment the performance of general purpose information systems has attracted increasing attention in recent years with the
advance of semiconductor technology. This.
is particularly true in the case of information
retrieval and data management. Although
there is a rich variety of opinions on the attributes of functionally specialized hardware,
there is general agreement that there is more
potential in its use than in making further improvements in software.
The underlying motive behind these
,deVelopments arises from a realization that
conventional systems, based on the classical
von Neumann processing concepts, are unable to meet efficiently and effectively the
growing expectations of users for increased
performance and more comprehensive facilities.
.
In the past, the aim of systems engineers was to develop general purpose cpus
and to rely on software to make these niachines ephemerally specific to a particular
job. The level of achieved performance was
then largely determined by a combination of
software ingenuity and raw cpu power. The
technological virtuosity displayed by the
semiconductor industry in recent years, however, has changed the perspective of systems
designers dramatically and has enabled concepts to be realized cost effectively that hitherto have been impractical, if not impossible.
This newfound freedom, with a more mature
appreciation of the capabilities of information
engineering, heralds radical changes in wellestablished practice.
The development of the Content Addressable File Store as an aid to information
retrieval represents one such concept.
Storage devices with content addressable or associative properties have been discussed for many years, but although their
utility has been acknowledged, the technology to provide a device of more than trivial
size has been lacking. In all cases, the objective has been to construct a store that may be
accessed directly by using the intrinsic
properties. of the data items themselves as
keys, rather than relying on some explicit
referencing structure.
The concept therefore is not new. In. deed, the requirement for such devices arises
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complexities of maintenance. Updating of
primary data may spawn multiple update
tasks which may involve substantial processing and be a crippling overhead in a real-time
environment. Also. it should not be assumed
that indexable operations cover the totality of
useful functions; for example, they are of no
value in situations where the relationship between two or more data items within the same
record constitutes a selection criterion.
Indexes are really very primitive projections
of files, and consequently, their utility should
not always be taken for granted.
A fun:her problem particularly relevant to the real-time environment is that of
how to. cope with queries containing imprecisely defined search arguments. Such
queries often have the term fuzzy matching
applied to them, and indeed this endearing
expression arose from a recognition of the
human genius for imprecision. * An efficient
solution to this problem is clearly vital if acceptability of information systems to the lay
user is to be achieved.
During
the
period
when
the
NEW
So far data bases have not been dismagnetic tape drive was
INDEX
the only effective form of cussed. Although there are various views as
SCHEMES
backing storage, such inef- to what constitutes a data base "there is generficiencies were tolerated as if they were part al agreement that the term implies a coherent
of the natural order. With the advent of the set of data that is of greater generality than a
moving arm disk file indexing schemes were simple file and, moreover, can be shared by a
developed that, it was hoped, would ensure wide variety of application programs. This
that only records having a high probability of sharing of data raises another problem. Each
relevance would be retrieved. The use of such . program may have its own particular logical
schemes was mandatory for on-line interac- view of the data which has to be mapped into
tive working where high selectivity of re- the stored data. These mappings are often
trieved data and rapid response were complex because of the impossibility of derequired. A disk, however, is not a true ran- signing a storage structure that will satisfy the
dom access device, and, consequently, it is diverse requirements of different application
only possible to index a file efficiently along programs. The consequences of this for conone access dimension. Moreover, indexes ventional implementation are often to intercan possess immense nuisance value. For lock the logical and physical structures with
simple index sequential and random files, the complex indexing and linking systems, thereoverheads in most cases are acceptable. How- by making reorganization difficult and evolue¥er, as soon as secondary data items are re- tionary growth virtually' impossible without
yuired as keys, the number and average size complete recompilation. Nevertheless, curof the indexes may begin to grow alarmingly rent data base techniques permit the construcas the volume and complexity of the primary tion of systems that can -satisfy a wide variety
data increase. There are, in fact, instances of operational requirements for. both batch
where the indexes can occupy between two and real-time working where these can be
and four times the volume occupied by the accurately predefined.
data to which they refer-a perfectly absurd
These techniques are much less effisituation.
cient when it comes to handling ad hoc
There are two kinds of difficulties
with indexes. First there is the sheer manipu- *In this context "fuzzy matching" is being used loosely
lation required, and secondly there are the and not in the strictly technical sense of fuzzy set theory .
from the observation that from the beginning
much data processing has been concerned
with extracting relevant information from
files by using single or multiple key matching. This method of file searching is so taken
for granted that often it is not appreciated that
it is content addressing. Moreover, in many
installations the majority of available machine time is used in serial searching of one
form or another.
To execute such tasks on early equipment, it was necessary that each record in the
target file be brought into the mainframe,
tested for relevance, and then either discarded
or processed in some way to an output file.
Such operations are inefficient because the
real activity on a file in any particular run is
determined by the number of external events
since the previous run, and this is likely to be
low. Indeed, in many applications, "hit
rates" on files may not exceed 1% of the
records present.
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ndexes can possess immense nuisance value.

:}ueries, particularly those involving multikey record selection criteria. Such queries
can, in many cases, only be handled as background batch tasks, and this, although better
than nothing, is often exceedingly irritating to
end users who are forced to suffer considerable delay before receiving their answers.
Although conventional techniques
provide solutions in the functional sense, they
are unable to do so efficiently, and, most
important, they restrict interactive working to
simple transactions. The system designer is
therefore in a dilemma: either he can provide
a comprehensive range of selection facilities
in a software package that relies heavily on
serial search in batch mode, or he can offer an
elaborate indexing scheme that at best will
give limited real-time facilities with only
moderate performance and at considerable
cost in terms of index compilation and general updating.
The clue to a possible solution lies in
the fact that despite. the manifest inefficiency
of serial search, it is often the only solution,
and the concomitant penalties have to be accepted. It is therefore pertinent to investigate
the possibility of building an autonomous
searching engine to perform this task, thereby
relieving the mainframe of a rather trivial, but
nevertheless demanding, comparison and test
procedure.
-

THE DATA
BASE
MACHINE

There is the possibility of
subcontracting the entire
data management function
to a specialized unit, the
data base machine, operating autonomously
from the cpu or mainframe. Although this
form of functionally decentralized architecture is potentially feasible, many problems
remain to be solved if efficient and reliable
implementations are to be achieved. Substantial performance improvements, neverthe-

less, are obtainable if certain search and
retrieve functions are implemented in the
storage subsystem under the control of a
mainframe resident data management system.
Several groups have pursued this approach, and during the last few years a team at
the Research .and Advanced Development
Centre of International Computers Ltd. has
developed a machine known as the Content
Addressable File Store (CAFS). This is a desk
file subsystem containing specialized hardware that operates under software control but
uses parallel processing techniques for implementing multifactor selection across either
single files or the join of multiple files. The
essential requirements placed upon the hardware in this system are those of concurrent
execution of powerful selection and retrieval
functions on multiple data streams arising
from the simultaneous reading of many disk
channels. Although these features have been
realized in conjunction with the moving arm
disk file, they are applicable to other cyclic
random access storage devices such as magnetic drums, fixed head disks, and.bubble
memories.
The choice of functions executed in
the CAFS subsystem and the balance between
those performed by hardware and those performed by software would be of crucial
importance if the resulting system were to
have both adequate flexibility and attractive
performance. The aim was to construct a filtering hierarchy in which the intrinsically
high disk data transfer rate was handled by
simple repetitive hardware, with progressively more complex operations being performed
on successive abstracts of diminishing
volume, culminating in procedures executed
in the mainframe.
In order for this to be achieved, it was
necessary to identify functions that had a
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wide range of utility and independence of
applications. Encouragement that this should
be possible was obtained by noting the great
success and widespread use of standard report
generating packages. Many of these contained general purpose parametric routines
capable of direct hardware implementation.
It became clear that file structures
would have to be kept reasonably simple if
hardware complexity were to be contained. In
practice this meant placing restrictions on the
user of hierarchical records. However, this
was not considered to be a serious deficiency,
since, at the time ,the project was being influenced significantly by the normalization techniques of E. F. Codd in his proposed
Relational Data Base Management System. 1
The project commenced with an
applications study phase which concluded
that the following functions were desirable in
the disk store subsystem.
a. Evaluation of record selection expressions that may involve nested boolean
functions of many variables using the logical
operators AND, OR, NOT.
b. Evaluation of record selection expressions involving weighted threshold functions of many variables.
c. Subsetting of selected records so as
to return to the mainframe only those data
items specified by the task generating process.
d. Counting occurrences of records
satisfying a selection expression.
e. Using the relationships =, ;t=, >,
<, ~, =:::;, between specified key values and
data item values as terms in a record selection
expression.
f. Masking of data item values to a
resolution of at least one byte or character.
g. Stem matching of individual
terms.
h. The use of maximum and mini'lpum values of a data item value as a search
term.
i. Performing the summation of
specified integer data item values in records
satisfying a selection expression.
j. The comparison of data item values
of the same type to be available as a search
term. This requirement was later augmented
to include arithmetic operations involving
addition and subtraction of data item values
and literals.
k. Evaluating selection expressions
across virtual records formed by joining two
or more physical files.
1. Projection of a set of records satisfying a selection expression to remove redundancy with the option of counting the
occurrences of each unique record.
These functions were implemented

l-

I. E. R. Codd, •• A Relational Model of Data for Large ~
Shared Data Banks," CACM vol. 13, June 1970.
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FIG.1

CAFSCONTROLLER
FUNCTIONALSUBUN,ITS
initially in a small experimental system which
enabled a preliminary evaluation of the approach to be made. On the basis of the favorable experimental results obtained, a design
was produced for a full-scale disk controller
incorporating special hardware for· autonomous associative search.
At the outset it was decided
that the special features in
the CAFS disk controller
should be additional to the
standard direct access facilities of conventional equipment, i.e., blockread and write.
Within the controller there are the following
six principal subunits: control processor, direct access, associative searching, record
retrieval, file correlation, and drive control.
The control processor is the 64K-byte
machine taken from the ICL 7503 terminal
controller. Its primary functions are task
scheduling and' resource management. The
Direct Access Unit, as its name implies, performs the standard functions of physical
block reading and writing. The novel components in the system are the Associative
Searching Unit, the Record Retrieval Unit,
and the File Correlation Unit. An outline
block diagram is shown in Fig. 1.
. The Associative Searching Unit (ASU)
is the heart of the system. Its function is to
execute concurrent search tasks on a multiplexed data stream produced by the simultaneous reading of several disk channels.
These channels may be allocated either separately or in groups to the disk drives. The
drives themselves have additional read amplifiers so that several heads on anyone may be
read in parallel. Up to eight such multihead
read drives and six single head· read drives
may be connected to anyone controller, giving a total storage capacity of 840MB with EDS
60 drives.
Within the ASU there are three principal subunits. These are the data multiplexing
and format control unit, the key channel unit,
and the search evaluation processor. The first
of these, as its name implies, takes the raw
data from the multiple disk read channels and
produces a single multiplexed output on 1
byte wide highway operating at 4MB/ sec. The
present system will accept 12 individual disk
channels of which up to 10 may be allocated
to a multihead read drive for those tasks
where intensive searching is required. The
unit also issues to the other units format control information such as start of record, start
of field, end of record.
The key channel unit permits up to 16
key and mask registers together with corresponding comparators to be allocated to any
task. Up to seven such tasks may run concurreqtly. These key matching channels; when
loaded with appropriate key data and masks,
,operate simultaneously on the data stream,

SPECIAL
FEATURES
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and for the record being scanned, they will
register presence of key type, equivalence of
key data, the inequalities of less than, greater
than, as well as all their logical inversions.
These operations are perfonned "on the fly";
there is no block or track buffering.
After each key channel has perfonned
its specific comparison, the result is stored
and then subsequently used as an operand in a
microprogram executed by the search evaluation processor when all key comparisons for
that record have been made, i.e., when the
hardware detects end of record. This processor is a small specially designed vector machine which is programmed specifically for
each search task and may execute several
search programs simultaneously. In order for
the key channels to carry out their functions,
the data stored on disk needs to be either in a
fixed fonnat or self-identifying.
At the outset of the project, a decision
was made to adopt a fonnat that pennitted
records to be of variable length and to contain
multiple occurrences of variable length group
fields. Each group field is preceded by an
identifier code and a length and may consist
of a set of fixed length data items followed by
one variable length data item (see Fig. 2).
Any individual item, if required for key comparison, may then be isolated by means of a
mask which, together with the data, is stored
in the key channel. This facility, when
applied to variable length items such as text
words, pennits easy implementation of stem
matching.
At the same time as the Associative
Searching Unit is carrying out its key comparisons, the Record Retrieval Unit, (RRU) is
matching its identifier list against. the data
stream and collecting the contents of the
designated fields in each record. If the record
is subsequently declared to be a "hit," these
are returned; if not, they are overwritten.
This feature of hardware deblocking
and editing of records is particularly valuable
in interactive situations where high throughput is necessary. The data from the RRU is
passed to the store of the control processor,
where it may be processed further if required,
before finally being returned to the user's
work space in the mainframe. This further
processing might, for example, be evaluating
arithmetic selection expressions and summing integer field values.
The mechanism of selection is illustrated in Fig. 3. A search task, which may
have come from a tenninal enquiry or a batch
program call and be of the fonn GET NAME,

=

PERSONNEL CODE FOR JOB
SALESMAN AND
AGE <28 and BONUS> 750 is compiled by the

mainframe resident data management software into a search and retrieve task specification. The latter, in the fonn of a list, contains
key and mask data, a microprogram for the
search evaluation processor, and a list of data
SEPTEMBER 1980169

Despite the manifest inefficiency of serial search,
it is often the only solution.

items to be retrieved from selected records.
This list, together with the physical
, addresses of the file areas to be searched, is
then passed by the operating system in the
mainframe to the CAFS controller. The size of
these may vary from a single track to a whole
disk cartridge depending on the extent of the
file and the indexing strategy adopted. The
control processor, having accepted the task,
selects the appropriate disk drive and then
transfers the task parameters to the relevant
CAFS units. In Fig. 3, both the data items in
the record and the key register contents are
shown for the sake of clarity with their application names and not with their group field
descriptors.
The search capability of
the system may be extendMAY BE
ed by using the File CorreEXTENDED
lation Unit. This enables
selection expressions to be evaluated on the
joins of physical files without the overhead of
sorting and merging intermediate results or,
relying on precompiled 'pointer structures,
provided that there exists a data item shared
by records in the two files.
The principal components of this device are a set of 256K I-bit wide stores, any
one of which may be addressed by the value
part of a designated data item in the record
being processed by the Associative Search
Unit. If the latter classifies a record as a
"hit, " then the addressed bit can be set. At
the end of a search task, the store contains, in
effect,the set of different data item values,
coded as addresses, occurring in the designated field in all the records satisfying the search
selection expre~;sion. On a subsequent
search, on the" me or a different file, the
store containing these coded values may
again be accessed during the processing of a
record, but this time the state ofthe addressed
bit may be treated as if it were a key channel
comparator output by the microprogram performing the evaluation of the selection expression, thereby enabling a linked selection
operation to be carried out across the two files
(Fig. 4).
In this example, there are two files, a
parts file and a supplier file, containing, respectively, part number, part description,
supplier code and supplier name, supplier
code, supplier address. Consider the enquiry,
"Find all suppliers of Whitworth brass bolts
in Birmingham." To execute this, the parts
file is first searched using' 'part description"
== "Whitworth" and "brass" and "bolt" as
the selection, expression. For all records
found, a bit in the map is set using the supplier
code as an address. The supplier file is then
searched using "supplier address" == "Birmingham" and "supplier code addressed bit
in map set" as the selection expression. Supplier names are then retrieved from all records

FIG. 4
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FIND ALL SUPPUERS OF WHITWORTH BRASS BOLTS IN BIRMINGHAM

satisfying this expression.
, For the record being processed, the bit
map store may be addressed directly by the
value of the data item itself, by a numerical
equivalent stored in the record, or by a value
obtained by hardware hashing. The latter,
moreover, can be used on a virtual field
assembled dynamically from more than one
data item in the record. However, the use of
hashing in this way can give rise to false
"hits" or "ghosts, " but the number of these
can be reduced to almost negligible amounts
by using several bit maps each of which is addressed via a different hashing function. Any
residual ghosts are then removed by a backtracking operation.

HOW CAFS
FILE IS
SET UP

The physical organization
of a CAFS file is a cellular
serial one. The file extent
is divided into a series of
storage cells whose size may vary from one
disk track to a cy linder, depending on the particular requirements of the application. Any
search task is then directed to one or more
cells which are exhaustively scanned.
In many applications a half-cylinder
is used as a cell, and then using lO-head read,
the whole cell may be searched in one revolution of the disk pack. Since access to a record

within a cell is associative, the physicallocation is irrelevant unless there is an applications requirement to maintain records in a
given sequence.
Although the CAFS hardware can provide very fast searching, it is necessary to
complement this by alow resolution indexing
system in order to achieve the best performance. Such indexes, however, need to resolve only to the level of storage cells. In
many applications this means that each addressable unit, e.g., a half-cylinder, may
contain 100 to 1,000 records.
There is then little difference between
the time it takes to select and retrieve one
record from among a thousand others using
CAFS and the time needed to make a random
access to one record using conventional
methods. Indeed, in certain instances, the
overall time for the latter could be greater
since additional disk accesses might have to
be made for index lookup. Moreover, a CAFS
file sequenced on a primary key would only
have as many entries in the index as there
were storage cells.
In addition, secondary or alternative
key indexes can be readily compiled for a
given data item as either an ordered list of
values or a set of derived hash codes in which
each value or code has associated with it a bi-
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The Associative Searching Unit is the heart of the system.

sive language facilities may now be made
nary vector having as many bits in it as there be read in CAFS search mode it has to be reare storage cells in the file. Any particular bit loaded. Nevertheless, standard utlities can be . available to a large number of users with response times such that a truly conversational
in a vector is then set if there is at least one used for disk initialization, file allocation,
and harmonious dialogue be established beoccurrence of its associated value of code in and file 'copying. Hard recording flaws are
#
the corresponding storage cell. For a multi- avoided by skipping the cylinder containing tween man and machine.
factor selection expression, the low level sys- the flaw at the time of file allocation. Since
tem software can manipulate the index the incidence of flaws on the 60MB cartridges
V. A. J. MALLER
vectors of the various terms in the expression used was extremely low, this simpleminded
to produce a search vector. The bits that are approach to flaw management did not lead to
Mr. Maller leads
set in this vector then correspond to the stor- a profligate waste of disk space.
an interdisciplinary
age cells in the file in which it is worth makThe updating of CAFS files can be perresearch g rou p
ing a search. This procedure is subtly formed purely conventionally using either
comprised of
different from conventional inverted index- normal direct access methods or logical
hardware,
ing. Whereas the latter indicate where records record insertion/deletion in CAFS mode. In the
software, and
are, the CAFS scheme, when more than one at- latter the mainframe software merely has to
language
tribute value is involved, indicates where identify the storage cell in which the insertion
specialists
they are not.
or deletion is to occur and then issue the
investigating new
. This form of indexing, when com- appropriate commands. The CAFS controller
architectures for data management
bined with intensive search, provides all the . will then perform the necessary block readwith International Computers Ltd. at
features of an inverted file handling system ing, repacking, writing back, and check readStevenage, Hertfordshire, England.
without incurring such severe penalties with ing. In a transaction processing environment,
He has been employed by ICL
regard to the manipulation, generation, and concurrent update control and journalizing
since 1962, and, until 1971, he
maintenance of indexes.
for recovery remains entirely a mainframe
worked on superconducting
The physical mapping of a CAFS disk , data management function.
computer devices, integrated circuit
conforms to normal standards, but, as already
The potential processing power made
packaging, design automation,
indicated, the format of records and their available through the CAFS approach should
digital magnetic recording, and
logical organization within a file extent do have its major impact on information retrieval
magneto-optic recording.
not. Consequently, before a standard file can in an interactive environment. Comprehen-
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Introducing the Identification Network.
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Data Collection, pure and simp
From the moment your
employees entered the front gate
until they left for home, they've
always been on their own.
And no matter how dependable
they were it's been almost impossible to hold them accountable for
their actions and their whereabouts.

Accounting for the heretofore
unaccountable.
The Identification Network
from Rusco Electronics gives you
accountability for people and facilities that you never thought possible.
It monitors and reports employee
whereabouts and actions. And gives
you an accurate, immediate record
of who, what, where, and when.
Now basic data entry is available
anywhere. For instance, you can
control the locking and unlocking
of doors on a pre-programmed
time schedule.
Parking lot entrances and exits
can be tied into the Identification
Network. So you can' always find out
if an employee is on the premises.
You can account for the use of
the copying
machine and
knowhow

or the machinery will not work.
And a central printer immediately tells your security people
that an attempted unauthorized
entry has occurred, where it occurred,
and when.
It's that easy to account for
(and control) unauthorized access
and activities. And that easy to
save money.

many copies each employee makes.
You can create an electronic
time and attendance log of your
employees ins-and-outs for automatic payroll processing.
You can even restrict after
hours elevator use. For certain key
people and certain floors.
Those are just a few examples.

How the Identification Network
works.

The most important control of all.

Each of your employees gets an
Identification Network EntryCard™
with a personalized code. Each room
or piece of equipment that requires
accountability has a single, compact
CARDENTRYTM reader.
You simply tell the Identification
Network which employees are
allowed into each room and which
employees are authorized to use
each piece of equipment:
, If someone attempts to enter
a room or use a piece of equipment
that's off limits to them, the door
will

That, of course, is the ability
to control losses.
The simple fact is, if you can
account for detailed activities in
areas where you lose money due
to theft and misuse of materials,
machinery and information, you can
cut those losses dramatically.
That's exactly what the
Identification Network does. It saves
a lot of money. In a lot of places.
Call or Write: Rusco Electronics
Systems, 1840 Victory Blvd., Glendale, CA 91201,1-800-528-6050, ext.
691. In Arizona, 1-602/" all!
955-9714, ext. 691.
,
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I h'slgniIlg s()ftware to savp time is

it

SAS tradi-

i i! HI. :\lld \\(' '\'(' I lac kcd I)ur ycars of (':':pericllcc i I1to
;~

:;,''.'.'

.:-lAS (;1{:\PH.
!,d<,\I'H !,jf)Jl\.:C'{;; ;llh~\\' dil"(>,:tioI1 for
grapnics solt w.:\re.
(J!d soft\vare systems came into being hefore
hardware had much in the way of time-saving features. And because the software had to do most of
the work it was designed to be device-independent.
Hut SAS/GRAPH is device-intelligent. It's
dt'~;i~~ll!~d to lIse the time-saving features built iIlto
1110;.;1 modern hard\-\'are.
For example. look at the blue slice of the pie
Ch;lrt a!mv:'. S".SC;HAPH used one "pie" command
to culor it. A device-indepeIldent system would
require hundreds of "move and dravv" commands.
~;,:\:,

But best oj all Sr\'s, CHAPH is integrated Into
S.t'\S.so you']] get till' !:(:lldits of the total SAS system- a system [lm'\' :~<l.vi!H.~ time' in n::'port writing.
statisti('al <1!lill.vsi:-:.di!:.<\ illiUl<l!WllH,'nl and as a

higher-level prugramming language <1t more tilall
L200 OS,OS/VS and VM/CMS sites.
And you can add SAS (including SAS/GIZl\PH)
to your tip staff for less than half the cost of a nc\,.;
programmer.
Cali or V\-Tite today. \Vc'll provide more information on a very graphic time .. saver.
SAS .!Jlsti t lite Inc .. PO Box gO()(), Cary, NC 27S 11.
91:) / 4() 7-800U.
,.......':""

\?ylitll S!\~;/C;l~t\I)H }/()ll S(l\lC CC)I11lJllter tir11e and
drawing time.
I\.n(j y'()tl'll1 S(1\re llser tiI11e. Becallse Si\5/(~!~t\Pti
Pi'( }dliCPS most displays with t\VO or three simple

siaielIlellis.

!rr:aocs nrociuccci IJV SAS/GRAPH Witil Tektroni~ 4027. Dunn Instrumonts 631 Color Cam()/il System and Polaroid film.
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Zero-base budgeting-an attempt to reevaluate
all programs, activities, and expenditures in terms
of cost-benefit.

lBBFITSDP
by Thomas J. Francl,

TO ATEE

W. Thomas Lin,
and Miklos A. Vasarhelyi
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The development of zero-base budgeting
(ZBB) began in 1964, when it was introduced
in the U.S. Department of Agriculture. Then,
in 1969, while at Texas Instruments, Peter
Pyhrr further developed the concept. Texas
Instruments first used it in its staff and research divisions and then expanded it to the
entire company in the following year. It is not
a new idea, but current interest is attributable
to President Carter, who, as Governor of
Georgia, introduced the concept into the
state's budget in 1970 and who mandated that
the federal budget for fiscal 1979 employ it.
Here, we will analyze the applications ofZBB
in data processing.
The traditional (incremental) budget
assumes that budgeted expenses for the coming year will be no less than the preceding
year or some average of preceding years. All
existing programs are maintained. Zero-base
budgeting attempts to reevaluate all programs, activities, and expenditures in terms
of cost-benefit. It is not based on the last
year's budget but on the belief that some
obsolete programs should be eliminated. It is
a method of forcing managers to defend every
controllable activity.
There are three basic steps in zerobase .budgeting: developing decision packages, ranking packages in order of importance, and allocating resources accordingly.
A decision package is a document that
identifies and describes a specific activity in
such a manner that management can (a)
evaluate it and rank it against other activities
competing for limited resources, and (b) decide whether to approve or disapprove it. 1
A decision package can be developed
for people, a program or a project, service received or provided, line item of exp~nditure,
cost reduction, or capital expenditure. The
contents of the decision package usually inelude: (1) objective, purpose, or scope; (2)
what is to be done, and how; (3) consequences of not doing the activity; (4) alternative methods; (5) costs and benefits of
recommended activity; (6) resources required.
1. Peter A. Pyhrr, "Zero-Base Budgeting," Harvard Business
Review, November/December 1970,.p. ll2.
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ZBB does not supplant the corporate budget. It is not suited
to all organizations nor all activities of an organization.

In preparing decision packages, a unit
manager begins with the specification of the
unit's objective and purpose. After a description of how the unit currently operates and the
resources utilized, the manager then develops
workload and performance measurement
techniques, considers alternative methods of
operating, and performs incremental analysis. The final decision package will be
placed in one of the following three support
level categories: (1) different methods or reduced levels of effort to do each activity; (2)
"business as usual" levels of effort, where
there are no other alternatives; (3) new activities and programs.
Once the manager has defined all the
obligatory and discretionary activities into
packages, a ranking process occurs. Usually
the manager ranks all packages in order of decreasing benefit to the company on a costbenefit basis. This ranking activity begins at
the cost center level. A committee is formed
by all managers in the cost center. The committee reviews all the packages presented to it
and ranks them in importance by means of a
voting mechanism. The packages considered
most beneficial to the cost center as a whole
receive the highest rankings, while the least
important receive the lowest. A cutoff point is
now established. Given the general level of
funds avaiiable in the coming fiscal year, all
packages above a given ranking are accepted
by the group and all those below a certain
point are rejected.
These decisions are then passed up to
the next higher management level. Here the
manager reviews the rankings to determine if
they fit into the organization's goals and to
decide whether the rejected packages offer
enough benefits to expand the level of funding. Upper managers briefly examine only a
preestablished percentage of the packages to
control volume. This process is repeated until
all the accepted activities are filtered through
to the top of the organization, where the bud-:get for the entire organization is then created.
ZBB does not supplant the corporate
budget. It is not suited to all organizations nor
all activities of an organization. It has little
use in budgeting for production costs such as
direct labor, direct materials, and direct overhead, which are largely determined by
production and sales volume. It is mostly ~p
plicable to the service and support area of an
organization which has discretionary costs.
The majority of recent applications of
ZBB in the private sector have been modeled
after the initial venture in Texas Instruments
in 1969. The method began in Texas Instrument's research and development efforts.2
Decision packages were designed to specify
objectives of R&D activities and to describe
the benefits, ~osts, alternatives, and conse2. See Peter A. Pyhrr, Zero-BilSe Budgeting, John Wiley and
Sons, Inc., New York, 1973, p.xi.
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quences of not funding each R&D program. .nel costS. The pressure to reduce these items
The programs were then ranked according to
was so great that an analysis of the departpotential benefits, and limited funds were ments' activities was conducted by the indiallocated to those with the highest priority.
vidual technical services managers in early
In 1971, management at Texas Instru1979. Although a slight reduction was agreed
ments decided to use the new technique in upon after some arm twisting, it was difficult
other nonproduction or staff activities in the to isolate any significant head count reduccompany. Since then, ZBB has become stan- tions. In a service industry, the relationship
dard operating procedure for all staff and re- between inputs and outputs are lacking, and
search activities, which consist of over one- therefore the management decided that a secthird of the company's annual budget.
ond analysis of its activities utilizing ZBB
The Chicago office of Peat, Marwick, techniques was necessary. The computer
Mitchell & Company made a survey of 391 operations department was not included durbusiness executives and government offi- ing this test run of ZBB.
The. management team spent a total of
cials. Some 81 % of the responses indicate
that' 'certain aspects of zero-based budgeting five days developing a decision package for.
would improve our present budgeting proce- every activity they were responsible for
dures" and 47% state that "we are likely to whether or not they were actively working on
seriously consider implementation of a re- them. Thus, all outstanding user requests,
vised budgeting system using the ZBB ap- program enhancements, and pet projects
proach or elements of it."3 Stonich were included. A total of 221 decision packmentioned the favorable results of a question- ages were developed, and one example is
naire in his book.4 In general, the responses shown in the sample form on the opposite
show that ZBB is a good process to change the page. The most important sections of the
total budget level, to reallocate costs and form are those that document manpower remanpower, to learn more about the organiza- quirements, expertise levels, advantages of
tion, to improve efficiency and effectiveness retaining the act~vity, and consequences of
within the organization, and to be used as a eliminating the activity.
management planning and control system.
The second step was to rank them acIn summary, ZBB has been adopted in cording to a priority scale. The rankings
many U.S. companies with an overall mea- ranged from 1 to 6 (see Fig. 1).
The decision line between 3 and 4
sure of success. s The budgeting tool offers a
means of objectively allocating funds to ob- . separates the recommended activities, (4 and
tain maximum benefit in nonproduction de- above) and those not recommended at this
partments. However, the demands of time (3 and ·below). If the budget is constrainadditional time and paperwork are not accept- ed, a rank four activity would be eligible for
able in many firms. It would be beneficial to deletion, and, conversely, if the budget is inobtain additional feedback from those creased, rank three activities could be added.·
All· of the recommended activities
companies that have tried the technique and
subsequently cast it aside as impractical. This were summarized according to level of experinformation would give added insights into tise and compared to the available staff. A
special graphic analysis program was written
the usefulness of ZBB.
to spread these activities across the next 12
Most of the literature re- months in order to visualize the workload
ZBB
port ZBB applications in peaks. In some departments, the peak for the
IN DP
manufacturing companies. immediate future required 20 individuals,
INDUSTRY
For example, Dudick illus- when in fact only seven were available to do
trated a ZBB application for a typical small-to- the work. The involvement of the senior manmedium manufacturing company or· divi- agement from all user .departments was
sion. 6 This section describes an actual imple- necessary to reevaluate work requests, to rementation of ZBB for an information service schedule start and completion dates, and to
industry in Southern California, where data suggest modifications to the rankings. After
processing had long been plagued with the receiving their input, a presentation was
problem of rising costs, particularly person- made to top management that indicated a 20%
decrease in personnel.
3. "Zero-Base Budgeting Believed to Improve Current BudThe author was requested by top mangeting Practices, "Managerial Planning, July!August 1977, p.
agement
to further reduce head count in his
40.
department by five people. In order to meet
4. P.l. Stonich, Zero-Based Planning and Budgeting, DowJones-Irwin, Homewood, II., 1977.
this request, a list of activities with low rank5. Other companies who used ZBB include: Hawaii's Dillingings was prepared, and it was estimated that
ham Corp.; Southern California Edison; United California
Bank; Florida Power and Light; Black Clawson-Kennedy,
up to seven positions could be eliminated if
Ltd.; Combustion Engineering, Inc.; Computer Sciences
several rank 4 and 5 activities were reprioriCorp., FMC Corp.; Hallmark Cards, Inc.; International Harvester Co.; Ohio Bell Telephone Co.; Rockwell International
tized. Top management elected to eliminate a
Corp.; and Xerox Corp.
sufficient number of these activities to allow
6. Thomas S. Dudick, "Zero-Base Budgeting in Industry,"
the reduction of five positions.
Management Accounting, May 1978, pp. 25-29.

ZERO-BASE PLANNING
DECISION PACKAGE
TITLE

DEPARTMENT
Programming .

RANK

GRADE LEVEL
1.
34
2.
35
3.

RESPONSIBILITY
DEPT.

lpgmg IFinance\

DEPT.
CODE
LDI
CODES
ADVANTAGES ·OF PERFORMING
ACTIVITY
.

5-1-79

FIG. 1.

PRIORITY SCALE

DECISloJ
LINE

3 Has merit.;.....first to be
. added if budget is
increased
2 Remote possibility of
doing
Should not be
considered at this
time.

The request of additional reductions
of manpower was greatly facilitated by the
use of ZBB. The user departments, typically
the loudest complainers of poor service and
high cost, accepted further reductions in service levels because they participated in the
prioritization of activities and benefited from
lower charges. Management could, for the
first time, properly evaluate the cost and
necessity of any given activity. The activities
with a ranking of 5 were eliminated mostly
because of the desired reduction in positions
but would probably be the first to be added
should the need arise.
ZBB is typically used in the fall of each
year in preparation for the annual budget. BeCl:UISe of the tremendous effort required to

develop decision packages, it is recommended that after the initial analysis of activities is
completed an annual update of the decision
packages be made, thus eliminating much of
the clerical effort. Each package should be
ranked again according to the current priorities of the company.
The result of identifying and classifying all activities within systems and programming has been'so helpful that it was decided
to maintain those packages and prepare additional ones for newly identified activities.
This process would supplement a project
initiation request procedure that controls system change requests. Managers and staff are
encouraged to add new activities to the system even though they might be blue-sky (in
this industry, wild ideas tend to become reality within a short period of time).
The evidence of past applications of
ZBB indicates substantial value in the concept
of reevaluating budget programs and activities to determine relevant costs,benefits, and
alternatives. ZBB has been successfully
implemented in a growing number of service
industries. Obviously, many of these companies feel that the benefits of ZBB outweigh the
cost of increased time and effort. The benefits
include the greater understanding of how
funds are being used, increased participation
of lower management in budgeting, and
elimination of inefficient programs. However, because the budgeting tool involves the
costs of increased time, paperwork, and effort, the implementation decision must be
carefully considered.
ZBB is not, and should not be considered, a panacea for management's budgeting
problems. The technique should not be built
up to promise more than it can realistically
provide. In order to apply ZBB successfully,
the following guidelines should be observed
carefully:
1. Review the ZBB methodology
and determine its appropriatenes.
2. Analyze the need of your organization before implementing ZBB; that is, one
should ask, "Is my organization ready for
ZBB?"

3. Define resources required before
implementation. This includes obtaining adequate staff for the budgeting department, setting up a top-management steering
committee, and appointing local budget coordinators.
4. Sell high-level management on
ZBB in advance of its implementation.
5. Long-range or strategic planning
should always precede ZBB.
6. Develop a ZBB method, including
a review procedure, tailored to your organization's environment.
7. Allow adequate time for training
budget personnel and users.
8. Communicate to all levels of
SEPTEMBER 1980179' .

EDP SPECIALISTS
career search opportunities

$18,000-$55,000+
DIRECTOR R&D SOFTWARE/HARDWARE
to $55,000 PLUS. Attractively located
Mid-Atl corp, most advanced & largest in
growing field, seeks exec for KEY Tech
group of 35+ pros dvlp'ng on-line mini·
based systems w/multiple custom I/O's.
Req's achievement managing software/
hardware systems product dvlpmt. Refer
HG.
TELECOMMUNICATIONS COORDINATOR
. to $38,000. Our major corporate client
seeks exp'd telecommunications coordinator w/5+ yrs exp in data communications & data networks to include terminals, communications' controller, time
div & statistical multiplexors, modems
& related diagnostic equipment. Refer
BS.
SOFTWARE SUPPORT ANALYST, $35,000.
This position involves troubleshooting
software problems & identifying weak

points in new operating sys,tems. The
successful candidate will have exp in
W:f~~f~i~~ software design problems.
TECHNICAL CONSULTANT to $33,000+.
Major consulting firm seeks individual to
develop their tech consulting practice.
Will evaluate hardware, type of operating

?o~i~~n. %f:nt:e:a~~~~nFf:ferto~~~.

SR. SYSTEMS to $30,000. Billion $ pres·
tige mfg corp in choice Virginia location
seeks Sr. Analyst w/exp in financial,
accounting, payroll or inventory areas.
Large 370 OS, COBOL, IMS bkgd a plus.
Refer OM.

CONTACT OUR NEAREST OFFICE ABOUT THESE AND OTHER FEE-PAID OPPORTUNITIES.
OUR UNIQUE, COMPANy-oWNED OFFICE SYSTEM ASSURES PERSONAL, CONFIDENTIAL SERVICE.

FOX-mOrriS

COMPUTER
SYSTEMS
ENGINEER/PROGRAMMERS
(SUPERVISORY CONTROL SYSTEMS)

OVERSEAS EMPLOYMENT
COMPUTER SYSTEMS ENGINEER - Degree required plus a
minimum of five (5) years experience in the design and maintenance of real
time mini-computer systems, familiarity with transistor circuits, integrated circuits and instrumentation. A knowledge of Assembler Language
programming is desirable. Responsibilities will involve the development
and maintenance of hardware for the monitoring and control of oil/gas
pipeline and production facilities and electrical distribution/facilities.
PROGRAMMER/ANALYST (Supervisory Controi Systems) - Degree
required plus a minimum of five (5) years in depth experience in real time
Assembler'Language mini·computer applications programming with a
working knowledge of operating systems_ Some hardware experience is .
desirable. Responsibilities will involve the development and maintenance
of software for the monitoring and control of oil/gas pipeline and production facilities and electrical distribution/transmission facilities.
Salaries commensurate with experience, plus generous overseas
premium, plus an extremely attractive savings plan and other benefits, plus tax advantages, plus family residence, plus 30 days annual
vacation and an excellent opportunity to travel and save money.
All replies confidential. Send complete resume of work experience, salary
requirements and personal data to:

OASIS OIL COMPANY OF LIBYA, INC.
Personnel Representative
1270 Avenue of the Americas, New York, New York 10020
CIRCLE 1240N READER CARD
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New

SR. SYSTEMS to $30,000. Prestigious
financial corp in suburban MO seeks
Senior Analyst w/exp in financial/ac.·
counting systems. Exceptional growth
oppty. Refer RN.

PHILADELPHIA, PA 19102-S. Burns, 1500 Chestnut St., 215/561-6300
ATLANTA, GA 30346-R. Spang, 47 Perimeter Center, 404/393·0933
BALTIMORE, MD 21204-R. Nelson, 409 Washington Ave., 301/296-4500
CHARLOTTE, NC 28202-J. Schwab, 1742 Southern Nat'l Ctr., 704/375·0600
CLEVELAND, OH 44131-A. Thomas, 5755 Granger Road, 216/749-6030
McLEAN, VA 22102-0. Miller, 1710 Goodridge Drive, 703/790-1335
NEW YORK, NY 10036-N. Shanahan, 1211 Ave. of the Americas, 212/840-6930
PITTSBURGH, PA 15222-B. Sayers, 4 Gateway Center, 412/232-0410
PRINCETON, NJ 08540-J. Dean, 3490 U.S. Rt. 1, 609/452-8135
WILMINGTON, DE 19810-H. Greene, 3516 Silverside Rd., 302/478-5150
HOUSTON, TX 77098-G. Smith, 3000 Richmond Ave., 713/523-5504
LOS ANGELES, CA 90017-W. McNichols, 707 Wilshire Boulevard, 213/623-3001
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94111-W. McNichols, 601 Montg0.very St., 415/392-4353

management the objectives and goals, and
provide clearer assignment of responsibility
for justifying expenditures and setting priorities.
9. Test ZBB in a single department
before implementing it throughout the organization.
10. Link ZBB to existing fmancial
control systems, providing effective and
.
timely management reports.
11. Encourage all levels of management participation, especially top management's cooperation and commitment.

THOMAS.J. FRANCL
Thomas J. Francl
is director of
systems and
programming at
The Bekins Co.,
Los Angeles. He
received a BS
from Loyola Univ.
in Chicago and is
a second year MBA student at the
University of Southern California.

W. THOMAS LIN
W. Thomas Lin is
an assistant
professor of
accounting at the
University of
Southern
California. He
received a BA
from National
Taiwan Univ., an MS from UCLA,
and a PhD from Ohio State, where
he also taught accounting. He is a
CMA and has published several
articles in accounting journals.

MIKLOS A. VASARHELVI
Miklos A.
Vasarhelyi is an
associate
professor of
accounting at
Columbia Univ. He
earned a BS from
the Catholic Univ.
of Rio de Janeiro,
an MS degree from MIT, and a PhD
from UCLA. The director of the Rio
Datacenter, Dr. Vasarhelyi has
published a book and many articles
on accounting subjects.

FREE CATALOG
For a free government catalog
listing more than 200 helpful
booklets, write:
Consumer Information
Center, Dept. B, Pueblo,
Colorado 81009.

A big
week for

small
computer
specialists
The sixth Minicomputer/Microcomputer Conference and Exposition will be held in Brooks Hall and
San Francisco Civic Auditorium, October 14-16.
Everything that's new and significant about
small computers and systems will be on display
on MinilMicro's show floor and reviewed by
experts in the Civic's four spacious auditoriums.
And there are some important extras! The
Association of Computer Programmers and Ana. lysts will hold its ·1 Oth anniversary conference just
preceding MinilMicro (call (800) 556-6882 for
full details) and U.S.U.S. (the UCSD system users'
society) will meet for three days during and following MinilMicro. There will also be a day-long,
Introduction to Pascal seminar.
.
MinilMicro's professional program, previewed
below, offers 60 hours of up-to-the-minute information in 24 half-day sessions.
Mark your calendar now, and use the coupon
to request the MinilMicro detailed preview program, available September 1.

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 14,9:30 AM

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 15, 1:30 PM

1. The Small Business Computer in the Next
Five Years
S. Henry Sacks, Mini/Micro Systems
2. Pascal Applications in the Minicomputer Environment
A. mnsor Brown, Point 4 Data Corp.
3. Professional Programmers/Analysts'
Role with Small Computers
John Prior, Consultant
4. Impact of New Technologies on Marketfig Opportunities for OEMs
Richard Able, Christman!Able
Advertising

13. IBM Watching: New Directions for
Small Computers
John Rehfeld, International Data Corp.
14. Software Evaluation and Selection
Bill Fisher, Arthur Young & Co.
15. Session title and organizer to be
announced.

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 14, 1:30 PM

16. Current trends in Computer Graphics
Dr. John Moreland, Megatek Corp.

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 16, 9:30 AM
17. Latest Armament in the Winchester
Revolution
Randy Knapp, Wespercorp

18. Data Base Capabilities in Small
5. Quality Assurance for Small Computer Computers
Software
Susan Kolb, Hewleff-Packard (DCD)
Murray Zuckerman,· Consultant
19. Computer Security in the Mini/Micro
6. Are Programmers Really Necessary?
Environment
Richard Dalton, Open Systems
Bill Fisher, Arthur Young & Co.
7. Microcomputers in Banking
20. Information Processing and Reporting:
Robert Reffelt, Chase Manhaffan Bank
State of the Art in the "Paperless Society"
8. Data Communications for Minicomputer Mike Helft, Arthur Young & Co.
Users
Roger Evans, Micom Systems
THURSDAY, OCTOBEH 16, 1:30 PM
21. Distribution Alternatives for Small BusiWEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 15, 9:30 AM
ness Computers
9. Pascal Open Forum: Implementation Rober! R. Mueller, Office Products Dealer
Interfacing to Existing Systems
Magazine
A. mnsor Brown, Point 4 Data Corp.
22. Increasing Market Potential for
10. Design Objectives for Color-Graphics Minicomputer Distribution
Desktop Computing Systems
BmMcNam~~SysklC~p.
Ed Bride, Hewleff-Pack~d (DCD)
23. Systems in Hospitals and Health Care
11. Winchester Disk and the Backup Issue:
What's Happening?
L~ry Hemmerich, Cipher Data Products
12. Effects of Microcomputers on
Marketing lim Jordan, Moxon Electronics

Neil D. Kelley, Infosystems Magazine
24. Session title and organizer to be
announced

---------------MinilMicro 80 32302 Camino Capistrano, Suite 202, San Juan Capistrano, Ca 92675

o
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Please send me the detailed Mini/Micro preview program (Sept. 1)
Please send details and registration materials for the
Introduction to Pascal seminar on October 13.

Name

•

•

Inl
Robert D. Rankin, Managing Director

•

1

San Francisco, October 14-16
32302 Camino Capistrano, Suite 202, San Juan Capistrano, CA 92675 (714) 661-3301
CIRCLE 125 ON READER CARD

1. Performance Measurements
Benchmark
Name

VAX 11nao
CPU time

Perkln·Elmer Performance
3240 CPU
Ratio·
time

PMS0154
PMS0254
PMS0354
PMS0454
PMS0554
PMS0664
PMS0764
PMS0864
PMS0964
PMS1064
PMS1124,
PMS1234
PMS1324
PMS1407
PMS1507
PMS1674
PMS1724
PMS1807 PMS1907
PMS2007
PMS2107
PMS2202
PMS2324 PMS2402
PMS2502
PMS2624
PMS2708
PMS2809
PMS2934
PMS3009
PMS3103
PMS3202
PMS3307
PMS3407
PMS3507
PMS3607
PMS3701
PMS3802
PMS3903
PMS4002
PMS4102
PMS4202
PMS4301
PMS4403
PMS4584
PMS4603
PMS4701
PMS4802
PMS4934
PMS5008
PMS5108
PMS5208
PMS5308
PMS5408
PMS5502
PMS5602
PMS5703
PMS5824

1.140
4.710
9.160
43.610
86.420
1.610
7.040
13.730
66.830
132.920
1.520
2.470
1.310
251.560
50.260
22.440
52.550
50.180
32.020
17.720
13.450
33.311
121.610
0.940
0.720
122.920
4.850
103.770
0.660
0.230
0.610
4.740
2.470
39.190
5.580
156.540
4.480
4.060
6.050
9.330
76.290
118.490
110.650
1.990
219.990
18.640
0.350
0.830
0.340
0.430
98.950
0.900
0.330
2.080
1.130
207.140
585.170
18.740

0.907
4.485
8.990
43.451
86.123
1.350
6.679
13.370
66.068
129.727
1.306
2.424
1.618
37.327
57.657
23.005
53.133
34.766
34.679
20.264
20.242
26.352
137.997
0.539
0.562
227.689
0.961
0.006
0.414
0.006
0.398
3.923
1.959
7.774
2.587
20.077
1.621
2.874
3.864
5.505
77.764
125.039
75.569
0.739
189.081
16.939
0.077
0.880
0.050
0.168
55.419
0.917
0.029
1.697
2.180
198.685
254.545
18.194

1.26
1.05
1.02
1.00
1.00
1.19
1.05
1.03
1.01
1.02
1.16
1.02
0.81
6.74
0.87
0.98
0.99
1.44
0.92
0.87
0.66
1.26
0.88
1.74
1.28
0.54
5.05
17295.00
,
1.59
38.33
1.53
1.21
1.26
5.04
2.16
7.80
2.76
1.41
1.57
1.69
0.98
0.95
1.46
2.69
1.16
1.10
4.55
0.94
6.80
2.56
1.79
0.98
11.38
1.23
0.52
1.04
2.30
1.03

2. Perkin-Elmer 3240 vs. VAX*
Average Time by Job Classification
o~----------------------------------------------~

'2

3

1. Integer
2. Single-precision

5
6
4
Job Classification
5. Single-precision
whetstone timings
6. Double-precision
whetstone timings

3. Double-precision
4. Math functions

3. Proven Price/Performance
2.0.,------------------------------,

$160K

$180K

$200K

$220K

Price

'Performance Ratio = VAX 11/780 CPU time
Perkin-Elmer 3240 CPU time

The configurations tested were 2 MB of memory, 67 MB disc, 75 ips tape, Floating Point
Processor, CRT terminal, battery backup, and
system software, The 3240 had a Writeable
Control Store and Fortran Enhancement Package, while the VAX 11/780 had a Floating Point
Accelerator.

7

8

9

7. Arrays
8. Job mix
9. Compiler technology

The Perkin-Elmer
3240 is

Faster
than
\I •
Our 32-bit Model 3240 performed
44 out of 58 benchmark tasks
faster than the more expensive
VAX 111780.
We matched our Model 3240
against the VAX 11/780 in 58 customer supplied benchmarks, comprising 697 million FORTRAN
statements.
In 44 of the benchmarks,. the
3240 performed faster than VAX.
Overall, the 3240 delivered an
average 1.4 times higher
performance.

Yet the 3240 configuration costs
approximately $20,000 less than
its corresponding VAX configuration.
All 58 FORTRAN benchmarks
listed in Table 1 were submitted by
our customers and prospects
reflecting their application needs .
Applications that deal with the same
kind of problems you face every day
All benchmarks were run on-site
at various locations across the
country. And all were run by vendortrained operators.
In Table 2, we organized the
benchmark results into nine common types of job classification, so
you can see at a glance how the
3240 stacks up vs. VAX 11/780. (The
ninth classification demonstrates
the superiority of Perkin-Elmer's system software, in this case globally
optimizing FORTRAN VII.)
As shown in Table 3, the story is
simple and uncomplicated. The

Perkin-Elmer 3240 outperforms
VAX 11/780. And it costs less.
The 3240 is faster than VAX in
another important way-we can
deliver it faster.
We'd be happy to send you
a sub-set of those benchmarks
which are non-proprietary or have
been released with permission,
so you can run them
yourself. We'll also
send you hardware and software
documentation.
Before you make
a decision on
any supermini
system, get all
the facts on the
new 3240 from
Perkin-Elmer.

r---------------,

The Perkin-Elmer Corporation, Marketing Communications,
I
I 2 Crescent Place, Oceanport, NJ 07757
I Please send me 0 complete information on the 3240
I
0 documentation 0 a sub-set of benchmarks.
I
I o Have a salesman call.
I Name
Tel.
I
I
I Title
I Company
I
I Street
I
IL _
City
State-Zip
I
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ...J

Call loll free: 1800) 631-2154

In NJ: (201) 229-6800

CIRCLE 126 ON READER CARD

PERKIN-ELMER

Only air traffic controllers have a higher divorce rate •••

MARRIAGE: DP STYLE
by Merrill Cheri in
She was describing their new house near California's Silicon Valley. "It's O.K.," she
sighed. "I mean it doesn't have what you
would call charm, exactly."
"How would you know?" her husband asked. "You never spend any time in
it. "
Ah, it was the old story: she, codirector of information technology at a large corporation. He, the put-upon husband. Usually
the sexes of the two spouses in this situation
are reversed, but now that women are fighting
their way to the top in the computer industry
they find they've won equal opportunity to
wreck their marriages as well.
Ask anyone in the industry; they'll assure you the divorce rate among their peers is
astronomical. It certainly wasn't difficult to
find divorced dpers to interview for this article-they seemed to be in the majority. But
we talked to married computer people, too,
and harried spouses. The names have been
changed to protect the miserable.
Take Claire, whom we met on the
commuter express out of New York. She is
Bob's third wife. "Being a dp wife I can honestly say is the pits. He's a director of operations. If I didn't go to his office to pick him up
after I'm through at my office, he would
never come home. He'd forget about time
altogether. Normally in the course of an
evening the phone rings anywhere from five
to 10 times. But my favorite is when they call
at 4:30 in the morning to tell him the system is
down. Then he either goes in or walks them
through over the phone. The other night he
was on the phone from 10:45 till 11 :30. Then
he packed up and went in and didn't come
home till 3: 30 in the morning. He won't take a
sick day, let alone any vacation."
Did she know it would be like this before she married him? She answers, "I knew
it was going to be bad but I didn't know how
bad. When we go out to dinner he's constantly checking in with the office. Even when we
go on vacation we have to leave a forwarding
number.
"I'd say his work probably inter184 DATAMATION

fered with his last marriage, because when
he wasn't at work he was studying, taking
courses.
"The only thing that I'd say makes
my marriage with him more compatible than
his others were, is that.at my job I'm somewhat involved with computer operations myself. It makes it somewhat easier. If he comes
home and starts talking technical at least I
have the basis to understand the conversation.
"Formerly he was working as a consultant, and that was even worse.
"I call him once or twice a day to see
if he's still breathing. He never brings his
head up above water. A dp career can be very
destructive to a marriage. It's one of the most
boring subjects in the world if you don't
understand it. Luckily I do.
"We're planning to have a family but
I doubt he'll have much time to spend with the
children. Many an evening we'll be sitting
there watching tv and he'll have reams upon
reams of computer printouts heaped up in
front of him, looking for some minor error, "
she trails off with a weary sigh.
We decided to hear Bob's side of the
story. He explains, "When I took over this
data center it was in bad shape, and my hours
at first were terrible-every weekend and
long hours at night-but in the last six months
it's slacked off. Maybe, as we continually advance, we'll all be able to work more regular
hours.
"Systems programming was actually
the toughest job. The operator drops a card
deck and doesn't know how to put it back tog~ther again, so he calls you. It's 4 a.m. in
December, you're standing barefoot on the
kitchen floor with the wind rushing in under
the back door. Your ankles are turning blue,
\ and he wants to know if you can tell him how
to put the cards back together. It's written
down on a piece of paper, but he doesn't
understand it.
"If my career advances at the astronomical rate I want it to, someday I'll be too
high up in the organization for them to bother
calling. me.
"I enjoy my work very much and it's
an integral part of my life, as is my family.

But at times I feel the job has to come first.
Although I only control about $3.5 million, if
we screw up, it could end up costing the
company $50 million or $60 million further
on down the line. You have to accept this. It's
never been a 9 to 5 job and I don't think it ever
will be. It's a fun field and a frustrating one.
There aren't many people in this field who'd
ever want to do anything else. It's like taking
off on a rocket to the moon. There are a lot of
stops along the way, but it's all excitirig. "
Just as Claire finds it somewhat easier to take Bob's
FREE
lifestyle because she
PAIR
understands the field a bit,
Jason and Andrea, who hold similar jobs in
the same company, find they have almost no
hassles due directly to the job. Jason is vice
president of dp at a large Manhattan bank. His
wife is a second vp of systems planning at one
of the bank's branches. He says, "In the past
I've had to put in 90-hour weeks. But she
understood what I was doing. Sometimes, before our son was'born, she'd come with me.
We haven't been able to have a decent vacation for a long, long time, though. It all dependson how much you enjoy being in dp.
It's good if you're both in it, because then you
can talk about it and share experiences. Ifit's
both fun and work it's not bad at all."
Extricating ourselves from this sugary
pair, we went in pursuit of more regular people, those who are married to people outside
the profession.
Maria, head of data processing for the
school system of a large Eastern city says,
·'It's easy to see why there's lots of divorce in ill
dp. Just last week, for example, we did a big N
upgrade. I went in and ended up staying all ~
night to see it through. If your spouse doesn 't ~
understand or if he objects to these hours, ~
he's not going to be happy in the marriage." ffi
Her husband could not be reached for com- 0
ment. The above conversation took place at a ~
party and he was home babysitting.
Fortunately, Maria has an accommo- ~
dating spouse. Jack didn't. The operations ~
manager of a mid-Atlantic insurance compa- :3
ny, Jack remembers, "I was offered a job out ::::!

HASSLE·
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"I was offered a job out of town. 1was .willing to go
in a second; she wasn't. So 1went.· She didn't."

of town, I was willing to go in a second; she
wasn't. So I went. She didn't. Sometimes I'd
work two or three days around the clock., I
guess I'm not good husband material that
way. Next week all four of my supervisors are
going to school for four days, so while they're
gone I'm going to be' working four straight
days-day and night. I don't sleep. It won't
be the first time. You get to a point where you
find yourself about ready to drop, then you go
throw cold water on your face, get a cup of
black coffee and get revived. I'll sleep for a
day afterwards. I'm at the 40 mark now and I
still can do it. This business is a lot of hassle.
We were down 24 hours from Thursday night
till late last night.
"The majority of the people I know in
the dp field can only work a certain amount of
overtime, otherwise they'd be in immense
trouble at home. Dp is ridiculous, it demands
a lot of your time. I make a lot of money because I'm willing to hustle, break my back,
and give a little bit extra-something that's
becoming more and more rare to find in people today. "
Perhaps it's rare because people are
demanding a change from the old dictum that
the company owns them.
We decided to talk to a specialist in
computer-related stress. There really is such a
guy, and he's John Van Zwieten, a former
clinical psychologist who is now a stress
management consultant. He used to work on
staff at GTE in Tampa and now works with
managers and professionals in "high-tech"
business, especially the computer business.
He sees the high divorce rate in the industry as
an unfortunate but natural outcome of the
high degree of stress it generates.
He explains, "First of all, the kind of
person who goes into dp is the kind of person
who's sort of a loner-not as interested in

dealing with people as he is in dealing with
machines and systems. There's quite a shock
for a lot of these people as they rise up to more
responsible positions because suddenly they
have to deal with people. They have to interface with users, and be effective. If they're
not, they come out with a product that is not
acceptable to the user. That happens continually in the dp industry.
"Dpers are skilled in machines and
logic, but not in conflict resolution or communications. There's a lot of stress built up
around that. Dpers are under the gun. This, of
course, isa generalization-some do have the
skills. But these pressures are somewhat
unique to the industry.
, 'The crazy hours and deadlines are a
big problem. You can look at stress .on a very
personal level. Take physical fitness. Dp is a
very sedentary sort of job-sitting around a
lot in meetings and in front of a crt. If people
don't take opportunities to exercise, their resistance to all this other stuff is lowered. So
when something stressful at work happens,
they're less likely to be able to deal with it.
They tire quicker and feel constantly stressful. It keeps building and building because
it's not dealt with, and dp people traditionally
don't know a whole lot about how to deal with
their own stress. The family gets involved
and finally a lot of people move from just
being stressed to being distressed and that's
where physical illness and emotional liability
come in. Wide mood swings occur. The per~
son can be heading toward a breakdown,
which is definitely very widespread in this
industry.
"The divorce is not cause and effect.
As stress builds up at work it slowly builds up
at home, which makes it build up at work
even more. They parallel each other. All the
people around the stressed individual become

"Hold on Agnes, Frank must have tripped over one of the kids' toys ... "
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more stressed-the wife and kids and the
workers, too. Finally, the individuals in a
high pressure organization that has a lot of
negative feedback and a lot of problems will
absorb lots more stress.
"People first need to be aware of
stress and how they react to it. They have to
be aware of it in their bodies; in their psychological makeup, which can be seen in the
things they say to themselves and feel about
themselves; in their interpersonal relationships with peers, boss, and family members;
and in the organization. What things in the organization are stressful for them?
"Second, they have to be aware that
they have some control and can in fact
change.
.
"Third, they need to look at each area
and address stress in each of them. It doesn't
help to say, 'Well, I'm going to try to work it
out with my wife. ' You also have to work on
it on physical, emotional, interpersonal, and
organizational levels.
"Finally, they have to decide how
they're going to change their behavior and put
their plans into action.
"These stresses are different for
every person. They have to discover alternatives to them-new behaviors they can put
.,
into use.
"I'd hate to make the statement that
these people who like to work alone and
aren't good with people wouldn't be good at a
marriage. It depends on the spouse's expectations. If you hold to the old story that people
choose like partners, then both people may be
very individual and that could work out fine.
On the other hand, if you feel that opposites
attract, you can say they'll choose the opposite in their mate and then their mate will be
either happy with the complementary mate or
will be upset because their expectations
weren't met.
"I wouldn't want to state that a dp
type is the kind of person to have a bad marriage. I would say that in general they're
probably not as adept at people skills. But that
doesn't necessarily mean a marriage will be
bad. A lot of times you can adapt to that.
What it does mean is that if you're on a job
where you need people skills, you're going to
be in trouble unless you learn them. I'd say
it's not that dpers don't have the traits necessary to ·make a good marriage, but that it's
more the stress of the workplace.
"There are other stresses in dp I
haven't even mentioned-like the rapid pace
of technological change you need to keep up
with. It's explosive. What you knew three or
five years ago is no longer applicable or current. There will be even more broken marriages because people haven't learned to cope
with the stress of all this change."
We commented that Van Zwieten
paints a very bleak picture. He responded,
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The forms source.
Burroughs Forms Management Service. An affordable,
.
dependable plan that offers maximum efficiency for purchasing
and managing todays business forms.
'
You could be unknowingly wasting time, money and
valuable floor space coping with business forms.
Even if you're ordering at predetermined restocking
points on the lowest bid basis.
Burroughs Forms Management Service can show
you a more yroductive way.
First we'l survey what you're doing now. Then
we'll make specific recommendations designed to
increase efficiency, lower costs. We'll make sure your
forms not only fit your printers but your programs, too.
We'll show you ways to keep costs in line and
reduce overall costs by forecasting needs for years
at a time. And our deferred payment plans let you
pay for your forms as you use them, freeing up
your capital.
We'll handle your forms inventory for you. You
won't have to make inventory checks, ask for quotes,
interview salesmen, write multiple purchase orders.
Your receiving procedures and accounts payable are
streamlined. And since you'll only have to keep
current supplies on hand, you'll increase valuable
warehouse space in the process.
0

We supply everything from bank processing
documents and loan coupons to checks (including
the only one with three built-in safeguards against
color copier fraud). Continuous forms, stock tab
forms, snap-apart forms, food and lodging forms,
pegboard systems - you name it.Plus all the forms
equipment you need. Disbursement systems,
bursters, decollators.
And remember, every Burroughs system fulfills
the need that counts most in your business: .
increased productivity. Burroughs has understood
this for over 90 years.
That's why we provide total capability in
information management. Computers, word
processing systems, facsimile communications,
system software, application programs, customer
training, maintenance, plus business forms and
supplies. We call it Total System Support. And it's
there to help you improve your productivity.
For additional information,. call your local
Burroughs Office. Or write Burroughs Business
Forms, Dept.DM-6, Rochester, New York 14603.

"You can't yell at the computer so you yell at your spouse."

"Well it's a picture that needs to be painted
because it's an accurate one and it's going to
have an ever-increasing impact on business
and industry in this country-being able to·
compete and stay current with world techno.10 gical trends. If we can't fmd a way to deal
with our stress, we're not going to make it and
that's scary.
"However, more and more companies are starting to pay attention to the stress
factor and trying to do something about it. I
see that as positive, in the more progressive
companies. The others aren 'f gonna make
it. "

It seems, then, that alleviation of on- one component fails, the rest is still there and
the-job stress could slow down the divorce running.
rate in the industry. But is that likely to hap"A lot of the classical stresses will be
pen? Paul works in the training department of managed a lot better in the future and it should
the data services division of a huge corporate be better for the marriages.
"Even top management recognition
conglomerate. He does foresee considerable
change in the job structures of computer of the stress problem, that could lead to flextime, compensatory time, etc., would force
professionals and tells why.
"One of the big reasons for all that them to have a much more lenient attitude.
stress and the long work hours is the way soft- We could get the family more involved.
ware has been developed. I think if you look Volvo, in Sweden, likes to hire several family
at the new software development tools that members, couples, etc., to work in the same
are emerging, you'll find within five to 10 factory. That has a major impact on family
years there will be no reason for all these life. Here, we have a housewife in Hackencrash systems projects (unless you're really sack asking, 'Where the hell is he?' That
We went from Van Zwiet- unprofessional and doing a bad job of it), the family-centered job stuff couldn't be that
JOB
en
to Dr. Andreweherlin, mainstay of the lifestyle of the typical dp per- hard to arrange.
STRESS
a Johns Hopkins sociolo- son today. Programming and systems anal"But in this country all the big
A FACTOR
gist whose field of research ysis has been primarily an art, not a discipline companies are very resistent to change. Dp
is divorce and marital stress. He concurred -that creates all the problems. You can directors who got where they are based on
with the idea of job stress as a factor leading always underestimate a project. By not hav- what they knew in the late '60s and early '70s
to divorce. "People take out their anxieties ingany good measuring tools to tell how long are trying to hang onto that, because that's
on family members because they are the near- it will take, it's classical that you'll underesti- what got them to the top. They should let emest available objects on whom to vent their mate. Then, to meet your deadlines, you're in ployees come in, work three days and three
frustrations. For instance, there's a lot of there at the 11 th hour. I feel confident that as nights if it's necessary, then let them knock
family violence in families where the hus- the tools are developed, a lot of the lifestyle off for a week to do nothing. But the organband is unemployed, because he's unhappy problems can disappear. It should become izations are uptight about time and all that
and tense. When his wife criticizes him he more civilized and maybe even routine.
good stuff:
snaps back at her and starts a fight.
"One of the key criteria behind the
"The crazy hours don't have to be. In
"By the same token, if the husband new software is that systems are more pre- . the future the guy working them shouldn't be
has a stressful job he'll come home tense. dictable. You're going from art to science, so in the business anymore, as we go about it in a
He'll snap at his wife and they'll start ar- when something does happen, it's identified more scientific way. That's going to be a big
guing. Any kind of external pressures can and easier to correct, you won't have to look shock to folks in dp. The only reason then for
hurt a marriage. That includes the death of a at tons and tons of code. Also, one of the chief working those horrible long hours is that eiclose relative, illness in the family, or a hardware design goals will be reliability. It ther the guy's so good that people are piling
stressful job. People use their families to let will be like electricity, something you can work on him, or that he really doesn't know
off steam because that's about the only place pretty much count on. Now, because of lower what the hell he's doing. "
where they're able to do it. You can't yell at costs you're able to build redundant systems,
But Terry, another computer profesthe computer so you yell at your spouse."
like the tandem computer, to run nonstop. If sional, takes issue with the idea of flextime.
He feels that even if people could make their
workdays more flexible, they woudn't want
to. "A lot of guys in our business could be
working at home today, but they don't want
to. They could be at their terminals at home
and not in their little cubicles, but they say,
'Gee, I'd rather come into the office.' Dp is
something you have to get enthusiastic about
and deeply into. I don't know iiit's the cause
of the problem or an avenue to express a problem generated from another source. In any
case, the very high divorce rate is no surprise. "
The next decade could settle the question. If we indeed see a lessening of crisis
situations, and dpers are allowed to relax and
"live like normal human beings," then
maybe the divorce rate in the. industry will
drop. If it doesn't, then Terry will be proven
--~--------~-~-------right; no matter what the hours required, peopIe who become professionals in the computer industry care more about their work than
about anything else in their lives.
~
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Merrill Cherlin is a writer who lives and
works in Baltimore.
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Day or night, Digitals computer-to-computer Remote Diagnosis
•

~ ~ ~

• goes into action within 15 minutes of your call.~

At Digital, we know that your tolerance of
computer downtime is very low.
So is ours.
That's why we've developed computerized
Remote Diagnosis,* the first of its kind.
.
When a Digital system has a problem, a tollfreephone call and the simple flick of a switch
launch a coordinated effort to get that system up
and running as soon as possible. Within 15 minutes, our Remote Diagnosis computer in Colorado
can run a troubleshooting program on your system
via a voice-grade phone link. If we have to send
service representatives, we send them prepared.
Remote Diagnosis lets them know exactly what's
wrong and what they need to fix it before they
arrive on the scene.
During off-peak hours, we can run a
preventive maintenance program that won't interfere
with normal use. Done. regularly, Remote Diagnosis

~ ~ ~ ~

goes beyond troubleshooting. It pinpoints potential
problems while they're still merely potential.
We take a lot of pride in the way our computers perform. And we take it very personally when
they don't. So we'll keep looking for new ways to
serve you better and hold maintenance costs down.
At Digital, the war against computer downtime
is never over.
Write: Digital Equipment Corporation, Field
Service Marketing Communications, PK3-2/S25,
129 Parker Street, Maynard, MA 01754.
*Available on: VAX-Il1780, PDP-Il170, PDP-1l/44,
DECsystem-lO and DECSYSTEM-20, DEC Datasystem 570 and
DEC Datasystem 540.

----------------------------- .-._-------------------
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Whal it meaDS to be
the worldwide leader
iD IBM-compatible
computers.
At National Advanced Systems, we
offer the broadest range of IBM-compatible
computers on the market. Our systems
have met with unprecedented customer
acceptance. In fact, we now have the
largest installed base in the entire industry.
This leadership position isn't one we
. take lightly. We've dedicated ourselves to
providing complete data processing solu,tions which help decrease your cost of
doing business. And that's especially
important in these times of recession, inflation, and high interest rates.
Why compatibility?
The concept of compatibility has
allowed manufacturers such as ourselves
to provide superior price/performance
alternatives to IBM users. As a result, the
IBM-compatible segment is now growing
twice as fast as the rest of the data
processing industry. And were committed
to remaining at the forefront with all the
necessary services and technological
advances, because we understand your
need to increase productivity while protecting your investments in IBM software,
hardware, and training.
Systems to fit your needs.
Our Advanced Systems product family
is backed by a $1 billion multi-national
corporation. Our systems offer unequaled
price/performance, and boast higher residual values over time than do IBM systems.
The family ranges in size from our
medium-scale AS/3000 to our top-of-theline AS/7000DPC which outperforms the
IBM 3033. In terms of reliability, our
Advanced Systems family has set new
standards in the field.
And, of course, our systems are
backed-up by the finest service and support
force in the entire industry.

For more information, contact your
local National Advanced Systems sales
office, or contact Marketing Dept. A2,
3145 Porter Drive, Palo Alto, CA 94304,
415/856-5000.
.
National Advanced Systems. When
it comes to compatibility, no one else even
comes close.

~National·

~ Advanced Systems
The Compatible Computer Company
A subsidiary of National Semiconductor

Distributing a company's computer activities to
small mainframes may be fashionable, but cost justification
must precede a switch.
.

DOES DISTRIBUTED
PROCESSING PAY OFF?
by Kenneth M. Sullivan
Distributed processing is fashionable, and in
many cases, distributing computer activities
to small mainframes throughout the company
makes sense. However, when any activity becomes fashionable, there is a danger that
acquisitions of hardware will be based on
"gut feel" and without adequate cost justification. And whenever economics is disregarded, the bottom line can be affected negatively.
Large and medium sized companies
usually have one or more centralized computer facilities that represent large investments in
capital equipment and people. If a company
chooses to implement distributed processing
by transferring various applications from the
central site, it should do so only with a complete understanding of how the central facility
will be affected.
The costs underlying large-scale processing are rather fixed over time. That is,
there must be a significant drop in workload
before a central proce,ssor can be eliminated.
Our objectives are to examine the
costs to users of large computer facilities for
typical work performed and to compare these
numbers with the economics of distributed
processing. The comparison of the true costs
of a central computer facility and the true
costs of a distributed system is essenthll to
making an intelligent Justification of a move
to distributed processing.
Most large computer facilities have
become what accountants call cost centers.
That is, the facility stands on its own from a
cost standpoint and charges users for the time
consumed on mainframes and peripherals.
In the late '60s, after IBM introduced
SMF (System Management Facility), considerable amounts of detailed accounting data
became available to computer operations
192 DATAMATION

management. Most sites put this data to good
use by devising cost chargeback schemes.
Using SMF data, algorithms could be developed that dynamically measured each program's use of cpu time, memory, channel
activity, and various peripheral functions.
Then, by taking the total costs of the computers and dividing by projected utilization, cost
rates were developed, and they became the
basis of chargeback systems. (Information on
these accounting methods was available
through such organizations as SHARE.)
By the early '70s, most companies
recognized the advantages of charging \users
for computer time. Processing centers had
grown too large to be buried in overhead.
Chargeback allowed users to justify existing
and new applications effectively. Chargeback brought the true cost of operating a computer center back to the average user; it also
limited the demand for computer services to
what the user could justify. And charge back
provided a reference point against which to
measure the long-term cost performance of
the center. During the '70s, most well-run
centers were able to bring their rates down
consistently, even in the face of inflation ..
As computer centers matured, accounting procedures also matured, resulting
in the creation of cost centers. Cost centers include not just computer rental and direct
operator wages in the cost pool, but all costs,
both direct and indirect.
Typical cost accounting for a central
computer facility will include direct costs
such as central processor rent/amortization,
communications hardware costs, data line
costs, software rent/license fees, supplies
(paper, magnetic tape, disk packs), and computer operator/support personnel wages.
The facility will also incur indirect
costs, such as building rent amortization and
costs for systems programming, electrical

consumption, heating and air conditioning,
janitorial service, security service, building
maintenance, facility modification, and computer center management.
Finally, the center can be allocated its
share of the company's general overhead
costs, such as those for financing (imputed
interest), personnel services, financial support, and corporate support.
The fully costed central computer facility is, in a sense, a mature member of the
corporation, providing services for a fee
somewhat comparable to outside services and
to alternative modes of computing, such as
distributed processing. Unfortunately, because its costs are so visible, the central computer facility is an easy target for misleading
justification of alternative methods of processing.

HOW
COST IS
JUSTIFIED

Most companies have not
seriously considered or
used minis for more than
the past two or three years.
From an accounting standpoint, then, sophisticated costing approaches haven't even been
considered yet.
If a mini is to be acquired to replace an
existing application running at the central
site, a cost justification is usually developed.
The content of that justification is typically
inadequate.
What we usually find in a standard
distributed processing cost justification is a
comparison of the current fully burdened
costs charged by the central site computers
for the application with the straight hardware
purchase prices for a minicomputer configuration. (Although mini lease prices can also
be used, we won't consider them here because the effect is the same.)
.
This comparison of costs generally
comes out overwhelmingly in favor of dis-

Financial software so advanced
that Encyclopaedia Britannica doesn't
even want to talk about it.
Nor do any of the 1,000 companies that benefit from
McCormack & Dodge financial
softWare.
When you're ahead of the pack,
the less said the better.
Suffice it to say that Britannica's
General Ledger package is unparalleled in its fast, flexible reporting, its
efficient journal processing,
its comprehensive editing
and extended capacity for
budget control.
Behind the package is a
cadre of sophisticated software
professionals that meets
Britannica's own standards of
excellence. A software company
with proven success in the highest
echelons of the publishing industry.
Consistently tops in Datapro ratings.
Serving 20% of the Fortune 500
companies.
.
.
McCormack & Dodge. Whose
customers are the smartest, toughest
controllers and data processing people in
the world. Where user training is the way

1------------------1 Please send schedule of free seminars,
I plus information on:
D General Ledger, D Purchase Order,
I D Accounts Payable, D Fixed Assets,
1 D Capital Project Analysis

training ought to be: hands-on~
Where only general ledger
specialists are authorized to
present and sell general ledger
software.
And where, in seven out of
ten cases, prospects who sit
down and talk do more than just
talk. They become customers.
.
We'd like to
show you why.
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Because the central computer facility's costs are so
visible, it is an easy target for misleading
justification of alternative processing methods.
tributed processing with the break-even point
achieved typically within one year. The
implication of the cost justification is that
management would be foolish not to go distributed.
For example, suppose we have application X that runs weekly on an IBM 3033.
The application produces financial planning
and forecasting data. The application has
characteristically low cpu and high I/o usage
and requires a moderate amount of disk storage, perhaps two 2316 packs. The data base
tends to grow larger as the year progresses.
The monthly costs charged by the
fully burdened central computer'facility are
as follows:
Processing
$10,000
Disk storage
2,000
Program maintenance
1,000
Monthly
13,000
Annual
156,000
The proposal to go distributed, using
a half-megabyte 4331 with some 3370 disk,
results in the following costs:
Purchase price (includes features) $120,000
Hardware maintenance (annual)
12,000
First year
132,000
Dividing present monthly costs into
proposed costs shows an incredible breakeven point, achieved within just 10 months.
After that it's all gravy, right? Wrong.
The analysis compared apples with
oranges. The central computer costs were
fully burdened with overheads, while the
mini consisted of basic direct costs.
Costs for the following were not considered for the mini: personnel required to
operate the machine;· program conversion;
consumable supplies such as paper, cards,
and disks; unplanned maintenance; facility
modifications; electricity, air conditioning,
and heating; floor space amortization; administrative; miscellaneous.
.
All of these costs were included in the
central facility's chargeback. The actual
break-even point for the distributed machine
is achieved later than that portrayed in the
analysis, and it may, in fact, never occur.

WHAT

Once an application is approved for transition, a
number, of typical things
occur. If an inadequate
cost justification is prepared, then these
events are all surprises to management-very
expensive surprises.
Let's suppose the decision to convert
application X to a mini meets with approval
based on the inadequate cost justification just
described. The machine is delivered, floor
space is cleared, and since the machine will
make a certain amount of noise, an enclosed
room is constructed. Special power lines are
Or, at least that's the original projection. The
the safe side. If it's a first class operation, a

CAN GO
WRONG
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COUNTING THE COST
How cheap is distributed processing?
We have all seen the Radio Shack
ads for their TRS-80, priced as low as
$3,500 for a so-called business machine.
But what does a truly adequate machine
cost? One that will handle an accounts
payable, or a general ledger, or perhaps
the payroll of a moderate sized corporation, where data bases are large and
nonsequ ... ntial and the eventual reports
will be lengthy?
The new breed of minis is incredibly powerful from a cpu standpoint, but
when it comes to handling large files that
must be sorted, their relatively small
amount of memory causes problems.
A DEC 11/34 can be purchased for
perhaps $30,000 to $40,000, reasonably
configured. But with only 196K to 256K
of memory, be prepared for long, intricate
processing times and extremely limited
terminal time-sharing access. Remember,
the operating system, plus utilities, generally uses half. of the memory.
DEC VAX 11/780s or IBM 4331 s
seem more reasonable for the typical business application, with memory up to one
million bytes. But the price escalates
dramatically to the $100,000 to $150,000
range when a reasonable number of features and accessories are added.

-K.M.S.
raised floor is constructed. All of this costs
money and takes time.
Somebody realizes that an inventory
of supplies will have to be maintained, so
more floor space is cleared and a secured
room is constructed as a stockroom. An individual is unofficially appointed to acquire
supplies and maintain the inventory. That's
additional workload, particularly when the
supply salesmen start calling with their bags
of goodies~ Notice how the indirect costs are
beginning to build?
. The machine is installed and tested.
The accounting department inventories the
equipment and sets up a depreciation schedule in the generai ledger. Insurance is obtained, bills are paid, and somebody
negotiates a maintenance contract. Again,
these activities and their associated costs
were never anticipated in the original justification.
Although basic software costs were
probably anticipated, additional enhancements and options will inevitably be needed
as users become familiar with the system.
Program conversion begins. A fulltime programmer is· brought in and several
months of conversion costs begin to accrue.
routed to the area, terminal coax-cable is laid,
and air conditioning is beefed up, just to be on

programmer probably hasn't had any experience with minis. In fact, if the programmer is
supplied by the central computing facility, he
or she probably hasn't had much experience
at anything. The central facility has absolutely no vested interest in the project's success.
The programmer runs into learning curve
problems, and the two-month project
stretches into a yearlong one.
Local management therefore finds itself deeply involved in program management
activities, and the central site naturally refuses any help. A line manager finds himself
making decisions about things like "generation data bases, " which he didn't even know
existed until now . If he is lucky, he makes the
right decisions-although since this is a new
experience for him the chances are good that
none of his decisions will be correct. A poorly
constructed system will result.
Finally, weekly production processing begins. No operators were anticipated, so
local, highly salaried personnel begin running the machine. These people obviously
become less productive at their assigned
tasks. But running the machine is fun, at least
for a while.
Typical hardware and software problems occur frequently. Local management
now finds itself fighting nonproductive fires,
like calling in maintenance technicians, arguing with programmers, and worrying about
missed deadlines.
To reduce problems, management
desperately elects to order a hodgepodge of
additional equipment, such as faster printers,
more disk, and more memory. Cost is no object at this point. The people will do anything
for a smoothly running operation.
Eventually, the application does
smooth out. Local employees no longer consider operating the machine fun, so a fulltime operator is hired, and then a keypunch
, clerk and a control coordinator. Next, a
supervisor is brought in to manage these new
employees. Costs are building upon costs.
What started out as a $132,000 acquisition ends up with the following costs,
broken down into several logical categories:
Phase I Original equipment
$132,000
Installation modifications
125,000
to building
5,000
Initial supply purchases
3,500
Financial administration
. 265,000
Subtotal
Phase II Conversion costs
(one man-year)
Indirect labor
. (fire fighting time)
Salaried casual operator
Additional hardware
Subtotal

265,000
50,000

Total Phase I and Phase II

544,000

30,000
25,000
50,000
288,500

Financial software so advanced
that Manufacturers Hanover doesn't
even want to talk about it.
Nor do any of the 1,000
companies that benefit from
McCormack & Dodge financial
software.
.
When you're ahead of the
pack, the· less said the better.
For the record, the
Manufacturers
Hanover
Fixed Asset
package
features
an optimization
module

to minimize taxes and maximize
profits. Perpetually enhanced to
reflect every new wrinkle in the tax
laws. Complete with reporting capabilities so extensive that regu latory
requirements become routine.
Behind the package are the
kinds of people Manufacturers
Hanover likes to work with. A software
company with proven success in the
highest echelons of the banking industry. Serving 20% of the Fortune 500.
Consistently tops in Datapro ratings.
McCormack & Dodge. Where important software breakthroughs occur
each year. Where CPA's and excontrollers comprise the sales force.
Where superior training and field
support are seen as part and
parcel of a superior product.
Where only fixed assets specialists are authorized to present
and sell fixed assets software.
And where, in seven out of
ten cases, prospects who sit
down and talk do more thanjust
talk. They become customers.
We'd like to show you why.
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What started out as a $132,000 acquisition ends up
with an annual cost of $228,500.
.

Phase III
30,000
Annual supply consumption
Annual extra maintenance
6,000
Annual operators
30,000
Annual keypunch clerk
25,000
Annual control coordinator
25,000
Annual supervisor
50,000
Subtotal
144,000
(Note: All labor figures include fringe
benefits.) Phase I costs, which consisted of
the original estimate figures, plus Phase II
costs, which were not originally estimated,
could be called startup costs. To be very
generous, we can amortize these costs over
the estimated life of the computer. Industry
standards seem to suggest that a reasonable
useful life is five years. Adding Phase I to
Phase II and dividing by five produces
$84,100 per year of startup costs. To this we
add Phase III costs, the recurring costs, of
$144,400 per year, for an annual total of
$228,500. Even with this large number we
are still not finished. We now have to pick up
overhead-which includes everything from
electricity to support of the personnel organization.
Accountants have devised many ways
to recover overhead, but let's assume for purposes of clarity that overhead is applied over
all direct costs, or over the costs we have just
calculated. Overhead rates depend on the
overall efficiency of the company and usually
range from 25% to 50% of the base, or even
higher if the company chooses to define its di-

rect base as, say, labor costs only. If we use
the very conservative number of 25%, we
come up with a final total annual expenditure
of $285,625 for the distributed processing
alternative.
Although a lot of numbers
have been presented here,
a simple generality can be
developed. The total annual expenditures just
developed for the minicomputer operation
come very close, in fact slightly exceed,
twice the purchase price of the actual equipment. This is a fairly good rule of thumb
which appears to hold true for all classes of
computers, as their costs have become lower
in relationship to all other costs. That is, take
the purchase price of the equipment and double it, and you have rough estimate of the true
annual costs·of owning that equipment. This
number is then directly comparable with the
actual costs of the application as generated by
the fully costed central computer facility.
In our example, the original application was costing $156,000 for large computers. The distributed alternative would cost
$285,625 for that same processing. It would
be absolutely impossible to break even going
the distributed route.
There are obviously situations where
distributed processing makes all the sense in
the world. Companies with scattered branch
offices, for example, can effectively distribute much processing and save on communica-

SUMMING
UP

tions expense. But the area where distributed
processing raises the most serious potential
obstacles is the already established central
processing installation. Even if we were to
disregard costs, could performance considerations favor the mini over a central site?
Central processors have generally become quite reliable in recent years, as have
the peripherals. The weakest links has always
seemed to be the mechanical devices, such as
tape and disk units, and printers. But these
same components are on minis, thus similar
downtime will result whether the application
is on a large or small system.
Moreover, applications that take
advantage of the central site's massive storage capabilities have usually been developed.
And mUltiple access by time-sharing users
has become almost second nature. Multitasking, large memory, huge reserves of disk
space-all of these functions cost dearly on
the mini, driving its basic price up, and also
driving up the support costs, those for personnel, software, facilities, and overhead. The
cost advantages of distributed processing
diminish quickly under these circumstances,
and, as the example showed, may evaporate
entirely.
.
If the central computer facility is
going to be retained, and it looks like there are
many years left in the old girl, then any attempt to migrate existing applications onto
minis must be reviewed with an extremely
hard, analytical approach. Doubling up on
cost, which is easy to do with minis as they
take work off the central computer, cannot be
tolerated by a profit-oriented company. The
fact is that the average business user can
usually do more on a large computer, and do
it faster and cheaper.
Distributed processing has immense
potential when communications costs are significant. But for the average scheduled application running continuously on a central
computer, the economics do not yet appear to
warrant a significant shift to distributed processing.·
~

KENNETH M. SULLIVAN

"Actually, we're not burying it. We're hiding it so we don't have to claim it."
©
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Mr. Sullivan is
manager of
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McDonnell
Douglas
Automation
(McAuto), Long
Beach, Calif., and
an instructor of
accounting at Golden West College
in Huntington Beach, Calif; He holds
an MBA from California State Univ.
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Long Beach.
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Can $10 help you
avoid a $40,000 mistake?
Or be the key to $40,000,000 in sales?
Whether you buy minicomputers or sell minicomputers, there's a
new study that belongs on your
desk.
It's a comprehensive study of
3,500 customers and prospects for
minicomputers.
Commissioned by The Wall
Street]ournal, the study surveyed a
list of minicomputer buyers and
prospects supplied by seven of the
leading minicomputer manufac~
turers.
The results are required
reading for anyone who's evaluating
minicomputers-or anyone who's
marketing minis.
They detail who's going to buy
minicomputers in the next 12
months. In what number. And for
what purpose. And what brands they

prefer. And why. And what they believe is important in selecting a minicomputer.
If you're a buyer, the study provides an instant look at how minicomputer users view various brands.
If you're a seller, it spotlights
your strengths and weaknesses-and
those of your competitors.
Cost of the full study, including
sales tax and shipping, is just $10.
A small price to pay for information that can help you buy or sell
better in the months ahead.

r----------Ginette Gomez
The Wall Street journal
EO. Box 455
Chicopee, MA 01021 .

I'm interested in
The Wall Street journal's
minicomputer survey.
Please send me _ _ copies at
110.00 each. Enclosed is my 0 check
or 0 money order for 1 _ _, made payable
to Dowjones & Company, Inc.
Name
Title
Company
Address
City

State

Zip
DTM
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INTRODUCING
DATA GENERA.I..!S
NEW CS/IO.
It has been gleefully estimat~d by all
the industry
pundits that during the next twelve months
somewhere in'the neighborhood,of500,000
small businessmen will purchase their very first
computer.
Isn't it ironic that, until now, there was no
computer perfectly suited to this emerging market? In fact, the choice narrowed down to computers that were either too much, or too little, or
weren't capable of expanding to accommodate
any but the most stagnant of businesses.
Which is precisely why we at Data
General engineered the newCS/l0. While the
CSI 10 is eminently afford~ble {actually it's
the lowest priced-$10,950Iist-serious multiterminal computer in America and features one
of the most aggressive discount policies for
industry suppliers and volume purchasers), it is
designed to provide a surprisingly wide
range of sophisticated functions with enormous
possibilities for expansion.
Its technical specifications? A master-con.:.
trol console with a powerful'16-bit micro, computer, a large e'asy-to-read display screen, an
alphanumeric keyboard (with a wide range of
keyboards and printers ayailable as options),
two integral diskette systems with up to 2.4
t e'CS I 10
million b¥tes 0f on-Iine data storage (h
has tea
h bil'ity to be upgraded to W inchesterd 50 'ill' b
f I'
type teehnoI
ogy an
m Ion ytes 0 on- Ine
data storage) and interactive COBOL (ANSI
1974, level I specifications with some level II
features implemented) which, aside from being
the most widely used programming language,
, al
h'
(
,IS SO among t e. easIest to use-even ror a comparative neophyte.
,
(
hi
But beyond these reatures--.,;.w .ch,we'd

like to remind you, is
where few small com.puters ever go-the
CS 110 truly excels.
to a maximum of four interactive, HERTM display terminals. Such
innovative software tools as the Proxi™program
generator can be added to help you customize
programming for practically peanuts and there's
,even an optional remote unit that enables you to
diagnose problems from your desk or wherever
you happen to be.
And perhaps the most significant competitive aspect of the CS I lOis that it isn't just one
lonely machine. It is part of an entire family
{CS/l0 through 70)of program and data-compatible systems, which of course means that
one modest CSI 10 installation can easily burgeon into a I74erminal CS/70 system (with an
impressive number of peripherals).
And the software you develop for the
CS/IO can be used in any further CS'system
you may/gr~w into, up to the CS/70, so businesses needn't suffer undue financial hardships
if they should become successful and grow.
If you'd care to'know more about the new
Data General CS I 10-and, believe it or not,
there's more to tell-simply fill out the coupon below and we'll be happy to inundate you with
information.. 0
G
I
,.. ata" enera
DASHER i. a tradelnark of Data General Corporation.
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Mail to:

Data General Corporation
4400 Computer Drive, MS C228, Westboro, MA 01580
Attention: Marketing Communications Department
D Please send me free information on Data General computers.
D I'm in a rush. Please have a sales representative call on me.
Name

'I'

i

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - , - -

Title

--------------,-----

I

Company

,

Address

I,
I

Tel. _ _ _ __

------------

IL__ .:...City
State
Zip
!
_____________ ...;. _________
.,.. ______________________
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IIDon't settle for haHpralalion
when you want to
PUT AN END TO poWER-lELAnD

COMPInER PROBLEMS"

Says Emil Rechsteiner, President of Frequency Technology, Inc.
Makers of ISOREGTM Computer Power Modules.

HALF A BRIDGE DOESN'T GET YOU THERE!

Some products are like HALF a bridge when it comes to
protecting a computer from voltage spikes, brown-outs,
and high line Voltages. And half a bridge is not much
good. For example, isolation transformers filter out
voltage spikes, but DON'T REGULATE
voltages. Many voltage regulators regulate
voltages but DON'T ISOLATE a computer
'from raw utility power ... thereby exposing
the computer to voltage spikes that can
scramble data ... even destroy circuits.
GO FOR FULL PROTECTION ...
WITH ISOREG

ISOREG Computer Power Modules
ISOLATE your computer from voltage
spikes and REGULATE voltages within
tight limits even when utility voltages
drop to brown-out levels or shoot far
above normal. Don't spend money on
half a bridge! Go all the way for full
protection ... with ISOREG.
LET ME SEND YOU OUR BROCHURE

... on ISOREG Computer Power Modules
rated from 125 VA Single Phase to 75 kVA
3-phase, 60 Hz and 50 Hz.
Write me, or call our toll free number, or use the
Reader SeNice Card of this magazine to obtain
our new brochure, free. r·;:::c:c~~::::···:~~:::""1
Emil Rechsteiner, President
Frequency Technology, Inc.
TDC Division
410 Great Road, Uttleton, MA01460
Toll-free Number: 1-800-225-5078
In Massachusetts Call: 617-486-3539
TWX 710-347-6974
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The important job of puffing the parts of a system
together calls for an architectural approach.

THE ARCHITECTS OF
SYSTEM DESIGN
by Dionysios Tsichrilzis
Hardware and software engineering have
always been important aspects of building
computer systems. The emphasis is on building the parts right, and making the hardware
reliable, the operating system solid, the compiler fast, and the data management powerful. Ideally, someone assures that all these
parts provide a useful system and works on
any components with which the user is not
satisfied. But more often, the user is persuaded or coerced to live with the system as it has
been engineered.
The provision of proper services to
the user is the true function of the system. As
systems' emphasis moves away from hardware, the application of engineering principles is not enough-we need to apply the
principles of architecture.
Engineers know one field of science
intimately, apply their knowledge to practical
situations, evaluate the cost benefits of a solution, and ensure the correct operation of
whatever they design. Architects, on the
other hand, are not expected to be experts in
anyone technology but are expected to be
aware of many technologies and able to judge
their applicability to specific situations.
Thus, although architects need to be aware of
the gross details of different technologies,
they may ignore some of their idiosyncrasies.
Engineers as a group do not have a
reputation for understanding and responding
to human needs and developing functional
and esthetically pleasing products. Architects, however, are expected to understand
human needs and develop functional solu_tions. They are master builders, using parts
and tools they understand but seldom produce
themselves.
An architect planning a building
works on the overall design, making sure it
will be pleasing and useful to its inhabitants.
A single architect may be sufficient to build a
house. Most of the parts are prefabricated and
can be installed by tradesmen. Many engineers, on the other hand, must be called in to
construct a high-rise building since the job is
bigger and the parts more expensive.

Similarly, large computer systems require much engineering talent, not only for
proper systems design and creation but for
proper maintenance. In the past, engineering
was crucial, since large systems predominated because of economic reasons. The situation is currently changing with the
proliferation of micro- and minicomputers.
We can no longer afford to engineer all the
software systems for these computers, but we
definitely need to put them together correctly.
Small systems are comparable to single houses. The parts should be prefabricated. The important job of putting the parts
together so the whole system is functional
calls for an architectural approach.
The architecture can evolve in several
ways. The users may be sufficiently knowledgeable.to design their own systems. Then
systems architects may put the system together according to user specifications. In this
case there is a need for a formal document.
In another scenario the users and the
architect work together to design the system.
Specific systems can also be assembled and
offered to users with fixed requirements.
Slowly, software engineering is
providing the building blocks necessary for
systems architecture. A highly successful
example is the UNIX system developed at Bell
Labs. UNIX debuted as an operating system
and has developed into a set of tools that can
readily be used for building systems.
.One of the first steps the
architect has to consider is
the acquisition of the basic
hardware. A number of
small machines such as the LsIill, Mc6800,
and z8000 are perfectly adequate for most
jobs. Many of them are available with more
than one language, some operating ,system
capabilities, editors, and so forth. Many
large-capacity disks are becoming available
for both small and large systems with standard interfaces. Memory can be obtained at
reasonable prices. Terminals are available in
all shapes and forms, from cheap dumb ones
to intelligent ones with both processing and
graphics capabilities.

GETTING
BASIC
HARDWARE

The capabilities of these systems are
increasing rapidly, and the prices are dropping. A system with adequate processing
power, 500 KB memory, 100 MB disk space,
plus a small printer and a terminal, can be
configured for $10,000 to $30,000. A hardware system in that price range can handle
most small applications. Systems already
configured by the vendor are even available,
such as PERO and the Xerox 860, so there is no
need for exceptional hardware expertise to
put them together.
Small systems can be hooked together
in local networks becoming available commercially and can start handling much more
sophisticated applications. In addition, they
can readily be connected to global networks.
The architect does not have to thoroughly understand communication or routing
algorithms and switching protocols, but need
only know enough to choose. intelligently
among the alternatives and to evaluate the
price/performance of each one .. Through the
network, the system can readily be interfaced
to a large computer of a service company for
extra services.
If the architect had to start from
scratch, writing all the software, he would be
a mason not an architect. Two important
trends brighten the picture. First, some very
powerful languages such as PASCAL and EUCUD are becoming available on small and
inexpensive machines. Formerly, small machines had only something like BASIC plus
available. Now, sophisticated system languages are becoming more common on small
as well as on large systems. The compilers for
small machines are constructed for portability
and will soon be operational for a large number of machines.
The second trend is the conversion of
powerful operating systems like UNIX, developed for larger (i.e. more expensive) machines, to smaller systems. By providing the
operating system, the software engineer gives
the architect a powerful environment.
A host of useful software tools have
also been developed over the years by generations of users. The architect may have to do
some searching to find the software, or design
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With the advent of small systems, people are forced
to face system-wide problems-they become
architects out of necessity.
some enchancements to adapt the software to
his environment, but he should not have to
write a software support system from scratch,
although he should be capable of choosing,
installing, modifying, and operating the system.
In constructing a software system
from available parts and tools, the architect
either has to ask a software engineer for assistance or has to put in the time himself to extend the system in the desired direction.
Maybe typesetting -is not available but
needed. Maybe the system should have a
graphics package. Maybe the data base management is not adequate. Packages for special
applications can be obtained. Like a building
architect, a system architect explores his contacts to locate the best and cheapest materials
and tools for the job.

tion languages used solely off-line to docu- terns, communications networks, and so
ment the design of large information systems. forth.
All the functions previously perThere are high-level specification languages
that can be translated into actual code. There formed by specialists must be understood by
are interactive tools for design assistance and the systems architect. There is a tremendous
building of pilot systems. Programming need for people who understand how to
methodology approaches that emphasize ab- assemble systems. University education does
stractions of the system can be used for com- not usually provide this knowledge. Only the
munication with the users. All of these tools true aficionados, who often drop out of
should be used by the systems architect. If the school to become valuable professionals,
building tools are excellent, there is even the learn the art of designing systems.
At the University of Toronto we have
possibility of putting together a prototype
system to study user reaction and evaluate , a course that concentrates on the critical aspect of systems architecture-the basic buildperformance requirements.
Defining user requirements is impor- ing blocks and how to put them together. The
tant for both large and small systems. In fact, course includes laboratory experience on
the primary job of the architect of a large sys- LSI 11123s running UNIX. We have found that
tem is finding out what the user wants, just as with two LSI 11/23s we can handle eight to 10
the principal job of the architect of large terminals with sufficient capacity and some
buildings is to understand people's require- backup. About 100 students can be supported
Determining what the
ments and come up with a good abstraction of adequately in such an environment. As prices
CLIENTS
users want, rather than
the
building. After that is completed, the drop, we will be introducing better terminals
HELP
what they say they want, is
and more sophisticated software.
engineers take over.
DESIGN
the real art. A building
Most computer professionals are
The final assignment of our course inarchitect does not follow an exact procedure;
trained for and accustomed to large systems; volves putting together a useful system. The
he communicates with his clients, and togethin a large system, very few people are aware emphasis of the course is not how to build the
er they design the system. Similarly, a sysof the system's overall capabilities. The size individual cOl;nponents but know what they
tems architect has to have a continuous open
and complexity ofthe system prohibit general are, how to obtain them, how they fit togethchannel of communications with the end
understanding; consequently, many comput- er, and how to base user-oriented facilities on
users. A building architect uses sketches,
er professionals are engineers. With the ad- them.
models, and drawings. A systems architect
vent of small systems, however, people are
Systems architecture will receive
uses specification tools, prototype systems,
forced to face system-wide problems-they more emphasis as time passes, and we cannot
and high-level languages to discuss different become architects out of necessity. They allow this function to come about haphazardsolutions with users.
have to understand hardware acquisition, sys- ly. We cannot rely only on the native intelliTools for capturing user requirements
tem architecture, maintenance, operating gence of individuals; we also have to develop
exist and are being used. There are specific a- , systems, languages, data management sys- the right tools. As a first step in that direction,
we have to recognize the activity of systems
architecture and understand its ·functions.
I acknowledge with gratitude the
influence of some of my graduate students
~
who are true architects. They can configure
systems, install them, maintain the hardware,
modify the software to run on it, build new
software, troubleshoot and operate the system, take advantage of new technology and
available software, and negotiate with the
~
users. The future belongs to them.

ffiiij» ]

DIONYSIOS TSICHRITZIS

"When we discuss the problem of inflation we tend to forget one
thing, but I've forgotten what it is."
©DATAMATION

Having received a
degree in
engineering from
the National
Technical
University in
Athens, and later
an MA and PhD in
computer science
from Princeton, Dr. Tsichritzis is now
a professor of computer science at
the University of Toronto, where he
also chairs the Computer Systems
Research Group.
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INTRODUCING THE
DATAGRAPHIX 9800 SERIES
LASER PRINTERS.

The 9800
Series from
DatagraphiX®
represents a
new generationofnonimpact printers
with more
functions, more features and more
reliability in a smaller, more flexible package.
Example: The 9800' s paper path
is less complex, over 25% shorter,
and a lot more trouble free. And
reloading can be up to four times
faster.
Example: The 9800 is engineered for improved system availability through the use of a photoreceptor drum that can be changed
in minutes.

Example: The 9800 prints from
the very top of the page to the very
bottom. Forms can be any length
from 3.5" to 14". And any width
from 6.5" to 15.8".
The one-to-one, parallax-free
forms overlay function entails no
speed reduction, and frees you
from dependence on pre-printed
forms. The wide variety of character fonts and spacings allows you'
to print attractive, high qality reports at speeds up to 21,000 lines
per minute.
The 9800 Series is designed for
less scheduled downtime. It takes a
third less floor space. And it offers
even bigger paper savings. That
adds up to less cost to operate. Not
to mention less cost to buy. .
If you're thinking of very high

DatagraphiX, Inc., P.O. Box 82449, San Diego, CA 92138 Phone (714) 291-9960, TWX (910) 355-2058
DatagraphiX is a registered trademark of DatagraphiX, Inc.
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In R very reRI sense, Conditioned Power hRel Rn
enviable tmck record ... even hcforc we opened
our doors! Our parent compRny is Liebert
Corporation ... since 1966, world leader in
computer room Rir-conditioning systems.
It WRS expected that we would produce a high
quality line of products, but that's not the real
news. Our engineers Rchieved a l11Cl;or technological
break-through. It is called ...

The Power Management Center
Here is a complete, splf-containpd pm:kHgp Ihilt
requires only a single point connection to building
power. It is, Rlso, t.he only toted system on the
market today! - Total because it combines (Ill
four key ingredients of R computer power system:
Conditioning - The Power Management Center
eliminates all power transients: conditionino raw
input power vRrying as much as plus or mi~us
40% from nominal.
Distribution -Tlwse systems offer unlimil!~d
growth ;1S a henefit of thf~ flpxihle plllg-in
distribution cables [;1Clclitional cables may bt~ dddt~dl.
Monitoring - Continuous, precise meaSUI'CnH~nt of
the entire system: backed by solid state rf~liability.
Control- Power Management Centers feature
total control of input and output power as well as
individual circuits - with built-in circuit Im~rlkprs.

The first family of computer power!
Conditioned Power has created the computer
industry's most versi-ltile, yet cost-efficifmt lin(~ of
computer power systems to serve your Il(~ecls no matter v"hat data processing equipnwnt you
may have! \Vritp: Conditioned Power.
1050 Dearborn Dri\'f:. P. O. Box 29H36.
Columbus. Ohio 4:l22D ()J' call [(14) BS8-0240.

1.J Conditioned Power
subSidiary of
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Liebert

"NCR's VRX is more
transparent than any operating
system I have ever seen:'
Peter P. Blozis, H.J. Wilson Co., Inc.
transparent than any
operating software I have
ever seen."

PETE BLOZIS:
"I've been in EDP for 19
years and have gone
through many conversions.
So I anticipated problems
in installing our new NCR
V-8585M. It turned out to
be the smoothest conversion I ever experienced."

* * *

WILSON'S is a chain of
jewelryl catalog showrooms
that is spreading across the
Sunbelt. And growing at the
impressive rate of 37 percent per year. This growth
has caused Wilson's to step
through five NCR Century
systems up to the V-8585M.
Supporting an NCR system
is easy. As Pete Blozis says
"We can support our NCR
V-8585M with fewer systems
programmers than we'd need
for other systems of
comparable size."

LEA EDMUNDS:
IIWe had good reason to be
apprehensive. We were
putting in the first V-8585M
to be installed anywhere.
And, at the same time, we
were switching to new operating software, NCR's
VRX. We ran parallel for
three weeks and never developed a conflict. As it turned
out, we could have switched
over in a single day."
PETE BLOZIS:
"We resisted conversion as
long as we could, and then
discovered it was completely
painless. The V-8585M
hardware ran just as NCR
predicted. VRX is more

Peter P. Blozis (right) is W-ilson's Vice President, Information
Services Division. Lea Edmunds is Technical Services Manager.

Find out what NCR VRX can
do for you. Phone your
representative at your local
NCR office. Or write to EDP
Systems, NCR Corporation,
Box 606, Dayton, Ohio
45401. Learn how NCR
brings a new level of
convenience to data
processing operations.

rnr3fi)
Complete Computer Systems

"What is NCR up to now?"
Find out at Booth 4135,
National Computer Conference.

An NCR computer can make it happen for you, too.
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Take an in-depth look at your installation; you may find
productivity problems in unexpected places.

PROBING
PRODUCTIVITY
by Robert L. Patrick
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There are many similarities between the national energy problem and the productivity
problem. In both cases, we are suffering from
our past deeds (or misdeeds), both are related
to the rampant inflation we all experience,
and both require us to change our way of
thinking before we can even define the problem in a tractable way.
To carry this similarity further, it appears that many persons are attempting to fmd
painless, easy to achieve solutions to these
two problems that will offer instant relief.
Energy charlatans are looking for political solutions rather than have us make a
painful adjustment to our demand curve until
alternative supplies can be developed. In the
case of computing, the productivity charlatans appeal to our desire for business as usual,
while they peddle various analgesics, nostrums, and elixirs which will cure our back
pains, revitalize our livers, and chase our bad
breath away.
Bah! Humbug! It ain't a-gonna happen. Our productivity problems are so deeply
imbedded in our organizations, systems, and
staffs that only resolute management and full
" cooperation from all concerned parties are
going to make an across-the-board improvement. "
This isn't to say that certain organizations may not make progress in certain
sectors, but this may be due to their present
condition, improvements overlooked for 15
years, or some key individual development
which allows quantum leap in a narrow
specific instance. But if you are looking for
an overall improvement in" productivity, hear
these harsh words: there is no way that a
workbench for programmers or any other
skill class is going to make 150 guys do the
work of 300.
If you are seriously concerned, a
productivity survey is the place to start. Gather together one or more people who are mature, knowledgeable, and objective (not an
easy task in itself); then survey your installation, using the questionnaire that follows.
As a result of that survey, you should
be able to tell whether one or two well-chosen
programming tools will give you the im-
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provement you desire, whether the problem
lies in the work environment, or if your
principal difficulty relates to the skills of the
staff itself. You may even find that a change
in management style is a prerequisite to
achieving other benefits. If so, you will have
to be astute enough to recognize it yourself,
because none of the hardware and software
vendors that call on you regularly are likely to
say "Heal thyself" before "Buy my package."

MANAGEMENT
1. Are the managers at each level of the organization (director, manager, supervisor,
leadman) appropriately knowledgeable for
the blend of technical and administrative
duties they regularly face?
2. Does each manager have coaches to call
upon in the event he runs into an unusual technical or administrative problem beyond his
capabilities?
3. Does each manager have a detailed job description?
4. Does each manager periodically contrast

his skills with"the requirements of his job and
discuss the results with his superior?
5. Are those managers who interface with
the rest of the corporation, your clients, or the
outside world sufficiently resolute in the face
of difficulty or do they capitulate and commit
to impossible demands?
6. Do you have a cost accounting system in
place so you can track, in detail, where the
labor hours go?
7. Do you track the labor that goes to produc- .
tive purposes (requirements determination,
systems analysis, programming, DB design,
coding, test, docume~tation, etc.)?
8. Do you track the labor that goes to overhead purposes (training,. security, sickness,
emergency program fixes, etc.)?
9. Do you have a utilization accounting system installed on your computer(s)? Do you
get some information from even the smallest
minicomputers?
10. Do you analyze the utilization data by
project, job, function, and activity, e.g.,
inventory, returns for credit, file update, and
transaction edit?
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None of the hardware and software vendors are
likely to say -"Heal thyself" before "Buy my package."

11. Do you regularly review the utilization ploy, can a person be neat and productive if
data spent on productive purposes (develop- he wishes?
ment, production, demonstration) versus that 2. Is the phone service adequate, i.e., can a
spent on software changes, production con- person leave his office and have messages
trol, file copying, etc.?
taken by a clerk so his professional colleagues
12. Do you know the following ratios for ' are not distracted by ringing phones and mesyour shop:
sage taking?
A-Multiprogramming?
3. Does each group have a sign-out board so
B-Peak terminals logged-on vs. number persons leaving the area can make their intenof terminals installed?
tions known to the clerical force, or do periC-Number of overnight jobs still back- odic personnel hunts disturb tranquility?
logged at start of day shift?
4. Do programmers have convenient access
D-Percent ABENDS to total production to machine resources (adequate numbers of
jobs?
terminals, courier delivery of batch output,
E-Staff turnover by skill type?
etc.), or do they distract themselves and each
F-Percent staff with college degrees?
other wandering the halls?
G-Percent staff voluntarily taking addi- 5. If you do not supply personal terminals,
tional schooling?
are shared terminals set up to be quiet workH-Percent authorized positions open?
stations with ample space for listings and
I-Percent authorized positions open more working materials?
than two months?
6. Are sufficient conference rooms available
13. Above the director of information sys- so shared offices do not serve dual purposes?
tems sits the first level of senior management 7. Are software changes carefully tested so
who is non-computer trained. Is the time he unstable software does not impact developdevotes to computer matters proportional to ment efforts?
the budget and importance of information 8. Is operations sufficiently careful with prosystems?
grammer files, e.g., is the loss of a programmer data set lamented with the same
Note: Space precludes this list from being examount of wailing as the loss of a production
haustive, but it ought to be clear that a manfile?
ager should be able to answer questions 9. Whether you pay overtime or not, is the
similar to the above or he doesn't know where
total time on the job reviewed to avoid the exhis resources are going.
haustion, domestic strain, and inevitable
error increase that comes with self-imposed
ENVIRONMENT
overwork?
1. Do development personnel have adequate 10. Even if you do not go all the way and set
space and furniture for their assigned tasks, up programmer teams, do you supply adei.e., except for the natural slobs you may em- quate clerical and administrative support so

development personnel can concentrate their
efforts on what they do best?

Note: These questions determine whether a
capable employee can perform to the limit of
his ability or whether his attitude is eroded by
the environment. If high turnover is occurring among your best workers, look to see if
the bureaucracy is encouraging them to seek
greener pastures.

PEOPLE
1. Do you have a skill profile for each job
classification in your shop (analyst, designer,
programmer, test specialist, systems programmer, production controller, chief console operator, etc.)?
2. Has each person individually assessed
himself against the skills required by his current job?
3. Can those deficient in their current jobs
draw on in-house consultants while they take
courses or do directed self-study to correct
their shortcomings?
4. Did you drop your standards to meet
quotas for minorities or females several years
ago? Have these people acquired enough seniority to hold positions of responsibility?
Have you objectively assessed their performance against their fellow workers? Have
you taken resolute action to handle any problem cases you may have?
5. Do you have any open requisitions over 60
days old? Have you carefully screened your
current staff for promotables? Have you overlooked any female or minority talent that
would be promotable if given access to a
coach?
6. When promoting, do you check that the
chosen candidate is nearly qualified so he
does not have to stretch too far?
7. Have you reviewed your most productive
workers' qualifications and checked that your
recruitment stipulations select winners?
8. In addition to training for the tasks at
hand, do you also hold professional technical
seminars for career enhancement, and rotate
talented individuals through a variety of challenges to build for the future?
9. Without being too obtrusive, are you
mildly paternalistic so domestic distractions,
on-site boy/girl relationships, or grossly aberrant life styles are not allowed to interfere
with work performance?
10. Do you track employee morale in an organized manner and take prompt action to
keep a problem from festering?
11. What incentives have you established to
reward the high producers?
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"Well, I, for one, do not think you are a bunch of dumb clucks. I find you
exceptional Rhode Island Reds, excellent layers, doing an outstanding
job in a highly competitive field."
© DATAMATION
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Note: With the current shortage of skilled
personnel and the upward spiral in wages,
the management of staff (not traditional personnel administration) may be your number
one concern.
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Time after time, Friar Tuck helped Robin out of some
pretty tough scrapes. And Robin came to depend on the
feisty friar in a special way.
Today, Avanti has a similar reputation for dependability. In local data distribution equipment.
A case in point: our new 2200 LADD Line Driver.
It was created especially for local high-speed data
distribution and performs impeccably over unloaded
metallic circuits. Available with all standard interfaces,
the 2200 comes in a desk-top or compact rack mount
configuration, and features:
• Complete compatibility with the Bell LADS unit
• Synchronous operation with asynchronous option
• 8 selected data rates up to 64Kbps (19.2 Kbps
asynchronous)
• Total self-diagnostic capability elimi-

nating the need for external test equipment
• Conformation to Bell Publication 43401
The 2200 is Avanti's newest product. But it's by no
means our only one.
In fact we make an entire family of the most
advanced modems and line drivers in this business. So
we can provide the exact product you need.
You might say, we're big enough to supply even your
smallest needs. For the facts on our new 2200 or on
our full line, write Avanti Communications Corp.,
Aquidneck Industrial Park, Newport, RI
02840. Or call: (401) 849-4660.

Avantl Communications Corp Aquldneck Industrial Park
Newport RI 02840. Tel (401) 849-4660. TWX (710) 387 -6543
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'We're aiways here w1hle1llYou need us.

You should be able to tell if the problem lies in the work
environment or in the skills of the staff itself.

PROCESS
1. Do you have a procedures manual that defines how business will be conducted?
Does it cover:
A-Requests for new systems?
B-Requests for changes to existing systems?
C-How estimates will be calculated? D-The phases of development (requirements determination, systems analysis,
programming, etc.)?
E---=-The deliverable items that must be produced by the end of each phase?
F-How jobs will be turned over for
production?
.
G-How changes will be reflected in
production jobs?
H-Programming standards?
2. Have you isolated your developers from
continuing responsibility for production support?
3. Have you analyzed your workload and
noted processes which could benefit greatly
from guidelines, instructions, and standards?
4. Have you supplemented your procedures
manual with a compendium which describes
proven techniques and their domains of applicability, and identifies an in-house coach

least the break-even level?
for each method?
5. For processes which can be standardized, 10. If your installation is well established
have you defined your requirements in detail and your procedures, standards, and techand sought out packages (manual and auto- niques have evolved over the years, have you
mated) for control of production libraries, quantitatively and qualitatively assessed the
editing of program text, performance evalua- inventory of old code to determine how to retion, systems analysis, etc.?
duce the deadening drag of this legacy?
6. When itinerant vendors come to call, do 11. Is someone watching the rate of change
you compare their wares against the list of to the development of support base to be sure
standard processes you have chosen to estab- that the collection of improvements, albeit
lish and shoo them out if their offerings fail to individually. justified, does not exceed the
staff's tolerance for change, e.g., beware that
match?
7. Do you evaluate vendors' claims for the uncoordinated pursuit of productivity
productivity enhancements from their new does not adversely impact it?
tools and techniques against the measured
fraction of your resources that are spent in the Note: The claims of the proponents for new
, tools may be valid in some environments. You
activities affected?
8. When you run productivity experiments must check those claims for validity in yours.
based on some technique you read or heard Ifvalid, you stillface the challenge of how to
about, do you carefully weigh the proposal install the techniques, how to assure complifor impact, side effects and cost? If all looks ance, and how fast to move.
' ~
favorable, do you conduct a true experimerit
under controlled conditions with measureMr. Patrick has been an independent
ments, evaluation plan, etc.?
9. If you run a successful experiment and de- computer consultant for 20 years and
cide to install the new standard, do you has served on the DATAMATION editorial
establish a formal project with a manager and board for the same period. He lives
an installation plan to assure adoption to at and works in' Northridge, Calif.

gyot Qoppy disk
'~
»'5#~rl:~2;;-;;':'''~~'< problems? ....
.
.,.

.. ~Here's a new
. ,,~four letter word
to use:
The word is KYBE. Because KYBE will ship you the same high
performance products they've built for OEM's for years .. Consistent
quality media that meets the most demanding specifications. OEM's
won't risk the performance of their system to less than the best media.
Why risk your d;:lta either? Especially when the price is competitive;
Get two day shipment on any model floppy disk. data cassette or
mag card. Each is backed by an unconditional 90 day warranty
and inventoried for fast delivery .. Call toll free (800) 225~8715.

Dealer inquiJ..ies invited

IKlvIKYBE·
Q

~
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Dennison KYBE Corporation

,132 Calvary Street. Waltham. Mass. 02,154
Tel. (617) 899-0012: Telex 94-0179
Outside Mass. call toll free (800) 225-8715
.Offices & representatives worldwide

We make all types of terminals
so you don't have to deal with all
types of companies.
We don't have a lot of axes to grind.
Ifyou need daisy wheel printer
terminals, we won't try to force dot
matrix printers on you. Or vice versa.
That also holds true if you need quiet
thermal printers. Or CRT displays. OrAPL.
We've got them all. Together with .
media storage devices and the widest
range of acoustic data couplers and
modems available.
You don't have to call ''X'' company
for this and ''Y'' company for that.
Suppose you communicate at low
speed-llO, 300, or 450 bps. Fine. We
won't try to sell you more terminal than
you need
But if you want to take advantage of
1200 bps, we can certainly accommodate
you. .

Just look at the range.
The AJ 832-one of the most widely
used 30 cps daisy wheel printers in the
world, with excellent features and
proven performance. Or the new AJ
833, a step up in capability from the
AJ 832: faster at 45 cps, a bigger buffer,
proportional spacing, and more. Or the
AJ 830 for daisy wheel print quality at a
remarkably low price.
Our AJ 860 gives you outstanding
dot matrix print quality and 1200 bps
capability. The AJ 880, our newest dot
matrix printer, offers 110/300 bps operation, desktop portability, and low cost.
The AJ 630 combines quiet thermal
operation with desktop size and a price
thats hard to beat.
And the AJ 510, one of the most
versatile CRTs on the market, gives you

The source. Of course.
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great application flexibility, a crisp
display, and data rates ranging from 110
to 9600 bps.
Another thing. We won't sell you a
terminal and forget you. Because we also
lease, install, and service all the products
that bear our name. So you won't have
to deal with even nwre companies every
time you need maintenance. When you
deal with AJ, you deal with the source.
Doesn't that make sense? Of course.
Call our regional office nearest you
for details: San Jose, CA (408)
946-2900; Rosemont, IL (312) 671-7155;
Hackensack, NJ (201) 488-2525. Or
write Anderson Jacobson, Inc., 521
Charcot Avenue, San Jose, CA 95131.

a

ANDERSON

~JACOBsON

As your introduction to The

Li brary of

Computer and Information Sciences
Takelhis
ENCYCLOPEDIA OF COMPUTER SCIENCE
Edited bv Anthom' Ralston and Chester L. Meek. More than 1550 outsize
pages o(informaiion on every aspect of computer science-from algebra to
automata theory. from basic termmology to string-processing languages. 470
articles by 208 experts. Over 700 charts. tables. graphs and diagrams.

or other books for only $1 each
~va

\

42303. A DISCIPLINE OF
PROGRAMMING. Edsger
W. Dijkstra. Program derivation and composition.
common mistakes. plus numerous other examples.
$21.95

39995-2. COMPUTER
NETW.ORKS AND THEIR
PROTOCOLS. D. W. Davies
et al. Latest technology in
routing. pocket switching.
flow control and mucb
more. Counts as 2 ofyour 3
books.
$43.95

lues to $75.00~'J

41625. DATABASE: A Professional's Primer. David
Kroenke.
$24.95

If you will join now for a trial period and
take only 3 more books-at handsome
'discounts-over the next 12 months.

70205. PRINCIPLES OF
DATABASE SYSTEMS.
Jeffrey D. Ullman. A conceptual reference which
spells out every feature of
the modern database technology from data relationships to IMS to the concerns
of security and integrity of
the finished operationaf database.
$19.95

80837. STRUCTURED
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS:
Tools and Techniques. Gane
and Sarson.
$19.50

.:7"IIl

32485. ALGORITHMS +
DATA STRUCTURES
PROGRAMS. Niklaus
Wirth. . A classic work on
structured programming.
$20.95

=

39890-2. COMPUTER
DATA-BASE ORGANIZATION. James Martin. A
planning tool with over 200
oiagrams. Counts as 2 of
your 3 books.
$27.9~

41785. DEBUGGING SYSTEM 360/370 PROGRAMS USING OS AND
VS STORAGE DUMPS.
D.H. Rindfleisch.
$24.95

45380. THE ENTREPRENEUR'S MANUAL: BUSINESS START-UPS, SPINOFFS, AND INNOVATIVE
MANAGEMENT. Richard
White.
$17.50

35450-2. AUTOMATIC
DATA PROCESSING
HANDBOOK. The Diebold
Group. Auxiliary memory.
peripherals, systems design.
consultant services. software packages. Counts as 2
ofyour 3 books.
$38.95

50045-2. GAME THEORY:
Mathematical Models of
Conflict. A.J. Jones. Provides a brilliant· introduc~
tion to the science. followed
by a detailed treatment of
the consequences of the duality theorem of linear programming. Numerous diagrams. examples. Counts as
2 ofyour 3 books.
$45.00

SOFTWARE ENGINEERING. Jensen and
Tonies. All phases. with the
emphasis on real applications in industry. Coun/s as 2
ofyollr 3 books.
$27.50

79155. SOFTWARE INTERPRETERS FOR MICROCOMPUTERS.
Thomas C. Mcintire. How to
design a reliable software
interpreter for any microcomputer system.
$23.95

81845. SYSTEM/370 JOB
CONTROL LANGUAGE.
Gary De Ward Brown. Includes descriptions of hardware devices and access
methods and reference to
many useful JCL features.
Softcover.
$13.50

59920. MANAGEMENT:
Tasks, Responsibilities,
Practices. Peter F Drllcker.
$17.50

54455. IMS PROGRAMMING TECHNIQUES: A
Guide to Using DLlt. Kapp
and Leben. Specific techniques to write application
programs in AN~ COBOL,
PLiI. or. Assembler Language in an IMS DLiI data
base environment. $17.95

51955-2. A GUIDE TO
THE SUCCESSFUL
MANAGEMENT OF
COMPUTER PROJECTS.
Hamish Donaldson. Counts
as 2 ofyour 3 books. $34.95

50551. GRANTS: How to
Find Out About Them and
What to Do Next. Virginia
p. White.
$19.50

62620. MICROCOMPUTER HANDBOOK.
Charles J. SippI. Detailed
reference to the technology
and applications of microprocessors.
$19.95

79167. SOFTWARE RELIABILITY GUIDEBOOK.
Robert L. Glass.
$18.95

55353. INFORMATION
RETRIEVAL SYSTEMS:
Characteristics, Testing and
Evaluation. F Wilfrid Lancaster.
$19.95

59115. MACHINES WHO
THINK. Pamela McCorduck. An analysis of the development and future prospects for artificial intelligence.
$12.50
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70230. PRINCIPLES OF
SOFTWARE ENGINEERING AND DESIGN. Marvin
V. Zelkowitz, et al. Shows
you how to handle everything from ,small programs
to the design of large. complex software system~.
$21.95

40135-2. CONCISE DICTIONARY OF PHYSICS.
J .. Thewlis. Counts as 2 of
your 3 books.
$50.00

42053-2. DESIGNING
A DISTRIBUTED
PROCESSING SYSTEM.
Hamish Donaldson. Includes file strategy. communication networks and work
flow design. Counts as 2 of
your 3 books.
$34.95

Plus more books to choose from
32275. ADVANCES IN COMPUTER ARCHITECTURE. Glenford J. Myers. A close. critical look at current architectures and
ways to help future computer designers avoid the problems of
current systems.
$21.00
41657. DATA PROCESSING COST REDUCTION AND CON$17.95
TROL. Dick H. Brandon.
3974f)-2. COMPANION TO CONCRETE' MATHEMATICS.
VO~UMES I AND II. Z.A. Melzak. Mathematical techniques
and various applications. The set counts as 2 ofyour 3 books.
$46.45

48780. FORTRAN 77.
Harry Katzan, Jr. Comprehensive coverage of the new
FORTRAN standard language. from data types and
constants to the latest 110
statements.
$16.95

62641. .MICROPROCESSORS: From Chips to
Systems. Rodnay Zaks.
Detailed examples. photographs. diagrams and appendices. Sojtcover. $25.00

79165. SOFTWARE METRICS. Tom Gilb. Practical
techniques for estimating
program reliability and efficiency.
$21.95

62655. MICRO-ANALYSIS OF COMPUTER SYSTEM PERFORMA~CE. B.0ri~ Beizer. A step-by-s~ep approach to the
constructIOn. validatIOn. and use of analytical models for determining the performance of a computer-controlled system.
$22.50
If the reply card has been removed, please write to
The Library of Computer and Information Sciences
Dept. 7-AD6, Riverside, N.J. 08075
to obtain membership information and an application.

110 .CPSFLEXIBILITYAT YOUR

FINGERTIPS

Whatever your application requirements, Carterfone's 5130 data
terminal offers all the flexibili~y you need. Designed to meetafull
range of user requirements, the cost-efficient 120 cps printer can
be operator-programmed to new applications simply and easily.
In addition to outstanding applications flexibility, the 5130 provides
smart bi-directional printing at 180 cps, 14 baud rates and a builtin 1k buffer to keep pace with incoming data. Attributes such as
variable horizontal and vertical pitch, tabbing, forms control,
answerback and 45 other keyboard selectable features are
standard in every 5130.

Forthe best price/performance value in a data terminal, consider the flexible 5130, available from
Carterfone through equally flexible lease, purchase
or rental plans. For complete information, call or write
. Carterfone today.

1111 W. Mockingbird Lane, Suite 1400
Dallas, Texas 75247 (214) 630-9700
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The Bureau of. Mines' multipurpose network conducts
research to proteciminers' health and. safety.

by, _Donald N.H. Chi
and Henry E. Perlee
Research computer systems usually begin by
filling several critical needs and then expand
as demand develops among other groups in
the laboratory. Whatever the scie~tific discipline, the evolution of most of these systems
-a process that never really stops-follows a
similar pattern.
- Data acquisition and an~lysis, most
likely the first computer services to be implemented, may start with either an assortment
of small minicomputers dedicated. to indiyidual instruments, or with one larger central
minicomputer that handles many users simultaneously. Then, when "number-crunching"
analysis and modeling inevitably get to be too
much for the in-house facility, communications capability is added in order to access a
remote mainframe, one that belongs either to
an independent service bureau or to a parent
or. allied organization. In addition, the researchers are likely to find they need a
general-purpose time-sharing resource.
Somewhere in th~s process of growth,
the research system is likely to become anetwork in which many, if not all '. of the computers supporting the laboratory are linked. With
successful local standards, the computers can
then share experimental data,· common instrumentation parameters, hardware resources, and application software. One
benefit an internal computer network affords
is the opportunity to provide superior service
to the research staff at lower operating cost
than a mixture of standalone machines and remote services.
A multipurpose research computer
network, however, does not come in a package, It must be designed and built to meet the
needs of the particular research organization.
Certainly, commercially available hardware
and application software should be used
wherever possible; these have been tried and
dJ tested, are likely to cost less, and will normal~ ly be ready much sooner. But special hard~ ware and custom software will probably also
~ have to be developed, particularly in net~ works that perform many technical tasks.
().
The research computer network at the
fD Bureau of Mines' Pittsburgh Research Center
6 (PRC) conducts and oversees research related
~ to health and safety in mines as well as mine
g: environmental technology. The major. re~ search areas are fires and explosions, dust
;l controI/ventilation, methane, mining envi-

FIRE·FIGHTING
MINI

ronmental control: roof support, explosives,
industrial safety and training systems, and
electrical safety and communications.
The four largest research facilities
that use the computer network are the Experimental Coal Mine, the In-Situ Combustion
Facility, the Fire Research Facility, and the
Explosion Gallery.
The Experimental Coal Mine consists
.of a double eLlry coal mine 1,200 feet long
having corridors in which coal dust explosion
research is conducted. This facility uses 75
transducers that measure gas pressure and
temperature, dust concentrations, air velocity, radiation intensity, and flame speed '\t 10
locations along the entries. The transducer
signals are amplified and sent 500 feet over
analog lines to the computer, where they are
sampled at about 2,400 samples per second
per channel. Typically, a coal dust explosion
lasts less then five seconds and generates 1.8
x 1()6. data points.
The In-Situ Combustion Facility includes a 35-foot-Iong surface trench .lined
with refractory brick and filled ~ith a cast
coaI/cement mixture that simulates a thick
coal seam. The coal is ignited· at one end of a
central channel along the trench, and air is
forced through the channel at various rates.
The rate of fire spread, temperatur<;!s,gas
product composition,· smoke, pressure drops,
enthalpy, radiative and convective flux, and
ventilation velocity are measured.
Transducer signals are acquired by a
data logger and magnetic ,tape recorder and
transmitted to the computer over both analog
and digital lines. Initially, each transducer is
sampled once every 10 seconds, slowing to
once every 15 to 30 minutes after three or four
days of the bum, accumulating 106 data

points. Each test involves about 250 channels
of information.
The Fire Research ,Facility contains
two 30-foot-Iong, refractory-coated ducts
lined with timber or coal blocks; A fire is
initiated at one end ofthe ventilated channel,
~md the rate 'of fire spread along the channel
wall, among other things, is monitored.
About the same volume of data is generated
and handled as in the in-Situ Facility.
The Explosion Gallery consists of a
90-foot-Iongsteel pipe used to conduct experiments similar to those. run in the Experimental Coal Mine. Many ,of the experiments
conducted in the Experimental Coal Mine are
first run in the Explosion Gallery to get a feeling for the nature and magnitude of the processes. The facility is located 2,000 feet from
the computer, and all data are transmitted and
sampled in the same manner as for the Experimental Coal Mine.

The development of research computing on a
PRc-wide basis began
about 10 years ago with the
formation of the Theoretical Support Group
(TSG) , which is responsible for providing
computer hardware and programming capability to the research center's 250 people. Up
to that time, outside time-sharing services
were accessed from teleprinters, and a highspeed terminal was linked to a remote mainframe for more complex analysis. Data were
collected by manually digitizing strip charts
and then sending punched paper tape to another remote location for further processing,
Finally, in 1971 the research center began
operating its first internal facility by running a
data acquisition package on a CDC 1700 computer linked to experiment transducers.
The first data acquisition system was
limited to 33,000 samples per second or 550
samples per second ,on each of 60 channels
(the analog-to-digital converts could accept
50,000 samples per second, but the data
could not be written into magnetic disk files at
a rate higher than 33,000). Moreover, the inhouse computer was not reliable enough for
concurrent high-speed and low-speed· data
acquisition (potential loss of data was too
great); when doing high-speed data acquisition, it could not be used for anything else.
-The initial criteria for anew computer
system specified a minimum sampling rate of
2,000 samples per second per channel for as
many as 150,channels for lO seconds, and the
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A.multipurpose research computer network does not
come ina package.

TSG wanted the freedom to add new channels
without affecting the sampling rate. Reliability had to be high enough for such low-:-speed
data acquisition tasks as 10 samples per second per channel for up to several hundred
channels and one sample every 10 minutes for
periods as long as five days. Other specifications included capability for interactive program development and communications
between computers at the PRC and two mainframes at remote locations. The latter machines are a Cyber-74 at the Bureau of
Reclamation in Denver and a Burroughs 6700
at the Bureau of Mines ~ Division of ADP, also
in Denver.
A network of Digital Equipment
Corp: POP-II series minicomputers was installed in July 1978 and has since expanded
steadily in applications.
The PRC now acquires data under a
wide range of conditions including on-line,
high-speed, short-duration acquisition, up to
500,000 samples per s~cond for up to 10 seconds;on-line, low-speed, long':'duration
acquisition, less than 100 samples per second
for weeks or months; and off-line acquisition
at both high- and low-speeds, through control
of various types of data storage devices such as
data loggers, analog magnetic tape recorders,
and satellite microcomputers. Reduction and
analysis of these data range from a simple x-y
plot in engineering units to .a modeling program that can only practically be done on a
large-scale mainframe computer. The source
of data for reduction and analysis may be a file
on a magnetic disk drive in the same room at
the PRC or a microcomputer monitoring gassample sensors more than 1,000 miles away.
The PRC network in Fig~ 1 divides the
major system functions among three minicomputers. One PDP-11134 (mini B) handles
all high:'speed and low-speed real~tinie data
acquisition, collects batch data off-line, and
provides experiment control. The second
PDP-11/34 (mini ,C) is primarily responsible
for. communication with mainframes at the
two data centers in Denver and, through asynchronous ports, with a remote microcomputer .
monitoring gas samples in a Colorado mine.
The two mainframes in Denver are the Cyber74, which handles the more complex simulation programs, and the Burroughs 6700,
which is mainly used for administrative support applications. A fourth PDP-11134 resides
in a laboratory and is dedicated to spectral
analysis.
The PDP-11170 (mini A) pefforms all
the data reduction and analysis, controls the
major data output devices, and provides timesharing service to lab personnel through 25
asynchronous ports. Six of the ports are directly interfaced with three keyboard teleprinters,a portable terminal, and two .video
display terminals located in the user room,
which is available to TSG programmers and
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researchers from anywhere in the PRC. About
15 other terminals access the three minis from
various laboratories and offices.
The high-speed data acquisition subsystem on mini B (bottom c,enter in Fig. 1)
consists of four identical modules designed
specifically for the PRC; each module includes
a 32-channel multiplexor and AID converter
feeding into an extended memory unit (EMU).
The EMU, which itself can accept data at the
rate of 1 millionsamples per se<;ond, receives
data at up to the maximum capacity of the
converter and transfers the data at a maximum
rate of 50,000 samples per second to the
88-megabyte magnetic disk unit controlled
by mini B. The EMU can either switch itself
off when filled with data, recycle m~mory
(when full, begin rewriting again over old
data), or operate under control of software on
mini B. Presently, the four modules provide a
total data acquisition capability of 1 million
samples per second over as many as 128
lines. This capability canbe distributed as required by active experiments,· with a maximum single-channel sampling rate of
125,000 samples per second.
Another approach to high-speed data
acquisition has been to read the primary sensor signals onto' analog magnetic tape' and
then postprocess the ,tape to transfer the data
in dtgital form onto magnetic disk storage. As
it turns out, the cost of the EMU modules.is
about halfthat of an analog tape facility ofthe
same capacity (moreover l the high-noiselevel characteristic of analog tape and long
playback time are avoided).
The .low-speed data acquisition subsystem on mini B (bottom center in Fig. 1) includes a total of 416 ch~nnels with
transmission speeds ranging from 110 to
9 ;600 baud. In, addition to real-time lowspeed data collection, this subsystem is
linked to several devices that· transfer' data
into. the system in off-line batch modes: data
10gger,Jor example,can accommodate up to
1,000 input channels at 25 samples/sec., and
the analog magnetic tape recorder has 14
channels with ~andwidths up·to 300 kHz ..

.
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Digital Equipment's Ics-11 Industrial
Control Subsystem handles the experiment
control tasks, which are primarily concerned
with programmed operation of relays for instrumentation, calibration, and testing purposes. This subsystem· includes 16 voltage
sense lines, 16 voltage interrupts, 16 latching
relays, and 16 flIp-flops. The digital/analog
converter provides 16 channels for control
signals at a total rate of 20 kHz.
The operating system for
all three minicomputers is
iAS (Interactive Application System), Version 3,
under which real-time, interactive, and batch
processing can .take place concurrently.
Memory is divided into into one main partition for time-sharing,. batch, and noncritical
real-time tasks and special partitions for critical real-time tasks, which are scheduled by
the executive based solely on priority. Inter~
active and batch tasks are scheduled with
dynamically computed time-slicing algorithms. Batch tasks normally receive' cpu
time available after real-time and interactive
tasks have been serviced.
The change from Version 2, lAS to
Version 3 lAS permits larger analytical programs to be
on. the PDP-I 1170 than was
possible before. A virtual array feature permits storing data in memory beyond the 32K
words reserved for the program alone: Maximum data space available for a program is approximately' 896K words, which is one
megaword rriinus the space needed for the
operating system; In addition, all parts of any
program which mustbe.overlaid because it is
larger than 32.K 'yords can now be made coreresident. This increases execution speed because of reduced .disk Iff! operations.
If double-precision arithmetic is
needed the effective memory space is, of
course; cut in halL Although double-precision arithmetic must be used to minimize the
impact of round-off error for the iteratio'ns
characteristic of modeling programs, singleprecision arithmetic is usually. adequate in
FORTRAN analytical programs at the PRC.
Even in modeling programs double-precision
arithmetic is used only where necessary.'
Although each is devoted primarily to
specific functions, all fourminicomputers in
z
the system share system resources through ~
the use of Digital's DEcnet communications <5
software. InDEcnet's file transfer mode, ex- fu
periment data are sent from disk storage on ~
the acquisition mini B to disk storage on the G
reduction and analysis mini A. Similarly data >received from the Cyber-74 and Burroughs ~
6700 mainframes are transferred from storage 6
at the communieations mini C to storage' at ~
mini A.
g:
In DEcnet's task-to-task mode, a pro- ~
gram resident on either mini B or mini C can ~
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request a program on mini A to run an analysis and print out the result~ on a peripheral
device linked to mini A (more cost-effective
than duplicate peripheral devices on all machines). Similarly, a program on mini A can
request a program on mini C to transmit files
received from the remote mainframes. In
general, a researcher enters what is to be done
with experiment data at a terminal without
having to be concerned with what function is
to be performed by what minicomputer.
A third PDP-11134 has just been linked
to the network so that time-sharing users in
the Electronics Laboratory can use the
peripherals linked to minicomputer A. In
addition, DEC net permits the third PDP-ll/34
to access application programs that are controlled by the other machines.

APPLICA.

Application software in research
laboratories
SOFTWARE includes both general-pur~
pose and special-purpose
(§ programs. At the PRC, the TSG has made a special effort to provide adequate general-pur(/) pose software so that its programmers' time
~ can be concentrated on developing the more
~ complex analytical and modeling programs.
b
General-purpose software includes
fu program packages developed internally by
f- the TSG and commercially available pack~ ages, such as International Mathematical and
G Statistical Libraries, BMDP, SFORTRAN (Struc-

liON
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tured FORTRAN), and Lsp-l1.
The most widely used TSG-developed
software is a data-acquisition/analysis package with which the researcher can define the
entire process from type of sensors on the
input to type of plot on the output. Past experience has shown that researchers constant1y change their processing requirements in
repeating particular experimental setups;
therefore, the programming staff spends a
good deal of its time in updating and maintaining existing programs. To minimize such
demands, the acquisition/analysis software
package provides a data base that contains all
necessary parameters for processing an experiment. For a given data base, the package
performs such functions as automatic calibration and testing of signal conditio~ing instfl.lments, spectral analysis, and filtering.
Each file of experimental data
submitted for further processing is accompanied by a copy of the data base, which includes all parameter updates entered during
data acquisition. For example, the record for
each transducer contains such parameters as
the multiplexor channel number, type of sensor, file location of the calibration and engineering unit conversion coefficients, plotting
parameters, type of filtering, and types of
processing. If the researcher changes the type
of sensors, the record is updated in the data
base without any change in the processing
program itself.

The researcher also uses the acquisition/analysis package to specify the type of
analysis desired: analyses in the package include linear curve fit, nonlinear curve fit,
statistical analysis, correction for time shifts
between channels, and time series analyses
such as FFT, spectral analysis, correlation,
and phase shift. Finally, the user may fill in a
data request listing on a video screen or teleprinter to specify titles, sizes, and scales, or
graphs of output data.
The data acquisition/analysis package
can be used for any experiment in which the
input is in the form of amplified signals from
instruments. As. such, the package is most
often used by the Experimental Coal Mine,
Fire Research Facility, and Explosion Gallery, all of which repeatedly run experiments
in which all changes occur within the parameter data base. The acquisition/analysis package is expected eventually to handle more
than three-quarters of all larger acquisition/
analysis projects, that is, those measuring
over about 500 points.
There are also many smaller experiments that do not need either a special program or the general-purpose data acquisition/
analysis program. In those cases, the Rs/l
software system developed by Bolt, Beranek
and Newman Inc. permits the researcher with
minimal computer background to define custom tables and graphs based on files of ex·perimental data. Moreover, Rs/l provides
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The acquisition/analysis package is expected
eventually to handle more than three-quarters of all
larger projects.
such basic statistical tools as analysis of variants, linear and nonlinear regression, and
non parametric statistics.
The PDP-IlnO minicomputer with the
new lAS operating system will be able. to do
about 80% of the analytical and simulation
programs that were once done remotely on
the Cyber-74 mainframe. A flame propagation simulation program takes about 20

DATA PROCESSING

minutes of cpu time on the Cyber-74. Since
the PDP-IlnO is about one-fifth the speed of
the Cyber-74, this program takes 100 minutes
of cpu time on the PDP-UnO. However, the
minicomputer can be running the simulation
program in the batch mode at the same time it
is handling time-sharing users. Although this
program run could then take much longer
than 100 minutes, other users of the PDP-Ill

Career Perspective
In American .
Banking
The Federal Reserve System-the
nation's money manager and central bank.
We're not a branch of the Government.
We're the banks' Bank. We can otter you
unique perspective in your career as a
computer professional.
It you are an experienced programmer/ analyst. systems programmer, data
base analyst or a project leader, The Fed
has a lot to oUer you. To meet our money
management goals, we use sophisticated
computer applications for everything from
pure economic research to electronic funds
transfer. The majority of our banks have
advanced telecommunications systems
using the latest in SNA architecture, stateof-the-art technology (most locations have
IBM hardware utilizing IMS) or TOTAL/El
and unique applications development
work. Opportunity at The Fed can be found
in some of the country's most exciting
cities: Boston, New York, Philadelphia, Cleveland, Richmond, Atlanta, Chicago, St. Louis,
Minneapolis, Kansas City, Dallas, San
Francisco and Washington, D.C.

You11tind competitive salaries, a payfor- performance merit program, excellent
bene1its, relocation assistance. And plenty
of opportunity for training so you can grow
with an organization that's growing to meet
complicated economic needs. It you're a
computer professional. doesn't it make
sense to put your career in perspective with
The Federal Reserve System? Call our toll~_ _ _...... ~"""-_--. free number 1-800-821-7700, ext. 103 (in
Missouri call 1-800-892-7655) and we'll send
you more information. Or, if you prefer,
......._ _ _..... you may send your resume to The Federal
Reserve System-DP, P.O. Box 7702, San
Francisco, CA 94120. Or, contact any of our
Reserve Banks directly. The Federal Reserve .
System is an equal opportunity employer.

~""""'~---.ri
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70 would not notice the difference.
The potential cost savings in converting analytical programs to the PDP-IlnO can
be substantial. The Cyber-74 service at one
time cost about $80,000 per year, so that
doing 80% of the analytical work internally
will save over $60,000 per year. In addition,
analytical programs involve a good deal of
input/output time. Transmission of input data
to the remote site may take between 30 and 45
minutes, while four hours or more may be
needed for the remote mainframe to transmit
back the resulting plot file at 4,800 baud. The
cumulative line ch~ges for long-distance
transmission for these periods of time can be
extremely high. In running analytical programs internally, data transfer time between
minicomputers is minimal since the DEcnet
line speed is I megabaud (and there is no line
charge).
The Cyber-74 facility is still being
used for large simulation programs to keep
free for other tasks. These large
the PDP-II
programs include simulation of the combustion process in coal particles, modeling of gas
flames, and large thermodynamic codes. In
an improvement that is estimated would pay
for itself within two years, an array processor
can be linked to the PDP-IlnO minicomputer
so as to bring all number-crunching programs
in-house.
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PUT INFONET ANYWHERE.
ASK IT ANYTHING.
AND THE ANSWER WILL APPEAR
, BEFORE YOUR VERY EYES.
INFO NET is Computer Sciences Corporation's worldwide remote computing network.
But it functions more like the fabled crystal ball..
Unlike systems patched together from exist-'
ing parts, INFO NET's design started with the
ultimate task it was to perform. And then CSC
created it from that architectural plan, choosing
.each component and building every link with
only one criterion, optimum performance.
As a result, it's the most completely integrated system anywhere. Internal data exchange
is far simpler and it is a substantially better
base to assimilate technical advances.
For just a moment, imagine the possibilities
of going back in time with all of modern science
at your command. INFO NET provides that
kind of opportunity. Because INFO NET can
deliver the entire menu of computer technology
to almost any chosen place. It gives the marketing man or woman a chance to take to the
hinterlands of information management every

solution modern data processing has to offer.
To the computer professional, INFO NET
also promises an endless calendar of solving
new and different problems. And it offers the
computer scientist a chance to playa meaningful role in the evolution of advanced data
management structures. INFO NET is distrib;,
uted data processing on the grand scale. A
true microcosm of computer technology itself.
While INFO NET is only one division
of CSC, it's a prime example of how we integrate software, communications and hardware
to advance the techniques of problem solving.
CSC is continuously developing the capacity ofhistory's most profound tool, the computer,
to change man's relationship with everything
he has ever known.
It's the ultimate challenge. Maybe you'd
like to help us. If you think you're good, and
you're not afraid to find out how good you
really are, you should be in touch with CSC.

The only limitations are the ones you bring with you.
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COMPUTER SCIENCES CORPORATION
Corporate Offices: 650 N. Sepulveda, EI Segundo, CA 90245
. An Equal Opportunity Employer.
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I van Soc her came to the computer industry
from the garment industry.
Therefore, he is expected to bring to
his new job, president and chief executive
officer of Amdax Corp., Bohemia, N. Y., a
bit of what he calls a "garment industry
mentality , '-plus a legacy from two years
with IBM.
From the garment industry, Socher
learned to prefer cluttered desks. From IBM
he learned to prefer formal business dress
and no-drink lunches.
Amdax Corp. is the new corporate
trade name for Intech Laboratories and its
wholly owned subsidiary, American
Modem Corp. The company develops,
manufactures, and markets commercial and
industrial data transmission products, speIVAN SaCHER-From garments to
cializing in broadband co-ax cable comcomputers.
munications.
Johannesburg in 1967. He subsequently bePrior to joining Amdax, Socher
headed a privately funded research and
came branch manager.
development effort which resulted in a
A great admirer of IBM-"It's the
finest company the world has ever seen' ' product called Virtual Monitor, a monitorhe left the firm after two years because "I
ing and control system for large telecommunications networks. The product and its .couldn't swallow all that good will. "
He then formed Computer Addevelopment team have become a part of
Amdax.
.
vances (Pty) Ltd. to market and maintain
U. S. manufactured computer products in
A native of Rustenberg, South Africa,. Soc her attended the University of Wit- . South Africa. This company, by 1974, was
wa ters rand
in
J ohan ne s bur g
second to IBM in dp revenues in South Afri(Witwatersrand-"reef of white water"ca.
refers to a gold reef off South Africa's
Socher's next venture, privately
shores).
funded, involved design and development
of a distributed processing computer system
He entered the garment industry· as
called SyFA. This led to a joint agreement
an accountant but wound up in sales, evenbetween his company and Computer Autotually becoming a sales manager. "I wanted
mation, Inc., Irvine, Calif. Computer Autoto be president, but I couldn't be because I
had no flair for fashion, so I looked around
mation bought the rights to the SyFA system,
for another business. "
formed a Commercial Systems Div., and
He chose the computer industry,
named Socher general manager for worldand IBM hired him as a trainee salesman in
wide activities.
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As president of Amdax, Socher succeeded founder Jans Kliphuis, who died last
winter. Frederich R. Adler, founder of Data
General Corp., is chairman of Amdax's
executive committee. James R. Swartz, a
partner with Adler in the investment firm of
Adler and Co., is chairman of the board.
"Since the illness and recent death
of the former president and founder of
Amdax, Jans Kliphuis, the board of directors has been searching for a chief executive
officer with a technical background capable
of providing strong leadership, with particular strengths in marketing and sales, " said
Adler. "Ivan Socher uniquely satisfies
these requirements."

TRAVEL
TRAN

Since he came to the U.S. in 1976, Dennis
M. Klein has dreamed of being part of a
move to combine the talents of U.S. and
European software practitioners. He may
now be well on the way to realizing the
dream as the head of Hugh Pushman Associates, Inc., a newly formed subsidiary in
California of the British software company
Hugh Pushman Associates, Ltd.-a
company that specializes primarily in software projects for telecommunications
companies.
Klein, 36, says software houses
tend to be national in makeup, and he envisions mixing the hardware talent of U.S.
software people with the pool of theoreticians that tend to be predominant in Europe.
He expects to begin recruiting U.S. software people, mainly those working in the
microprocessor business, early next year.
''They would be people who would be willing to travel both in the U.S. and Britain,
developing projects side by side with their
overseas counterparts."
A native of Britain, Klein says the

PEOPLE
idea began when he came to the U. S. to join
Tran Telecommunications, a Los Angeles
manufacturer of telecommunications equip~
ment, to work as a project manager on that
company's major product line, the M3200
switching system. A former associate at
Tran said he noted some resentment
towards U.K. software people "because
they were coming to work here from 5 ,000
to 10,000 miles away from the fountain of
know ledge. " The associate said that had
there been an organized plan of cross-ferti~
lization of Tran, the resentment would have
disappeared. Klein agrees, but adds that he
didn't detect any because he had entered the
company on a permanent resident visa rath-:
er than as a short-time foreign employee.
He left Tran in 1978 to form his own
consulting firm, Asten System Design Associates, but shortly afterwards agreed to
form a joint venture with Pushman to open
DENNIS M. KLEIN-Heads U.S.
U. S. operations for the firm, and so far has
subsidiary of U.K. software house.
brought four of Pushman 's staff of 20 to the
U. S. to work on software for telephone
switching and communications systems.
Klein began his career in 1966 as a
systems analyst with IBM'S government sysThe U.S. operation, in Torrance, Calif.,
near Los Angeles, has close to $300,000 in . terns branch in the U. K. , working primarily
on communications software development,
contracts here. This should double by yearend, when it will begin manufacturing
where he gained considerable knowledge of
IBM'S huge time-sharing computer, the 3601
Pushman's first hardware, an automated
67. He then joined the international service
business communications system that can
handle up to 3,000 messages an hour and is
bureau, Systems Corp., in Italy where, with
aimed at automated offices of the 1980s.
Italian financing, the company planned to

develop a refined version of the 67, using
versions of cp-67, the control program developed at the Cambridge Research Center.
Later, with the same company in Montreal,
Klein wrote considerably on cp-67 , a virtual
machine without compilers, utilities, or
data management facilities that enabled
. several operating systems to be run concurrently. "In three years we were running up
to 60 virtual machines on the one system, "
a feature that appealed to customers of the
service bureau-"too much so," because
its largest Canadian customer, Bell Northern, decided to install its own 360/67, so
Systems went out of business in Canada.
Klein went back to Italy to work
with Tran's newly formed European subsidiary in 1974, providing technical support
to the marketing operation there, but left the
country a year and a half later for Tran's
U. S. headquarters.
He thinks traveling will be as broadening to software specialists as it will be
helpful to the customers for which they
work, hence his idea for the new U.S.
company. "When I left London Univ. with
a degree in physics in 1966, I had job offers
from 11 computer-related companies," he
says. "I chose IBM, not because it was the
biggest, but because it promised us an
opportunity for a lot of travel. " He hopes
his experience-working in four countries
in 14 years-will be contagious.
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BUY

IBM 3101 TERMINALS
Model Number & Type
3101-10
Display
3101-20
Display
3102
Printer

Monthly Rates
Purchase 36 Months 24 Months
$1,295.
$39.
$49.
$49.
$59.
$1,495.
$44.
$54.
$1,295.

Rental Rates are based on receipt of a $100. down payment.
ON-SITE SERVICE IS AVAILABLE IN THE NEW YORK METROPOLITAN AREA.

COMPUTER EQUIPMENT
XEROX Printers. DECwriters • Texas Instruments Printers
• General DataComm Modems. 21,2A. 208 BfA
• 201C. 202 SIT

CALL NOW • TOLL FREE-800~223~1-696- - --- - ---
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® 285 Madison Avenue

New York, N.Y. 10017
212-889-3888
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Up to four 18Mb Winchestertype hard disk drives

Display terminal

Unsurpassed Performance and Capacity!
North Star now gives you hard disk capqcity and processir:lg performance never before possible at such a low
price! Horizon®is a proven, reliable, affordablecomputer
system with unique hardware and software. Now the .
Horizon's capabilities are expanded to meet your growing
system requirements., In addition to hard disk performance, the Horizon ~as I/O v~rsatllity and an optional hardware floating,point board for high-performance number
crunching. The North Star large disk is a,Winchester-type
drive that holds 18 million byte's of formatted data. The
North Star controller interfaces the drive(s) to the Horizon
and takes full advantage of the high-performance characteristics of the drive. Our hard disk operating system
NorthStar and Horizon are registered trademarks
or trademarks of North Star Computers, Inc,

, © 1980 NorthStar Computers, Inc,

1440 Fourth street Berkeley, CA 94710 USA
(415) 527-6950 TWX/Telex (910) 366-7001
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Horizon I/O flexibility
allows expansion to
meet your needs

implements a powerful file system as well as backup and
recovery on floppy diskette.
.
Software Is The Key!
The Horizon's success to date has been built on the quality of its system software (BA?IC, DOS, .~a~cal) and the
verY broad range and availability of appllcatlo~ software.
This reputation continues with our new hard disk system.
Existing software is upward compatible for use with the
hard disk system. And, with the dramatic in~rease in onliriestorage and speed, there will be a continually expanding library of readily available application software.
For further information and OEM prices, please contact
, the OEM Sales Department at North Star Computers, Inc.

~----~-------------I North Star Computers, Inc.

I
I

NorthStar
North Star Computers, Inc.

Letter-quality or dot
matrix printer

I
I
I

I

1440 Fourth Street
Berkeley, CA 94710
Yes!! Please Send More Information On North Star's
18 Megabyte Hard DiskSystem
Company __________~__~______________

Name ______________________________
Address ____________________________

I City

State
Zip _______
·1 Phone _____________________________

L __________________ _

HE

H
OFF~LlNE

DESKTOP COMPUTER

DISKETTE DRIVES

When will the H Series show
up? It's pretty much up to
you, the user, according to
a recent report by Strategic
Business Services. In "IBM's
Future Large System Software
Strategy," the San Jose,
Calif., market research firm
says you influence the Gray
Giant when you "buy" the 3033
as a long-term product that
you expect to evolve into H, as opposed to leasing today's
large mainframes, forcing IBM
to move on to H.
While recent additions to
the 370 family offer
attractive price/performance
ratios, users still find their
sy~tems "saddled with software
which is a fragile patchwork
of temporary and permanent
fixes." The report traces the
evolution of IBM operating
systems thorugh MVS and its
architectural extensions. H
can be seen as an extension
to the 303X, with extended
addressing and more channels;
according to the $1,500
repqrt, it will be a dual
mode machine, with one mode
running a native MVS facility
that will exploit some of the
hardware extensions. The
second mode will be H Series
native, taking full advantage
of the hardware. Strategic
says the first piece of H
software has already been
announced with the- introduction
of an MVS SCP program product
to support recent extensions
to the 303X hardware.

The desktop 1-8140, newest addition to this
vendor's 1-8100 family of small business
systems, can be programmed in COBOL or
BASIC. It is compatible with other members
ofthe vendor's interactive systems, including the minicomputer-based 1-8200 line of

The diskette drives promised when this vendor announced its Model 85 personal
professional computer have arrived. The
82900 series drives use double-density,
double-sided recording to pack 270KB on a
5 1,4-inch diskette; up to four drives can be
configured in- a system, for a total on-line
capacity of 1.08MB. To support diskette
storage, a Mass Storage ROM plugs into the
Model 85, providing 30 additional BASIC
commands. This ROM' also includes a
TRANSLATE command for automatically upgrading previously written tape-based programs for use with disk files. Other features
provided by the ROM include the ability to
store and retrieve graphics, including forms
and labeled charts, for the crt display, and
volume labeling, allowing references to diskettes by name, instead of referring to
specific drives. The 82900 series consists of
four units: single _and dual drive master
units, each containing control logic for the
connection of an additional- single or dual
drive slave unit. The drives interface to the
computer through an IEEE-488 interface (itself an existing option priced at $395). An
82901M dual master drive sells for $2,500,

The speech synthesis market
seems to be heating up with
recent moves from the likes of
Texas Instruments, Votrax, and
Telesensory Systems. TI
released a family of Solid
State Speech chips, and opened
Regional Technology Centers in
Boston and Chicago to help
users digitize vocabularies.
Votrax introduced a "talking
chip" phonemic synthesizer,
allowing a virtually unlimited
vocabulary. And Telesensory
created a Speech Products
Division to develop and sell
oem synthetic-speech systems,
custom components, and speech
encoding services.
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small business systems and the small mainframe 1-8400 series of systems; the new machine reportedly handles all cutrent
applications programs developed for other
1-8100 family members. An optional software package makes the 1-8140 simulate the
operation of the vendor's earlier Model 299
accounting computer system (more than
26,000 of these systems have been installed
worldwide, mostly in small businesses).
The system includes processor and
main memory to 128KB housed in the base
of the crt display, detached keyboard, diskette data storage, and a choice of printers
ranging from the - 132-column, 70 lpm
Model 6441 matrix printer to the 200 lpm
Model 6420 band printer. The vendor's line
of 4500 Visual Record Printers, incorporating bar-code symbol printer mechanisms
and optical scanners, is supported for businesses that want to continue using ledgercard records when moving to the new system.
Currently, communications options
are limited to bisync for remote batch entry;
an interactive communications option is in
the works. A 64KB system with 1MB of diskette storage (expandable to 4MB) and a 70
1pm matrix printer sells for $15,225;
monthly rental for this system is $588. NCR
CORP., Dayton, Ohio.FOR DATA CIRCLE 307 ON READER CARD

and a dual slave unit, the 82901S, is
$2,200. A single master drive 82902M sells
for $1,500, and a single slave 82902S sells
for $1 ,300. The Mass Storage ROM goes for
$145. HEWLETT-PACKARD CO., Palo Alto,
Calif.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 317 ON READER CARD

COMPUTERS
The ME29 series represents this British computer maker's latest offerings to the U. S dp
community, especially those sites consider-

.
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HARDWARE
ing a machine in the,range spanned by IBM'S
SystemJ34 and the 4300 series. In the eight
weeks between the initial announcement
outside the U.S. and the U.S. announcement, the vendor says the ME29 has racked
up orders in the hundreds, more than with
60% of the bookings going to customers
new to the vendor. .
Two models of the series were an-'
nounced to the U. S. market (and a third was
mentioned in a brief conversation with a
company representative). The entry-level
ME29 Model 35 is said to be comparable in
performance to IBM'S SystemJ38 Model 3
(or the vendor's existing 2904/50), while
the ME29 Model 45 is said to be roughly
twice as powerful. (The unannounced
Model 35-2 falls between the two announced models.) The machines use a 32bit cpu, developed by a research team in
California using bit-slice microprocessors;
the microprogrammed cpu can execute code
developed on the vendor's old~r 2903 systems, and 2903 disk packs are said to work
with the 'ME29.
In addition to being able to support
up to 24 workstations (of which up to 12 can
perform direct data entry-the vendor's
euphemism for key-to-disk data entry), the
ME29s can communicate with computers
from this vendor as well as others. With the
addition of a Viewdata controller and terminals, users can ~reate in-house Viewdata
systems that may be used in management
presentations or on executives' desks.
The ME29 series runs under the TME
operating system, which ispriced at $tio
per month for Model 35 users and $700 per
month for Model 45 users (it's $440 per
month for the Model 35-2). Applications
can be developed in RPG II, COBOL, FORTRAN, ALGOL, or BASIC~ IDMS is available
for data base management. An entry-level
Model 35, with 256KB of main memory,
35MB of disk, matrix printer, and one terminal, sells for $68,550; monthly rental for
this system is $1,523 and maintenance is
$525 per month. The system can grow to
1MB of main memory and 16,000MB of disk.
A typical Model 45 should come in around
the $120,000 mark. ICL, INc., East Brunswick, N.J.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 301 ON READER CARD

DISPLAY STATIONS
The 2051-11 display station, for use with
IBM SystemJ34, SystemJ38, Series/I, and
5250 systems, is said to have compatibility
with IBM'S 5251-11 display as well as
providing enhanced operating and· performance characteristics. Connection to the
IBM system is through the workstation controller, or through an IBM 5251-12 cluster
controller. The optional cablethrough feature of the 5251-11 is standard on the 205111, allowing connection of additional dis.;.
play stations or printers in series.
,
The 2051-11 uses a 15-inch screen
to display 24 lines of 80 characters; a 25th
230 DATAMATION

2051-11 terminal sells for $2,850, and can
be leased for $75 per month on a three-year
contract. MEMOREX CORP., Business Systems Div., Santa Ana, Calif.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 303 ON READER CARD

SMALL COMPUTER

status line provides system status information and the current cursor position. The
terminal's separate keyboard can be located
up to 10 feet from the display by using an
optional extension cable. Keyboard click or
no-click is operator selectable. To extend
crt life, the display automatically dims
when there is no keyboard activity for approximately 10 minutes; hitting any key
brings the screen back to normal viewing
intensity. The terminal needs about half the
power of its IBM counterpart, allowing the
2051-11 's designers to dispense with a
cooling fan. Options include a security keylock and a selector light pen. The basic

The "Fast-Track" Model 675 is termed by
the vendor an "Information Processor" in
light of its applicability to both word and
data processing. The 675 is built around a
processor with 64KB of memory and a pair
of 5 ~-inch floppy drives providing more
than 1.3MB of on-line storage. With a second set of two floppy drives, the 675 is
called the "Fast-Track 2+2," offering
more than 2.6MB of on-line storage. The
675's standard display is a '12-inch screen
displaying up to 20 lines of 80 characters; an
optional Model 60 full-page display handles
4,800 characters arranged as 60 lines of 80
characters. The 675 's keyboard has 20 special function keys, programmable to provide 60 separate functions. Asynchronous/
synchronous Rs232 interface is standard.
But, being a computer, the Model
675 needs programming. So the vendor
offers a word processing package, known as
OMEGA, as well as integrated business applications (general ledger, accounts receivable, accounts payable, inventory, and

HARDWARE SPOTLIGHT
MICRO/MININETWORK
The Data Node I system allows up to 60
. intelligent terminals to share mass storage
controlled by a central PDP-II. Each of the
independent intelligent terminals consists
of an otherwise stock DEC VT100 terminal
augmented with a 64KB Z80-based microcomputer add-in board. These terminals are
dubbed INT/2oos, and, with the addition of
diskette· storage and perhaps a printer, can
run the de facto industry-standard microcomputer operating system, CP/M. Communications to the central node, consisting
of a PDP-ll/34, a pair of 80MB Winchester
disks, and a nine track 800/16oobpi tape
drive, can run speeds of 9600bps using
Rs232 interfacing.
The central node runs under either
RSTS/E or Data Systems 500. The vendor
adds its software, known as Node Central,
to support INT/200 access to the data. Storage management functions handled by
Node Central include the ability to request
selection of records from the data base using
specific selection criteria; selected records
can then be processed further at the central
node (sorted, summarized, etc.) with entire
records or only specific fields returned to
the requesting INT1200. The PDP-II
also is available for local processing. The
INT1200s run an extended BASIC based on
MicroSoft BASIC, with additional verbs for
node protocol and screen handling.
A standard Data Node I system,

with a 256KB PDP-11134, 16-line micro-.
processor-controlled multiplexor, two 80MB
disks, 45ips tape unit, four INT1200 terminals, 300 lpm printer, and licenses for the
Node Central, INTl200 BASIC, and RSTS/E
software, carries a $98,850 price tag.

Users with existing hardware can license Node Central for $325 per month (including support). Add-in microcomputer
boards for VT100S, including BASIC license,
go for $1,850 per terminal. Converted
terminals can be put into transparent mode
from the keyboard, allowing them to function as standard VTloos connected to an
RSTS/E time-sharing system. DATA NODE,
INC., Sunnyvale, Calif.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 300 ON READER CARD

Mark your calendar now for .
the Federal 'AI)P community's
major annual event! .
.
hibitors like IBM, AT&T, Data General
and Digital Equipment Corporation!
Over 100 leading companies exhibited
the latest in computer hardware, software and serVices. This year's ~xposi·
tion will be ~ven bigger!

Record-breaking
attendance!

Come September, thousands of your
colleagues will be on hand for this
year's Federal Computer Conference at
the Sh.eraton Washington Hotel in'
Washington, D.C.
It's the Federal ADP community's major
annual event ... an outstanding oppor·
tunity to catch up on the latest developments in automatic data processing
and their impact on Federal
Govemment ·operations.

The Federal Computer Conferencethe first,full-scale conference and expOSition for Federal data processing
interests-continues to attract a
record-breaking number of attendees
each year. Don't miss out on this
unusual learning experience. Plan
now to join your colleagues at the
major annual event of the Federal
ADP community! "

ThtM days crammed with
stimulating sessiOns!
The program, planned with the help of
a Federal ADP Advisory Group, meets
informational needs at every level.
You'll find topics targeted right to your
areas of interest and responsibilityplus speakers you won't want to miss.

The dates: September 22, 23 & 24, 1980. '
The place: Sheraton Washington Hotel, .
Washington, D.C.

Washington's most
acclaimed computer
exposition!
. The only major Washington conference last year to attract blue-chip ex-

.For more information,'
.
send. the coupon. Or call6~7·358·5~8~ coll~t.

Federal Compute, Conference • P.O. Box 368 • Wayland, Mass.O<f778 I
II-------~-----------D
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Please send more information and Conference Registration Form.
My company may want to exhibit. Please send details.
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HARDWARE
COLOR MONITORS
The 1000-line OM 865C color monitor is this
vendor's latest offering in its OM 850 series
of color monitors for use with graphics and
imagery display systems: Measuring 25
inches diagonally, the OM 865c's screen
uses' a newly developed color shadmv ma~k
with 0.367mm pitch (vertical); resohition
reportedly is not limited by the shadow
mask. The OM 865C sells for $12,400. RAMTEK CORP., Santa Clara, Calif.
.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 304 ON READER CARD

CO,.,PUTER SYSTEM
System 80, t~is vendor's first new machine
this year, is intended to comp((te in the market typified by IBM'S aging Systern/3. family
and thelong'-awaited Systern/38. While ~n
tended to be a general ,purpose machine for
all coinmercial and governmental users, the
vendor is wooing the manufacturing and
distribution markets with applications packages. System,80rons an enhanced, version
of the os/3 operating system, originally releasedin 1974 for, the vendor's 90/30 computers. 9s/3 supports 14 levels of multiprogramming; it operates iIi batch, interactive,
and distributed processing enviroiunents. In
addition to providing a number of programmirig languages (RPG II, COBOL, FORTRAN
IV, BASIC" a~sembler, and the vendor's
FOR DATA CIRCLE 302 ON READER CARD . p~opri~tary ESCORT, an English-like lan-

payroll), and industry-:-spec,ific packages for
attorneys, CPAS, bankers, and others. A disk
operating system, a library of utilities (in'cluding file management, sorting, and communications drivers),. and an extended
BASIC compiler are available for users wishing to develop their own applications. '
Ultimate end-user prices. are established by the vendor's de~l,ers; the
manufacturer suggests a $9;150 Iistprice
for a basic "Fast-Track~'(ModeI675-2/20)
,with 64KB, two diskette drives, Rs232 interface; 20-line by 80-character display, and
, keyboard. The Model 675~4/20, consisting
of the above components and an additional
two floppies, lists at $11 ,500. COMPUCORP,
Los Angeles, Calif.

gtiage), os/3 has a number of service routines, such as the Screen Format Generator
(SFO), Dialog Processor Specifications Language (DSL), interactive Job Control Language, a CODASYL-type DBMS, and sort
facilities. An Information Management
System (iMS) allows on-line data base inquiry and update via a language known as
Unique. IMS facilities also can be accessed
from programs written in RPO, COBOL, and
assembler.
System 80 hardware uses a multiple
microprocessor architecture with a microprogrammed LSI ECL cpu, and microprocessor controllers for. I/o handling. Main
memory sizes. range from 256KB to 1MB, in
256KB increments; access time is 400nsec
for four bytes. Processor performance can
be increased by 55%" with the addition of
High Performance Control Storage (cutting
the average control storage cycle time from
240nsecto 180nsec). The basic system I/o
controller handles up to four paper peripherals (printers and punched card equipment),
seven \Vorkstations plus one operator:s console, up to 'four diskette drives, eight tapes,
eighthard disks, an interface for two communications lines, and an open position that
can be used for an additional paper
peripheral or workstation controller. System I/o can be expanded with up to six more
co~unications lines, and three more
paper peripheral or workstation contro llers .

Interlhe.System 1022

time trials.
.

..

"

Give Your DECsystem A Shot In The Aim.
'"
' .
System 1022 just may be the fastest application development tool you
can find - on any system. A data base ~em designed for DECsystemlO's and 20's, it's received widespread accldim for spe~ding up jobs and
relieving computer room bottlenecks. An insurance user reports programs commonly completed in 1/1Oth tel/50th the usual time: An oil
company tellS of immediate job turnaround as opposed to weeks. And
an engineering company tells us that System 1022 paid for itself on one
job,alone.
Th,at's Only For Openers.
.
System 1022 is as appealing to end users as it isto computer mavens. On
one hand, non-techr'iical users canlearn the system in a day or two, for
data entry and retrieval or to generate their own ad hoc reports without
prograriuner assistCmte. On the other hand, c6mputerniks appreciate
its many ~dvap.ced features such host language and statistical interfaces, extensive transaction capabi1ities~ audit trails and co]npretlenSiVE~,'''-~
reporting. ,
.,
So Get In On The Furi. Free.
We'll be happy to give you System 1022 for a free 60-day trial. Tryits. .
exceptional performance for yourself. You'll actually be .able to do productive work in no time. And you'll find it's fun, if fun means being able to
do something fQl?ter and more easily than you ever anticipated. Write or
call now: Len Goldberg, Software House, 1105 Mass. Ave., Cambridge,
Mass. 0213~. (617) 661-9440.

as

The Data Base

[Software Housel
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A minimum System 80 consists of a
256KB processor, 118MB of disk, consoleworkstation, diskette drive, and printer.
vices. Program products and serviCes are
priced separately. A typical system, including software, maintenance, and support,
will range in price from about $2,469 per
month for a small system to $9,154 per
month for a large configuration using a
number of program products. Deliveries are
slated to begin in December. SPERRY-UNIVAC, Blue Bell, Pa.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 309 ON READER CARD

'CRT TERMINAL
The P1'25 is a character-mode crt terminal
for applications requiring nonbuffered
interactive operation. The new terminal will
be used as the console device on the vendor's entry-level Model 250 processor, as
well as user terminal with the 250 and
other systems. Interfacing is compatible
with Rs232 and 20mA current loop devices,
and data, can be transferred at user selectable
rates ranging from 11 Obps to 9600bps. The
unit's integral keyboard includes eight
function keys, a 14 key numeric pad, five
cursor control keys, and an auxilliary port
key to support the Pf25's auxilliary printer
port. The upper- and lower-case terminal
displays 24 lines of 80 characters on its 12inch diagonal screen; a 25th status line
shows operating parameters and a pass or

a

fail message issued by the self-test that executes each time the terminal is turned on.
The Pf25 sells for $1,675 and becomes
available this month. PRIME COMPUTER,
INC., Wellesley Hills, Mass.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 306 ON READER CARD

SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE?
Within the span' of seven days, IBM
launched a raft of products, ranging from an
attached processor, massive disk drives,
and MVS enhancements, all from the Data
Processing Div. , to a tridivisional announcement of word processing products
and programs from DPD, General Systems
Div., and Office Products Div.
For Mainframe Users
DPD'S 3042 Model 2 attached processor supports up to 12 channels, bringing
to 28 the maximum number of channels
possible on 3033 Attached Processor Complex. Installed 3042 Model Is can be field
upgraded. An Extended Addressing Feature
supports main memories of up to 32MB
within a 3033 Multiprocessor Complex. A
six-channel 3042 Model 2 sells for
$1,255,000; monthly' rental is $58,773,.
while the monthly lea'se charge is $53,430
on a four-year contraCt'. Shipments are
planned for the third quarter of this year.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 310 ON READER CARD

For large capacity disks, DPD announced the 3380 direct access storage de-
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vice, with a capaCity of 2.52 billion bytes,
and the 3375 with a capacity of 819MB. Access time on the 3380 is 16msec, and on the
3375, 19msec. With a concurrently announced Data Streaming feature, the 3380
can transfer data to a 303X or 3042 Model 2
processor at 3MBpS, 2~ times the rate ofa
3350; an optional Speed Matching Buffer
feature allows the 3380 to transfer data at
1.5MBpS, supporting 370s Models 158 and
up, 303X, and 3042 Model 2 a~tached
processors. The 3375 attaches to 4331
Group 2 and 4341 processors, as well as
303Xand 3042 Model2s equipped with the
Data Streaming feature.
Both new disks are supported by
new models of the 3880 controller. Depending on features selected, a 3380 Model A
sells, for $97,650 to $142,200, with twoyear leases going for $2,170 to $3',160 per
month. A 3380 Model A can support a
string of three additional 3380 Model B
drives, with purchase prices of $81 ,000 to
$111,600; model B lease prices are $1,800
or $2,480per month. The3375 Model Al
sells for $46,450, and can attach to an additional three 3375 Model Bl units, priced at
$31 ,000. Lease prices, again for a two-year
term, are $1,269 per month and $846 per
month. There are two new models of the
3880, both priced at $65,460 ($1,550 per
month on a two-year lease). Deliveries
begin in the first quarter of 19,81 for the
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Are you making as much

mOrley as yOu

.
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should be?
To find out, call
today for our new
local survey
It's FREE!
Includes 23 New Categories
. The 1980 Survey. has been expanded to provide specific data for
23 new categories. These include
positions. in, data communications, mini/micro programming,
data base 'administration, technical· marketing support and EDP
auditing in addition to our traditional categories of programming,
software, .systems design, management and computer marketing.

Doyou know how your salary compares with other EDP professionals in your
specialty-with the same level of experience-working in your:city, or in other
cities across North America? Are you being well paid for what you do? Are
salaries better elsewhere?
"
Now you can find out simply by callil1g today and asking for a copy of our
.
,
current 1980 Local Metropolitan Computer Salary Survey. It's FREE!
Source Edp, North America's largest recruiting firm specializing in the computer field" publishes1his valuable Survey annually as a service to computer
pr9fessionals from coast to coast. The 1980 Survey ~hows current salariesin
your area, 37 other areas In the U:S. and Canada, plus ov.erall.national averages. Salaries are shown by career specialty broken down by length of experience or size of computer system.
.
As you will discover, this Survey can be extremely valuable in helping you
make important career decisions. Call for your free copy tOday.
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HARDWARE
3380, second .quarter for the 3880s, and
third quarter for the 3375.
FORDATACIRCLE311 ON READER CARD.

To aid in reconfiguring large installations, DPD developed the 3814 switching
management system, capable of managing
up to 128 switching nodes-up to 16 channels and eight control units or eight channels and 16 control units. The 3814 can
store as many as 78 configuration descriptions; one or two 3604 Model 6 keyboard!
display units control the 3814. The 3814,
scheduled for. second quarter 1981 availability, sells for $205 ,000 in a 96-node configuration; the same 3814 leases for $5,125
on a two-year lease.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 312 ON READER CARD.

For mainframes ranging upwards
from the 370/158, two new MVs/System
Products, MVS/SP-JES 2 and MVS/SP-JES 3,
include all current enhancements to the
MVs/System Extensions program product,
as well as support for the new disks and the
3033 Extended Addressing feature. Cross
Memory Services, and Global Resource
Serialization are additional key elements of
the MVS/SP programs. Cross Memory Services allows direct communications between different address· spaces, while the
Global Resource Serialization feature protects data from simultaneous updating.
MVS/SP-JES 2 release 1 has a monthly license
fee of $1,375, and release 2 goes for $1 ,475
'per month. MVS/SP-JES 3 release 1 is $1,375
per month, and release 2 is $1,800 per
month.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 313 ON READER CARD.

For Word Processing
With three divisions-{)PD, GSD,
and DPD---concurrently announcing word
processing products, IBM corporate announced its intent to provide support, over
time (unspecified), for tying these systems
together in a cOITh"llunications environment.
"Communications support must be available so that text documents that require filing or transmission can be sent to or
retrieved by authorized individuals
throughout an enterprise," the statement
said. The Displaywriter System, a
software-based word processor that re, quires a basic licensed program product for
operation and offers additional functionality with the use of further licensed program
products, represents the Office Products
Division's foot in the door for potential customers seeking an inexpensive entry into
word processing. A basic Displaywriter,
consisting of video display, keyboard, logic
unit, diskette drive, and printer, can be had
for as little as $7,895 ($275 per month on
lease) plus $15 per month for the basic licensed program required for operation.
Myriad options and additional software can
increase both the system's capabilities and
its price tag. These options include memory
sizes of roughly 160KB, 192KB, or 224KB
(some of the software requires the larger
memory), a choice of Selectric golf-ball

YOUR
COMPUTER PRINTER
IS NOW,OBSOLETE.
Now there's the Xerox 9700 Electronic Printing 'System.
The 9700 is the only electronic printer that prints forms,
reports and printouts using unlimited type styles, logos
and graphics.
It can also print circles around your computer printer.
For more information, call or write:
Xerox Printing Systems
Division, 880
Apollo Drive,
P-1, El Segundo,
CA 90245.
(213) 615-6329.

XEROX
XEROX· and 9700 are trademarks of XEROX CORPORATION.
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You're 'remiss' if
you don't check it out.
Here's what the leading software
rating service says: "Anyone interested
in installing a flexible, user-oriented
DBMS would be remiss if they did not
evaluate Model 204."
They're right. It will pay you to check
out Model 204. Because you'll find that
Model 204 is so easy to use that you
won't need large teams of programmers for bringing up new applications.
And you'll get the job done quickly.
Which means big cost savings.
And it will pay you to evaluate Model
204 performance. Because you'll dis-

cover that Model 204 performs-and
keeps performing, even if your database gets up into the billions of bytes
and your terminals get into the
hundreds. Which means no system
changes, no reprogramming. Which
means big cost savings.
Don't be "remiss." Get further information by clipping your card to this ad and
mailing to us at 675 Massachusetts
Avenue, Cambridge, MA 02139.
Or call 617-491-7400.

Model 204

@@OlfiJCQ)OlJU®[?
@@[?[0@[(@UD@Ql)
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Cambridge, New York, Houston, San Francisco, Chicago, Washington I Affiliates: Tokyo, Berne, Milan, Toronto
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element printer (15.5cps) or printers using
IBM-designed printwheels (40cps or 60cps),
additional diskette storage, additional logic
cards for co~unications and printer shar~
ing, and a forms feeder with two selectable
supply trays. A mag card unit also is offered.
Five licensed programs are available on diskette for monthly fees ranging
from $10 to $16. Two handle the Displaywriter's text processing, while the remaining three support communications and mag
card conversion. Textpack 1 runs on the
basic machine (160KB) and handles text
entry, alignment, formatting, editing, and
printmg. Its text proofing feature provides a
spelling verification aid using a dictionary
of up to 50,000 words; provision is made for
a supplementary user-specific dictionary of
500 words. Any word in the text but not in
either dictionary is highlighted on the Displaywriter's 25-line screen for the user to
correct or accept as is (proper nouns, etc.).
Textpack 2 requires 192KB of memory, and extends the functions of Textpack
1 with printer sharing, program overlay,
and print queue manipulation. Bisync communications require a 224KB memory and
allows transmission and reception of documents at speeds to 2400bps; asynchronous
communications require a 192KB memory
and allow communications at speeds of up
to 1200bps over normal telephone lines.
The Magnetic Card Conversion program
needs 192KB of memory and Textpack 2.
For a Displaywriter system consisting of three displays sharing a single highspeed printer and paper handler, you can get
the salesman to take his foot out of your
doorway for $26, 185 (or $845 a month on a
three-year lease).
FOR DATA CIRCLE 3140N READER CARD.
Software enhancements for GSD'S

5520 Administrative System include files
processing with arithmetic functions and
the addition of bisync communications to
augment the 5520's SNA/SDLC communications; the enhancements will be provided at
no additional cost. Files processing support
will allow users to combine administrative
tasks with the 5520 's previously announced
text and document distribution functions.
The arithmetic functions allow the use of
data from master files in forms fill-in, travel

The Xerox 9700.
It's the only printing system in the world that prints
reports, forms and printouts
using unlimited tyEe styles,
company logos ana graphics. It
can even print your signature.
Ifyou still think all Erinting systems are pretty much the same, call
or write Xerox. We'll demonstrate the
difference.
Graphically.
. Xerox Printing Systems Division,
880 Apollo Drive, P-1, El Segundo, CA

90245. (213) 615-6329.

.

XEROX
XEROX· and 9700 are trademarks of XEROX CORPORATION.
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A perfect 4!
Bull's eye! The leading software rating ,take years. Which means cost savings
service gives Model 204 DBMS a per- on a large scale.
fect score-4 out of 4-for ease of use.
If you want to find out how some of
Because with Model 204 it's easy.
America's largest corporations solve
It's easy to learn. Easy to install. Easy
their DBMS problems with Model 204,
to set up new databases. And easy to
clip your card to this ad and send it to
develop new applications-for invenus. It's easy!
tory control, personnel data, financial
Computer Corporation of America,.
applications, correspondence tracking, 675 Massachusetts Avenue,
project control-and every other kind
Cambridge; MA 02139. Or call
of corporate database.
617-491-7400.
And since it's easy, it doesn't require
teams of programmers. And it doesn't

Model 204
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FEATURE COMPARISON· CHART
The new VISUAL 200 terminal has the features
of competitive terminals and willcode-for.:¢ode
emulate them as well. Aflickof a switch on the
rear panel programs the VISUAL 200 for compatibility with a Hazeltine 1500, ADDS 520, Lear
Siegler ADM-3A or DEC VT~52. To an OEM.
customer it means no change in softWare to
displace the older, less powerful terminals in .
his product line with the new, reliable and low
cost VISUAL 200. To a Distributor it means offering a single modem terminal which is compatible with all the software his customers have
written for the older terminals. And you're not
limited to mere emulation; you can outperform
them at the same time. by taking advantage of
the additional features and human engineering
of the VISUAL 200, such as:
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ONLY ONE
ELECTRONIC PRINTER
MAKES YOU LOOK . <,··/·
THIS GOOD ~~{t~~E:Jf~Cii~

expense accounting, management summary
reporting, and budget preparation. The bisync communications facility allows document distribution between 5520s and
mainframes. Document interchange capabilities have been enhanced for 5520 to os/6
and Displaywriter communications. Text
processing on the 5520 also received attention, with enhancements allowing the user
to create selected Greek, arithmetic, and
chemical symbols on 5520 display stations
and on the 5520's ink jet printer.

Nothingimprovesyour<>

FOR DATA CIRCLE 315 ON READER CARD.
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appearance like a Xerox 9700.
...A...."'.\~<9"fl;<."....•
It can make your entire
~
business look a lot more
businesslike.
The 9700 can improve the impact of your communication with
company logos, graphics, or even!
your signature. And it's the only electronic printer that can.
Improve your image. Call or write:
Xerox Printing Systems Division, 880
Apollo Drive, P-1, El Segundo, CA 90245.
(213) 615-6329.

To complete the divisional triple
play, DPD announced the ability to add 3732
text display stations and 3736
correspondence-quality printers-existing
members of the 3730 Distributed Office
Communication System-to its 8100 Information System, providing 8100 users with
word and text processing capabilities, and
increasing storage capacity and performance for 3730 users. Dubbed the Distributed Office System, the 8100/3730
combination is held together by three new
software packages running under the 81oo's
DPCX operating system. The 8100 Distributed Office Support Facility (DOSF) handles
creation, storage, and formatting of documents. DOSF/81oo supports simultaneous
use of text terminals such as the 3732 and
data processing terminals such as the 3278
or 8775.
.
The Distributed Office Support System (DISOSS) allows filing and retrieving
documents at a host mainframe, and the distribution of messages and documents
among multiple 8100s and 3730s. It consists of a program for the host and one resident in·the 8100 of 3730.
The Document Interchange Facility
allows the linking of host-based text processing applications and distributed word
processing systems. The package allows
transmission of documents from an 8100 or
3730 to a host for formatting and composition, and the subsequent return of formatted
documents for printing at a local 8100 or
3730. DOSF is offered with two licensing options-basic and Distributed Systems License Option (DSLO); its basic fee is $580
per month and DSLO fee is $493 monthly.
The Document Interchange Fadlity licenses for $325 per month at a host and $35
per month at a distributed controller. DISOSS
goes for $907 per month at a host and $82
per month at a distributed controller.

XEROX
1
XEROX"and 9700 are trademarks of XEROX CORPORATION.
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We think a DBMS should have excellent performance and be easy to use.
Not a revolutionary idea?
Guess again.
Only Model 204 can do it. While
some inverted-file systems are easy
to use, their performance falls apart
when the database gets large or the
load gets heavy.
Then there's IMS. It performs pretty
well, but it's so hard to use, you need
large teams of programmers for
developing applications.
But with Model 204 you get

excellent performance, even with large
databases and a heavy load. And
using Model 204 is easy. The leading
rating service gives Model 204 a perfect score-4 out of 4-for ease of use.
In short, Model 204 gives you
performance and ease of use in a
single package. Revolutionary!
For details, clip your card to this ad .
and send to us at 675 Massachusetts
Avenue, Cambridge, MA 02139, or call
617-491-7400.

Model 204

0

FOR DATA CIRCLE 316 ON READER CARD.
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INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORP.,
Armonk,' N.Y.; Data Processing Div.,
White Plains, N. Y.; General Systems Div.,
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SOFTWARE
AND SERVICES
AUDITING SYSTEM

UPDATES
I'm a little disappointed in
you, dear readers. To date,
only eagle-eyed Elizabeth A.
Post, a programmer from West
Chester, Pa., has sent me any
humor, inadvertent or
intentional, in an IBM manual,
since my June UPDATE item from
Roger Hopkins {"an I for an I,
a 2 for a 2"}. Writes Ms.
Post: "Enclosed is a page from
the "Standards Manual for
DOS/VSE" which demonstrates
that IBM has not lost its
sense of humor since 1961.
I
believe this particular joke
can be traced back to Groucho
Marx."
{Our Groucho
consultant concurs.}
SCREEN NAME
PROJECT TITLE-FUNCTION
SELECTION
o 0 CHOOSE 1 OR 2, LIMITED CHOICE

1 2

o 0 SPECifiC ITEM DESCRIPTION
Y N SEX-CHOOSE Y OR N
o0

CONTINUE-C OR END-E

C E
***MESSAGES DISPLAYEO HERE
Figure G.-Section 7.3.2. Selector Pen Screen

Hewlett-Packard has started to
offer on-site service for its
HP-85 personal professional
computer. For $25 per month,
customers wi thin 100 mi.les of
a service office can get nextday response maintenance.
Peripherals can be covered for
an additional fee; users more
than 100 miles from a service
office will be offered service
at a higher price and longer
response time. Current HP-85
owners can sign up for service
if their units are still under
factory warranty; those off
warranty must be inspected
before the company will
accept service responsibility.
Customers not needing on-site
repair can, for $17 per month,
subscribe to a return-toservice-center maintenance
agreement, with repair and
return shipment promised
within three days of receipt.
240 DATAMATION

A companion product for the DYL-260 report writer and utility for IBM mainframes,
DYL-AUDIT has reached Release 2.0 with
additional security, reporting, and sampling
features. For security, the system can be
supplied with password protection. A second security feature allo\Vs user to encrypt
and decrypt extracted information. Enhancements to DYL-AUDIT'S reporting functions include the ability to display
frequency distributions in histogram form,
displayed in equal or logarithmic intervals.
Alphabetic fields can now be used to categorize items for frequency distribution reporting, a feature useful when itemizing
accounts
containing
embedded
'alphanumeric characters.
DYL-AUDIT'S letter writing facility
has been enhanced to allow generation of
unlimited letters in one pass over the file
(previously, only one letter with variable inserted data could be produced). Sampling
functions have been expanded to allow
proportional sampling, mean-estimation
recognizing a two-sided confidence level,
and random sampling from an unknown
universe. A future aging analysis feature
helps users predict cash flow. The original
DYL-AUDIT COpy function has been extended with COPYE, a source macro facility. A
library of COPYE functions-for sequence
checking, file matching, missing or duplicate records, etc.-is included. Current
DYL-AUDIT users will receive Release 2.0 as
a part of their software maintenance agreement; new users can lease the package for
$96 per month on a three-year plan.
DYL-260, required for use of DYL-AUDIT,
goes for $111 a month on the same plan.
DYLAKOR SOFfWARE SYSTEMS, INC., Encino, Calif.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 326 ON READER CARD

MICRO DATA BASE
Target/80 DBMS, for Z80-based microcomputers running CpIM, is a smaller version of
this vendor's three-year-old DBM-l relational data base management system. Reportedly developed for transaction processing
applications, Target/80 has 19 commands,
including relational operations for selecting, sorting, appending, or posting data. Its
English-like command language is said to
allow even non-dp types to develop applica-

tions. CONDOR COMPUTER CORP., Ann
Arbor, Mich.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 327 ON READER CARD

MEDICAL ACCOUNTING
After three years of actual use in the field,
this vendor has decided to market its Medical Financial Management System (MFM)
on a nationwide basis. According to a vendor spokesman, himself a physician, the
package has helped "physicians and other
health professionals in managing their practice more effectively. "
Written in DEC'S DIBOL-ll for use
on a PDP-II with at least 32KB of main
memory and 2MB of disk, MFM keeps track
of income for multiple revenue centers (offices), simplifies billing by handling the
variety of paperwork required by individuals and various insurance companies, provides detailed accounting of services
rendered, and allows immediate determination of current financial position and historical growth patterns.
MFM is offered for $4,000 with full
documentation and source code. A detailed
manual is available for $50. PROFESSIONAL
DATA SYSTEMS, Bangor, Maine.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 329 ON READER CARD

DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING
Distributing Network Services is this remote computing service's approach to
providing an integrated processing system.
For a minimum service level of $4,000 per
month (with a two-year commitment), the
vendor provides a completely bundled
package of hardware and software for installation at the customer's site, as well as
network communications, technical support, and a quantity of Infonet system resources. Users are able to distribute data'
processing and data bases throughout their
operations, tying the 'whole operation together with the vendor's communications
network and large-scale host computers.
The vendor sees a ripe market in the rapidly
growing order entry-type services in industries such as manufacturing, finance, and
distribution.
Initially, there are six system configurations-for installation at user sitesbased on DEC PDP-11123 and PDP-11/44
processors configured to the vendor's specs
and augmented with vendor-developed

1. ASIIINQUIRY Is Easy To
Learn and Easy To Use.

2. ASIIINQUIRY Assures Faster
Access and Response Time.

3. ASIIINQUIRY Provides
Complete Security.

Because inquiries are stated in
simple English, non programmers
can learn to use ASIIINQUIRY
quickly. DU1 structures .are
completely transparent to the user.
You need not understand the complexities of multipathing or multiple
data base access. Comprehensive
diagnostic messages simplify error
correction. ASIIINQUIRY automatically displays data in the appropriate
format-horizontal, vertical, or
overflow. Or you can specify any
desired screen format. Repetitively
executed queries can be saved in
an on-line catalog. New release 5
features include the ability to
defer query execution to batch and
a powerful user exit facility.

ASI/INQUIRY lets you access your
DU1 data bases through IMS or TSO
faster and more efficiently. That's
because it eliminates need to write and
debug those highly procedural
programs usually required to access
data bases. ASI/INQUIRY operates
as an IMS message processing program
executed from any IMS DB/DCsupported terminal. Execution
priority is dynamically controlled through
automatic program message switching. High initial priority assignment
assures fast response. Priority is then
automatically adjusted to the rate that
to-be-displayed data is encountered,
which optimizes load leveling of IMS
DB/DC resources.

Built-in safeguards protect data at
the system, terminal, and data base
levels. Data base administrators
define the data bases users can
access, their passwords, and the
terminals from which individual
data bases can be accessed.
Learn why ASIIINQUIRY is
more heavily used than any competing product. Call or write-today!
Applications Software, Inc.
21515 Hawthorne Boulevard
Torrance, CA 90503
(213) 540·0111
Member SIA
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SOFTWARE AND SERVICES
ENHANCED OPERATING SYSTEM

software. These systems, dubbed InfoStations, range from a single-user data entry
machine up to a half-megabyte system
capable of supporting 16 users performing
data entry, local processing, and applications development. Supporting software includes the User Interface System (UIS) and
the Application Development System
(ADS). UIS is a menu-driven system allowing nontechnical users to enter data, generate reports, and send data to an in-house
machine or an Infonet host computer. ADS
provides COBOL, FORTRAN, and BASIC programming support in any of the six InfoStations. ADS utilities reduce application
development time by performing data handling functions usually requiring programming; without writing code, the utilities
allow a user to display files, change their
contents, imd make additions and deletions.
Utilities also help programmers develop
new menus for nontechnical users. A subset
of the vendor's proprietary data base management system, Manage, also is available
for use on InfoStations. Completely compatible with the host version of Manage, the
InfoStation version makes it possible to distribute data bases; data may reside on either
machine and can be transferred for use by
other applications programs.
InfoStations IS 100, Is200, and Is300
are all based on the PDP-ll/23, while the
Is400, Is500, and Is600 use the PDP-11144.
Processor main memories range in size
from 128KB to 512KB, with disk storage
ranging from 1MB to 286MB. Printers range
from 180cps units to 600 lpm line printers.
An IS 100 single-station InfoStation includes a 128KB processor, terminal, 1MB of
floppy diskette storage, and a 180cps printer. At the high end, an Is600 comes with
512KB of memory, 268MB of disk, 12 crts, a
300lpm printer, and 4800bps autodial communications.
All pricing is bundled, including
hardware, associated software, mainte, nance, and a ration of system resources consisting of terminal connect time, units of
interactive and batch processing, and online storage. A "Profile Pricing Plan" lets
customers select (from a matrix of variable
rates for these resources) the most advantageous pricing for their operations. COMPUTER SCIENCES CORP., EI Segundo, Calif.
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Language extensions, new forms data entry'
and communications facilities, and an enhanced executive, are all available to this
vendor's Level 6 users"'with the release"of
GCOS 6 MOD 400 Release 2.0.
The Advanced COBOL and Advanced FORTRAN compilers both generate
reentrant code. COBOL provides the functionality specified in the ANSI '74 standard,
and represents Level 4 of the Federal Information Processing Standards (FIPS). The
compiler supports call compatibility with
other languages, and offers additional data
types. Its initial license 'fee is $5,395. FORTRAN provides the full FORTRAN-:-77 lan-:/
guage, as well as extensive diagnostics and
the ability to generate comprehensively
optimized code; its initial license fee is
$3,825.
The DEF II forms data entry facility,
successor to the earlier DEF, supports decentralized, distributed data entry from up to 24
remote terminals, DEF II has menu-driven
display formating and control, and support
for a variety of data entry keyboard styles.
Its initial license fee is $1,540. ..
With the Programmable Facility
3271, a Level 6 can communicate with an
IBM host as if the Level 6 was an IBM 3271
cluster controller with up to 24 display
terminals or printers. Users of Level 6
Models 43 through 57 can write programs
that communicate with host applications, or
enhance local Level 6 operations, under the
Programmable Facility 3271. Its initial license fee is $3,300.
The Transaction Control Language

(TCL) and the TCL processor allow multiple
users (the number is limited by the amount
of available memory) to run transactional
appli<;ations concurrently, with each user
having his own environment. TCL also provides a link between screen forms and
COBOL programs. TCL has an initial license
fee of $500.
With Release 2.0, the MOD 400
operating executive sports enhancements
such as interactive system generation, additional communication support, multivolume files, and a report processing
facility. GCOS 6 MOD 400 Release 2.0 licenses for $3,500. HONEYWELL INFORMATION SYSTEMS, Waltham, Mass.
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COMMUNICATIONS
Two software packages for this vendor's
Model 1380 Communications Controller
increase its capabilities for error recovery
and operating in a broader environment.
The flexible disk-based Network Control
System (NCS) operating software is now in
Release 2.8, witht the addition of two useful
enhancements: Binary Synchronous Error
Recovery, and Flow Control. The error
recovery feature lets a 1380 NCS system
handle temporary transmission line errors
without the need to notify the mainframe.
When a transmission error is detected on a
line from a remote terminal to the 1380, the
1380 will automatically request retransmission of the message; without notifying the
host. If, after four retries, the line remains
bad, the host receives notification of the
error condition. Flow Control suspends out-

SOFTWARE SPOTLIGHT

1130 TO SERIES/1 MIGRATION
AID
Described by the vendor as a "software
bridge" between the IBM 1130 and the
Series/I, Ess/l HOOK (FORTRAN IV) ,runs
under the Seriesl1 RPS operating system and
provides an operating environment allowing FORTRAN programs developed for the
aged 1130 to run on IBM'S minicomputer.
The package allows 1130 applications ~ro
grams to interact with Series/l dev'I~s;~b
cluding local or remote terminals, through
standard FORTRAN READ and WRITE statements (with or without format). It also provides Series/l equivalents of the 1130
Commercial Subroutine Package and ,other
'commonly used 1130 utility subroutines.
Adapting a FORTRAN program to run
under Ess/l HOOK consists of four basic
steps. The user must first insert three sub~
routine calls into the source program. The
first call must be the first logical statement
in a program; it informs the system that the
program is beginning execution. The second call will probably be the second statement executed; it defines an error exit,
preventing the application from hanging the
system in the event of an error. The third

subroutine call is the last statement executed; it tells the system that the application
has terminated. The second step is to reconcile I/o statements in the source program to
the devices available on the Series/I. For instance, 1130 card I/o will probably be redirected to a diskette device (as the S/1
doesn 'tsupportcard I/o). The third step is to
compile the edited source program, and the
fourth step is to link edit the object code.
Once a program has been adapted-n
can be executed from any synchronous or
asynchronous terminal managed by Ess/l
HOOK, simply by keying in the program
name. The requesting terminal becomes the
assigned interactive I/o device.
The system supports up to five concurrent applications programs under the
dynamic partition allocation facility ofRPs,
or up to 14 programs in an RPS static partition environment. A minimum system required to run Ess/l HOOK consists of an S/!
4955 processor (128KB), a 4962 Mod 2
disk, a 4974 printer, and up to five asynchronous terminals. The package may be licensed for a one-time fee of $3,780.
AMPERSAND CORP., York, Pa.
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stalling a software system
tlyJ(Jnuary17

-

Fiscal year 1981 is closing in pretty rapidly. That's why you need MSA's help now,
to get the right management systems up fast and running strqng for you in the
new year.
We're part of MSA's 720 software professionals serving clients at over 4300 sites
from Sydney to Seacaucus. We know that time is short and you're overworked;
but that's why we're here. Just think of us as being on call to help you get the job
done-properly and on time.

-'
.----..-

Once you've selected the MSA software system that's rightfor you-financial,
'Cash management or human resources-we go to work. OUi'~ighfY qualified in'stallation and training experts work onsite with your staff to ensure' a smooth con. version from your current system.

§E~;;;~§~

MSA's comprehensive learning aids are designed to provide a fast and thorough
understanding that will help your people work with confidence, now and in the
future. And our systems specialists are always available to answer your software
.
and hardware questions.

MSA has.a software system that's on target for your application needs. Send in
the coupon below and we'll get you off to a running start by January 1.

.......................................·····························A·I

·······························:::·:t::::;:·t:~·f::~:::.:~:.:::;:::~
DTotal Financial Management System-Big
General ledger/Budgeting-GIL 80
D Payroll/labor Distribution.
D Accounts Receivable
D Financial Forecasting & Modeling
D Fixed Assets/ Property Control
D Personnel Management & Reporting
D Accounts Payable
,
D Supplies Inventory Control & Purchasing
D Proc.urernent Matching
.

o

3445 Peachtree Road. NE
Suite 1300
Atlanta. GA 30326
Attention: Robert Carpenter
(404) 262-2376
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SOFTWARE AND SERVICES
put to a given line when it receives an X-OFF
on the line; transmission will resume upon
receipt of an X-ON. The feature is intended
to allow construction of a black-box interface to X.25 networks. NCS 2.S leases for
$95 per month on a one-year lease, and $75
per month on a-two year lease.
The Terminal Initiated Application
Switching program product~TIAS II, provides support for mUltipoint. 3270-type
terminal and printers. In addition to multipoint, polled BSC terminals, .the package
supports point-to-point asynchronous. and
point-to-point BSC operation (as did its predecessor, TIAS I). TIAS II lease prices include NCS 2.S; for one year, the rate is $225
per month, and for two years it's $175 per
month. MEMOREX CORP., Communications
Group, Cupertino, Calif.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 328 ON READER CARl'

4300 CONVERSION
Moving up from a System!3 Mod 15 to a
4300? This software company has come up
with a "cookbook" and a handful of programs to help make the move into a 4300
running DOS/VSE. The package includes a
conversion plan book describing more than
60 tasks needed in the conversion process
(the vendor notes that many of these tasks
came from trial-and-error experience in
actual conversions). The book can serve as
a management control document, with the

peripheral utilization measures useful in
planning for future system expansion. SRF
logs global system statistics as well as detailed statistics for both user and system
tasks. '
For each task, SRF keeps track of
elapsed time, cpu time, memory size,
terminal ID, all QIOS (including disk and
terminal), and other information. Global
statistics, gathered at user-specified intervals, show the percentage of cpu time devoted to user, system, and idle states.
Reports include a detailed activity
log by task, and a log of periodic cpu utilization figures. Summary reports are available
by account, by terminal, and by task. The
package does not require system generatio.n
for installation. SRF licenses for' $1 ,995.
GEJAC, INC., Riverdale, Md.

user posting progress reports as tasks are
completed. The first task in the book consists of a fill-in-the-blanks estimating
procedure to predict realistic conversion
cost and time requirements.
Seven utility programs are included
for such functions as translating System!3
Display Format Facility, specifications into
CICS map macros, and converting OCL to
DOS/VSE JCL. Other utilities help transfer
files between the System!3, and the 4300.
With the exception of a file clean-up program that runs under DOS/VSE, the utilities
all run on the System!3.
The conversion kit also includes a
standards, manual for running your new
4300 under DOS/VSE.
This manual covers· a number of
topics, including project design,data set design, COBOL coding standards, backup and
recovery, CMS, and operation standards.
The conversion kit sells for$I,OOO. RBS;
INc., Fountain Valley, Calif. .
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UTILITY
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RSX-11 M PERFORMANCE
MONITOR

The Syste~ Reporting Facility, 'SRF, pro~
vides the PDP-II Rsx-liM system manager .
with the information needed to tune the system for greater performance. The soft~are
measures system utilization, helps identify
bottlenecks, and provides system and

Shops using Power/vs can use a handy utili-.
ty from this vendor to spool listings from the
Power queue on disk to"mag tape. The mag
tape can be saved for later printing, reprinting, or output to microfilm or fiche. The
utility is offered as a BAL' source listing for
$75, ocpackaged with source listing and SO..:
column cards containing both sourc'e and
relocatableobject code for $100. LINNEX
RESEARCH LTD., New York, N.Y.
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DISC PACK FILING
AOSOn
A NOVA® 4/X?

PCSI's
MTSS Provides NOVA® Users
With Multi-User Capabilities
DG users now have a choice when upgrading to a mul,
ti-user environment. Previously, the only way to support a
true multi-user environment was to upgrade to AOS, but
not anymore.
MTSS pro~ides all of the standard RDOS features for up
to 16 users simultaneously and each user is totally independent. Users may edit, compile and execute programs written in FORTRAN IV, FORTRAN V, ALGOL, BASIC,
MACS, etc.
This means no software rewriting is necessary. No new
operating system need be installed.
More importantly, MTSS supports all NOVA(O)'s as well
as ECLlPSE®'s so no expensive hardware upgrade is
required:
.
.

.Now Data 'General. Users
Have A Choice I

Wright qne's Optimedia® Cabinets provide a safe,
convenient, cost effective method of filing all sizes and
types of disks. Full suspension roll-out shelves simplify
the handling of heavy packs. Custom configurations
allow magnetic tape or other media to intermix with
disks in the same cabinet. For further information,
circle the readers' service nu.mber or write: Wright
Line, Inc., 160 Gold Star Boulevard, Worcester,
Massachusetts 01606.
FOR DATA PROCESSING ACCESSORIES
.AND SUPPLIES, YOUR ... _
.

single source with super service
A Subsidiary of Barry Wright Corporation
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THE BUSINESSMAN'S
.SlNESSCOMPUTER.
There are lots of computers, But there's only
one rated by businessmen as tops in the small
business computer class,
according to an independent research firm survey. That's the Microdata
Reality® business computer system. Reality
rat~d 1st in all five major
categories of comparison: .1. Performance 2.
Reliability 3. Ease-ofUse 4. Backup support
and 5. Service.
To win this high rating from businessmen,
the Reality business
computer system .offers
a combination of ben- .

efits offered by no other
system.
Reality communicates in your business
language - English~
So you don't worry
about codes and symbols decipherable to
computer experts only.
Reality.systems are
modular. This means that
your new Reality system can grow along with
your business without
the need for expensive
application program
changes and conversion costs.
And Reality is the
most sophisticated

Find out for yourbusiness computer in its
self. Call your local.
class with capabilities
representative or tollbeyond most other
free 800-854-2003,.
systems.
. All computers are
ext~ 814. In California
dial 1-800-522-1500,
NOT created equal.
Before you decide, come . ext. 814.
Microdata Corporation,
face to face with Reality
-the businessman's
PO. Box 19501,
choice.
Irvine, CA 92713.
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from Microdata

liThe Businessman's
Choice:'

SQFTWARE AND SERVICES
SERVICE MANAGEMENT

Earn as much, as 40 percent more, ,save'
more and vacation more-take on new job challenges
by joining Aranico in Saudi Arabia.
SystemS, Programmer

Aramco needs outstanding Computer Systems Programmers to support our vast expansion plans on
the energy frontier in Saudi Arabia.
Aramco is the principal oil company helping the Saudi Arabian
Kingdom to develop its energy re
sources. Some of our projects are
staggering in scope, complexity and
inventiveness. We're committed to
applying advanced computer systems to all areas. That',s why we
need some very talented systems
programmers right now. These
positions require a B.S., plus five
years' experience.

You'll be working in your chosen
field: MVSI JES2 T.P. Systems, or
IMSIVS-but you'll have the opportunity to progress, in a diverse
EDP environment. We'll expect you
to have a working knowledge of
assembly language, TSO, AMS,
SNA design~MVS structure and
design.

Unsurpassed compensation
and benefits

The Aramco salary'is competitive
-and a-cost-of-living differential
increases it even further. IIi addition, Aramcopeoplein Saudi Ara,Sr. ,Systems Programmers
bia receiv~ a tax-:-protected premium
You'll support our present conwhich can amount to' as much as
figuration of two IBM 3033 main- 40 percent of the base salary.
frames. You'll implement the latest
Money aside,' Aramco offers
operating system releases-thus you an outstanding· combination of,
must be conversant with assembly benefits, includirig the long vacalanguage, SMP, AMS, MVS instal- tion, comfortable housing, abunlation and maintenance, JES2 inter- ' dant recreation, and an excellent
nals. If you also know YTAM, VM, American-style school system for
children. '
,
SNA, so much the better.

Sr. T.P. Systems
Programmer

New bonus for all-and new
option for marriedempioyees

You'll be a guiding force for our
, extensive T.P. network, so you
, should have comprehensive knowledge of large scale T.P. supportplus experience in ACFIVTAM installation, 3705 NCP coding, SNA
design, MSNF support.

Newly hired employees for Saudi
Arabia also receive a one-time,
lump-sum, fully tax-protected
Overseas Employment Bonus of
up to $5,000.
,
And now all of the attractive
compe~sation ,and benefits are
available for married employees
who may want to work overseas
on a temporary' 'bachelor" status
for the Jirst year. This program in":'
cludes three free repatriation trips
by air during this one-year period,
and the pption' to request family
status at three conversion dates
during that s~me year.

':,.'

I

(,\ ';

Sr. IMS Systems
Programmer'

You'll be responsible for implementation, maintenance, performance
tuning of our IMSIVS system.
Your strengths should be-in DB
and'DC control and' flow, MVS,
structure and design, SNAconcepts,
IMSIVS access methods, DBI
DC performance andtrining tech'niques. If you also have experience
in DLII programming, VSAM,
,ADF, MSC and SNA design, so
much the better.

Interested? ,Send your resume, in
. confidence, to: Aramco Services
Comp'any, Department DM090180NNBA, 1100 Milam Building,
Houston, Texas 77002.

C~NGE BYCHOICE
,

.

.'

,

.

,

~

.

ARAMCO
SERVICES COMPANY
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Service-Pak is a management information
and control system designed for service
organizations. Written in BASIC for Data
Ge,neral systems running. under RDOS,
Service-Pak consists of three major modult!s: accounts receivable, commission and
cost accounting, and service department
,
management.
,
The AR module handles' recurring
monthly statements, multiple location billi~g on a single statement, itemized or consolodated billing, account histories, aging,
and other functions. Materiai and labor rate
files are maintained by the commission and
cost accounting module. This module
allows cost accounting for any or all installation work, prepares installation status reports, and tracks, salesman commission
status. The service department management
module keeps a customer service history; as
well as a false alarm history. It keeps track
of accounts due for preventive 'maintenance, calls by servicemen, and service call
response times.
Service-Pak has a single-user license fee of $6,000, and an oem, one-time
license fee of $7,500. APPLIED BUSINESS
SYSTEMS, Division of Computer Simulations, Inc., Costa Mesa,' Calif.
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JOB TRACKING
An automatic job rerun management system
for os/vs users handles rerun tracking
(monitoring production and rerun activity)
and rerun handling (eliminating manual
operations normally required for production
job reruns or restarts).
The package. has' a tracking facility
that is said to give the dp manager the information needed to implement measures to reduce future reruns. Thesystem uses a data
base containing information on all production runs and any associated reruns; bothjob
and production status data are available for
on-line inquiry. The tracking system can
provide basic batch reports including a'
rerun report and a spoilage report (detailing
-in absolute numbers and. percentagestl.e amount of each system resource wasted
on reruns). The system, dubbed ucc Eleven, can be purchased for $12,500;.leases
also are offered. UNIVERSITY COMPUTING
co., Dallas, Texas.
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THE DANCING WU LI MASTERS:
AN OVERVIEW OF THE NEW
pHYSICS
by Gary Zukav
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Paul is a close friend of mine who suffers
from anxiety attacks. His mind strives to instill and maintain order. Books on his
shelves are flush to an imaginary vertical
plane. The sharpened pencils in a cup on his
desk are of equal length. In his mind ideas
are directed into grids of categories like
obedient cattle nudged after a day of grazing
into theirassigried stalls. Thoughts of
uncertainty traumatize him the way, eerie
noises can make you shudder when you
walk alone late at night through a dark and
'
unfamiliar building.
Paul's doctor told him that many
people occasionally experience anxietyattacks and gave him a prescription for Valium, and his attacks became rarer and less
potent. ,But a few nights ago In a bar with a
group of friends, he had another. As far as
we can tell, the attack was evoked by a discussion led by me on the nature of modem
physics.
As we chatted over mugs of lukewarm Guinness,Paul was drawn so close to
the' edge that for now he refuses even to listen passively to discussions on the implications of ideas as simple and' basic as the
uncertainty principle, coherent superpositions, syrichronicity, the many world interpretation,' complementarity, S-matrix
theory, Bell's theorum, and the quantum
field theory.
' When I describe these theories as
simple and basic, I mean to compliment the
work of Gary Zukav . Until now I had no
idea of what those theories explain or
._ imply. In his The Dancing Wu Li Masters,
Zukav clearly an~ entertainingly presents
current ideas on the evolution of the science
of physics, explaining the methodology,
findings, and conclusions of the most sig-

mon one, do to our consciousness, we are in
nificant experiments in physics, and points
to the stunning similarities between the cura universe that in its essence is not causal,
linear, continuous, permanent, abso~ute, or
rent understanding of the nature of physical
categorizable. Time is not sequential Order
reality and the themes of the poeti~s of the
ancient Zen scholars.
'
is anillusion. Reality is not real.
Zuk~lV writes, for those of us who
'Evidence for those bo,Id conclusions
during' a word-association exer~ise would ' is developed carefullY by 'Zukav. He' describes: 'the' equivalence, not the interrespond "apple" to "physics" and "mus~
changeability, of matter and energy;
tache" to "Einstein." The book is so readsubatomic particles that can be either partiable that I absorbed and understood the
cles or waves, depending upon who asks
esoterica of modem physics even 'while
which questions where; photons that do not
jammed into a rush hour subway 'car, a
move through space but instead weave in
remarkable accomplishment since many of
and out of existence digitally like the flashthe ideas won and will win Nobel prizes for
several' young physicists. '
ing lights on a marquee; particles that are
dimensionless and massless, but yet comAs the reader reaches the closing
sections Zukav proffers what he feels are
bine to form particles with mass and dimenthe implications of the new physics of husionality; elementary particles that dance
manity. Thinking readers no doubt will add
back and forth between themselves and
other particles; subatomic particles that
some of their own. It was those implications
move backwards through time; and events
that seemed to be the catalyst for Paul's
that are directly connected to one another
anxiety attack.
and' occur simultaneously but in different
Modem science is telling us that,
time-spaces.
despite what our senses, includingthe comSEPTEMBER 1980 249
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The most sophisticated' uses of the
scientific method now indicate that reality
does not exist independently of oUr observations of it, that we cannot use induction to
draw conclusions about the nature of reality, and that some influences can propagate
faster than the speed of light. Modem
science, .and therefore all rationality, can
now smell-its own mortality.
Through a process of self-reference,
axiomatic thought·has risen high enough to
see its incompleteness. Axiomatic thought
is the paradigm we all use and rely on to
make our interactions· with sense impressions more manageable. Formally, the
~hought process begins with a set of axioms

or assumptions, from which we deduce conclusions. We then compare those conclusions to sense impressions, thereby
garnering feedback on the quality of the set
of axioms. In other words, we guess and
then check our guesses. The problem with
axiomatic thought'arises from its epistemological basis-namely, that we can improve
our knowledge of the universe by employing a paradigm featuring causality, linearity, categorization, and the concatenation of
ideas. Apparently, physicists have taken
this paradigm so far that it generatesconclusions contrary to its own epistemological
basis!
.
Developments in mathematics and

physics show that no idea, other than the
idea contained in this sentence, linked to an
assertion, belief, or experience, can make a
true state·ment about reality. In the field of
mathematics Kurt Godel showed via his
Incompleteness Theorum that no mathematical system can ever prove its own. validity. By combining Godel 's work with the
revelations of modem physics we· are
trapped in an unsettling paradox. Human
beings for millennia have fashioned out of
the chaos of sense impressions better a~d
better visions of order, only to find that the
purest vision of order will be the very chaos
which agitates them into their quest for certainty. Axiomatic thought consumes itself
in vicious circle of self-reference.·
If you read Zukav's book you may
be struck as I was with the feeling gaining
popUlarity among many writers and intellectuals that. mankind is approaching a
transformation as radical as the one that
civilized it. Maflkind reminds me of an infant sensing and discovering that it can
influence to a degree its destiny, only nothing outside of it (such as an axiomatic set)
can guide it in the exercise of its growing
power.
, These are the kinds of ideas that
gave Paul one of his anxiety attacks. I wonder if human culture will be able to react any
differently to the unreasonableness of reason. Perhaps the FDA should affix a label to
Zukav's book, warning the consumer that
the study of physics can be dangerous to his
or her health. Of course, neglecting to learn
about the new physics may be worse. William Morris, and Co., Inc. New York,
(1979, $5.95, paper).

a

Nicholas Mitsos

BOOK BRIEFS

6502 ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE
PROGRAMMiNG
by Lance A. Leventhal

"Star light. Star bright.
First star I've seen tonight.
Wish I may. Wish I might
Get a stranglehold on Congress."
~

______________________________________________________________
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This is an excellent reference work for anyone with a 6502.:.based microcomputer. It is
encycloPedic in scope and is written in a
terse and· concise manner, with numerous
. tables, diagrams, and charts explaining all
aspects of the microprocessor and its supporting chips.
There are many examples of standard types of assembly language
counterparts. Programs and methodology
involving loops, tables, subroutines, input!
output procedures, interrupts, and other
topics are presented. However, because of
the scope of the work,· the descriptions are z
short and statements are often made con:' ~
taining terms that· are not explained until ~
later on in the text. It is not a book for the il:
complete novice; one has to have a moder- dJ
ate amount of familiarity with the subject in ~
order to use it to full advantage.
CD
The book also contains general dis- ~
cuss ions about topics of broad interest to ~
____
computer
________________________
programmers. For example, it ~
~
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SOURCE DATA
presents the pros and cons of structured programming and top-down programming. It is
a worthwhile acquisition for anyone involved with assembly language programming of any mic roproces sor- based
computer. Osborne/McGraw-Hill, Berkeley, Calif. (1979, 550 pp., $9.50).

-Irving Lazar

REPORTS AND REFERENCES
EUROPEAN OFFICE EQUIPMENT
MARKET
Office copiers, office computers, and word
processing equipment markets and installed
bases are discussed in a 96-page report entitled "Electronic Office Equipment: European Market. Trends to 1983." Countries
include: Austria, Belgium, Denmark,
France,' Italy, the Netherlands, Norway,
Spain, Sweden; Switzerland, West Germany, and the United Kingdom. $500. Mackintosh Consultants, Inc., 2444 Moorpark
Ave., Suite 211, San Jose, CA 95128, (408)
998-4312.

BOARD SURVEY
Eighty multibus-compatible boards are listed in this report, complete with name,· address, and telephone number of the
vendors. Included in the listings are cpu,
RAM, ROM, EPROM, I/o, analog and backplane units. The booklet is intended to aid

the system designer and is published by Perfect Information Associates. $17, postage
included. PIA, P.O. Box 2751, Woburn, MA
01888, (617) 272-5169.

PERSONAL COMPUTER
DIRECTORY
Datapro has compiled a directory of personal computer vendors that includes 497 software vendors and 448 peripherals vendors.
The list is strictly alphabetical, not crossreferenced even regionally. No details
about product offerings are given in the vendor lists.
The Apple II, Radio Shack TRS-80,
Commodor PET, Atari 400 and 800,
Compucolor II, Cromemco Z-2, Exidy
Sorcerer, Heath H8, WH8, and H88/H89,
Hewlett-Packard 85, MatteI Intellivisio.n,
North Star Horizon, Ohio Scientific Challenger I and II, and the Texas Instruments
99/4 are covered in two pages each, one for
general description and one for specs.
The product descriptions are preceded by a general five-page introduction to
personal computing which assures us enthusiastically that "nearly anyone in
today's modem world can derive considerable immediate benefit from owning a personal computer." Not recommended as an
introduction to personal computing, but the
list of vendors may be useful to present
users. $25. Datapro Research Corp., 1805

You'll find that R.M. Norton & Co. offers
you the mix of talent, experience and
service a true professional expects,
including free resume preparation and
career path advice. Client companies
assume all fees.
R.M. Norton & Company, Inc.
Professional Placement Consultants
271 Lincoln Street, Lexington, MA 02173
(617) 861-7800
Representing equal opportunity employers m/f
-------------------------------------

~o [i1]o ~®~lJ®~ t; ©®[i1][P!A\~Y1D ~~©o
Professional Placement Consultants
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REPROGRAPHICS REPORT
Martin Simpson has put together an analysis
and market projection of the reprographics
industry addressing such issues as Japan vs.
Xerox, where Kodak and IBM fit in, and the
potential impact of new offerings such as
intelligent copiers. Additionally, the activities of Xerox are analyzed in depth, including discussion of Rank Xerox and Fuji
Xerox, facsimile and computer service
revenues and profits, and other Xerox telecommunications activities. Over 40 tables
are featured. $495. Martin Simpson Research Associates, Inc., 115 Broadway,
Dept. Ms-580, New York, NY 10006, (212)
349-7450.

VIDEOTEX/TELETEX
In a joint project, the Institute for the Future
and Communications Studies and Planning·
Ltd. are offering videotexlteletex information in the form of six reports and one client
conference a year as well as informal consultation. The information service is available on a yearly basis for a subscription fee
of $8,000. Said to be aimed at top-level
planners and policymakers, the reports will
attempt to cover the market from both users
and technological perspectives in nontechnical terms. Coverage will be international.

COMP
RDFISS~~~-~__

SOFIWARE/IIARDWARE
PROF'FSSIONALS
Talent and experience are the definitive
professional qualities. Challenge and career
satisfaction are the true professional's
goals.R.M. Norton & Co. has challenging
positions available with some of the
industry's premier companies in a full
range of areas, from Software Development
to Computer Architecture. If you are a
professional with state-of-the-art experience
in one or more of these areas, contact us:
Software Design and Development;
Computer Sciences; Assembly or Higher
Level Language Programming; Data Base
Design; Compiler and/or Operating
Systems Design; Digital Logic Design;
Interface Design; Microprocessor Utilization;
Computer Architecture.

Underwood Blvd., Delran, NJ 08075, (609)
764-0100.

L.D. Schreiber Cheese Company Inc., a fast growing national, private label food manufacturing company with sales in excess of
$500,000 per year, is rapidly expanding the corporate data processing staff to meet the needs of the 80's.
.
We offer challenging opportunities in an expanding on-line database environment for experienced:

•
•
•
•

PROGRAMMER/ANALYSTS
DATABASE ADMINISTRATORS
SYSTEMS PROGRAMMERS
MANUFACTURING DATABASE
MANAGERS

These positions require a BS degree or the equivalent, plus
several years experience.
Currently we are running a 370;148 under VM with CMS, SCRIPT;
370, RSCS, and aBE with a 4341 on order. The on-line database
portion consists of OSiVS1, IMS, CICS and OMS. WE are establishing a local and nationwide network of the latest teleprocessing
hardware.
We can assure a future filled with growth, opportunity and challenge by sending your resume and current earnings:
Corporate Staffing Director

L.D. SCHREIBER CHEESE CO. INC.
P.o. BOX 610
Green Bay, WI 54305
Equal Opportunity Employer M F
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Greedy OEM's
wanted..
There are only two ways for you to make more money
in the OEM business.
Either you sell equivalent capability at a lower price '
than your competitors. Or you sell more capability at an
equivalent price.
Take your choice. Vector can help you do either.
Because no matter if you're a software house or a
~.~
~ systems house, no one can sell you capability
,~~>
,~cheaperthan Vector.
And that includes everything from boards,
terminals, and printers to complete
Economy Sized Computer™ systems.
For more information, call Yvonne Beck
at 213/991-2302.
She'll help you choose the proper way to
be greedy.

'\r1:CTO=l

VECTOR GRAPHIC INC.

Economy Sized Computers
. 31364 Via Colinas, Westlake Village, CA ~1361, 213/991-2302
CIRCLE 1670N READER CARD
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, Perhaps the most impressive claim
the service, called Context, makes is brevity. "Contributions," it is said, "will be
carefully sifted and arranged so that key
points and data are not submerged in masses
of undigested information. Liberal use will
be made of illustrations and bibliographical
material. " Communications Studies &
Planning Ltd., Circus House, 21 Great
Titchfield St., London wlp 7FD, England,
01-637-9757. Institute for the Future, 2740
Sand Hill Rd., Menlo Park, CA 94025,
(415) 854-6322.

TRANSBORDER DATA FLOW
Volume 16 ofthe StanJord Journal oJInternational Studies, a student publication of
the Stanford Law School, will address the
issue of transborder data flow. Featured
articles will be written by experts on the
subject. The issue is $7 ($9 overseas).
Checks should be payable to Stanford
University. Contact the Business Manager,
Journal oj International Studies, Stanford
Law School, Stanford, CA 94305, (415)
328-6077.

PERSONAL COMPUTING
BIBLIOGRAPHY

keyboard encoders, and microprocessor
peripherals. Included in each section is a
complete product description, product
function, and usage specifics for each device. The catalog is illustrated and contains
a cross-reference index as well as ordering
information and a list of the vendor's distributors.ST ANDARD MICRO SYSTEM CORP.,
Hauppauge, N.Y.

1977, 1976, and 1975-are $5 each. The
indexes list articles both by subject and by
author. The Periodical Guide Jor
Computerists is available from E. Berg
Publications, 622 East 3rd, Kimball, NE
69145.

VENDOR LITERATURE
TECHNICAL PRESENTATIONS

FOR DATA CIRCLE 353 ON READER CARD

Instructions and recommendations are included in this 12':page booklet for technical
professionals on how to use meetings as
management tools. Meeting essentials such
as agenda, selection of meeting room, visual aids, and presentation techniques are
clearly outlined. Two pages are dev9ted to
conceiving and preparing technical visual
aids, and using easy-to-make, inexpensive
overhead transparencies, including scale
and line drawings, graphs, schematics,
block diagrams, tables and columns, photographs, and cartoons. Typical hints offered:
'~Bring management up to speed," "Avoid
in-group words and phrases, " and "Keep it
simple." '3M, St. Paul, Minn.

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
A software development system, PDSFORT
(Program Development System FORTRAN),
for HP 3OO0s is described in a four-page brochure. An introduction to the system is
given, and section headings are as follows:
Monitor, Editor, Program Design Module,
and Preprocessor. A block diagram on the
back cover shows how the system works.
MINI COMPUTER APPLICATION SOFTWARE,
Orcutt, Calif.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 354 ON READER CARD

SPECIAL SYSTEMS

FOR DATA CIRCLE 352 ON READER CARD

"What's So Special About Special Systems?" is a four-page, full-color brochure
illustrating the vendor's special systems
group and how it helps oems. DATA GENERAL CORP. , Communications Services,
Westboro, Mass.

MOS/LSI DATA CATALOG

An index to magazine articles on a wide
variety of personal computing subjects. is
available for $5.95. Back issues-1978,

This 256-page catalog on the vendor's MOS/
LSI devices is divided into sections that
cover data communications products, crt
displays, printers, baud rate generators,

FOR DATA CIRCLE 356 ON READER CARD
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PURCHASE 112-24 MONTH FULL 36 MONTH
PLAN
OWNERSHIP PLAN LEASE PLAN
DESCRIPTION

LA36DECwriter.1I ....
LA34 DECwriter IV
LA34 DECwriter IV Forms Ctrlo
LA120 DECwriter III KSR
LA180 DECprinter I
VT100 CRT DECscope
VT132 CRT DECscope
DTBO/1 DATAMEDIA CRT
TI745 Portable Terminal
T1765 Bubble Memory Terminal
TI810 RO Printer
T1820 KSR Printer .........
TI825 KSR Printer
ADM3A CRT Terminal 0.....
ADM31 CRT Terminal ......
ADM42 CRT Terminal ......
QUME Letter Quality KSR .'..
QUME Letter Quality RO ...•
HAZELTINE 1420 CRT
, HAZELTINE 1500 CRT ...•.
HAZELTINE 1552 CRT
Hewlett-Packard 2621A CRT.
Hewlett-Packard 2621 P CRT.
0

0

0

0

0

..

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

000

00000000

0

0

0

0

•

0

000000

000

000.

00000.....

.00......
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0

•

•

•

0

..

•

•

•
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MOTION
PRODUCTS
INCORPORATED
their unique transfer of loads, offer exceptional torque consistency
and repeatability when traversing in either direction. The units are
thus ideally suited tor Bi-Directional Matrix Printers, x-v Tables, etc.
Write or call for details.

12 MOS.

$1,695
1,095
1,295
2,495
2,095
1,895
2,295
·1,995
1,595
2,595
1,895
2,195
1,595
875
1,450
2,195
3,295
2,895
945
1,195
1,295
1,495
2,650

$162
105
124
239
200
182
220
191
153
249
182
210
153
84
139
210
316
278
91
115
124
144
254

PER MONTH
24 MOS. 36 MOS.
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$ 61
40
47
90
75
68
83
72 .
57
94
68
79
57
32
53
79
119
105
34
43
47
54
96

ACCESSORIES AND PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT
.

ACOUSTIC COUPLERS. MODEMS. THERMAL PAPER
RIBBONS. INTERFACE MODULES. FLOPPY DISK UNITS

PROMPT DELIVERY • EFFICIENT SERVICE

51 Lake Street· Nashua, NH • 03060 • Tel. (603) 883-2627
254 DATAMATION

$ 90
59
69
140
. 117
101
122
106
85
146
101
117
85
47
78
117
176
155
51
64
69
80
142

FULL OWNERSHIP AFTER 12 OR 24 MONTHS
10% PURCHASE OPTION AFTER 36 MONTHS

. KerkZB series Anti-Backlash lead Screws offer effective linear ac·
tuators tor design operations requiring the utmost in pOSitional accu~racyand.repeatabilityatminimumcosLTheZBseries.units.Jf!,.o.ug"-- __

0..

PURCHASE
PRICE
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Our Automated
Funds 'J\eansfer s,stems
can do v~ur·
#
bank awor.
Id
va Good
If
•

As a commercial bank,
worldwide funds tr~nsfer is a v!tal
'.
V
.'
part of your operation. Streamline
this vital function, and you'll go a .
long way toward maximizing pro. ..
.. .
~
fits. Improving y.our competitive
position. Attracting and holding
new accounts, too. And that's p r e - ·
cisely what the new RockwellAFTS works by integrating
transaction processing with comCollins Automated Funds Transfer
munications processing and mesSystems are all about.
As the first fully integrated,
sage handling. Say good-bye to
error-prone file reference. Interupward-compatible family of advanced, computer-based systems,
departmental hand carry. Manual
our AFTS interfaces all of the
record keeping. Say hello to autoavailable funds transfer networks.
matic storage for incoming transactions. Automatic processing for
Automates much of the internal
handling. Cuts costs. Reduces
fixed-format transactions. Automadelays. Gives you up-to-the-minute
tic recording of processing events.
visibility.
Local data base of account information. Balance checking. Current
position. Reformat to match wire
type. And finally, automatic recording and reporting on work load distribution by priority.

Can one of the new
Rockwell-Collins !\FTS systems
make your operation run more
efficiently? You can bank on it.
For details, contact your nearest
representative listed below.
Collins Communication
Switching Systems Division,
Dept. 420-200,
Electronics Operations,
Rockwell International, Dallas,
Texas 75207. Phone:
214/996-2336.

41~

Rockwell

...~ International
...where science gets doNn to business

Dallas, Tex. (214) 996-2336. New York, N.Y. (212) 661-6530 • Newport Beach, Calif. (714) 833-4645. Chicago, III. (312) 298-5177
Atlanta, Ga. (404) 996-7112. Washington, D.C. (703) 6S5-2679

Brussels 242-4048 • Cairo 894531 • Frankfurt (0) 6106-4093. Hong Kong 5-274-321 • Kuala Lumpur 27283. London 01-759-9911 • Manila 892-742 •. Mexico City (90S) 533-1846
Melbourne (Lilydale) (03) 726-0766. Paris (Rung is Cedex) 687-31-02. Rio de Janeiro 286-8296. Riyadh 69060 • Rome (0) 6-862-415. Seoul 74-9276
.
Tokyo 478-1278 or 478-1279. Toronto (416) 757-1101 • Jeddah 54600
. .'

-
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PASCAL

VAX/VMS If PASCAL

"PASCAL,

A Programming Language for
Today" is an eight-page, two-color pamphlet that describes the uses and benefits of
PASCAL, along with a brief history of other
languages. The vendor's approach to PASCAL is detailed, and a comprehensive chart
compares PASCAL on a feature-by-feature
basis with BASIC, FORTRAN, and COBOL.
RAMTEK CORP., Santa Clara, Calif.

This brochure describes the benefits of
combining the vendor's virtual memory,
operating system with vAX-It PASCAL.
Listed in the publication are language
extensions, new predeclared functions, and
compiler options of VAx-ll PASCAL plus
VMS utilities that can be called by PASCAL
programs. DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORP.,
Marlboro, Mass.
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FIBER OPTICS

DIGITAL CARTRIDGE TAPE DRIVE

This report is an introduction to fiber optics
and covers fiber optics markets and technology, and the state of the economy in this
field. Technology sections cover fiber
characteristics, attenuation, bandwidth,
splicing and connecting, system design,
and principal applications. PRINTING COORDINATES, Newton, Mass.

A data sheet describes this "ruggedized"
(suitable for military and rugged industrial
applications) digital c'artridge tape drive
that provides connector-to-connector replacement for existing 1O~ inch reel-to-reel
computer peripheral tape drives. The data
sheet contains specs and a general description ofthe vendor's tape drive. DATA ELECTRONICS, INC., San Diego, Calif.
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THE COMPUTERS THAT SAVED
METROPOLIS
Superman and computers come together in
this comIc book to save the city of Metropolis. As a comic book, this piece provides
the motivation to get youngsters reading
while they simultaneously receive computer science instruction. The full-color book
is available to schools, clubs, youth groups,

and any interested individuals free of
charge. This vendor has distributed over 15
million copies of another educational comic
book, The Science Fair Story of Electronics, and coupons for that book as well as the
Superman book are included in each copy of
The Computers That Saved Metropolis.
TANDY CORP., Fort Worth, Texas.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 359 ON READER CARD

The complete shoppers guide
to computer power protection.
Inexpensive and
Ineffective:
Affordable and
Ouaranteed:
costly and
Overkill: '
Regardless of other
power conditioning
technologies making
strong (and often exaggerated) claims promising "total protection,"
"complete effectiveness" and "99.5% clean
power," only the Atlas
upc/uninterruptible
Power Conditioner has
the stored energy to
bridge light flickers.
Only the Atlas UPC
generates totally new,
perfectly clean, independent and
dedicated

RegUlators and
Transformers.

PASCAL
A single-page data sheet describes an
implementation of the UCSD PASCAL system
for this vendor's microcomputers. The data
sheet also describes a FORTRAN system that
works with the PASCAL system and gener.:.
ates PASCAL p-code instead of native machine language. Features are listed for the

SCHEDUUZE
with Magnetic Controls

AtlasUPC.
UPS.
computer power. And
only Atlas guarantees
100% clean computer
power regardless of
utility problems and line
disturbances. It's no
wonder that over half of
all Atlas UPC installations
replace ineffective or
inadequate power
technologies.
W rite or call for more
information including
power technology comparisons and detailed
UPC literature.

.,-..,
ENERGY SYSTEMS

FREE

REPRESENTATION THROUGHOUT
MOST OF THE lJNITED STATES

• SHOW FACTS INSTANTLY
• CHANGES MADE IN SECONDS
• ELIMINATE FILE REFERRALS
• SYSTEMATIZE YOUR WORK FLOW
• GET THE JOB DONE
For Scheduling • Programming • Personnel • Sales •
Shipping • Inventory.' Maintenance • Production •
Quotations '. Computer .' Special Situations

16 PAGE
ILLUSTRATED
BROCHURE

,

201-938-6000

mETHODS RESEARCH

Home OffIce: 9457 Rush Street. South EI Monte, CA 91733
Phone (213) 575·0755
Regional Centers: Boston (617) 492·2525 Chicago (312) 372·2237

70 ASBURY AVE., FARMINGDALE, N.J. 07727
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Now available in plain or fancy.
Yes, Virginia, now there really are two Dumb "
Terminal® video displays. And they're available for
immediate delivery
The one on the left is the same reliable
ADM -3A you've come to know and love. With loads
of dependable features. Like a 12" diagonal screen,
full or half duplex at 11 selectable data rates
(75-19,200),1920 characters in 24 rows of 80 letters,
RS232C extension port, and direct cursor addressing.Not to mention options galore.
The one on the right is the r e l i - "
able new ADM-3A+. For those who
.

want a little something extra in their Dumb Terminal. So in addition to the same proven design and
features of the original, you get even more. Such
as a built-in numeric keypad with 0-9 numerals,
period, comma, tab, minus, and return. Standard
upper and lower case with full, two dot descenders.
A caps lock key conveniently located adjacent to
its shift key. A program mode key. And separate
cursor control keys.
SO now you have a choice.
The ADM -3A or the new ADM -3A+.
And they said it couldn't be Dumb.

D_I TE"R"."IN".ALS..
SMART BUYS.
.~
~.

LEAR SIEGLER, INC.
OATAPROOUCTSOMSION

Lear Siegler, Inc/Data Products Division, 714 North Brookhurst Street, Anaheim, CA 92803 800/854-3805. In California
714/774-1010. TWX: 910-591-1151 Telex: 65-5444. Regional Sales Offices: San Francisco 408/263-0506 • Los Angeles
213/454-9941 • Chicago 312/279-5250 • Houston 713/780-2585 • Philadelphia 215/245-1520 .• New York 212/594-6762
• Boston 617/423-1510· Washington, D.C. 301/459-1826 • England (04867) 80666.
Dumb Terminalal> is a registered trademark of Lear Siegler, Inc.
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system, as is pricing and three different
"configurations" for distributing the software. A toll-free phone number is provided
for those needing more information or the
name and address of the closest local dealer.
OHIO SCIENTIFIC, Aurora, Ohio.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 358 ON READER CARD

THE CADO 20/20 FAMILY
This vendor's. 12-page color· brochure describes its 20/20 family of information systems. Highlighted is the 20/20's
multitasking configuration, permitting data
processing, word processing, and message
processing to take place simultaneously by
the one information system. Details are provided on CAOO'S "Just Ask II," a report
writer, included in the. price of each system.
The vendor's software is also described in
the brochure. CAOO SYSTEMS CORP., Torrance, Calif.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 362 ON READER CARD

words. RACAL-MILGO, INC., Corporate
Relations Dept., Miami, Fla.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 361 ON READER CARD

PASCAL NEWSLETTER
This vendor's newsletter was originated to
keep its PASCAL users up-to-date on new
products. Also included in the newsletters
-past, present, and future-are articles on
PASCAL standards and programming tech..;
niques, the history of PASCAL compilers, a
PASCAL bibliography, a comparison of the
vendor's PASCAL versus the competitor's,
and the "Programmer's Page"~ea1ing
with programming style. In addition, a 14page product description brochure is available. RATIONAL DATA SYSTEMS, New York,
N.Y.

Annual subscription rate is $45, $49
outside the U.S. A free sample copy is offered. Performance Development Corp.,
1101 State Road, Bldg. P., Princeton, NJ
08540, (609) 921-3770.

COURSES

WOMEN'S GROUPS
Two organizations for women in the computer industry offer ongoing seminars. The
Greater New York Chapter of the Association for Women in Computing is at Box B,
67-09 136 St., Flushing, NY 11367. Contact
Alice Bayer at 586-8100, ext. 468. Women
in Information Processing, Inc. is at 1000
Connecticut Ave. N.W., Suite 9, Washing~
ton, DC 20036, (202) 298-8000.
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PERIODICALS

DATA BASE NEWSLETTER

BUZZWORD GUIDE

a consulting company known for its
data base expertise, has expanded its news- .
letter to provide more coverage of data dictionary, minicomputer, and .distributed
processing aspects of the data base market.
Also new to the publication are vendor and
client profiles, one in-depth treatment per
issue; letters to the editor; publications review; calendar and feature articles by readers-potential contributors take note.

PDC,

The 1980 edition of "Sherry's Guide to
Data Communication Buzzwords" has
been updated to define 192 terms in its 24
pages. Now in its 14th printing, the pocketsized booklet was first published in 1972 as
an aid to newcomers in the data communications field. Current, commonly used
words have been added, and revised definitions were added where necessary on other

From start to finish

we know

• MInIcomputers.
• Mathematical Analysis
.• Signal Processing
Digital
..._ _ •_
_ _Systems
_•._ _ _..

WALLACH
associates, inc.
1 01 0 Rockville Pike
Box 6016
Rockville, Maryland 20852
(301) 762-1100
ProfesSional Employment Consultants

• Software Design
• CommunIcatiOn
Networks
•• Telecommunications
Mlaoprocessor Design

:~~itecture
~g

• Coriunand & Control

.Systems~g

• Computer Graphics
• EW/SIGINT/ELINT

• MlS/OPs Research

.• Diagnostics

3.11!as-qo
Puzzled by a maze of career options? Outsmart the
maze with a professional guide from Wallach.
If you currentlY'earn over $22,000, we can find a
better job - the right job - for you! Get started today,
send your resume in confidence to: Perri Reeder,
Wallach Associates, Inc., 1010Rockville Pike, Box
6016, Rockville, Maryland 20852.

Wallach ... Your career connection
. Equal OppOrtunity Employer Agcy .
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You could be caught in a dead .end job. Or you could
wander through a confusing maze of profeSSional
opportunities. OR you can let us chart a direct course
toward your professional goals.
Talk to the experts at Wallach. We've been successfully
recruiting professionals like you for over 15 years.
Our client companies pay all fees, interview and
relocation costs, and you get the free benefits of our
in-depth knowledge of hundreds of potential
employers and our expert counseling and
negotiation abilities.
Nationwide opportunities include technical!
management consulting, project management, R&D,
test and systems evaluation in the fields of
Communications, Satellites, Weapons, Intelligence,
Computer, Energy, and Aerospace systems.
Specific skill areas include: . .

For Private

Line Data Modems ... it's ROXON
For wine, Lafite-Rothschild sets the standard by which all others are
judged. For Private Line Data Modems, it's Rixon, and for good
reason. Only Rixon offers a complete line of Bell compatible private
line modems operating from 300 BPS to 9600 BPS. As in wine,
subtleties make the difference. When sampling modems, look for
reliability, latest in LSI and microprocessor technology, diagnostics,
appearance, size, built-in multiplexer, and intermixing of different
card modems in the same rack. Like superior wine, you will enjoy
the experience.
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RIXDNINC.
2120 Industrial Parkway, Silver Spring, Maryland 20904
(301) 622-2121 • TWX: 710825-0071 • TLX: 89-8347

© RIXON

INC., 1980

3027

DATA

ENTRVSTAFF~

How can you improve your computer operation?
One answer is to optimise input.
At the moment your input is probably through specially trained
data entry staff. Before they even start to earn their keep the
basic data has to be collected, checked and collated, possibly
From a wide variety of sources . . . from shop floor to senior
management. The point is, you're already employing these
sources to generate the data . . . and then going through all
sorts of costly procedures to get their information into another
Form.
60: why don't they do it themselves?
\Jow, with MICROPAD all employees can be responsible for
~heir own data entry.
The MICROPAD terminal captures handprinted alphanumeric
jata at the ,time of writing. Each character is recognised,

converted into standard code and transmitted to your
computer. Immediate feedback and data recall is provided or
the integral display ... changes or corrections are effected b\
overwriting.
Only minimal training and reorganisation of clerical procedures
is required. The flexibility is fantastic!
'
The factory foreman can pencil-in his workload straight to the
computer; senior executives can access direct . . . with
security; the academic, however remote, can put his reputation
on the line ... literally; the security officer can record the facts
as he sees them; the medic can input vital patient data; and
even the most temporary help can become a computer user ...
as fast as she's shown how to make the coffee.
You have the computer. You have the staff.
Let MICROPAD bring them together!

iii micropad gets write to the point ...
3EE

NEWYORK

~T:

INFOBO
OCT. 6th-9th,

V1ICROPAD

PARIS
SICOB
SEPT. 17th-26th

MELBOURNE
WCE
OCT. 14th-19th

v1icropad Inc., 575 Madison Avenue. New York. New York 10022. Tel: 2124860282 Telex 125864
v1icropad Ltd .. 10 Whittle Road. Wimborne. Dorset BH21 7SD U. K. Tel: 0202 891518Telex 41358
v1icropad Pty Ltd .• Suite 506.325 Chapel Street. Prahran. Victoria 3181. Tel: 0351 0626 Telex AA 33078
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An exchange of readers' ideas and experiences. Your contributions are invited.

READERS'

FORUM

APPRAISING
X3J4COBOL
The proposed changes and enhancements before the x3J4 ANSI
COBOL committee (c.f., "The Next COBOL Standard," Fried and
McKenzie, DATAMATION, Sept. '79) seem to be a recognition ofthe
need for our most commonly used high-level language to reflect the
.fact that the dp community has become more sophisticated and
structured in its approach to software.
With the new tools, in the source-level reality of planners'
and designers' logical roadmaps, it will be easier to translate general and detail design specifications into production code with maximum readability, maintainability, and level of self-documentation.
• Delimited verbs, in-line PERFORMS, BOOLEAN data, substring
MOVES, deediting, enhanced INSPECT, stable SORTS, and the new SET
and INITIALIZE draw in elements that otherwise would require segregation into other paragraphs and statements, or use more complicated syntax. It becomes simpler for the analyst to verify that the code
accurately reflects the intended processing.
• Moving the' 'soft" data-related attributes ACCESS MODE, RECORD
KEY, ALTERNATE RECORD KEY, and FILE STATUS from the IIO-CONTROL paragraph to the FD entry for the appropriate file recognizes
the fact that these are not really' 'ENVIRONMENT related, " i.e., machine related; and, conversely for BLOCKing and CODE-SET; which
are simply accommodations to the hardware and external communications environment.
• More flexible pUI- and ALGOL-like procedures which may be
embedded within other procedures, CALLed with variables other
than atOI or 77 levels, and have access to GLOBAL or EXTERNAL
variables will help to streamline and modularize codi,ng and testing
efforts while removing job control overhead along the way.
However, accompanying these benefits there is at least one
proposal to x3J4 which may represent a serious drawback, and an
area suitable for enhancement being overlooked.
• For those sensitive to the power in formal recognition that data
structures have similar maps, the removal of the CORRESPONDING
option would be most unfortunate.
• Since data bases are to some extent replacing conventional system files, a uniform approach to access methods from COBOL, although exceedingly complex and broad in scope, needs to be
attempted to prevent the growing data-management software from
overwhelming, obscuring, or eliminating the COBOL application
programs that require them.
Aside from the conceptual rationale for retaining this option, there are a number of practical reasons for it as well.
I. Certain everyday business applications call for it, such as
payroll, sales analysis, and inventory control. There is a good

chance that many companies with such applications would require
the appropriate expansion of program segments employing it.
ADD CORR WEEKLY-PAY TO YEAR-TO-DATE-PAY
ADD CORR TERRITORY-SALES TO TOTAL-SALES
SUBTRACT CORR ORDER-QTY FROM ON-HAND QTY
2. Keeping the date items that correspond implicitly from the
structure map means no change to the PROCEDURE DIVISION when
items are added to or deleted from the correspondence. Similarly,
the implicit generation of control totals at control breaks is derived
from the corresponding detail items ofthe COBOL report generator.
3. Some of the planned x3J4 enhancements will make possible more concise, "elegant," structured statements. The existence
of CORRESPONDING achieves similar benefits. Structure is not just
order but the enabling form for simplifying what otherwise would
be cumbersome.
Extending CORRESPONDING to include arrays and to apply to
COMPUTE statements, regardless of the number of data-names referenced in an arithmetic or Boolean expression, would mean that certain types of common business calculations would be easier to express.
COMPUTE CORR PRODUCTION-SHORTFALL = (PRODUCTIONBY-PLANT LESS THAN MIN-PRODUCTION-REQUIRED)*
(MIN-PRODUCTION-REQUIRED - PRODUCTION-BY-PLANT).
4. Other high-level languages, such as Pul and APL have
recognized the importance of array-array correspondence, and indeed derive much of their utility in this way. So with the added flexibility of arrays considered by x3J4, a similar concession might be
desirable.
One could easily adopt the conventions of APL which permit
two arrays to correspond provided (a) their' 'datatype " (real, integer, character, etc.) is a compatible combination for the function,
and either (bI) one array is a scalar (elementary, dimensionless
data-item or single element of an array), or (b2) both arrays have
identical "shape" (number and range of subscripts).
Similarly, there are standard ways of indicating "subarrays" and correspondences between them.
5. COBOL'S dominance in business dp carries with it a responsibility not to exclude access to common mathematical
techniques that call for correspondences of structures and arrays.
When management decides that its dp will be a "COBOL shop" this
adds whatever overhead is required to force its applications into the
form acceptable by that mode of operation.
As evidence for the extent ofthis problem, consider the new
job categories "Data Base Administrator" and "Data Base Analyst. " These are acknowledgements that systems analysis and programming are no longer enough to build and maintain today's
information systems, given what we now know about integration of
files, multiplicity of access paths to records, and multiple-thread
transaction processing.
Increasingly, data management software is used to control
and keep efficient the advanced systems level aspects of file initial-
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ization, record addition and update, searching, inquiry, reportage,
etc. Precompilers, data management language host interfaces, or
some other addition/extension to COBOL is required to utilize those
routines.
Totally self-contained query languages and reporting languages, while welcome to user and programmer alike, are to some
extent representative of a gap between COBOL capabilities and applications requirements. Soon it may no longer be possible to have a
COBOL shop-unless some attempt is made to define the function of
the data management tools and implement COBOL drivers.
In applications development where dp decisions, procedures, and methodology could bring positive benefits, we 'look forward to the completion of x3J4 's work, and to the manufacturers
enhancing and modifying their compilers to assist our programmers
and consultants in achieving design goals with minimum effort but

maximum understandability and maintainability of their code.
However, dropping the CORRESPONDING option, or not making the kind of generalization outlined above, may be antithetical to
those objectives, while failure to begin treating data base methods
within COBOL may keep it too far from the frontiers of information
theory and the "action" in dp.
We see a great technological leap in hardware by using distributed processing and multiple-path packet switching. At the
same time, we are forced to develop software that is best organized
along data base lines and in ways that demand extensive correspondence between data structures. Therefore, it would be a pity
not to try to incorporate some of these approaches in our primary
language of choice--cOBOL.
~W.F. Lipman
Crystal Lake, Illinois

DATAMATION CROSSWORD
TERMINAL TIMES
Edited by
Brian Fitzgibbon Burke
ACROSS
1. Ordinal suffix
4. Caesar sidekick
8. "That was no___ , that
was my knife. "
13. Coliseum denizen emission
15. Politician, sometimes
16. Jan. P.O. registrant
17. Karenin's wife
18. Tall (Sp.) as in Xerox PARe
19. Seaver's target
20. Past and future
22. Sahara canteen
24. Flight from the law
25. AT&T trademark
27. Bye-bye
28. And, in ArIes
29. ___wing (expanded the
, house
31. M.L. or Austin
34. Ending with man or bus,
35. Opel, for one
39. Property
42. Battery component, to a New
Yorka
43. -IIlode
44. Evaluate
45. Dancer Alvin et al.
47. To wit
48. ___the Man
51. Between dimples
55. Spoil
56. Insurance org.
57. "The Kin~ ; Long live
"
59. Tinge
61. Long-necked wading bird
63. Advantage
64. Pride, as Dante saw it
65. Withered
66. Abnormal breathing sound
67. I=N/O, e.g.
68. Peter or Nicholas
69. Not better than dead

DOWN
1. Ero, eras, _ __
2. Strengthened
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3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
14.
21.
23.

Hardhearted McKinley advisor
Embrace
Texas tea
Utilizers of 39 across
Here and there
Northern Scandinavian
Every
_ _ prayer
" ___ , c 'est moi"
Injection of sorts
Activity related to 6 down
Corrode
"When a body_ _ "

26. Headgear for Mary Elizabeth
Seton
27. Wall St. worrywart
30. Bugs Bunny addressee
31. IBM machine, pre-701 (abbr.)
32. Eureka!
33. Baloney, to an Englishman
34. One of the Three Graces
36. Genetic compound
37. Number system, for short
38. Golly!
'
40. Key toter's letter
41. Otherwise

46. ,Join
47. No___ , ands ...
48. Be propitious
49. Circus employee
50. Vine-covered lattice
52. One who awakens
53. ___waxwing
54 .. Former Ronstadt backer
56. _ _do-well.
58. Convey
60. Baffle Bar sibling
62. Liberation group

Answer on page 272

Build YOllrcomputer room
on a solid aluminum foundation

Accept no substitute.
(100% .USA,materia/s & labor)

There is only one Floating Floor System. And it's the
only floor system specifically designed to overcome
possible costly problems in computer rooms. For
instance ...
• True infinite access is provided by completely
stringerless assembly.
• Quick access to underfloor, anywhere, anytime.
• No chance of iron oxide particles entering air supply to play havoc with computer information.
• Static grounding is inherent in construction.
• Unequalled lightness, rigidity and strength.
• May be easily changed around or added to in the
, future.
,

To get complete details on why Floating
Floors· are the besLchoice for critical computer
room areas,send for our free brochure. A comprehensive AV presentation is available on request.

'

*FLOATING FLOORS is

FLOATING FLOORS, INC., 795 Berdan Avenue,
P.O. Box 6627, Toledo, Ohio, 43612, Tel: (419) 476-8772

In Canada:

Bruce (E[)P) Services' Ltd., 3650 Weston
Rd., Weston, Ontario M9L 1W2, Telephone (416)

741-O854~

FLOATING FLOORS. INC.

a Registered Trade Mark of Floating Floors, Inc.
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FAULTY ..
JOBTREND

Far too many dp shops have positions that require a combination of
programmer and analyst duties. These positions have become more
than a trend in dp employment-they are now a fixed pattern.Before these positions are set in concrete, there are points and assumptions that need to be examined.
Firms hire dp employees to complete workloads. Another
significant aspect of managing and working with employees, rarely
given anything but lip-service by dp management, is providing an
atmosphere for career development and advancement.
Below are the major functional requirements for systems
analysts and programmers. Consideration ofthese requirements can
give some perspective on t~ese two job_ roles.
The duties of a systems analyst include:
1. Investigation of facts and data which will lead to a clear
identification of the problem.
..
.
2. People contacts and interviews to gather facts and data.
3. Ordered arrangement of facts and data.
.
4. Analysis of facts and data.
5. Creation of systems and procedures to solve, correct,
and improve conditions.
6. Development of a statement of specifications for systems and procedures,. or policy changes. Presentation of specs for
review and discussion.
7. Modifications to the specs and/or systems design.
.8. Obtain design and specs approvals.
9. Develop a time/cost schedule and plan for developrrient
and implementation of the system and procedures.
10. Design and develop detailed specifications for program
modules.
11. Supervise programining and testing efforts.
12. Monitor implementation.
In the above functions the focus is: a. people, b. gathering of
facts, c. analysis, d. design, e. specifications development, f.
presentations, g. planning, estimating, and scheduling, h. supervision of implementation.

All of these functions look on dp as a tool to help provide
solutions to business problems, rather than a study field to be mastered. The duties of a programmer include:
1. Given module specs, study for understanding, and clarify or modify.
2. Determine from the specs .what the module is to
accomplish and then plan how th~se funCtions can best be ordered,
controlled, and coded.
3. Code instructions.
4. Obtain a clean compile of the program module.
5. Design a test plap and run files to test the module.
6. Develop the JCL proc to drive module testing.
7. Run the test proc,check output results to cover:
..
a. overall logic correctness
b. output files and reports generated for correctness·
8. Use display, trace, and/or dumps as tools to identify and
correct program bugs.
9. Continue to test until the module produces the correct
functioris and results.
.
The above listing shows that a programming job centers
most heavily on exacting, specific details and theirinteractions, and
is least concerned with conceptual analysis and design.
. Programming is clearly associated closely with and deals
most heavily with dp hardware/software technology. It also concentrates on improved mastery of dp technology as an end in itself.
People in dp management who believe that in order to qualify for systems analysis tasks you must first prove you are a hotshot
programmer are supporting false assumptions. One such assumption is that outstanding programming skills indicate a capability for
systems analysis. Another is that first-rate programmers make bettersystems analysts. Another is that attitudes toward programming
carry over into syste~s analysis and are good predictors of performance in systems analysis. . .
.
.
..
.
It is necessary for dp management to get its head out of the
sand and begin to recognize individual attitudes, desires, skills , and
goals. Continued efforts to force employees to progress through the
group viewpoint of programming jobs into systems analysis jobs
into mamigementjobs will be unsuccessful for management, for the
companies, and for the employees.

-John Callahan
Terre Haute, Indiana
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Automatic Date ITime Entry. Simply install
the SLC-I Time Machine between your
computer and terminal and it will automatically log the correct date and time of each
transaction into your computer. The SLC-I
Time Machine will save you money, both
in reduced operator time and the elimination of costly human errors.
The Time Machine contains a precision 24-hour clock and a 100-year selfcorrecting calendar that automatically
adjust for leap years. Time and date
functions include: hours, minutes, seconds, day, month and year.
But the SLC-I is more than a clock. It
constantly monitors the output from any computer
and provides instant
responses to a number
of user-defined key

phrases. This makes it ideal for use with
unattended process control or data
acquisition systems. And since the Time
Machjne is a 6502 microprocessor system,
it adds computing power to any terminal.
The Time Machine is easily installed
without modification to your operating
system. Both RS-232 and 20mA current
loop serial link are provided. And because
it's battery-supported, the time will always
be correct, even after a power failure.
The single quantity price is only .
$640. Ten-digit display option, $190. For
more information or literature on the
SLC-I Time Machine', contact Digital
Pathways, Inc.,
1260 L' Avenida,
Mountain View,
California 94043, or
phone (415) 969.;7600.

GET INTO THE TIME MACHINE•

.DIGITAL PATHWAYS
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engineers/software designers

TALK'TOGT!:

ABOUT TKHNICAL

CARI:I:RS IN PHOfNIX!
At GTE Automatic Electric Laboratories in Northlake, Illinois,
talented engineers are developing advanced digital
telecommunications systems which are at the forefront of
technology. To ensure our continued role as a leader in
meeting the technological challenges of the future, we are
moving our Switching Division in 1980 and 1981 to Phoenix,
Arizona where a new research and development facility is
currently under construction. Combined with the relaxed
lifestyle in the Valley of the Sun, this highly sophisticated
laboratory will provide software and hardware engineers with
an ideal working environment thoroughly conducive to
creativity and innovation.
You can take a'dvantage of immediate opportunities in
Phoenix or join our Northlake staff and make the move in
1981. As the nation's third largest electronics center, Phoenix
is an ideal place for ambitious professionals seeking career
opportunities in the following areas:

DEVELOPMENT SUPPORT SOFTWARE
Responsible for the development of tools which aid and
support the software design of advanced digital telephone
systems. Programming experience in PLl1 is desired.

ON-LINE RECOVERY AND DIAGNOSTIC
SOFTWARE
Design of on-line recovery and diagnostic software to
automatically identify the occurrence of a hardware fault,
reconfigure duplicated and/or redundant hardware into a fully
operational system configuration, and automatically localize
the fault. Experience with recqvery or diagnostic software is
desired in such areas as CPU's"Common Memories, I/O,
Digital Network Complex or Lir)e'and Trunk facilities,

CALL PROCESSING AND
ADMINISTRATION SOFTWARE
Involved in all areas of telephone switching control software,
switch and network traffic overload management software,
and system initialization and status control software in a realtime environment.
'

OPERATING SYSTEMS SOFTWARE
Responsible for task scheduling, input/output status control
and message handling software on a real-time operating
system.

D'ATA BASE ADMINISTRATION
SOFTWARE
Responsible for data base administration development for
advanced digital systems. Will perform both logical and
physical data base design.

TEST UTILITIES SOFTWARE
Involved in design and software implementation of an
automated computer based test system to be used in system
evaluation and testing of laboratory prototypes and systems at
initial site locations.

SYSTEM TEST AND CONTROL
Responsible for the system evaluation and test of large stored
program switching systems, involved in development and
execution of comprehensive system and performance tests in
the laboratory and field. Execute configuration management
and control of all hardware, software and documentation.
If you have a degree in Computer Science. Electrical
Engineering or a related discipline, GTE can help you create
the future you're looking for. We offer excellent salaries, a
complete benefit package, and a professional environment
that encourages and recognizes excelience.'For immediate
consideration, call collect (312) 681-7730 or send your
detailed resume to Manager, Technical Employment, Dept.
471A-6, GTE Automatic Electric Laboratories, 400 N. Wolf
Road, Northlake, IL., 60164. An Equal Opportunity Employer
M/F.

GTE AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC
LABORATORIES

(fj i #J I

Research and
Development
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HARDCORE
HARDWARE

Public concern over technology's role in modem life finds weighty
and diverse issues: the safety of nuclear power plants, the ecological
impact of pesticides, and whether or not Grenada has the bomb.
Along with these larger worms in the fruit from our chrome cornucopia of high technology, there is a less well-known but equally
important development which deserves ,our attention.
Recall the last time you visited your local games emporium
to purchase an electronic diversion for a youngling. There was that
fellow in the comer with the sweaty palms and glazed eyes artfully
putting the resident microcomputer through a strategic first strike on
the Andromeda Galaxy. He seemed just the ordinary boy down the
block keeping the universe safe from the Tworks, but he was, in
fact, a hard core technology addict getting his daily hit of the "soft
stuff. " His apparently harmless exercise in electronic escapism was
really ritualistic integrating with the, computer known among
devotees as "getting connected." Yes, your erstwhile space conqueror was one of a growing subculture of hard- and softwarehabitues who are giving a new meaning to the term technological fix.
These technology junkies are otherwise normal individuals
who have developed a pathological fascination with things, usually
plastic and aluminum, that go blip iIi the night.
The origins of technology addiction are not well understood. Scholars of the classics say the ancient Greek Icarus with his
ill:-fated flight was the first to experience the burning passion of
technology addiction. Professors of the Romance cultures, however, point to Leonardo da Vinci and his numerous inventions as the
start of the phenomenon. Biologists consider technoholics to be the
vanguard of a beneficial mutation that is evolving homo sapiens into
homo technologicus. Psychologists counter that technology addiction is a condition endemic to modem society, and is fostered from
the cradle, where such infant attractions as sculpted mobiles plant
the seeds of the hardware habit.
Physics and engineering professors don't care about the
roots of the condition as long as they can obtain as many of the tech
addicts as possible for their departments.
The manifestations of technology addiction are as varied as
the theories concerning its origin, and terminal technophiles can become, enamored with all manners of mechanical devices. Of course
electronic games and home computers are practically software seizures waiting to happen, and many a FORTRAN freak has suffered
temporary sensory overload during lost weekends at home computer fairs.
But consider the case of the innocuous price scanners that
are turning up in local supermarkets, and are becoming popular
objets de technologie. The word quickly spreads among the scanhead cults as to which supermarket fare produces the most exciting
displays--erimson rows of sparkling digits-on the scanners at the
checkout counters.

a

PHOTO
COpy
ADDICTS

Probably the most interesting cases oftechnology
addiction, however, involve an affinity for
photocopy machines. Hardcore dupers provide
some of the most bizarre studies in technoholism.
Most dopplephiles are hooked on photocopying for the visceral
thrills. They roam from library to library, seeking the perfect copy
like ozone intoxicated surfers searching for the perfect silver oxide
wave. There are a small group of dupers, though, who are more interested in the metaphysical aspects of the electronic reproductive
system. Known as Xen Impressionists, they believe that by creating
more and more detailed paper replicas of themselves, tpey can
transfer the baser aspects of their nature to their doppelganger, and
achieve a state of absence of desire known as Plain Paper Paradise.
In a particularly colorful ceremony called "Roxing Out," these

Bright, crisp,
non-glare CRT
is easy on the eyes.

Displayed data
can be enhanced
with a wide
choice of video
attributes.

Standard 25th
status line lets
you know what's '.,
happening as it's
happening.

Reliable
operation up to
19,200 baud.

You have
16 function keys
right at your
fingertips,
operable in
shifted and nonshifted modes.

Cursor control
keypad is compact,
easy to use, with
centrally located
home. key.

Sculptured,
typewriter-style
keys are smooth, "';".~~~f!l!J:~~~§~~g~~~~~;f~~i:i~~f±::~~~4~e.:!4~@~g£:f:~~;B~~~~,.
responsive
to the touch.

THE ZEPHYRTM BY ZENTEC.
There's really only one way to
appreciate our new Zephyr. On
the seat of your pants.
Go ahead. Sit down and
touch test the Zephyr's typewriter-style keyboard. It's positive, yet responsive to the
touch. And it's laid out for
operator convenience. Above
the standard 96 ASCII keys
you'll find 16 function keys that
operate in both shifted and unshifted modes. To the right,
there's a compact numeric keypad and a cursor control pad
,with centrally positioned home
control, both functionally designed to help you process more
data, more efficiently.
The keyboard's not our only
stroke of genius, though.

Zephyr's CRT ·is a sight for
sore 'eyes, too. The large 12"
non-glare video display incorporates a high resolution P-4
phosphor that makes it easier
for you to work with words.
You 'can quickly address two
full 1,920 character pages of
video display and enhance displayed data with a choice of
video attributes including dim,
blink, blank, reverse video and
underscore.
Zephyr 'functions in both
conversational and block
modes, too, so you can transmit
data with each keystroke, or
transmit only unprotected data
within a protected form, greatly
improving your system
throughput. And because

Zephyr is a product of Zentec
experience, you are assured of
reliable performance, day in
and day out. Year after year.
You have our word on it.
Isn't it time you found out
how much more our Zephyr
can do for you and your CPU?
Just call your nearest Zephyr
distributor and ask for a
demonstration. He's listed below. Or call us at (408) 727-7662
and ask for Ted Atlee. It could
be one of the smartest moves
you've ever made. Zentec Corporation, 2400 Walsh Ave.,
Santa Clara, CA 95050.

I/""Z£NT£C
... the last word in intelligent terminals

Sales Offices: Santa Clara, CA (408) 727-7662; Carson, CA (213) 324-1155; Long Grove, IL (312) 634-9550; White Plains, NY (914) 428-2801; Bernardsville, NJ
(201) 766-2403; Boston, MA (617) 935-45ll; Rockville, MD (301) 762-7990; Richardson, TX (214) 690-9265; Authorized Distributors: ADL Enterprises Inc.,
Wharton, NJ (201) 328-1300; Comspec, Inc., Houston, TX (713) 461-4487; David Jamison Carlyle Corporation, Los Angeles, CA (213) 277-4562; Leasametric, Inc.,
Foster City, CA (800) 227-0280; RC Data, Santa Clara, CA (408) 988-751g; Zygal Dynamics, Ltd., Chesham, England (02405) 75681.
.
.
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~-M@bil---COMPUTING ENGINEER
MOBIL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION has a challenging opportunity at its Exploration and
Production Research Laboratory in DALLAS, TEXAS for a
Computing Engineer. Applicant must have ability to analyze,
plan, and implement hardware, software, and communication changes in a large-scale scientific computer center.
MS or BS in Electrical Engineering or equivalent with 3-5
years of experience is required. Applicant should have further skills to evaluate and recommend, minicomputer based
research equipment and software requirements for research
and development projects. Good oral/written communication skills are necessary to insure that the incumbent can
effectively interact with computer center clients and PhD
scientists.
For immediate consideration, send resume and salary
history to:
Roy E. Lee
Mobil Research & Development Corp.
Post Office Box 900
Dallas, Texas 75221
EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY M F

WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION
invites applications from experienced programmer
analysts interested in working in a team providing data processing support to a multidisciplinary group conducting large
scale clinical trials and· behavioral science research.
Applicants' qualifications should include:
-

university degree, preferably in computer science,
statistics or mathematics, or equivalent experience;
recent experience in analysis and advanced programming, preferably in PUI and in scientific environment;
knowledge of statistics plus familiarity with SPSS,
SAS and BMDP;
experience in a large IBM (370, 3033) TSO working
environment;
an excellent knowledge of English or French (working
know ledge of the other language would be a definite
asset).

Interested and qualified applicants should send a detailed
curriculum vitae to:

Chief of Personnel
World Health Organization
1211 Geneva 27 Switzerland
quoting the reference "EDP Vacancies-1980".
An equal opportunity employer (MIF)
Only candidates under serious consideration will be contacted.
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Xerox zealots attempt to photocopy the entire outside oftheir bodies
.
in the fewest possible passes through the machine.
A common thread through all strains of technology addiction is that the transition from technological innocent to hardware
habitue is so gradual, it is almost imperceptible. A typical scenario:
The victim begins with some harmless pastime like trying to
defy entropy by dismembering and reassembling alarm clocks. A
random Christmas present initiates the unsuspecting individual into
the world of electronics or personal computers, and spare hours are
spent in the pursuit of the optimal feedback circuit or the ultimate
backgammon algorithm. The next step might involve the computer
coding of all worldly possesions, and the production of running resource inventories in base 17 arithmetic. Family members become
suspicious when the victim spends large amounts of time developing devices which attach to the head and purport to convert unused
grey matter to convenient calculator storage registers.
At this stage a particularly virulent form of neurosis known
as dry cell madness may set in. The main symptom of this affliction
centers about the victim's belief that spiritual fulfillment comes
only in sizes D, C, and penlight. Other signs of the malady include a
refusal to eat any foods not prepared in a microwave oven. The standard treatment for advanced cases of battery blight prescribes regular attendance at erotic film festivals.
Tech junkies have their own set of cult figures. Among
technophiles the latest exploits of Escalator Emerson or the Solenoid Kid are subjects of popular discussion. But by far the most famous hero in the pantheon of technology addicts is Gigahertz
Grogan, the Whistling Dude.
According to legend, the Dude was a computer operator for
a large government data processing installation outside Washington, D.C. During the interminable graveyard shifts he pulled in his
entry level capacity, the Dude developed the ability to communicate
with his computer by whistling into its telephone link. Soon he was
able to bypass the usual formalisms of programming languages and
job control structures and commune with the very heart ofthe beast.
He found that by applying the basic principles of frequency modulation he was able to converse with any computer from the humblest
micro to the most formidable number-cruncher. This extraordinary
ability made him a systems Dr. Doolittle.
Grogan quickly realized his talent was a marketable commodity and he became a freelance computer troubleshooter. As his
fame and prowess grew, the military learned of his gift, and pressed
him into service as a technical specialist in counterintelligence. A
painful experience with a defecting East German minicomputer,
however, left him a burnt-out case.
Now Grogan ~anders about shopping centers searching for
his lost powers among the credit card verifiers and midnight banking units. He whistles an occasional ticket from airline booking
computers to get around, and repays their largess by catching an incipient system crash or expunging a stubborn program bug. Sometimes he just provides a therapeutic ear to whistle in for some
overtaxed multiprocessing module.
His rapport with the electronic beasts is held in awe by tech
addicts everywhere, and often when a tech junkie is working on a
computer late at night, and his programs are inexplicably saved
from a sudden fatal power cutoff, he will murmur softly to himself
in reverential tones, "The Dude.must be whistling tonight."

-John A. Kogut
New Carrollton, Maryland
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Software/Hardware
MIS 'Professionals
New England/ East Coast/
Nationwide
Robert Kleven and Co., Inc. has a wide varietyofipositions
available in Programming, Systems Analysis/Design, Data
Base Applications, Applications Programming, Compiler
Development, Language Design, Hardware/Firmware
Design, for rrofessionals well versed in their field and are
with some 0 the top companies in the Industry. If your experience covers one or more of the following areas at the
state-of-the-art level, contact us: Software Design and
development; Technical Support; COBOL/IMS; Computer
Sciences; Assembly or Higher Level Language Programming; Data Base Design; Compilers, and/or' Operating
Systems Design; Digital Logic Design; Interface Design;
Technical Writing; Microprocessor Utilization; Computer
Architecture.
We've been providing confidential and industryknowledgeable placement for, software/hardware/MIS professionals since 1969. We can also provide you with free
resume preparation and career path counseling. Client companies assume all fees:

Rt.Robert Kleven and Co., Inc.
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS

Three Fletcher Avenue. Lexington. Massachusetts 02173
Telephone 16171861·1020

8

M ••.•• ('huU'tU Prorfllional Plaumf'nt Conlulunu
National COmpul., A"od'tn.
IOUins N,tionwid.t
'
Rf'prf'HnlinR Equal Opportunity Employul M
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REQUIRE£? BY THE FOOD AND
AGRICULTURE ORGANIZATION OF
THE UNITED NATIONS, ROME,
ITALY:

ANALYST~ROGRAMMER

(SPECIAL SOFIWARE)
To run the basic operating system, adapt basic software to support expal}ding use of data base and communications oriented applications, select appropriate new basic
software and packages and give technical advice to users.
Present installation (IBM 370/148 operating under OS/VSl
with CICS, VM!CMS and ancillary software packages);
addition of an IBM 4341 with suitable software environment
enabling mUlti-processing is planned.
ESSENTIALS: University degree in computer science
or related discipline. Minimum 5 years experience primarily
as operating systems specialist; thorough knowledge oflarge
scale IBM 370 series computer (hard- and software) preferably with experience in OS/VS 1. Languages: fluent English,
French and/or Spanish; basic Italian desirable.
SALARY: from US $24,170 p.a. net tax-free plus the
usual allowances of the International Civil Service. Please
send detailed curriculum vitae quoting "VA 929-AFMDM" to: FAO, Central Recruitment, Rome, Italy.
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TAILOR TO FIT
THE TASK

Eliciting the active support of users is generally an ongoing problem
for dp installations. A cooperative atmosphere, mutual respect,
adherence to promised due dates, and consistently well-designed
and programmed systems are but a few factors in gaining support.
Not emphasized often enough by dp personnel, however, is the
importance of adequate systems documentation, i.e., a user's
manual. Not only does a user's well-written manual have obvious
technical advantages to proper use ofthe system, but there is a good
possibility it will improve user relationships.
Systems, programming, and documentation standards may
be imposed on the internal dp organization. Standardizing the nature, scope, and style of the user's manuals represents a more difficult problem. There are many characteristics of the user and the
system which must be evaluated to determine the orientation and
level of technical detail. A few are:
1. Size of system. A very small system may not require a
manual; a memo describing the input, output, and procedures may
be adequate. A n:tanual should not make the system seem more complex than it is. Conversely, more than one manual, each orientated'
to a different level of user skill, might be advantageous. The input
and information needs of a corporate inventory control group, for
example, might be different than those required for a shipping clerk
at the warehouse dock.
2. Complexity of the system. In the case of a complex system, using advanced formulas and algorithms, it might be beneficial to generate two manuals, one describing just input and output
procedures, and the other containing the detailed logic and formulas
used in calculations.
3. Level of understanding required by the user. It may not
be necessary to educate the· user with all the dp or complex logic
aspects of the application. As long as this information is documented somewhere, it need not be calculated in the manual.
4. Level of user understanding. Since the purpose of the
manual is to provide a readily available reference document, generating a highly technical document may cause the user to shy away
from its use. Dp and advanced applications descriptions are better
placed in other support documents, not in the user's manual itself.
Once the orientation of the manual has been established,
there are four basic guidelines to its preparation. First, great care
must be taken to ensure the manual remains a reference. A user's
manual is not a novel to be read from cover to cover. It will more
likely be used to look up information on a particular input transaction or output report.
Secondly, the manual must be technically accurate whether
or not formulas and detail logic are included. The subset information contained should be consistent with the total sophistication of
the system. Make sure the system really does what the user's manual indicates it will.
Thirdly, delete as much technical terminology as possible.
The user's manual is not often used by the head ofadepartment, but
rather by the clerical staff who generate the transactions. Dp terminology should be eliminated.
Fourth, and perhaps most commonly overlooked, the manual must be grammatically correct. Not only can poor grammar and
syntax lead to misinterpretation and ambiguities, but they can also'
repel the user before he has obtained the needed information.
The'organization and content of the user's manual cannot be
completely standardized due to the above four factors. Assuming
the application is large enough to require a manual rather than a
memo, the following outline may be used as an organizational
guideline: .
1. Purpose and organization of the manual. This section
provides an opportunity to sell the user aspects of the manual system

FORUM
UNIVERSITY OF PETROLEUM & MINERALS
DHAHRAN, SAUDI ARABIA
COMPUTER SCIENCE DEPARTMENT
THE DEPARTMENT OF SYSTEMS ENGINEERING WILL HAVE
FACULTY POSITIONS IN COMPUTER SCIENCE OPEN FOR THE
ACADEMIC YEAR 1981-82, STARTING 1 SEPTEMBER 1981:
ACADEMIC QUALIFICATIONS AND EXPERIENCE:
PHD IN COMPUTER SCIENCE OR IN A CLOSELY RELATED
DISCIPLINE WITH EMPHASIS IN PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES,
DATA BASE-ORGANIZATION AND. STRUCTURE, MICROPROCESSORS, OPERATING SYSTEMS, DATA PROCESSING,
SYSTEM ANALYSIS .. DIGITAL DESIGN, COMPUTER ARCHITECTURE, AND SOFTWARE ENGINEERING.
LANGUAGE OF INSTRUCTION IS ENGLISH.
MINIMUM REGULAR CONTRACT FOR TWO YEARS, RENEWABLE. COMPETITIVE SALARIES AND ALLOWANCES. AIR
CONDITIONED AND FURNISHED HOUSING PROVIDED. FREE
AIR TRANSPORTATION TO AND FROM DHAHRAN EACH YEAR.
ATTRACTIVE EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANCE GRANTS FOR
SCHOOL-AGE DEPENDENT CHILDREN. ALL EARNED INCOME
WITHOUT SAUDI TAXES. TEN MONTHS DUTY EACH YEAR WITH
TWO MONTHS VACATION WITH SALARY. THERE IS ALSO
POSSIBILITY OF SELECTION FOR UNIVERSITY'S ONGOING
SUMMER PROGRAM WITH GOOD ADDITIONAL COMPENSATION.
APPLY WITH COMPLETE RESUME ON ACADEMIC, PROFESSIONAL AND PERSONAL DATA, LIST OF REFERENCES,
PUBLICATIONS AND RESEARCH DETAILS, AND WITH COPIES
OF TRANSCRIPTS AND DEGREES, INCLUDING HOME AND OFFICE ADDRESSES AND TELEPHONE NUMBERS TO:

UNIVERSITY OF PETROLEUM & MINERALS
HOUSTON OFFICE
2223 WEST LOOP SOUTH, SUITE 410 .
HOUSTON, TEXAS 77027
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Systems
Supervisor
COLORADO SPRINGS
Colorado Interstate Gas Company has immediate
need for a Systems Supervisor to guide the
activities of programmers & analysts in the
definition. design. development and
implementation of EDP business systems. New
systems to be developed will require heavy user
interface. in addition to systems design for large
scale IBM hardware using a DBMS. Six to ten
years of oil & gas experience is a must (gas
transmission company preferred). An advanced
degree highly desirable. Successful applicant will
possess excellent written & oral communication
skills and extensive knowledge of oil & gas
measurement & accounting systems.

Qualified candidates may call COLLECT (713)
877-6302, or send resume with salary history to
Mr. Cal Brummett, THE COASTAL
CORPORATION, Nine Greenway Plaza,
Houston, Texas 77046. We are an equal
opportunity employer mfr.

Colorado Interstat
Gas Company
A SubSidiary of
The Coastal Corporation
'!,
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and dp department. Particularly if this approach is a significant
departure from past documentation styles, it might be beneficial to
point out the reference nature of the manual.
2. Table of contents. Again, impress on the user the efforts
taken to create a manual designed to be easy to use.
3. A narrative describing the system. This might include a
brief historical perspective of the evolution of the system and an
overview of the basic modules. The system should not be described
in terms of jobs or programs, but rather in functional or transactional flow.
4. Input.
a. Narrative describing the purpose and effects of each
transaction. Let the user know, in English, what a transaction d o e s . ,
.
b. Definition of the fields, including how to enter the
data (justification, zero-fill, etc.)
c. Editing criteria (must be numeric, must be valid accounts, etc.). Drawing a simple chart to show editing
criteria in a quick reference manner can also be beneficial
to the reference orientation of the manual (Table I).
d. Files and fields affected. In cases where a transaction
may update more than one field on file, describe how a
user can save considerable confusion and subsequent
maintenance errors.
e. Examples. Demonstrate different uses of this transaction.
S. Output. It is often advisable to have two subsections, one
for' 'action reports" and the other for' 'information reports. " In action reports, the user is directly responsible for supplying some sort
of response, such as fixing errors on the audit and error reports.
Information reports are supplied for information (service levels,
statistical summary, etc.) and, unless discrepancies are detected,
require no. further action.
a. Narrative describing purpose and use of the report.
b. Definition of all fields on the output document. While
many. fields appear to be self-explanatory, they may not
be in the eyes of the end user. A date on the top of the
report, for example, might be derived from a control
card, from the communications region ofthe cpu, or from
a file.
c. Description of required control totals, balancing techniques, and error correction. The manual should not only

Answers to puzzle on page 264
E
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PLANNING, RESEARCH
AND DEVELOPMENT MANAGER.
Your management skills will be applied to strategic and operational planning for data processing
technology including the R. & D. role. Your ten or more years experience will include mainframe,
mini and micro architectures. 0 you will be knowledgeable of data processing trends, particularly
in distributed data processing, Videotex and advanced office systems. Telecommunications
orientation an asset.

DATA ADMINISTRATOR
In this opportunity you will implement data resource management concepts throughout the
System. You will organ"ize and manage a small technical and analytical resource team that will
identify data requirements, develop strategic plans and policies related to collection, storage
and access of data, data base design and implementation support. Your experience will have
included a key role in implementing the data administration function. You will have superior
interpersonal and communication skills. "

TECHNOLOGY CONSULTANT
In your capacity "as a Senior Consultant you will be responsible for the research and development
of new technologies in the area ofintegrated data processing. Your background will be strong
in research, planning and application of systems technology and .your experience will include
any of: Videotex, advanced office systems, computer graphics, distributed data processing and
data administration.
The MANITOBA TELEPHONE SYSTEM, a Crown Corporation since 1908, provides a wide
range of telecommunications services to the entire Province of Manitoba. The System is
committed to keeping" up to date with extensive technological change in an industry which
requires highly skilled people to meet this challenging and changing environment. 0 If you see
your next career opportunity listed here or are a professional looking for challenge and growth
why not call collect to: HELEN SEARLE, Systems Application and Architecture Manager,
at (204) 947-8309 or send a resume to Gary Horn at the address below indicating your
current and expected salary and the position of particular interest to you. 0 Salary
Negotiable~Attractive Benef'its.
" "
EMPLOYMENT OFFICE, MANITOBA TELEPHONE SYSTEM
P.O. Box 6666, WINNIPEG, Manitoba R3C 3V6

These positions open equally to women and mer};

Future Growth will enable more expanded opportunities.
If you are interested in discussing your next career move, please

call collect or send a resume.
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THE QUEST FOR
FAME AND FORTUNE
- and how to avo'id
self-defeating impulses.

TABLE I

TRANSACTION CODE: REC
EDITINGCRITERIA '
II CI .I~ 1/
'IS 1/ II 'i.l ~ tI
-o~ ""-4;1' 1:8 -09 .... ~d;
q. ;;~ §.~ '13..
j'IJ

In computer and information sciences today, the temptation to make a series of "quantum leaps" from company to company can be hard to resist.
And with scores of the fihest companies retaining
Quest (and paying us well) to bring people like,you to
them, you'd think we'd have every reason to encourage
you to jump-:.. regularly.
But you'd be. wrong. And so would we.
Introducing you into a technical environment of
bona fide upward mobility is the answer. That's why
we are not, and never will be, a duplicating machine
operation.
A thorough-going, highly individualized matching
service is what we provide. At no charge to you.
Fo'r more than a decade, it has worked well for us,
and for our client companies in the computer industry
from coast to coast. .
It will work as well for you.

.,

;;

,~.
~§:# !: ~.
~"~,§
0 t:

Call toll free or write in strictest professional confidence.

6400 Goldsboro Road, Dept. 300,washington, D. C. 20034 • (301) 229·4200
Baltimore: (301) 788·3500. Philadelphia: (215) 265-8100
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THE
ANSWER
TO
COMPUTER
POWER
PROBLEN\.S
The POWER CONDITIONING SYSTEM . . . An energy efficient
synchronous motor generator system that eliminates power-related
computer problems. The Computer Products Division offers a
money-back guarantee against all power quality related problems
such as sags, surges, transients, brown-outs, and up to 500 milliseconds of total black-outs!
Sweinhart offers the most technically advanced Power Conditioning
System available ... at any price! The System II, 15 to 219 KVA,
utilizes a digital read-out system and a System Status Panel that
provides a central location for essential read-out information ...
for both the status of the computer system's power and the
facility's safety systems.

Outstanding Features:
• A 5 year limited warranty on motor generator (an industry first).
• Digital Status Panel • Money-back guarantee • 6 to 8 weeks
delivery • Priced at the lowest cost per KVA in the industry.
For complete information, call or write Richard N. Bowyer

..rD-J

--w-

COMPUTER PRODUCTS DIVISION
2900 East Olympic Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90023
(213) 264-1521
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DESCRIPTION
The shipment· number
referencedonthisREC
transaction is not on the
in~transit file. .
1. Check to make sure
the number was'
accurately entered. If not,
correct and resubmit.
2.. Verify that the REC for
this shipment was not
entered ina previous
,day's processing by
examinirig theIn-transit
summary report
3. If above stepsdo not
uncover.' error contact
Corporate Inventory
ControL ... '.'
.•. .
'.
4. Verify shipment
number with
sending locati,on.
I

Corporate
Inventory'

include descriptions of what errors mean, but should also
show how to resolve' them. Responsibility should be
made clear (Table II).
6. Appendices. When required, formulas, complex logic,
decision tables, and charts are best placed in an appendix. As such,
they are available for the user to examine, but do not,detract from
the reference orientation of the manual.
It is important to remember that the system, as well as the
person responsible for it, are often viewed in the same light as is the
user's manual. If the documentation is disorganized, sloppy, or
missing infonnation, the user may fonn a similar opinion of the system. A cleanly typed and well-organized manual, with title page,
table of contents, section tabs, and a neat binder, create a positive
image. A manual is weli received if the head of the user department
is listed on the title page as a coauthor. Finally, a commitment to the
time allocation necessary to produce a high quality user's manual is
essential. User pressure to cut comers tb get the system up will subside if he can see a sample of a well-written manual and decide for
himself that the benefits far outweigh the delay.

-Richard S. Zera
Bowling Green, Ohio

If your future's not looking very bright where you
are right now, you can join the positive momentum
of the 80's at E-Systems Garland Division.
Our Garland Division in Dallas specializes in
the development and delivery of high-technology
electronics. We've solved many of the world's
toughest one-of-a-kind problems-problems
that require some of the world's most advanced
technological solutions.
We're doubling the size of our Garland, Texas
facilities to meet our needs for the 80's. Our
business volume will double in the next five
year9' And we're going to need talented,
dedicated people to grow with us. We're offering
solid long-term opportunities in the areas listed
below. Look over our list; then get in touch
with us.

• Engineering Specialists-Electronic
• Senior Specialists-Electronic/
Mechanical Design
• Electronic Packaging Design Engineers
• Senior Packaging Specialists
• PC Designers

SOFTWARE ENGINEERS
Software engineering professionals who have
experience in real-time applications on large
mainframe and mini- and micro-computers are
required to develop these systems.
• Software Engineers
• Senior Software Engiryeers
• Software Engineers/Analysts
• Project Leaders-Software
• Software Engineering Specialists

ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT
We need specialists in high-speed, specialpurpose digital processing technology, designing
systems employing VHF to microwave range
receivers and to design and develop high-speed
electro-optic systems.
• Electronic Design Engineers
• Electronic Systems Engineers

If you want to make problem solving your career,
send this coupon to: Employment Manager, .
E-Systems, Inc., Garland Division, PO. Box
226118; Dallas, Texas 75266. Or call. COLLECT
(214) 272-0515.

r----------------------------,
Please send more information about E-Systems
Garland Division.

_ _ E-SYSTEMS
~ME

___________________________

•

Garland Division

ADDRESS __________________________

The problem solvers.

CITY_ _ _ _ _ STATE _ _ _ ZIP_ __

An equal opportunity employer M/F, H, V
PHONE ___________________________

L____________________________

~
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The Marketplace...
ADVERTISERS'INDEX
SOFTWARE & SERVICES
A"en Services Corporation ••• 276-277
Andrew Rubel & Associates Inc. . .. 276
A.P. Publications ••••••••••••••••• 279
Atlantic Software ....••..•......•. 276
Business & Technology Systems •. 277
Computer Wise Inc. . •............ 277
C.S. Computer Systems ••..••...• 277
Dataware ..••...•••••.•...••••••• 278
Duquesne Systems Inc...•.... 277-278
Dylakor ••••••••..•••...•......•. 277
Evans, Griffiths & Hart Inc. . •••...• 276
Harlan S. Hersey Inc. • ••••.••••••• 278
Mathematica Products Group ..•.• 278
Micro Management Systems Inc. •• 278
Mitche" & Gauthier Associates •••• 277
Objective Programming Inc. . •...• 278
Software Consulting Services ••.•• 276
Tomark •.•.•.•••••••••••.••••••• 276

SOFTWARE SERVICES

RSX-11M
DCL*

'DIGITAL
COMMAND
LANGUAGE

MAKES RSX-11 M SIMPLE TO USE
SAVES YOU TIME AND MONEY
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

English commands
like VAX/VMS and RSX-11M-PLUS
on line help, hints, and examples
easy to install NO SYSGEN required
fully supported
complete documentation
$795, available immediately

RSX and Digital~ trademarks Digital Equipment Corp.

Electro Con Inc. . ......••••....... 279
Unitronix Corporation .•...•••..•. 279
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MSM
DP MARKETPLACE
C.D. Smith & Associates .......... 279

JOB MARKETPLACE
M.I.T..•..........••...•••......•. 279
National Personnel Consultants .•. 279

PROJECT PLANNING & (ONTROL SYSTEM
I

"BEST TRAINING"
"BEST SUPPORT"
"EASIEST TO USE"
YOUR BEST OPPORTUNITY FOR SUCCESS'
Another Productivity Tool from the
Project Management Specialists at:

ANDREW RUBEL & ASSOCIATES, INC.
One Soldiers Field Park 605
Boston, MA 02163 (617) 876-7993

BUY, SELL, LEASE

PCI70™

ASI ~

Atlantic Software, Inc.
Lafayette Building
Fifth & Chestnut Sts.
Philadelphia, PA 19106
215·922·7500
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for Shared TAPE
and DISK Mounts

Transparently Manages Shared TAPE and DISK Mounts
• MSM automatically controls TAPE ALLOCATIONS among your
systems. MSM also works for SHARED MOUNTABLE DISKS.
• Allows more EFFICIENT TAPE DRIVE UTILIZATION. Your tape
drives will be treated as a single combined pool, rather than
several smaller ones. This will have a tendency to reduce overall
tape drive requirements.
• Alleviates confusing operator burdens. Without MSM, operators
must manually coordinate device usage among the various
systems.
• ELIMINATES COSTLY JOB RE-RUNS due to inadvertent multisystem tape allocation.
• Provides a SINGLE-SYSTEM IMAGE with respect to device
allocations.
• MSM is COMPLETELY COMPATIBLE with the standard
operating system allocation philosophy. MSM simply extends it
to cover all systems in your complex.
.MSM is the ONLY TRANSPARENT APPROACH to handling
SHARED TAPE and SHARED DISK allocation.

• MSM now runs with MVS, SVS, MVT, VS1 and MH.
• New SOHSWAP feature allows MSM to reduce the scope of
allocation "blockage" when a DDR tape SWAP occurs.
• MSM can be installed in 10 MINUTES - NO IPL is required.
• Requires NO SYSTEM MODIFICATION whatsoever.
• Additional overhead caused by MSM is INSIGNIFICANT.
• MSM is now being used in well over 100 installations throughout
the world.

To Acquire MSM, or for more infonnation •..
Toll-Free: 800-543-7583 x 203
(in OH: 513-890-12(0)

A

ALLEN SERVICES CORP,
Software Dept. 212 W. National Rd.
c
Vandalia, Ohio 45377
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Give me the right tools,
and I can move the world!

Abend-Aid
Can Get You
Out of The
Dumps.
Cut the high cost of abends
with the dynamic software
Package Abend-Aid.
Prints in English the cause
of abends and data
needed to correct them.

Call 313-559-9050
TOMARK
,\

·t,

.'. "

t

j

SOFTWARE PACKAGES
KDSS

multi-terminal key-to-disk data

Software Consulting Services

entry system
TAM multi-terminal screen-handling faciHty
for transaction-processing applications
FSORT3 very fast record sort for
RSTS/E
SELECT convenient. very fast extraction
of records that meet user-specified criteria
(RSTS/E only)
BSC/DV a DV11 handler for most
bisynchronous protocols (RSTS/E only)
COLINK links two RSTS/E systems
using DMC11s
DIALUP uses an asynchronous terminal
line to link a local RSTSI Esystem to a remote
computer system

901 Whittier Drive

Evans Griffiths &: Hart, Inc.

Allentown, PA 18103

(21S) 797·9690

I ' t ' ""'"
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SCOBOLTI• and SFORTRAN TI• are the right tools to
make structured coding easy and natural.
Why hand-translate from your structured design language to COBOL or FORTRAN?' SCOBOL and
SFORTRAN extend COBOL and FORTRAN control
structures to give you fully nestable if-then-e/seendif, while-do-enddo. se/ect-case-endcase, and 5
others. The precompilers automatically translate
your S-Ianguage programs into equivalent COBOL
or FORTRAN.
The precompilers are written in the S-Ianguages
themselves. That's why they can be run on so many
machines. If your computer has a reasonably standard COBOL or FORTRAN compiler, we probably al.ready have either SCOBOL or SFORTRAN installed
on it. Contact us for details.
SCOBOL and SFORTRAN are distributed in source
code form for $1400 each. Monthly lease plans are
available.

---------------------.
RSTS/E & RSX-IIM
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55 Waltham Street
Lexington. Massachusetts 02173
(617) 861-0670
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PREVENT .... Wild

Ca,rds"

IN YOUR DATA
with •..

SUPES-

ConsI4er- SllPER-MSI."

+

~r

SHARED DASD USERS:

.PROTECTS YOUR DATA INTEGRITY by .Provides powerful operator commands to
preventing simultaneous destructive up- Control and Monitor performance and acdates by jobs in different systems.
tivity.
• Eliminates RESERVE Lock-{)uts (both per- .Is TRANSPARENT to users, and almost
formance Lock-Outs and "deadly transparent to operators.
embrace").
.Is Independent of system environment .DOES NOT SACRIFICE RELIABILITY as do for example, it works equally well with
other approaches to the problem.
MVS, MVS-SE, SVS, MVT, VS1, "':tFT, HASP,
.Now has extended VSAM Dataset Integrity ASP, JES2, JES3, etc.
to specifically handle the internal VSAM .Can be installed in 10 minutes without an
Dataset SHR options.
IPL and with NO SYSTEM CHANGES what• Informs Operators and/or TSO users (as ap- soever.
propriate) about the precise task Gob, TSO .MSI is already being used In well over 400
user, etc.) causing dataset conflicts.
installations throughout the world.
For More Information, or to Order a No·Obllgation FREE TRIAL •••

In Europe:
Mr. JA Kaluzny

~

LLEN SERVICES

CORPORATION

From Anywhere Else:

UNjLA~~~~~f6H. ·W~sP~~r~~n~all
Tel: 040 3490 2229

lit

ALLEN SERVICES CORPORATION

Softwar~2,1a~i.r6.% ~t3~~rial

Rd.

Toll-Free: 8()().543-7583 x 203 (in OH: 513-890-12(0)
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DEC. LA34 DECwriter IV terminal with
built-in Bisync Controller allows
remote attachment of LA34 to IBM
mainframe systems. Full 328x emulation.

Now, try something that works! OOM.
OOM is the only complete system that precisely
monitors.!!!! hardware and software processes,
accurately bills all operations and improves
. performance .. ~ on a full-time b~
Let us show you how OCM has meant control,
efficiency, confidence and dollars to our
customers.

~
t'

_....

r-- --- ------- -------

I

P..... :
l

I

I
I

I

I

I

I

I

DUQUESnE:

SYSTEmS inC I

2Ali;.ghenyCtr.
:
~~!f~i~:i~3~~ :
Telex: 902

I'm ....., 10 try lomllhlng th.t worbl

: b::~~m;;~~orm~~~~.~~~M·CMFT

I

O'g.n".lion

Features: Data rates to 9600 baud.
2K Byte buffer memory
Internal diagnostics.
Pricing: Kit
$625.00
Factory Instal.
875.00
Complete Unit 2125,00
Call or Write:

:

I
City

Tolop/lOM__

I

S,.,o___ Z i p _

:

______________ _
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fol'
VAX 11/780

VIDEO is a fully interactive system for
the design. development and operation of
complex applications.

The use of VIDEO will:
• promote top-down structured design
• reduce development time
• increase programmer productivity
• provide a "user-friendly" interface
• reduce user training requirements
• enhance system security
FROM DESIGN TO END-USER ACCESS
VIDEO SA VES YOU TIME AND MONEY

(301) 794-8800

; Over 1000

~

~ llnstallations
~p

*303X,AMDAHL,ITEL,etc.

ACSL

You've tried solving your performance problems ,
with hardware monitors, sampling software
monitors. unsatisfactory billing systems, SMF and
AM':' inadequacies, simulators •...

coupon or c.,"

Dylakor

16255 Ventura Boulevard
Encino. California 91436
(213) 995-0151
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EDP Managers ...
You need QCM

F,IIin.ndmaj't,,-

ReportWHter/ EDP
AudIt Software
Tools for
360/37014300*

4006 East 137th Terrace· Grandview MO
816 765-3330

64030
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The Advanced Continuous' Simulation Language is a powerful but easy to use program
deSigned for modelling the behavior of dynamic systems. Applications range from control system analysis to chemical plant models
to urban dynamics.
• Interactive or Batch Graphics
• Unlimited Problem Size
• FORTRAN Compatibility
• Stiff Integration
ACSL reduces program development time by
factors of two to ten: ACSL is available for
CDC 600017000, IBM 3601370, UNIVAC
1100, SEL 32, PDP 10/20 and VAX" computers. Access through UCS, CYBERNET and
other national networks.
MITCHELL AND
GAUTHIER ASSOCIATES,INC.
P.O. Box 685, Concord, Ma. 01742
(617) 369-5115
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NEW LIFE
FOR
f40fPROGRAMS
CS-TRAN Converts your 1401 object programs to COBOL for the mainframe or mini of your choice.
CS-TRAN is the only translator that accepts your object programs,
patches and all. yet allows you to include actual COBOL paragraph
names and record definitions.
If you'd like more details about new life for your 1401 programs just call or
write Russ Sandberg.

BUSINESS AND TECHNOLOGICAL SYSTEMS. INC.

Aerospace Building. Suite 440
10210 Greenbelt Road
Seabrook. Maryland 20801
VAX is a trademark of Digi~1 Equipment Corp.
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C·S

Compute~

Systems Inc.

90 John Street, New York. NY 1()(Wi • 212-:i4~-:if):if)
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* *TASKIMASTER* * *
***CICS *, IMS DB/DC***
SOFTWARE CONSULTING
SERVICES
Our four year old firm specializes in
Online & Data Base/Data Communications Systems Development. From
Software Design to Computer Programming to System Maintenance.
We pride ourselves in the consistency & reliability of the services we
have to offer. ALL of our employees
are experienced, extremely knowledgeable, dedicated professionals.
For more information, contact David Solan

OBJECTIVE PROGRAMMING
;-;;~ INCORPORATED
r~
Post Office Box 123

r

r~~
r I~. .J

Norwalk, CT 06856

(203) 866-6900

RPG to COBOL
or for those PL/1 Shops

RPG to PL/1
Two of the many successful transfators offered by Dataware provide
a smooth and effortless transition from RPG. The translators can
handle most any level of RPG (SYS/3, Mod 20, etc.) and achieve an
extremely high percentage of automatic conversion (approaching
100%) of the source code.
For more information please call or write today!

D\

6

The Conversion Software People

!3:aw~~e~~!~'71(~!;~87221 ~~~~:
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AUTHORIZED TRS-80® DEALER A301
COMPUTER SPECIALISTS

MPGSWIFI' for TP appHcatioDs
I

Ma~imize

staff productivity
and customer service with MPGSWIFr

Up to 15 % Discount
on TRS-80 ' s ,

26-1051 4K LEVEL I. ........ $424.00
26-1056 16K LEVEL " ....... $700.00
26-4002 64K'l DRiVE ...... $3499.00

1-800-841-0860 TOLL

FREE
MICRO MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS, INC.
Downtown Plaza Shopping Center
115 C. Second Av .• S.W.
Coiro. Georgia 31728
912) 377-7120 Go. Phone No.

Hue of Use
Learn to write TP applications in one day
Hue of 1n8talIation Install in one hour
Maintenance
Add terminals, flIes, programs while MPGSWIFT
continues to operate
Language Support Cobol, Assembler, PU1, Fortran, RPG, RAMIS
Hvolutlon
Entry level to large network without reprogramming
Productlrity
Online program development with one-half the effort
Over 100 installations. DOS, DosNs, and DOSNSE
Productive software for business data processi,'g from
Mathelllatica Product8 Group
P.O. Box 2392, • Princeton, New Jersey 08540 • 609/799-2600
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SRCCOMPR

IBM

UTILITY

* Compares source programs, JCl and

SDSI
Shared Dataset
Integrity
• SDSI protects data integrity by
• SDSI eliminates RESERVE
~~~~~~nPrOa,ga~n:l\i~~~c~~~eG.t
LDCK·DUlS.
• SDSI provides operator and
lSD users inlormation aboul

dataset conflict conditions.

• SDSI requires no system or

user program modilications
and installs in minutes.

SlAM
, Shared Tape
Allocation Manager
• SlAM automates the sharing 01
you to reduce tape drive
tape and DASD devices thus
relluirements.
allowing allocation decisions to • SlAM provides global operator

be made faster and reducing
the possibility of human
errors.
• SlAM makes more ellicient
use of tape pools thus allowing

commands and control .
• SlAM eliminates JOB re·runs
due to multiple tape drive
allocation errors.
• SlAM requires no system or

~~~ri~~r~r:7n rr:::i~~~~~~ions

card data.
* Detects inserted or deleted lines and
continues comparing.
* Shows what changes have been made
\ on a line. by showing the old version
and the new version.
* Can bypass sequencing columns and
comment cards .

Remember•••
- IBM utilities fall on inserted or deleted
lines.
- Panvalet or Librarian changedate-stamps do not show what
changes have been made.
-OS and DOS versions for $500.
perpetual/ease.

HARLAN S. HERSEY, INC.
.
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106 Quaker Drive,
West Warwick, RI 02893
(401) 822-0176
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JOB MARKETPLACE

BUY, SELL, LEASE

WHEN YOU NEED

DEC .. ·
TERMINALS

Bata lIooklet on s/lecialized
soaware information
syste",s coverin, :
*SENERAl BDfTWARE
*BA,AIlABEBD',WARE
*II&RIIIIINI BII',WARE

• VT-100
• LA120

• LA36
• LA180

POP11/03 SYSTEMS
LSI/11 MODULES

Professor N. John Habraken
Department of Architecture
M.I.T.
.
77 Massachusetts Avenue
Cambridge, MA 02139

A. P. Publications Ltd
322 ST. JOHN STREET .

PROFESSOR OF COMPUTER GRAPHICS
MIT Department of Architecture seeks Assistantl
Associate Professor. of Computer Graphics to
teach and do research in Arts and Media Technology Program. Position includes 50% research to
be developed in candidate's area of interest and
expertise. Teaching responsibility entails intro~
ductory graduate subject in computer graphics;
graduate seminar in 3"D computer graphics and
animation, or seminar in candidate's area·of inter'"
est; and/or Ph.D. and M.S. thesis supervision.
Prerequisites, include Ph.D. in computer science
or equivalent; professional experience in computer graphics; teaching experience at the university
level; demonstrated ability in research. AppOintment effective September 1, 1981. Candidates
should submit resumes and additional information
by November 1, 1980 to:
'

LONDON, E.C.1

MIT is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer
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-USE THE
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ADVERTISING.
.SECTION
CALL FRANCIE:
(212) 489-3460

mMUsers
MG Set - 415Hz
IBM approved type Piller Silentbloc (can be
used right next to mainframe - 58 Dba) Dual
75KVa motor-generators with paralleling,
used two years designed for 20 years. Input
460V, 3 phase, 60Hz. Output 1201208, 3ph,
415Hz. Price new $77,000. Your price
$43,500 + freight.
Call us for any and all line conditioning requirements

Line Conditioning Div.

ELECTRO CON INC.
Box 305

Deerfield IL 60015

EDP SPECIALISTS·
PROGRAMMER/SYSTEMS ANALYSTS,
$16,000·$45,000. Choice positions available in Pennsylvania & national locations.
We have been placing EDP personnel for
15 years. Reply in strict confidence to
John Scheirer, WEIR PERSONNEL SER·
VICES, 535 Court St., Reading, PA 19603

(215/376·8486) ..

EEs, PROGRAMMERS, SYSTEMS ANALYSTS, $16,000-$45,000. Immediate out·
standing opportunities. Sun belt. Nation·
wide. Leading companies. Positions available at all levels. Reply in confidence to
J. F. Halloran, President, NATIONAL
SEARCH, P.O. Box 73006, Houston, TX

77090 (713/376·9383).
EDP MANAGEMENT / SYSTEMS ANALYSTS / PROGRAMMERS, $18,000-$40,·
000+. Choice upstate NY &, U.S.. open·
positions. EDP placement specialists. In
confidence send resume· or call James F.
Corby, Pres., NORMILE PERSONNEL, 5
Leroy St., Box 110 Westview Station,
Binghamton, NY 13905 (607/723-5377).

dll pOSitions listed are fee-paid
NATIONAL
PERSONNEL
CONSULTANTS

(312) 948-0320
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DP MARKETPLACE

BROKER IN

DEC SYSTEMS

& COMPONENTS
C.D. SMITH &
ASSOCIATES, INC.
12605E. Freeway,
Suite 318
Houston, TX 77015
713-451-3112

CRTRMRTICN®

magazines

1979/80 MINI/MICROCOMPUTER
SURVEY AVAILABLE NOw. .__~.
The third annual DATAMATION magazine Mini/Microcomputer Market Survey
has ju~t been completed. Encompassing
small business· systems, intelligent terminals and data entry systems as well as
traditional minicomputers. this analysis is
essential reading for industry watchers.
market planners. sales executives and
users themselves.
Available November I. 1979. the report
is being offered at a $40 savings for prepaid
orders off the regular price of $445 in
North America and $475 elsewhere. Additional reports are $150. (U.S. Dollars).

For a
complimentary
8-page Table of
Contents. call
Dorothy Cham berlin
(203) 661-0055.

Technical publishing
a company of
. The Dun iii Bradstreet Corporallon
DB
666 Fifth Ave.' New York, NY 10019
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Sales Manager

John M; Gleason
New York, NY 10103
666 Fifth Ave.
(212) 489-2579
Eastern District Managers

A. Treat Walker,
Warren A. Tibbetts:
New York, NY 10017
420 Lexington Ave.
(212) 682-7760
New England District Manager

Warren A. Tibbetts:
Manchester, NH 03104
112 W. Haven Rd.
(603) 625-9498
Midwest District Manager

William J. McGuire
Chicago, IL 60601
3 Illinois Center Building
303 East Walker Drive
(312) 938-2900
Western District Managers

Alan Bolt6, Jr.:
Los Angeles, CA 90035
1801 S. La Cienega Blvd.
(213) 559-5111

James E. Filiatrault:
Mountain View. CA 94043
2680 Bayshore Frontage Rd.
Suite 401
(415) 965-8222
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Sun Information Services ••••••••••••..•••••••••• 97
Swing line Corp ................................... 90

Intergroup Communications, Inc.
Wallace K. Ponder, European Director
Paul D. Dimmoc'<, Regional Manager
31 Lyncroft Avenue
Pinner, Middx, HA51JU
England
Tel: (01) 868 9289
Cables: PACOM, Pinner
Germany, Austria, Eastern Europe

Tullio Giacomazzi
130 Jermyn St.
London SW1 Y4UJ
Tel: (01) 8393916
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